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This volume is intended to aid a prospective user to operate the NASA-IBM
Streamflow Forecast Model. This includes data preparation, determining
model parameters, initializing and optimizing parameters (calibration)
selecting control options and interpreting results. Some background in-
formation has been included in Section 2. Appendices contain a dictionary
of variables, a source program listing and flow charts. A bibliography,
with abstracts, several related documents, and computer programs are to be
delivered separately.
The model has been operated for this study on an IBM System/360 Model 44,
using a Model 2250 keyboard/graphics terminal for interactive operation.
The model can be set up and operated in a batch processing mode on any
System/360 or 370 that has the memory capacity. The model requires 21OK
bytes of core storage, and the optimization program, OPSET (which was used
previous to but not in this study), requires 240K bytes. The data bank for one
small watershed reniiirac ,nnrnximately 32 tracks of disk storage (Model 2314).
The models described in this report have evolved from the well-known
Stanford Watershed Models (Crawford and Linsley, 1962; Crawford and Linsley,
1966; Anderson and Crawford, 1964). These original models were written in
the BALGOL computer language for the Burroughs Computer at the Stanford
Research Institute. Since BALGOL is not used extensively, a number of
FORTRAN translations have been published (James, 1968; Claborn and Moore,
1970; Ricci, 1972, among others). The translation by James, known as the
Kentucky Watershed Model, was selected for the previous study and used with
some modifications.
The Kentucky Watershed Model is basically a FORTRAN version of the Stanford
Watershed Model III (Anderson and Crawford, 1964). A few modifications have
been added from the Stanford Watershed Model IV (Crawford and Linsley, 1966)
by James for use in Eastern watersheds. A self-calibrating version of the
KWM (OPSET) was developed and tested by Liou (1970) and applied by James
(1970) and Ross (1970).
Modifications introduced by IBM under NASA contract consist principally of
adding routines for man-machine interfaces, multi-year simulations, statis-
tical analysis of results, and plot output options. Additionally, shortened,
variable simulation periods have been introduced for forecast applications.
For more detailed discussions of the model structure and application, the
reader is referred to reports by Anderson and Crawford (1964), Crawford
and Linsley (1966), Liou (1970), Ross (1970), James (1970),Ricci




2.1 HYDROLOGIC PHENOMENA IN THE WATERSHED
That aspect of hydrology known as streamflow forecasting undertakes to
predict the outflow from a river basin, in terms of flow rate as a
function of time, in response to a given precipitation event under given
initial conditions. This capability is vital to effective planning for
urban/industrial development, flood control, hydroelectric power, navi-
gation, and water resources management.
Figure 2-1 depicts the cross section of a somewhat idealized rural catch-
ment and identifies the principal phenomena at work in the rainfall-runoff
relationship. The input (precipitation) is partially intercepted by
vegetation and water retention areas. Moisture reaching pervious surfaces
divides among overland flow, infiltration, and evaporation. Through subsur-
face processes, interflow and groundwater flow contribute ultimately to
streamflow, with some losses due to transpiration through plant life. In
l
certain regions, in winter, moisture is stored in the form of snow in
portions of the basin, and melts to produce additional moisture movement
in spring.
All the phenomena involved in this portion of the hydrologic cycle are
widely and well understood qualitatively, and several empirical relation-
ships have been developed from a combination of theory and experiment.
The relationships are numerous, many of then are nonlinear, and they are
interrelated. Manual solutions for streamflow by manipulation of such a
set of equations are inefficient and so time consuming as to be of little
value in an operational situation. Individuals and organizations respon-
sible for streamflow forecasting have turned to watershed models as effective
tools for their work. Development of such models has been facilitated
by the increasing availability of large, high-speed computers.
2.2 MOISTURE ACCOUNTING IN THE SIMULATION MODEL
The streamflow forecast model uses a moisture accounting system to synthe-
size a continuous hydrograph (a graph of streamflow volume per unit time or
stream height as a function of time) from the following:
1. Recorded climatological data, precipitation, evaporation,
and (for snowmelt situations) temperature,
2. Measurable watershed characteristics such as drainage area






























Figure 2-1. Cross Section of Idealized Rural Catchment
3. Parameters used in the computation process which are known
to vary in magnitude among watersheds but have not been
quantitatively tied to specific measurable watershed proper-
ties. For example, one parameter indexes the capacity of
the soil of the watershed as a whole to retain water.
The third class of inputs requires a trial-and-error series of calibration
runs to quantify a set of model parameters which will synthesize flows
with acceptable accuracy.
Figure 2-2 depicts the accounting of moisture entering the watershed until
it leaves by streamflow, evapotranspiration, or subsurface outflow. A
series of relations, each based on empirical observation or theoretical
description of a specific hydrologic process, is used to estimate rates
and volumes of moisture movement from one storage category to another,
in accordance with current storage states and the calibrated watershed
parameters. The model routes channel inflow from the point where it
enters a tributary channel to the downstream point for which a hydrographic
is required. The flow chart provides the basis for the logical inter-
locking of a set of empirical equations into the algorithm that is at the
heart of the model.
2.3 MODEL PARAMETERS AND CALIBRATION
When a user applies a simulation model to a watershed, there are several
parameters whose values he must initially guess and subsequently adjust,
between trial runs of the model and comparisons of synthesized with ob-
served flows. This trial-and-error calibration requires ingenuity, under-
standing of the sensitivity of simulated flows to specific parameter
adjustments. The process is aided greatly by a thorough understanding of
the hydrologic process and by the guidance published by Crawford and Linsley
(1962, 1966). Through careful parameter adjustment, one can cause simulated
flows to approximate recorded flows but never to match them exactly. Several
combinations of parameter values can produce comparable results from an
overall viewpoint, and the final choice may well hinge on whether a particu-
lar comparison emphasizes flood peaks, annual runoff volume, or some other
hydrographic feature. The final acceptance of a set of parameters may
depend heavily on subjective factors.
Figure 2-3 lists the principal inputs (exclusive of control options) used
by the watershed model to simulate streamflow. Climatological data can be
obtained from precipitation records or can be hypothetical, the latter
being useful in generating rainfall-runoff predictions. The inputs classed
as "overland flow parameters" and "watershed parameters" are readily
obtainable from analysis and interpretation of images (maps and/or photo-
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In developing OPSET, Liou (1970) provided a tool for calibratinc
with a minimum of subjective decisions. The parameter optimization concept
is depicted in flow chart form in Figure 2-4. The input data consists of
control options and initial conditions as well as the inputs listed in
Figure 2-5. A simulation is performed, one year at a time. The synthesized
flows are compared with the observed flows. An objective function is used
to determine when an optimum set of parameters has been found. If the best
match has not been achieved, parameters are again adjusted and the simulation
run again. This sequence is repeated until a satisfactory parameter set
has been quantified.
Figure 2-5 also lists the outputs of OPSET, in addition to simulated
streamflow. (Comparison with Figure 2-3 shows the relationship to the
simulation model.) These parameters are the most difficult to measure
directly and are the ones to which simulated flow values are sensitive. The
calibration process should be based on three separate water years for the
same basin. Simulation model parameters are then derived by averaging the
results of the three calibration runs. A minor modification to OPSET has
been implemented to generate a more precise Base Flow Recession Constant
(BFRC). As it is presently designed, OPSET estimates parameters which
produce accurate simulations of major winter storms (with respect to
flood peak magnitude and timing) but misses summer and autumn storm
peaks by significant factors. Manual adjustments are required to achieve
accurate simulation in the latter. An improvement in OPSET efficiency could
be achieved by modifying it to calibrate on the basis of several consecutive
years rather than one year at a time.
Snowmelt parameters have not been treated in the foregoing because OPSET
does not estimate them. Their quantification is described in Section 4.1.
2,4 INPUT DATA PREPARATION
Simulation of a watershed requires (1) acquisition, formatting and
integration of a historical data base, (2) quantification of some of
the model parameters from direct observation, measurement and application
of empirical relationships, and (3) calibration, the adjustment of the
remaining parameters to achieve an acceptable match between simulated
(synthesized) and actual streamflow. After calibration, the system may be
used to predict streamflow resulting from any given precipitation event.
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Figure 2-4. Parameter Optimization Concept
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o Precipitation records - hourly and daily
o Stream stage charts - actual strip chart hydrographs
o Ratin tables for conversion of stream stage charts from height
(feet} to flow rate (cubic feet per second, cfs)
o Daily streamflow (discharge) records
o Temperature records - maximum and minimum each day (used with snow
routine only)
o Evaporation data - three options:
- Daily evaporation and monthly pan coefficients; or
- Total annual evaporation, mean annual number of rainy days and
estimated potential annual evapotranspiration; or
- Average daily evaporation values over ten-day periods through
the year and monthly pan coefficients.
o Snowmelt data arrays
Data are converted from published documents or charts or magnetic tape,
to digital formats suitable for input to the calibration and simulation
programs, as described in Section 3.
2.5 OPERATION
Once the model parameters and historical data have been integrated into a
master data bank, actual operation of the models, whether by batch processing
(over-the-counter or remote job entry) or interactive will depend on the
configuration, capabilities and procedures of the supporting computer center.
2.6 OUTPUTS
There is a variety of outputs available from the multi-year simulation
program in the NASA-IBM system. The operator and analyst can choose those
which best suit his needs from the following.
o A tabu atiQ,z,"of hourly synthesized streamflow, with daily






- peak flow and time of peak
- snowpack depth
- snow total moisture density
- snow albedo index
- total accumulated negative snowmelt
snowpa;,k liquid water content
	 j
o A table of monthly annual totals.
o A yearly statistical -summary.
o A table of mean daily reference streamflow, with monthly and
annual totals.
o A table of mean daily simulated streamflow, with monthly and
annual totals.
o A table of monthly moisture storages and indices.
o A table of flow duration and error statistics.
o A list of the 20 highest clock hour rainfall events in the
water year.
o A list of the 20 highest clock hour overland flow runoff events
in the water year.
o A table of daily soil moisture.
o A comparison table of storm events, reference and simulated, with
respect to peak flow, time of peak, and runoff, one table per
storm event.
o Total daily and monthly statistical summary.
o Print-plots for total year, each month and each storm event.
o Tapes of data for SC-4020 plot outputs for total year, each






In the forecast and past-run modes, the following outputs are available
(see Section 7).
o Superimposed forecast hydrographs for worst case, forecast and zero
precipitation.
o Superimposed simulated and observed hydrographs for past (fine tune)
runs.
o Tables of hourly streamflow by day for each forecast case.
o Table of daily precipitation, surface runoff, interflow, baseflow,
and stream runoff for each forecast case.
o Table of peak flow, time of peak, runoff and total precipitation for
the forecast period for each forecast case. This table also shows
differences and percent differences between worst case and forecast
peaks.




The input data required to operate the model consists of a minimum basic
core plus supplemental data required by various control options in the
program. The various data components will be discussed in the order in
which the data is read into the program, which is also essentially the
order in which the data is arranged in the data deck.
3.1 TIME-AREA-HISTOGRAM DEFINITION
Both the original Stanford Model IV (Crawford and Linsley, 1966) and the
Kentucky Watershed Model (Ross, 1970; Liou, 1970) use an empirical routing 	 j
procedure developed by C. 0. Clark (1945). This procedure routes channel
inflow to the basin outlet using a time-delay histogram. The time-area
histogram divides the basin into zones of equal travel time by drawing iso-
chrones on a topographic map. The fraction of the watershed area within
eash set of isochrones defines the time-area histogram. The procedure for
determining these zones is outlined below.
1. Determine the Time of Concentration
The time of concentration (Tc) is defined as the time
required for water falling on the most distant part of
the watershed to reach the outlet via the channel. It
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3. Select a desired isochrone spacing. Since routing is either
done on a 15-minute or hourly basis in the model, the isochrone
spacing selected should agree with the routing interval. On a
large watershed, longer intervals will help hold down computer
time requirements.
4. From the average velocity, calculate the distance required
for the water to flow one isochrone distance. For example,
if the average velocity is 4.0 mph and isochrone interval
selected is 15 minutes, an isochrone would cross the chan-
nel every mile above the basin outlet.
5. Divide the basin into isochrone areas by measuring the chan-
nel distance between isochrones and determining the watershed
area contributing flow to that section of the channel. P1ani^^^-
eter the area between each set of isochrones and determine
the fraction of basin area in each area. Beginning with the
isochrone area above the outlet, these fractions represent the
time-area histogram. Data required by the model includes the
number of base time routing increments (NBTRI) and the base
time routing increment (BTRI) data array (see Figure 3-1).
3.2 SNOWMELT DATA ARRAYS
If snow and snowmelt are important processes on the watershed and called
in the model (CONOPT 7 = 1), the following data arrays are required.
FIRR - The fraction of incoming radiation reflected by a snow
surface as a function of age.
This is an array of 15 values which is used to adjust snowmelt rates as
snow surface albedo changes. It is well known that snow surface albedos
change with age and also with rainfall on the surface. Snow albedos have
been shown to vary from a maximum of about 0.80 for new fallen snow to a
minimum of about 0.40 for a ripe snow pack during the melt season. Under
melting conditions, the albedo can change from the maximum to the minimum
in about fifteen days (Figure 3-2). This relationship is the basis for the
FIRR array. Anderson and Crawford (1964) discussed the application of the
reduction factor in the Stanford Snowmelt Model but didn't discuss how they
derived the array used. Their data are also plotted on Figure 3-2. In
this study, adjustment factors were taken directly from the albedo curve.
A more representative array could be determined if data for a total energy
Y budget were available for the watershed.
RICY - Radiation Incidence over the Calendar Year.
i	 The RICY data array is an array of 37 values, each representing an adjust-
ment factor to the snowmelt rate for each 10-day period during the calendar
year. In the snowmelt model of Anderson and Crawford (1964), snowmelt is
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The parameter 6DDFSM represents the maximum melt rate which woulc
during the melt season. However, melt does not occur at the maxi..._...
rate during the melt season; and since melt is a function of solar energy
as well as air temperature, the maximum melt rate (6DDFS14) represents
the maximum input of both sensible heat and solar energy. Anderson (1968)
calculated degree day melt factors using daily streamflow hydrographs and
a continuous energy balance calculation for the snow pack. His data show
a seasonal distribution of melt factors which roughly approximates the
distribution of solar energy. Anderson (reported by Striffler) suggests
that the RICY data array should approximate a sine wave with the maximum
occurring on June 21, and the minimum, about one-fourth the maximum, on
December 21. A sine wave distribution and the data array used in the
Stanford Snowmelt Model are shown in Figure 3-3. Desai's data was deter-
mined from the seasonal distribution of radiation data at Laramie, Wyoming.
DPSE - Dated Potential Snow Evaporation.
In the Stanford Snowmelt Model, evapotranspiration and evaporation from the
snow surface are considered separately. The DPSE data array is the data
source for snow evaporation and represents daily snow evaporation for 10-day
periods during the water year. In the calculations, snow evaporation does
not occur if the daily minimum temperature is greater than 32° or if the snow
pack total water content is less than the daily potential snow evaporation.
Anderson and Crawford (1964) derived snow evaporation data using the following





where E is evaporation in inches, b' is an empirical constant, V w is the
wind velocity, Q t is the thermal quality of the snow (percent by weight of
ice), pa is the vapor pressure of the air in millibars, and ps is the satu-
ration vapor pressure over the snow.
3.3 EVAPORATION DATA ARRAYS
Three different forms of evaporation data can be used in the model
(CONOPT 3 = 0,1,2). These include daily potential evapotranspiration
(DPET) values (CONOPT 3 = 0), average daily potential evaporation values
for 10-day periods (CONOPT 3 = 1), and an average annual potential evapo-
transpiration value (EPAET). Although DPET is defined as "dated potential
evapotranspiration," the Kentucky Report (Ross, 1970) reduces evaporation
data to lake evaporation which is derived from measured pan evaporation and
a pan coefficient. Thus DPET values can be measured pan evaporation data or
calculated potential ET data. Ideally daily pan evaporation data from a pan
located within or adjacent to the watershed should be used. However, since
good pan data are rare in most parts of the country and particularly the 	 1




In this study, the Hamon Formula (Hamon, 1961) was used:
PET = C D 2
 Pt
in which PET = potential ET in inches, C is a constant, D is the possible
hours of sunshine in units of 12 hours, and Pt is the saturated water vapor
density (absolute humidity) in grams per cubic meter at the mean daily
temperature. The constant C was adjusted so that calculated PET values
agreed with a partial pan record in the watershed.
Although daily values of potential ET are most desirable in the daily
accounting in the model, averages over 10-day periods can be used if it is
desirable to reduce the calculation required to assemble daily values.
DPET values for 10-day periods are input as an array of 37 values, The 37
values should correspond to the time distribution shown in Table 3-1.
The third option (EPAET) (CONOPT 3 = 2) requires an annual potential evapo-
ration value plus a correction factor for the number of rainy days during
the year (MNRD). These values can either be measured values for a particular
year or average values for a number of years. Average values should be used
for years in which climatic data are not available. Under this option, an
adjusted annual PET value is calculated and distributed over the water year
by subroutine EVAPDAY. The EPAET (estimated potential average evapotrans-
piration) and MNRD (mean number of rainy days) are the only values read, in
this option.
If DPET data are read(CONOPT 3 = 0 or 1) an array of monthly pan coefficients
(EPCfi) must also be entered. This consists of an array of 12 values com-
prising the evaporation pan coefficient for each month of the water year. If
the DPET values are already converted to lake evaporation, or potential evapo-
transpiration values, pan coefficients should be read as 1.0's.
3.4 STREAMFLOW DATA
Daily discharge data is the average volume in cubic feet of water per sec-
ond that flows past the stream gage during a 24-hour period. This data
exists on magnetic tape and/or written tables for all stream gages in the
Tennessee Valley, The data format which exists on magnetic tape must be
altered to be compatible with the simulation model. Where the data exists
in written tables, it is necessary to manually extract that information,
convert to punched card format, and develop a listing compatible with
model requirements.
For operation of the OPSET program, it is necessary to select up to five
flood hydrographs for each of the years for which the model is to be cali-
brated. This requires a manual search of precipitation and discharge
records to select storms useful to the calibration. The digitized input
data include the number of hydrographs chosen and three parameters related
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Table 3-1. 10-day Intervals for Averaging Evaporation Data (Ross, 1970)
Oct. 1-Oct. 10 Apr. 1-Apr. 10
Oct. 11-Oct. 20 Apr. 11-Apr. 20
Oct. 21-Oct. 30 Apr. 21-Apr. 30
Oct. 31-Nov. 9 May 1-May 10
Nov. 10-Nov. 19 May 11-May 20
Nov. 20-Nov. 29 May 21-May 30
Nov. 30-Dec. 9 May 31-June 9
Dec. 10-Dec. 19 June 10-June 19
Dec. 20-Dec. 31 June 20-June 29
Jan. 1-Jan. 10 June 30-July 9
Jan. 11-Jan. 20 July 10-July 19
Jan. 21-Jan. 30 July 20-,July 29
Jan. 31-Feb. 9 July 30-Aug. 8
Feb. 10-Feb. 19 Aug. 9-Aug. 18
Feb. 20-Mar. l* Aug. 19-Aug, 28
Mar. 2-Mar. 11 Aug. 29-Sep. 7
Mar. 12-Mar. 21 Sep. 8-Sep. 17
Mar. 22-Mar. 31 Sep. 18-Sep. 27
Sep. 28-Sep. 30
* This is an 11-day interval on leap ,years.
r	3-7
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to each hydrograph: day of occurrence of the flood peak, hour of occurrence
of the flood peak, and flow rate at the peak. These hydrographs parameters
are essential for the OPSET program to determine watershed model routing
parameters, so that total flows will represent accurate predictions, with
respect to the time of occurrence of hydrograph peaks as well as the total
volume of flow for a given period of time. In practice the selected storm
hydrograph parameters are not available in daily discharge records. It is
necessary to obtain them from the strip charts produced by the stream gage
recorders. Rating tables are also digitized and stored for conversion of
gage height readings into flow rate.
The procedure employed to obtain this data requires manual analysis of
each strip chart and manual recording of the rise and fall of the stream
gage on an hourly basis. The time frame should extend from midnight of
the day in which the storm occurred until some time at which the stream
height returns to or approaches its initial stage. This hourly height
recording is then formatted for entry into the computer where a subroutine
will fetch the appropriate rating table into memory and convert the data
to cubic feet per second. This flood hydrograph data is then in a usable
form when required by the simulation model.
3.5 CLIMATIC DATA
Climatic data required in the model includes data required in the basic
operation of the model and data required by various optional features of
the model. These are described in the order in which they are read into
the model.
3.5.1 DMXT, DMNT - DALLY VALUES OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATURES
Daily maximum and minimum air temperature is required in the model if the
snowmelt subroutine is called (CONOPT 7 = 1). These values are read in as
an array of alternating maximum and minimum values for each day of the water
year. Since air temperatures vary over a watershed, recorded temperatures
from a station (preferably within the watershed) are adjusted by the main
program to the mean elevation of the basin. Adjusted temperatures are then
used for the remainder of the calculations involving temperature.
3.5.2 HOURLY PRECIPITATION DATA
Hourly precipitation data in digital form is the primary input. In a very
small watershed having its own hourly precipitation gage, one can (with
reasonable safety) assume that the gage reading applies uniformly to the
entire watershed. This assumption (which is implicit in both programs)
departs from reality more and more with increase in watershed size. It
has been necessary to implement a method whereby several precipitation
records are used to synthesize a single hourly rainfall history for each
watershed or subwatershed.
r. 3'-8
The number of precipitation stations associated with any given watershed
may vary from one station located twenty or thirty miles from the water-
shed centroid to five or six stations located within or closely adjacent to
the watershed boundaries. Typically, a watershed will have one or two
hourly stations, and one or more daily stations. In addition to the varying
distances of these stations from the centroid, the reading time for the daily
stations might be different. It is also quite likely that data will appear
from the several gages in both magnetic tape and tabular formats. The latter
must be manually extracted from the tables and converted to punched data card
format.
The precipitation gage outputs are assigned weightin factors, using the
Thiessen technique (Linsley, et al, 1958; Chow, 1964 in accordance with
their physical locations relative to the basin centroid. A software program
developed by IBM automatically performs the interpolation and correlation of
the precipitation data. This program accepts all precipitation data, the
reading time for each daily station, and the weighting factor developed from
the Thiessen Analysis, and produces an hourly precipitation record for the
applicable water years associated with a given watershed. This hourly pre-
cipitation data record is then used as one of the climatological inputs
required by the models.
SECTION 4
PARAMETER SELECTION
The operating parameters required for proper model operation include
eleven snowmelt parameters, one output parameter, four watershed parameters,
ten soil water parameters, five overland flow parameters, six channel routing
and ground water parameters, and five starting moisture condition parameters
(Table 4-1). The parameter values are used in the model as factors or coeffi-
cients in the various process calculations or as starting points in the
moisture accounting routines. A number of parameters describe specific vrater-
shed characteristics and can be determined from topographic maps, while
other parameters serve to control process rates and can be estimated from the
literature. Accurate determination of parameter values is desirable from a
hydrologic standpoint, since accurate simulation of the various hydrologic
processes requires selection of parameter values representative of the par-
ticular watershed being tested. The sensitivity of the model to the various
parameters varies considerably among the parameters. In some instances,
small changes to parameters cause large changes in simulation results, while
other parameters can be varied substantially without affecting simulation
results significantly. Since in most applications some parameters cannot
be determined accurately, the customary procedure is to vary the parameters
until the best fit or output simulation results. This calibration procedure
can be completely manual or computer aided.
4.1 SNOWMELT PARAMETERS
BDDFSM - The basic degree day factor for snowmelt. Although defined by Liou
(1970) as a degree day melt factor, this parameter is actually a degree hour
melt factor, since the melt calculation is done hourly throughout the melt
season. The parameter value represents the amount of melt which will occur
in one hour for every degree F above a base temperature, usually 32°F, during
the maximum melt rate season. The maximum melt rate calculated is reduced
by several other factors, since it is known that degree day melt factors are
not uniform over a melt season (Corps of Engineers, 1956). This parameter is
important in determining the timing of snowmelt runoff and the height of
peak runoff events during the snowmelt season. It is difficult to determine
for any particular watershed. However, the values used by Anderson and Crawford
(1964) ranged from .0035 to .0085. This parameter is usually optimized for
a best fit value.
SPTWCC - The snow pack minimum total water content for complete basin coverage.
In mountain watersheds with large elevation differences, considerable snow
accumulation can take place on the upper watershed before the entire watershed












1Table 4-1 - Parameters Required in the Kentucky
Watershed Model
Snowmelt Parameters
BDDFSM - Basic degree day factor for snowmelt,
SPBFLW - Snowpack basic maximum fraction in liquid water.
SPTWCC - Snowpack minimum total water for complete basin cover.
SPM	 - Snow precipitation multiplier.
ELDIF - Elevation difference between base temperature station
and mean basin elevation.
XDNFS - Index density of new fallen snow.
FFOR	 - Fraction of the watershed forested.
FFSI	 - Fraction of snow intercepted.
MRNSM - Maximum rate of negative snowmelt (chilling).
DSMGH - Daily snowmelt from ground heat.
PXCSA - Precipitation index for changing snow albedo.
Output Parameter
RMPF	 - Requested minimum daily peak flow to be printed.
Watershed Parameters
RGPMB - Recording gage precipitation multiplier.
AREA	 - Area of the watershed.
FIMP
	
- Fraction of watershed covered by impermeable surfaces.
FWT•R	 - Fraction of watershed covered by water surfaces.
Soil Water Parameters
VINTMR - Vegetation Interception, maximum rate.
BUZC	 - Basic upper zone storage capacity factor.
SUZC	 - Seasonal upper zone storage capacity factor.
LZC
	
- Lower zone storage capacity.
ETLF	 - ET loss factor.
SUBWF - Subsurface water flow out of the basin.
GWETF - Ground water evapotranspiration factor.
SIAC	 - Seasonal infiltration adjustment factor.
BMIR	 - Basic maximum infiltration rate within basin.
BIVF	 - Basic interflow volume factor.
Overland Flow and Interflow Parameters
OFSS	 - Overland flow surface slope.
OFSL	 - Overland flow surface length.
OFMN	 - Manning's n for overland flow.
OFMNIS - Manning's n for impervious surface.





Channel Routine and Groundwater Parameters
CSRX
	 - Channel Storage routing index.
FSRX	 - Flood plain storage routing index.
CHCAP	 - Channel capacity indexed to basin outlet.
EXQPV	 - Exponent of flow proportional	 to velocity.
BFNLR	 - Base flow nonlinear recession adjustment factor.
BFRC	 - Base flow recession constant.
Starting Moisture Values	 as of Oct.	 1.
GWS	 - Current groundwater storage.
UZS	 - Current upper zone storage.
LZS	 - Current lower zone storage.
BFNX	 - Current value of base flow recession index.
IFS








the entire basin becomes covered with snow. The parameter is used to adjust
snowmelt for incomplete snow cover on the basin. When the water equivalent
is less than the parameter index value, it is assumed that the snow covered
area is proportionately less and melt is adjusted accordingly. This parameter
is generally estimated and optimized for a best fit. A knowledge of snow
pack water contents and accumulation patterns on the watershed is essential
to assign ,a realistic value to the parameter.
SPM - The snow precipitation multiplier. If simulated snowmelt runoff is
consistently lower than measured runoff, it is reasonable to assume that the
precipitation gages are not as efficient in measuring snow catch as rain.
This occurs frequently for gages in exposed sites or non-shielded gages.
This parameter attempts to adjust for this difference by increasing the
hourly precipitation value for all snowfall events. This parameter is
estimated and optimized for a best fit.
ELDIF - The elevation difference between the base thermometer and the mean
basin elevation. This parameter provides an elevation adjustment for tem-
perature data. Since temperature stations on mountain watersheds are
generally located at more accessible sites, usually low on the watershed, a
temperature adjustment to estimate mean basin temperature from measured
station temperature is required. The parameter, expressed in thousands of
feet, is easily determined from a topographic map of the watershed. The
parameter is positive if the station is below the mean basin elevation.
XDNFS - Index density of new-fallen snow. Since the snowmelt subroutine
maintains a running account of snow depth, it is necessary to know the
density of new snow accumulation to the snow pack. New snow density values
ranging from 0.004 to 0.34 have been reported (Gray, 1970), Anderson and
Crawford (1964) used a density value of 0.05 based on CSSL data (Corps of
Engineers, 1956).
FFOR - Fraction of watershed forested. This parameter, called Net Forest
Cover by Anderson and Crawford (1964) is defined as the area of forest cover
times the average cover density. Thus, a knowledge of the proportion of forest
cover plus the average density of the forest is required to estimate this
parameter. The proportion of forest cover on a watershed can easily be
determined from cover type maps or aerial photographs. For larger watersheds,
satisfactory estimates can be obtained from the USGS topographic quandrangle
maps with the green forest cover overprint. An estimate of the average canopy
density on the watershed is more difficult, although satisfactory estimates
can be obtained from cover type maps and aerial photographs. This parameter
is important in that it determines snow interception losses and snowmelt
adjustments due to reflected radiation.
FFSI - Fraction of snow intercepted. This parameter is defined as the
proportion of snow which would be intercepted by a forest canopy if the
cover density were 100 percent. This assumes that the amount of snow inter-
cepted is a linear function of the total snowfall. This may be true to a
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point but for very large snowfalls or snowfall events accom anied by strong
winds, the assumption does not hold. Leaf and Brink 097M calculated snow
interception of spruce-fir and lodgepole pine forests as 0.15 and 0.10 re-
spectively of the snowfall for canopy densities up to a maximum of 0.30 and
0.20. Anderson and Crawford (1964) use a value of 0.15 for sub-alpine water-
shed in the Sierras.
MRNSM - The maximum rate of negative snowmelt (chilling). This parameter
represents the rate at which liquid water in the snow pack will refreeze
when the air temperature falls below freezing. Since the parameter as de-
fined is used empirically to calculate chilling and negative melt, it is
best determined by estimating an initial value and optimizing for a best fit.
Anderson and Crawford (1964) used values ranging from 0.006 to 0.016 for the
various watersheds used in their report. The parameter is important in that
it controls the rate and timing of snowmelt. Increasing the value will delay
the snowmelt hydrograph.
DSMGH - The rate of daily snowmelt from ground heat. T'l is parameter is an
estimate of the amount of water released from the snow pack to the soil from
ground heat above. The subroutine assumes that this is a constant rate
throughout the season, although in fact it will vary depending upon the
depth of the snow pack and the time of year. In those areas where the snow
pack is not deep enough to prevent soil freezing, the parameter would be zero.
Literature values cited for this parameter are in the order of 0.02 inches
per day. Anderson and Crawford used values between 0.0 and 0.02. A value of
0.01 or 0.02 will maintain soil moisture contents and help to maintain a
base flow during the winter months.
PXCSA - Precipitation Index for changing snow albedo (inches). In the snow-
melt subroutine the maximum snowmelt rate as determined by the basic degree
hour factor is adjusted for shortwave radiation inputs and changes in the
albedo of the snow pack. Various processes will affect the albedo of the snow-
pack including aging and the deposition of fresh snow or rain on the pack.
The deposition of fresh snow deposit on the snow pack will increase the albedo,
while a rain on a snow pack will decrease the albedo. In the accounting pro-
cedure, the snowmelt adjustment factor (FIRR) is increased or decreased
whenever an index value of new snow or rain is reached. The parameter, PXCSA,
represents the index value for determining when changes in the albedo occur.
Since the parameter is empirical and does not necessarily represent actual
conditions, it is best determined by estimating and optimizing for a best fit.
Anderson and Crawford used an index value of 0.2 inches.
4.2 OUTPUT PARAMETER
RMPF - Requested minimum daily peak flow to be printed. This parameter simply
controls the printed output of storm hydrographs by specifying a minimum dis-
charge level below which storm hydrographs will not be printed. The parameter




RGPMB - Recording gage precipitation multiplier - basic. This parameter
permits adjustment of the precipitation data. If, during the calibration
procedure it is observed that simulated stream discharge values are con-
sistently high or low, it may be due to a consistent under or over esti-
mation of precipitation gage data which may be corrected by this parameter.
The parameter, then, represents a ratio between average basin precipitation
and precipitation at the recording rain gage station.
AREA - Area of the watershed (square miles). The area of the watershed may
be determined from aerial photographs or good quality topographic maps
such as the USGS 1:12500 quandrangle maps. For gaged watersheds, the area
may be taken directly from the water supply papers.
FIMP - Fraction of impervious surface on the watershed. This parameter
refers to the proportion of watershed area which may be considered as imper-
vious to water intake and contributes its runoff directly to channel flow.
For most rural or mountain watersheds, this factor will be near zero unless
large areas of rocs: outcrops occur. For urban watersheds, the parameter
may be much greater. The parameter is difficult to determine, although
aerial photographs and cover type maps may be helpful. A good knowledge
of the character of the watershed is also helpful.
FWTR - Fraction of watershed covered by water surface. This parameter refers
to the proportion of water surface on the watershed including lakes, ponds,
and the area of stream surface. In the calculation it is used to determine
the proportion of the watershed at which evaporation occurs at the potential
rate. It may be estimated using aerial photographs or maps. Ricci (1972)
suggests a technique from Linsley et al. (1949) to estimate the surface area
of a channel system as follows:
A =2 BL
in which A = water surface area
B = Channel width at outlet
L = total channel length.
4.4 SOIL WATER PA P,AEETEP,S
VINTMR - The maximum volume of interception by vegetation (inches). This
parameter refers to the maximum volume of water which will be caught and
held by a vegetation canopy during a period of rainfall. Ricci (1972) and





Table 4-2. Interception Values for Various Cover Types
Watershed Cover	 VINTMR (inches)
Grassland	 0.10
Moderate Forest Cover	 0,15
Heavy Forest Cover	 0.20
Ross (1970) indicates that the parameter was not particularly sensitive
and 'therefore was not optimized. Sensitivity analyses performed by IBM
in recent studies support this conclusion.
BUZC - Basic Upper Zone Storage Capacity Factor. This parameter is an
index for estimating the storage capacity of the soil surface to store
water in depression storage. The parameter is usually estimated initially
and optimized for a best fit. Ross (1970) found best fit values ranging
from 0.43 to 7.42 for 17 rural watersheds. He also observed a probable
relationship between BUZC and the average overland slope, forest cover, and
permeability of the "A" Horizon. Clarke (1968) suggested initial values of
BUZC ranging from 0.10 to 1.65. Other values reported range from 0.5 to
3.0 Ricci (1972). Sensitivity studies by Ricci (1972) and Ross (1970)
indicate that BUZC is not a sensitive parameter with respect to simulated
runoff and is used primarily for fine tuning the model.
Crawford and Linsley (1966) suggested a relationship between BUZC and LZC
for various slope and cover conditions (Table 3.3).
SUN - Seasonal upper zone storage capacity factor. The seasonal upper
zone storage capacity factor is essentially an index to adjust the BUZC
index for seasonal variation. For example, growth of ground vegetation




Limited vegetation 0.06 LZC
Low depression storage
Moderate slopes
Moderate vegetation 0.08 LZC
Moderate depression storage
Heavy vegetation or forest cover




or cultivation of fields may increase the upper zone storage during the
summer season. SUZC, like BUZC, is estimated and optimized for a best
fit. Ross (1970) reported values ranging from 0.35 to 6.63 for 17 rural
watersheds, and observed that higher values of SUZC were associated with
more porous soil types. Sensitivity studies by Ricci (1972) indicate that
increasing SUZC values will decrease simulated summer storm peaks and run-
off volumes.
LZC - Lower zone storage capacity (inches). This parameter is essentially
an estimate of the average water holding capacity of the soil. Ross (1970)
found a close correlation between LZC and the plant available water capacity.
Ricci (1972) defined LZC as the volume of water which may be stored in the
soil between the ground surface and the water table, including water draining
to ground water. LZC is therefore closely related to the texture of the soil
and the depth of the soil mantle. Clarke (1968) suggests that LZC may be
estimated as 20 percent of the soil depth. Crawford and Linsley (1966)
suggest the following criteria:
For Seasonal Rainfall
LZC = 4 + 0.5 (Mean Annual Rainfall)
For Uniform Rainfall
LZC = 4 + .0125 (Mean Annual Rainfall)
the soils in a watershed
LZC. Leaf and Brink (1973b) use
sub-alpine watershed in Central
^r in simulating streamflow.
peaks, and snowmelt hydrograph
A knowledge of the water holding capacity of
should be of considerable help in estimating
a water holding capacity of 5.3 inches for a
Colorado. LZC is a highly sensitive parameti
Increasing LZC degrees volume of flow, storm
peaks.
ETLF - Evapotranspiration loss factor. The ETLF is described as an index
used to determine the maximum evapotranspiration (ET) opportunity on the
watershed. The evapotranspiration opporutnity is described as contolling ET
losses from the lower zone storage (LZS). A number of assumptions are in-
volved in calculating ET from lower zone storage. First, it is assumed that,
on a given day, the ET opportunity will vary over the watershed from zero
to some maximum value. The distribution is assumed linear. The maximum rate
is determined from the equation:
Maximum Rate = ETLF * LZS/LZC
Thus, for drier soil condition, the maximum rate or maximum ET opportunity
will be low; but when the soil is at field capacity, the opportunity will
equal ETLF.
Crawford and Linsley (1966) suggested initial ETLF values for the following
watershed covers.
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However, Ross found optimum values ranging front 0.78 to 0.10 for his
seventeen rural watersheds, although only two were greater than 0.35. He
found a relationship between ETLF and the overland flow surface slope (OFSS)
and the presence or absence of forest cover on the flood plain. In general,
ETLF decreased sharply with an increase in slope.
Ricci (1972) indicates that yields are sensitive to changes in the parameter
and storm peaks are moderately sensitive. Increasing ETLF reduces both yields
and storm peaks.
SUBWF - Subsurface water flow out of the basin. This parameter refers to
the fraction of water entering ground water storage and leaving the basin
through the subsurface flow bypassing the stream gage. Ross (1970) suggests
this parameter be estimated and optimized for a best fit. The parameter is
usually set at zero unless there is strong evidence that groundwater losses
occur. A knowledge of the geology of the basin will be helpful in determin-
ing potentlul losses.
GWETF - Ground water evapotranspiration factor. This parameter provides an
adjustment to basic ET rates to account for direct plan use of water from
ground water. Examples would be watersheds with significant areas of
phreatophytes or swamps. The parameter is the fraction of the watershed area
covered with swamp or wetland vegetation. This factor is generally zero for
most watersheds. This parameter would probably have the same effect as ETLF,
'decreased yields and peak flows, as the parameter is increased.
SIAC - Seasonal infiltration adjustment constant. This parameter is an
index to adjust infiltrations rates for seasonal variation. In general,
summer infiltration rates are higher than winter rates. Ross (1970) de-
termined a relationship between SIAC and the percent of forest cover on the
watershed which he suggests as a guide to determine SIAC values.
Table 4-5 Estimates of SIAC by Percent Forest Cover (From Ross ; 1970).
Values reported by Ross (1970) for his 17 rural watersheds ranged from 0.03
to 3.63. Values reported by Ricci (1972) for a number of other studies ranged
from 0.2 to 4.0. It is suggested that an initial value be selected and the
parameter optimized for a best fit.
BMIR - Basic maximum infiltration rate. The Stanford Watershed Model in-
filtration calculation is based on the assumption that infiltration rates
within a watershed vary considerably and that this range of rates is distributed
linearly from zero to some maximum value at some point on the watershed.
The parameter BMIR is used to determine this maximum rate. Crawford and
Linsley (1966) suggest values ranging from 0.3 to 1.2. Clarke (1968) suggests
that the parameter is approximateiy'twenty percent of the soil permeabiiity.l
Values reported by Ross ranged from 0.27 to 14.29. Values reported by Ricci
(1970) for a number of other studies ranged from 0.65 to 3.25.
The parameter is important since it determines the basic division between
surface runoff and infiltration to interflow, soil water, and ground water.
As such, it is highly sensitive in the model. Increasing BMIR will cause a
decrease in yield and peak flow, and an increase in interflow recession and
base flow recession.
BIVF - Basic interflow volume factor. This parameter is an index which
controls the time distribution and volume of water entering interflow. It
is assumed that, at any point in time, there is a maximum infiltration
capacity at some point on the watershed and that the infiltration capacity is
distributed linearly over the watershed from the maximum rate to zero. The
maximum rate is a function of soil storage capacity, current infiltration
rates, and current interflow rate. The current interflow volume multiplier
(ri11M) is defined as the product of BIVF and soil storage (LZS/LZC). In-
creasing the parameter, BIVF, thus increases the portion of water going into
interflow. This decreases peak flows and increases base flows or recession
flows. BIVF is difficult to estimate. Crawford and Linsley (1966) indicate
that the value ranges from 0.5 to 3.0 and is adjusted on a trial-and-error
basis. Ross (1970) using optimization procedures, found BIVF values ranging
from 0.0 to 3.91. Of his 17 rural watersheds, 14 had no evidence of interflow
which was attributed to the small size of his watersheds. Ricci (1972) re-
ported values ranging from 0.65 to 4.5 from a number of other studies. His
studies indicated that BIVF is not a sensitive parameter with respect to
simulating runoff. However, it appears to be important in adjusting peak flows
and recession rates in Rocky Mountain Watersheds where interflow volumes are
a significant proportion of the total yield.
4.5 OVERLAND AND INTERFLOW PARAMETERS
OFSS - Overland Flow Surface Slope. This parameter is defined as the average
slope of the overland flow surface {inches per foot) and is usually determined
from topographic maps of the watershed. Ross (1970) suggests randomly
selecting points on the watershed and determining the slope at those points.
In this study a one-half mile grid was superimposed on the watershed and the
average slope of the overland flow path passing through each point was de-
termined by measuring the length of the flow path and the elevation change
along the flow path. The average of these values was taken as the overland
flow surface slope.
1 Ross found that BMIR = 2.3595 PA where PA is the permeability
of the A horizon.
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OFSL - Overland flow surface length. The average length of the overland
flow path (feet) is taken as the average length of the flow surface from a
divide perpendicular to the contour to the nearest channel. This parameter
is also measured on topographic maps. In this study, the length of the flow
distances passing through each of the grid points was measured and averaged to
obtain the parameter. A degree of judgement is required to determine whether
topographic depression represents channels or not.
In this study neither the OFSS or OFSL parameters are considered critical
since, in sub-alpine watersheds, overload flow is considered a rare event.
However, in the interest of simulating the hydrologic performance of the basin,
the parameter should be measured as accurately as possible.
A sensitivity study by Ross (1970) in which OFSL was changed from 100 to 1,000
feet, increased infiltration opportunity, and slightly increased baseflow and
interflow and decreased runoff changes were slight.
OFMN - Manning's n for overland flow. Manning's n for overland flow is used
in the overland flow calculation to determine the equilibrium flow depth and
the rate of discharge from overland flow surfaces. The roughness coefficient
n is generally taken from published tables of n values. Ross (1970) presented
a table of n values ranging from .013 for smooth asphalt to .100 for heavy
timber. These do not agree with values given by Crawford and Linsley (1966)
and Ricci (1972) who give values ranging from 0.012 for smooth asphalt to
.400 for forest litter and dense shrubbery. The original table from Crawford
and Linsley (1966) is presented here.
Table 3.6 Manning's Roughness Value for Overland Flow for Various
Surface Types (From Crawford and Linsley, 1966).
Watershed Surface	 Manning's n
Smooth Asphalt	 0.012





Dense Shrubbery and Forest Litter	 0.40
OFMNIS - Manning's roughness coefficient for overland flow from impervious
surfaces. This parameter is estimated as discussed above and may be de-
termined using the same table.
IFRC - Interflow recession constant. This parameter controls the rate
at which water moves through the upper soil zones. It can basically
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be defined as the ratio of the interflow discharge on any day to the inter-
flow discharge of the previous day. Various methods of estimating are
available. Barnes (1940) suggests a graphical hydrograph analysis method.
Ross (1970) uses a least squares method of estimating IFRC (James and Thompson,
1970) and reported values ranging from .100 to .403. However, he indicated
that interflow was a minor flow component on his watersheds and that a mini-
mum value of .400 is required to produce interflow in the model. Other
literature values reported by Ricci (1972) range from .001 to .82. The para-
meter is of slight importance on small watersheds where interflow volumes are
small but considerably more important on large mountain watersheds with large
snowmelt components.
If recommended procedures for determining the parameter are not used, it can
be initially estimated and optimized for a best fit.
4.6 CHANNEL ROUTING AND GROUND WATER PARAMETERS
CSRX - Channel storage routing index. CSRX is a streamflow routing parameter
used to account for channel storage effects when channel storage is less than
one-half of capacity (CHCAP). In the calculations, the channel system is
considered as a reservoir with an outflow and inflow, and temporary storage
occurring throughout the length of the channel:
Q2 = I - CSRX (I - Ql)
where Q 2 is the outflow at the end of a time interval, Ql is the outflow at
the beginning of the time interval and I is the average inflow during the
interval. For a channel with no inflow during the interval, CSRX is essentially
equal to the recession rate for the interval.




Where t is the routing period and
K = - Q /dQ
i
Where dQ/dt is the slope of a line tangent to the hydrograph at the point of




Ross (1970) reported CSRX values ranging from 0.887 to 0.962 for his 17
rural watersheds. It is satisfactory to estimate the parameter and optimize
for a best fit. Increasing the value of CSRX will decrease small flood peaks.
FSRX - Flood storage routing index. FSRX is a streamflow routing parameter to
adjust for channel storage plus flood-plain storage when streamflows are
greater than twice the Channel Capacity (CHCAP). When large flows are to be
routed, the program substitutes FSRX for CSRX. For streamflow values between
one-half CHCAP and two CHCAP, the program interpolates values between FSRX
and CSRX. Increasing FSRX decreases large flood peaks. FSRX is determined
following the same procedure as outlined above for CSRX. Values for FSRX can
also be estimated and optimized for a best fit. However, it is necessary to
optimize on data which includes flood flows exceeding twice the channel
capacity.
CHCAP - Channel capacity indexed to the basin outlet. CHCAP is defined as the
flow at the mouth of the channel (gaging station) which is associated with
wide spread flooding occurring on the tributary channels. It is not necessarily
the flow at which the channel at the gaging station begins to overflow. In
the calculation it is used as a reference base to determine at which point to
make adjustments in the channel storage volume.
CHCAP can be determined from a hydraulic analysis of the channel dimensions
(cross section and profile). Ross (1970) also suggests estimating the gage
height at a bank full flew from a topographic map. For streams with a USGS
gaging station at the simulation point, a base flooding is usually listed in the
USGS water supply papers reporting streamflow at the station. This base value,
which is used by the USGS in determining a "base" for reporting flood flows, can
be used directly in CHCAP.
EXQPV - Exponent of flow proportional to velocity. This parameter is an
exponent used in control option 13 (subroutine RTVARY). Its primary function
is to cause flood flows to move downstream faster with the result that storm
peaks are magnified. Ross (1970) indicates that Leopold and Maddock (1953)
recommend a value of 0.1 for EXQPV but that 0.25 seems to work better.
BFNLR - Base flow nonlinear recession adjustment factor. Some watersheds
demonstrate a non-linear ground water recession rate. This may be determined
by plotting the ground water depletion hydrograph on a semi-log graph. If
the depletion rate is linear, a straight line plot will result. BFNLR is a
parameter which permits adjustment to the base flow recession coefficient
where a nonlinear depletion is encountered.
The parameter is generally estimated on a trial and error basis. Ross (1970)
and Liou (1970) suggest setting the initial value of BFNLR at 1.0 and testing
the model to see whether additional adjustments are required. Liou (1970)
suggests a method of determining nonlinearity in the base flow recession curve
using the distribution of BFRC values calculated for different time i
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(flow regimes). Ross (1970) suggests that BFNLR values should seldom be
dropped below 0.90 although values as low as 0.36 have been reported in the
literature (Ricci, 1972).
BFRC - Base flow recession constant. BFRC determines the rate at which base
flow recedes as ground water supplies decrease. The parameter may be defined
as the ratio of base flow at the end of a twenty-four hour period to the base
flow at the beginning of the period. BFRC may be determined using the graphical
technique of Barnes (1940). Ross (1970) and Liou (1970) in the UPSET version
of the Kentucky Watershed Model, use a least square method of calculating the
parameter (James and Thompson, 1970). For watersheds with stratified aquifers
supplying water to the stream at different rates, a method of multiple recession
constants has been developed by Owen (1970). In SDOPTM, where BFRC is optimized,
it is possible to estimate an initial parameter value and optimize for a best
fit.
Sensitivity studies by Briggs (1969) indicates that BFRC is an important para-
meter in simulating peak flows, interflow recession, and base flow recessions
(Ricci, 1972). Increasing the parameter value decreases peak flows and inter-
flow recessions and increases base flow recessions.
4.7 STARTING MOISTURE VALUES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FORECAST PERIOD
GWS - Current ground water storage (inghes). This parameter sets the beginning
value of ground water storage for the moisture accounting routine. A knowledge
of ground water conditions on the watershed at the beginning of the year should
be helpful in determining this value. However, since this type of information
is not available on many watersheds, particularly high mountain watersheds, it
is usually necessary to estimate a value and adjust it in subsequent runs until
it "fits." A knowledge of the rainfall/runoff pattern for the month preceding
October 1 should also be helpful in setting initial values. Liou (1970, p. 41)
outlines a procedure for estimating GVJS, based on the recorded October 1
streamflow.
UZS - Current upper zone storage (inches). UZS is the beginning value of upper
zone water storage which includes water intercepted on the surface and/or held
in depression storage. This value is generally set at zero unless a storm has
occurred in the day or two preceding October 1. The value selected should
fall between BUZC and zero depending upon the time since the last rain and the
amount of rain in the last storm.
LZS - Current lower zone storage (inches). LZS refers to the beginning value
of soil water storage and should be some value between LZC and zero. Again,
considering the rainfall pattern for a week or two prior to October 1 should
be helpful in estimating LZS. If a rain large enough to recharge part of the
soil profile has occurred, this should be reflected in the initial estimate.
Liou (1970) indicates that LZS is a certain proportion of LZC and that changes
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in LZC during optimization should be accompanied by proportional changes in
LZS. Liou also presents an empirical technique for estimating beginning
values of LZS.
BFNX - Current value of the ground water slope index. Ross (1970) and Liou
(1970) define this parameter as the current value of the Base Flow Nonlinear
Recession Index. However, the definition of Crawford and Linsley (1966) and
Ricci (1972) as the slope of the ground water seem to describe the parameter
more appropriately. This parameter is multiplied by the Base Flow Nonlinear
Recession Adjustment Factor in the calculation to provide the adjustment for
variable recession rates. Ross (1970) suggests an initial approximation of
the value is to set BFNX equal to GWS. Briggs (1969) suggests that initial
values should be set between 0.15 and 0.25. Other values reported have ranged
up to 1.56 (Ricci, 1972).
IFS - Current value of interflow storage (inches). This value represents the
water in interflow storage at-the beginning of the water year and should fall
between zero and the Basic Interflow Volume Factor (BIVF). The parameter
should be set at zero unless a rain has occurred within several days prior to
October 1.
Note: If simulation is being run over a number of years, the starting moisture
values for each year except the first are given in printout for the prev_us
year as the ending moisture condition.
4.8 OPTIMIZATION
The process of parameter calibration, using a computer program such as
OPSET (Liou, 1970), was described previously in Section 2.3. The program
as developed and documented by Liou has been changed very little in previous
uses by the IBM study team. In the study reported here it was not used at
all; the Town Creek model had been calibrated previously. The following
additional information is given to assist the reader who may wish to apply
the model to another watershed.
4.8.1 PARAMETERS OPTIMIZED
The optimization process, a combination of automatic calibration and manual
adjustments, as summarized previously, is used to quantify the following
simulation model parameters.
1. BFRC, Base Flow Recession Constant, governs the rate at which
groundwater flow recedes in the model.
2. IFRC, Interflow Recession Constant, governs interflow recession.
3. BUZC, Basic Upper Zone Capacity, is an index for estimating the
capacity of the soil surface (upper zone) to store water
in interception and depression storage.
4. SUZC, Seasonal Upper Zone capacity adjustment constant, is used
to adjust upper zone variations in vegetation and cultivation.
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5. LZC, Lower Zone Capacity, is an estimate of the capacity of the
basin soil to hold water. Decreasing LZC in the model has the
effect of increasing synthesized runoff.
e. EMIR, Basic Maximum Infiltration Rate, is the index used to control
the basic rate of moisture infiltration. This is a parameter
to which simulation accuracy is very sensitive, particularly as it
affects storm peaks.
7. SIAC, the Seasonal Infiltration Adjustment Constant, is an
evaporation-infiltration factor relating infiltration rates
to evaporation rates to account for more rapid infiltration
during warmer periods.
8. ETLF, Evapotranspiration Loss Factor, is an index used to estimate
the maximum rate of evapotranspiration which could occur within
the watershed under current conditions of soil moisture content.
9. BIVF, Basic Interflow Volume Factor, controls time distribution
and quantities of moisture entering interflow. Increasing BIVF
tends to reduce storm runoff peaks and extend hydrograph recession
limbs.
10. NCTRI, Number of Current Time Routing Increments, is the number
of subareas into which the basin should be divided, given 15
minutes or one hour separation between isochrones.
11. CSRX, Channel Storage Routing Index, is used to account for
channel stora a when channel flows are less than half of chan-
nel capacity ?CHCAP). Channel storage effects are simulated by
having the hydrograph time routed to the mouth of the watershed
through an imaginary reservoir.
12. FSRX, Flood plain Storage Routine Index, is used to account for
channel storage plus flood plain storage when streamflows are
greater than twice the channel capacity. Between one-half and
twice channel capacity, the program interpolate values between
FSRX and CSRX.
13. CHCAP, Channel Capacity, is that value of streamflow, measured
at the gage, at which a transition is made from channel routine
to flood plain routine. In mountainous watersheds, this is not
an oritical parameter, and OPSET seldom adjusts it.
After OPSET has adjusted the parameters listed above to achieve a "best
match" based on mean daily streamflow, it is usually found that synthesized
flood peaks fail to match observed peaks, in magnitude and/or time. Since
the study attempted to address as wide a variety of applications as practi-
cable, some manual "fine tuning" was undertaken to achieve an acceptable match
between synthesized and observed flood peaks while maintaining an acceptable
correlation between synthesized and observed mean daily and monthly flows.
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NThis manual adjustment process requires some knowledge of the hydrologic
processes occurring in the watershed and some subjective judgment. No firm
rules or recipes have been developed, but the following are useful guidelines.
1. Overall results are affected by soil moisture capacities and
infiltration rates (LZC, BUZC, BMIR) and their related seasonal
adjustment constants (SUZC, SIAC).
2. Initial storages (LZS and UZS) can be varied to improve accuracy
in the first two months of the multiyear simulation.
3. Summer storm peaks are affected more than winter storm peaks
by changes in SIAC and SUZC, and the latter has more influence
on mean daily flow in drier months than the former.
4. Consistent phasing errors (differences in times of occurrence between
synthesized and observed flood peaks) can usually be reduced by
adjustment if the number and sizes of subareas in the time-area
histogram. Phasing errors which appear random are attributable to
errors in input precipitation and/or evaporation data.
5. Since there are parameter interactions, all performance indices should
be re-checked after any parameter adjustment and others re-adjusted
as needed until a "best simulation" is realized.
The above comments apply equally to "fine tuning" the streamflow forecast model





The structure of the model permits the user to select a number of control
options to meet his specific requirements. These include operating modes
(long-term calibration, forecast and "fine tune"), inclusion or exclusion
of snowmelt, selection of how evaporation is to be treated, and selection
of input data. The sixteen control options, their meanings and their ap-
plications are listed in Table 5-1.
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OPTION
NUMBER APPLICATION VALUE EFFECT/MEANING
1 ENABLES OPERATOR TO REQUEST STORM 0 15-MINUTE DE i AI LS REQUESTED
DETAILS IN 15-MINUTE INTERVALS 1 15-MINUTE DETAILS NOT REQUESTED(SELDOM USED)
2 DIVIDE EACH HOUR'S RAINFALL BY 0 DIVIDE RAINFALL EQUALLYSTORED STATISTICS AMONG 15-MINUTE 1 DIVIDE RAINFALL STATISTICALLYPERIODS
3 SELECT WAY IN WHICH EVAPORATION 0 READ DAILY EVAPORATION
DATA ARE READ 1 READ BY 10-DAY PERIODS
2 USE ANNUAL EVAPORATION TOTAL,
MNRD AND SUBROUTINE EVPDAY
4 SELECT DAILY FLOW ERROR TABLE 0 TABLE NOT REQUESTED
1 1 TABLE IS REQUESTED
5 REQUEST 20 GREATEST RAINFALLS 0 DATA NOT REQUESTED
AND OVERLAND FLOWS 1 DATA REQUESTED
6 REQUEST DAILY VALUES OF SOIL 0 DATA NOT REQUESTED
MOISTURE STORAGE (TABLE OUTPUT) 1 DATA REQUESTED
7 INCLUDE SNOW IN ANALYSIS 0 SNOW NOT INCLUDED
1 SNOW INCLUDED
8 SELECT PRECIPITATION PLOTS 0 NO PRECIPITATION PLOTS
(ALWAYS SET=2 IN CURRENT MODEL) 1 PRECIPITATION PLOTS ONLY
2 PRECIPITATION PLOTS SUPERIMPOSED
ON STREAMFLOW PLOTS
9 SELECT WHETHER DAILY RECORDED 0 RECORDED FLOWS NOT READ
STREAMFLOWS ARE READ IN 1 RECORDED FLOWS ARE READ
10 NOT USED IN PILOT FORECASTMODEL; 0 SINGLE-YEAR SIMULATION
ALWAYS SET= O ONLY
11 INSTRUCT MODEL TO READ OR NOT 0 NO DIVERSIONS
READ DIVERSIONS (E.G., PUMPING IN 1 READ DIVERSIONS
OR OUT)
12 SELECT STREAM ROUTING INTERVALS 0 15-MINUTE INTERVALS
(DEPENDS ON BASIN SIZE) 1 1-HOUR INTERVALS
13 CHOOSE IF LENGTH OF TIME -AREA 0 FIXED TIME-AREA HISTOGRAM
HISTOGRAM IS TO VARY WITH FLOW (TAH) LENGTH
VELOCITY; ALWAYS SET= O 1 VARIABLE TAH LENGTH
14 PRINTING RECORDED STREAMFLOW 0 DO NOT PRINT
1 PRINT
15 SELECT MODE OF OPERATION FOR 0 INITIALIZATION AND FORECAST RUN
RIVER FORECAST APPLICATION 1 FORECAST RUN
2 PAST ("FINE TUNE") RUN
16 SET INITIAL CONDITIONS IN DATA 0 DO NOT SET
BANK FOR NEXT FORECAST RUN 1 SET
Table 5-1. CONTROL OPTIONS
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SECTION 6
THE STREAMFLOW FORECAST MODEL
Early in 1972, IBM acquired a copy of the Kentucky Watershed Model through
the courtesy of one of its developers, Dr. L. D. James, for use in investi-
gations of remote sensing applications in hydrologic modeling. It has been
modified several times since then by the addition of statistical analysis
routines, plot outputs, multi-year simulations, and some efficiencies in
inputting observed streamflow data. Additionally, it has been adapted to
interface with terminal management software in two computer system instal-
lations. The principal modifications implemented for this study are those
providing for a variable simulation period, a "past-run" capability, simu-
lations based on three different precipitation inputs, and output formats
suitable for CRT display. The forecast model subroutines are listed in
Table 6-1.
6.1 THE MAIN PROGRAMS
The main program consists of the executive routine MAIN and the moisture
accounting subroutines KWMAIN, WORSTC, ZEROP, FORCST, and PASTP,N. The
choice of moisture accounting subroutine depends upon the value assigned to
CONOPT (15). If CONOPT (15) = 0, the 0114AIN subroutine is used to initial-
ize the system, i.e., to read in all the parameter values, control options
and initial values assigned to the variables. If CONOPT (15) = 1, the three
subroutines WORSTC, ZEROP and FORCST are used to generate the three forecast
runs and store the resulting simulated streamflow arrays. If CONOPT (15) = 2,
the subroutine PASTRN is used to run a simulation (up to a selected day in the
past) using actual precipitation inputs.
A flow diagram of the water accounting calculations is shown in Figure 6-1.
The calculations are conducted in a series of nested daily, hourly, and
15-minute loops in the main program. The basic calculations are discussed
as follows.
6.1.1 PRECIPITATION INPUTS
As discussed in Section 2.0, hourly rainfall values and auxiliary daily
storage gage data are used to obtain a weighted hourly precipitation value
for the watershed. This value, in turn, may be adjusted by the recording
gage precipitation multiplier (RGPMB), depending on the degree of watershed
calibration attained.
6.1.2 INTERCEPTION
All incoming precipitation is assigned to interception storage until the
assigned interception storage parameter (UINTMR) is satisfied. Precipi-
tation in excess of interception storage passes on to Upper Zone Storage
(UZS) for the previous land surface area. Precipitation intercepted by the
impervious land surface (FIMP) runs off the impervious surface to the channel.





STREAMFLOW FORECAST MODEL SUBROUTINES
NAME AND
CONTROL OPTION*	 FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY
MAIN	 Executive subroutine; calls others in order,
as governed by their respective control options.
KWMAIN	 Moisture accounting subroutine, adapted from
CONOPT(15)=0 KWM; initializes model from beginning of the
water year to the beginning of the forecast
period.
WORSTC	 Moisture accounting subroutines
ZEROP	 for worst-case, zero and quantitative
FORCST	 precipitation forecast, respectively;
CONOPT(15)=1
	
simulates streamflows through the forecast
period.
PASTRN	 Moisture accounting subroutine for actual
CONOPT(15)=2	 precipitation input for up to 14 days in the
past. Outputs actual and simulated streamflow
for comparison and "fine tuning" of soil moisture
storages.
OUTPUT	 Formats Tables and Plots for past run and fore-
cast run outputs for terminal CRT.
ATTEN	 Model 2250 Terminal Operator Interface Routine.
BCDWD	 Creates words for display/output from the
decimal equivalents of given words; in BAL
language.
CHANGE	 Rearranges hourly precipitation inputs to normal
order (October 1 - September 30), with February 29
taken into account. KWM normal order input is
January 1 - September 30 (year 2), followed by
October 1 - December 31 (year 1) and February 29.
CONVER	 Converts hexadecimal data format to EBCDIC format
for display on the 2250 terminal.
CORREL	 Calculates correlation coefficients between daily






















Calculates the number in the wate
next day, taking leap years into
Formats and prints tables of dail,
Formats dictionary (choice of dis
display.
Residue routine - not used.
Residue routine - not used.
Formats the updated test line dis
2250 terminal.
Performs the contiguous read and
Hydrology Data Base on the 2250 t
Performs the actual update of Hydrology Data Base
which is displayed on 2250 terminal.
Performs the contiguous write to disk of the
updated Hydrology Data Base.
Display/Option Processing Module; allows the calling
program to communicate with the user(s); processes
light pen and keyboard entries.
Determines pan evaporation totals for
each day of the water year from mean annual
evapotranspiration total.
Common Data Block module from which Hydrology
Simulator updates and accesses stored data.
Finds the integral of a given hydrograph (i.e., runoff)






















Performs the actual integration for the hydrograph
plot represented on display and printer.
Performs a table look-up and linear interpolation.
Creates the labels associated with the coordinates
of hydrograph plots.
Plots N points using the coordinates from two input
arrays. Scalers are adjusted for maximum and minimum
values in both arrays. This output is represented
on printer plots only.
Performs the generation of hydrograph plots to be
displayed as specified by the parameter argument list.
Performs the necessary 2250 terminal I/O and Data
Set initialization.
Terminates on-line status of the 2250 terminal.
Performs the actual plotting of points for requested
hydrograph.
Performs the printing of requested hydrograph plot.
Checks precipitation	 streamflow anomalies and
adjusts precipitation where necessary.
Divides hourly precipitation among 15
minute accounting periods according to an
algorithm developed by Liou (1970).
Increase flow velocity (in routing) as discharge
inct` :aseJ ..






STREAMFLOW FORECAST MODEL SUBROUTINES (CONTINUED)
NAME AND
CONTROL OPTION	 FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY
SHIFTI	 Performs the actual creation and storing of Display
Dictionary elements.
f	 -




Calculates equivalent precipitation input from




Statistical analysis of simulated vs recorded
streamflow. Calculations include sums, maxima,
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4f Figure 6-1. Water Accounting in the Stanford Watershed Model (Ross, 1970)
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6.1.3 UPPER ZONE STORAGE
Precipitation in excess of interception storage reaches the ground surface
where it either infiltrates into the soil or, if precipitation rates are
greater than infiltration rates, accumulates on the surface as depression
storage or overland flow detention storage. Water infiltrating will go
either to lower zone storage or interflow storage. The distribution of
surface water into the various components surface detention, interflow
storage, infiltration) depends upon the upper zone storage capacity (UZC),
the lower zone storage ratio (LZS/LZC), the basic interflow volume factor
(BIVF), and the seasonal adjustment factor (SIAC). The model for distribu-
ting surface water is illustrated in Figure 6-2.
The upper zone storage capacity is calculated as:
UZC = SUZC (AEX90) + BUZC(e-2.7 LZSR)
where SUZC is the seasonal upper zone storage
AEX90 is an evaporation index.
BUZC is the basic upper zone storage capacity.
and LZSR is the ratio of current lower zone storage to the lower zone
storage capacity (LZS/LZC).
The fraction of moisture retained (FMR) is then calculated as a function
of the Upper Zone Storage Ratio (UZS/UZC) accoring to the relationship shown
in Figure 6-3. Upper zone storage is depleted by both infiltration (delayed)
and evaporation. Delayed infiltration is calculated as:
UZINLZ = 0.003 BMIR * UZC * UZINFX ** 3.0
where	 UZINLZ = current upper zone infiltration to lower zone.
BMIR	 = basic maximum infiltration rate.
UZC	 = upper zone storage capacity.
and	 UZINFX	 = upper zone infiltration index.
= (UZS/UZC) - (LZS/LZC).
Upper zone losses to evaporation are at potential rate as long as storage
is present.
6.1.4 ACTIVE INFILTRATION
Water in excess of the upper zone storage capacity will be distributed to
interflow storage, infiltration, or overland flow according to the model
in Figure 6.2. The proportion of water going to lower zone and ground water
storage depends upon the infiltration rate. As illustrated in Figure 6.2,
infiltration rates are distributed linearly over the watershed from 0 to
a maximum (BMIR) at some point on the watershed. The basic maximum infil-
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Figure 6-2. Model for Estimating Infiltration Capacity (Ross, 1970)
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Figure 6-3. Model for Estimating the Upper Zone Storage Component of Surface
Detention (Ross, 1970)    
2.0
r
1CMIR = 0.25 * SIAM * BMIR/(2.0 ** EID)
l
where	 CMIR = adjusted current maximum infiltration rate.
SIAM = seasonal infiltration adjustment multiplier.
= 1.2 ** SIAC
and	 EID = exponent of infiltration rate decay with increased soil
moisture content
= 4.0 * LZSR for LZSR values less than 1.0
The proportion of water going to interflow storage is also calculated as
part of the active infiltration calculation:
CMIV = BIVM * 2.0 ** LZSR
where	 BIVM = basic interflow volume parameter.
LZSR = lower zone storage ratio (LZS/LZC).
6.1.5 LOWER ZONE AND GROUND WATER RECHARGE
The portion of the water infiltrated into the ground will either go into
lower zone storage (LZS) or pass through to ground water storage (GWS) de-
pending on the lower zone storage ratio (LZS/LZC). The amount of water in-
filtration to the lower zone storage is calculated as:
FMR = (1.0/(1.0 + LZRX)) ** LZRX
where	 FMR = fraction of moisture retention in lower zone
and	 LZRX = lower zone moisture retention index.
= 1.5 * ABS(LZSR - 1.0) + 1.0.
The proportion going to ground water is calculated as:
PGW = (1.0 - FMR) * UZINLZ * (1.0 - SUBWF) * FPER
where	 PGW - percolation to ground water.
FMR = fraction of moisture retention
UZINLZ = current upper zone infiltration to lower zone.
SUBWF = subsurface water flow out of basin.
and	 PER = fraction of watershed being pervious.
The recharge to ground water as a function of the lower zone storage ratio
is shown in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4. Model for Estimating Infiltration Entering Groundwater Storage
(Ross, 1970)
6.1.6 OVERLAND FLOW
Overland flow calculations are based on a modified version of the Chezy-
Manning Equation:
q = 1.486	 y5/3s1/2
n
where q = flow rate in ft3/sec/ft.
y = depth in feet at the lower edge of the flow plane.
s = slope of the flow plane in ft/ft.
and	 n = Manning's roughness coefficient.
Crawford and Linsley (1966) used this equation to obtain a relationship
between surface detention at equilibrium, the supply rate to overland
flow, the length and slope of the flow plane, and Manning's n. In the
Kentucky model the overland flow calculation takes the form:
OFR = 0.25 * OFRF * ((OFUS + PEAI) * 0.05) ** 1.67 * ((1.0 + 0.6)
* ((OFUS + PEAI) / (2.0 * EQD)) ** 3.0) ** 1.67
where	 OFR = current overland flow runoff (inches/hour).
OFRF = overland flow routing factor.
= 1020.0 * (OFSS ** 0.5)/(OFMIN * OFSC).
(OFUS + PEA1) / 2.0 = detention volume (corresponding to y).
and	 EQD = equilibrium depth of overland flow
= EQDF * ((PEAI - OFUS) ** 0.6)
A similar calculation is used for overland flow from both previous and
impervious surface within the watershed.
6.1.7 INTERFLOW
The volume of water entering interflow storage was calculated previously.
Interflow storage is depleted according to a logarithmic decay function:
SPIF = IFRL * IFS
where	 SPIF = synthesized period interflow.
IFRL = log if interflow period recession constant.
and	 IFS = interflow storage.
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6.1.8 GROUND WATER FLOW
The volume of water entering ground water storage was calculated previously.
The flow from ground water storage to the stream is calculated as :
CBF = GWS * BFRL * (1.0 + BFNRL * BFNX)
where	 CBF = current base flow.
GWS = ground water storage
BFRL = the log of the base flow recession constant.
BFNRL = the log of the nonlinear base flow adjustment factor
and	 BFNX = current value of the nonlinear base flow adjustment factor.
Losses from ground water storage may occur by deep seepage or flow out of
the basin, and by direct evaportranspiration losses. Ground water flow from
the basin is specified in the input parameter SUBWF and adjustments made to
ground water storage (GWS). ET losses from ground water are determined from
the input parameter GWETF which essentially designates the proportion of the
watershed from which ground water is evaporating and calculate ET at potential
rates from that area.
F	 6.1.9 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
Evapotranspiration losses from the watershed occur at various locations and
at various rates. Evaporation from interception storage, upper zone storage,
ground water storage (when indicated) and open water surfaces is calculated
at the potential rate. Evapotranspiration losses from the remainder of the
basin are calculated at a variable rate depending on the availability of soil
water. Potential evapotranspiration is assumed equal to lake evaporation which
is determined from pan evaporation data (DPET) and a monthly pan coefficient
(EPCM). As discussed in Section 3, pan evaporation data can be input as daily
values, average values over a 10-day periods, or a mean annual ET value
(EPAET). If the latter is used, subroutine EVPDAY is called and the mean
annual value distributed over the days of the year.
Two adjustments are made to the potential evapotranspiration rate (PET).
First, if the daily maximum temperature (DMXT) minus 4.0 times the elevation
difference (ELDIF) is less than 40.0, PET is set at zero. Second, if the
basin is snow covered, PET is only calculated from the portion of the basin
covered by forest (PET = FFOR * PET).
In the model, PET is first taken from Interception Storage, Ground Water
Storage (if specified), and upper zone storage at the potential rate. If
PET remains, it is taken from lower zone storage according to the form:
SET = PET * (1.0 - PET/(2.0*ETLF * LZSR))
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where SET = current hourly soil evaporation
PET = current daily potential evaporation.
ETLF = the ET loss factor (parameter).
and	 LZSR = lower zone storage ratio.
The term (ETLF * LZSR) defines the maximum rate at which evaporation can
occur, and determines the distribution of evaporation from the watershed
according to the model illustrated by Figure 6-5.
Other evaporation losses from the watershed include Daily Potential Snow
Evaporation (DPSE) which is calculated separately from watershed PET and
Evaporation from open water surfaces (FWTR).
Snow evaporation is calculated as a function of the daily minimum tempera-
ture and the daily potential evaporation data array (DPSE). If the daily
minimum temperature is less than 32°F., snow evaporation is equal to DPSE.
Evaporation from the free water surface on the watershed is calculated as:
HSE = (FWTR * PET)/12.0
where	 HSE = hourly stream evaporation
FWTR = proportion of watershed covered by water
PET = potential evaporation
HSE is calculated between the hours 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.
6.1.10 ROUTING
The overland flow and interflow components are delivered to the channel
system and must be routed through the channel system to simulate the hydro-
graph at the basin outlet. Linsley and Crawford (1966) adapted an empirical
method of Clark (1945) using the time-area histogram discussed in Section 3.1.
The basic premise of the method is that the time-area histogram represents
the time distribution of outflow from the watershed. Inflow into each element
of the time-area histogram is routed through the element using the relationship:
02 = T - CSRX (T - O1)
where	 02 is the outflow at the end of the time interval
ia
01 is the outflow at the begining of the time interval 	 j
T is the average inflow into the reservoir during the time
interval
and CSRX is the channel storage routing index.
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Figure 6-5. Model for Estimating Actual Evapotranspiration (Ross, 1970)
tThe program provides for three chnannel flow situations: (1) if the synthe-
sized channel flow is less than half the channel capacity (CHCAP), the
channel storage routing index (CSRX) is used in the above calculation.
(2) if the synthesized flow is over twice the channel capacity, indicating
that the flow is out of the banks, the flood plain storage routing index
(FSRX) is used; and (3) if channel flow is between 0.5 and 2.0 CHCAP, a value
is interpolated between CSRX and FSRX.
The routing calculations discussed assume that routing through the channel
system is linear. If there is reason to believe that the time routing of
storm hydrographs is nonlinear, a provision for increasing downstream velocity
is provided in subroutine RTVARY.
6.2 SUBROUTINE SNOMEL
The snow melt subroutine is a simplified version of the Stanford Snow melt
Model of Anderson and Crawford (1964) devised by Colorado State University.
The model calculates snow melt as a function of air temperature with adjust-
ments for seasonal radiation incidence and albedo. The model also maintains
a continuous accounting of physical snow pack characteristics which enter
into the snow melt accounting. The snow melt model is shown in Figure 6-6.
It was not used in modeling the Town Creek basin, where snow is seldom of
measurable effect.
6.2.1 ELEVATION EFFECTS
Precipitation - Precipitation is assumed uniform over the watershed.
This is calculated by determing the ratio of gage catch to watershed pre-
cipitation. This is an erroneous assumption for high mountain watersheds,
especially large watersheds where precipitation varies strongly with ele-
vation. No elevation correction is applied to the model for precipitation.
Temperature - Hourly temperature values are used in the calculations to de-
termine whether precipitation is rain or snow, and also to calculate snow
melt. Hourly temperature values are estimated according to a sine wave dis-
tribution between two representative extremes, the maximum and minimum. It
is assumed that the maximum and minimum air temperature occur at 4:00 p.m.
and 4:00 a.m. respectively. The recorded maximum and minimum are adjusted
for elevation to give maximum and minimum values for the basin. Adjustments
are based on the following relationships:
1. At 4:00 p.m. the lapse rate = 4.00/1000 feet.
2. At 4:00 a.m. the lapse rate = 0.00/1000 feet.













































Figure 6-6. Snowmelt Calculations in the Kentucky 4Jatershed Model
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6.2.2 SNOW ACCUMULATION
Accumulation - Temperature is not a perfect index to the form of precipitation
but is assumed best. The subroutine uses a single temperature index to de-
termine the form of precipitation. If the hourly temperature (TEH) is above
32°F, precipitation occurring during this hour is rain, while if TEH is 32°F
or less, precipitation is snow. If experimental data or local experience
indicate a different index value would be more appropriate, the index value
can be changed in the subroutine.
Gage Catch Corrections - Precipitation gages are not as efficient in catch-
ing snow as they are in catching rain. If a consistent low runoff volume is
synthesized, a gage catch correction may be added by setting the value of the
snow precipitation multiplier (SPM) greater than 1.0.
6.2.3 -OSSES FROM THE SNOW PACK
Interception Losses - Snow caught and held by the forest canopy is assumed
proportional to the proportion of forest cover. The calculations are:
FSIL = FFSI * FFOR * HSF
Where FSIL = Hourly snow interceptive loss
FFSI = Fraction intercepted by the forest
FFOR = Fraction of forest cover'in the watershed.
HSF = Hourly snowfall.
This loss is deducted from the hourly snowfall before it reaches the ground.
Evaporation Losses - Evaporation losses from the snow pack are calculated
separately from other evaporation losses and deducted from the snow pack
water content (SPTW). Snow evaporation is determined using a curve of
average snow evaporation over the year (DPSE data array). Snow evaporation
is equal to the daily value if the daily minimum temperature is less then
32°F.
6.2.4 SNOW PACK CHARACTERISTICS
The snowmelt subroutine also keeps a running account of the snow pack charac-
teristics since melt rates depend upon the state, or "ripeness" of the snow
pack. These characteristics include:
Snow Albedo - The snow albedo correction is considered to vary with time and
will range from a maximum value (fresh new snow) to a minimum value (ripe,
melting snow) over a 15-day period. This array of values is included as a
data array (FIRR). Under melt conditions, the snow albedo index (SAX) will
increase by one each day until a maximum SAX of 15 is reached. 	 Similarly,
if a fresh snow falls on the snow pack, the albedo under is decreased by one
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SFMD = Snow Frozen Moisture Density.
For snow melt conditions less than maximum, (SAX 	 15.0) the SFMD fac-
reduced proportionately.
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each day that fresh snow falls until a SAX value of 0.0 is reached. Rain on
Isnow will also change the albedo index, thus if the hourly rainfall is
greater than the precipitation index for changing snow albedo (PSCSA), the
albedo index will increase by 1.0. The albedo value (FIRR) is used to adjust
the melt rate.
Density of New Snow - The density of new snow will vary according to the air
temperature. Snow falling in a cold, dry atmosphere will be light and fluffy,
while snow falling in a warmer environment will be wet and heavy. The den-
sity of new snow is determined by the index density of new fallen snow (XDNFS).
If the hourly air temperature (TEH) is less than 0°F, the density of new snow
is set at the index density. If the hourly air temperature is greater than 0°F:
DNFS = XDNF + (0.1(TEH))**2.0
where DNFS	 Density of New Snow
XDNFS = Index Density of New Snow
TEH = Hourly Air Temperature.
Compaction and Setting of the Snow Pack - The snow melt subroutine assumes
that all changes in the snow pack occur when new snow is added. When new
snow is added to the snow pack, the added weight causes a certain amount of
setting and compaction. This is calculated as:
SDEPTH	 SDEPTH - ((PRH* SDEPTH/SPTW) * (0.10 * SDEPTH) ** 0.25))
where SDEPTH = Snow Depth
PRH = Precipitation Recorded Hourly
SPTW = Snow Pack Total Water Content.
Reduction in snow depth also occurs due to snow melt. This is calculated
as a function of hourly snow melt (HSM), the density of frozen water in
the snow pack (SF1,1 0), and the snow albedo index (SAX). Thus, for maximum
melt conditions (SAX = 15.0):
SDEPTH = SDEPTH - (HSM/SFMD)
when	 SDEPTH = Snow Depth
HSM = Hourly Snow Melt
kf
Snow pack densities are also recalculated as a result of compaction and melt
processes, as a function of snow depth and water content.
STMD = (SPTW + SPLW)/SDEPTH
and	 SFMD = SPTW/SDEPTH
where	 STMD = Snow Pack Total Moisture Density
SFMD = Snow Pack Frozen Moisture Density
SPTW = Snow Pack Total Water Content
SPLW = Snow Pack Liquid Water Content
SDEPTH = Snow Depth
The snow pack liquid water holding capacity is determined as:
SPLWC = SPBFLW * SPTW
where	 SPLWC = Snow Pack Liquid Water Holding Capacity
SPBFLW = Snow Pack Basic Maximum Fraction in Liquid Water
SPTW = Snow Pack Total Water Content.
Snow melt first goes to satisfy the liquid water holding capacity before being
released to the soil.
6.2.5 SNOW MELT
Snow melt occurs from three basic heat sources: The heat in the air over the
watershed, heat in rain falling on the snow pack, and heat stored in the ground
beneath the snow pack. Snow melt is calculated separately from these sources.
Hourly Snowmelt - Hourly snow melt is calculated as a function of the basic
degree hour melt factor (BDDFSM), and is adjusted for snow pack al-bedo and
seasonal radiation incidence. The basic equation is:
HSM = (TEH - 32 0 ) * BDDFSM * RICD * (1-(1-FFOR) * FIRR + (TEH - 320))*
(PRH/144) * SPTW/SPTWCC
where HSM = Hourly Snow Melt
TEH	 Hourly Air Temperature
BDDFSM	 Basic Degree Hour Melt Factor
RICD = Radiation Incidence Correction Factor
RICY* 1 + (FDAY/10.0)
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FFOR = Fraction of Forest Cover on the Basin
FIRR = Fraction of Radiation Reflected
PRH = Precipitation Recorded Hourly
SPTW = Snow Pack Total Water Content
SPTWCC = Total Snow Pack Water Content to Cover the Basin.
In the Kentucky version of the snowmelt model, the model assumes that the base
temperature for snow melt is 32 0 . Thus, if the hourly air temperature is
greater than 32°, snow melt will occur. The base temperature of 32 0 was
selected for convenience and may not be the best point for some watersheds.
If experience or research suggests a more appropriate base, it can be easily
changed in the program.
Since the snow melt factor BDDFSM represents the maximum melt rate, several
adjustments are required. The first is to adjust for the incidence of radiation
over the year. Since snow melt is not simply the result of sensible heat
exchange from the air mass over the watershed, but also due to short wave ra-
diation, the amount of radiation incident upon the snow pack is important.
This adjustment is applied in the RICY array which essentially represents the
distribution of solar energy over the year. Not all short wave radiation is
absorbed, but much is reflected depending on the albedo of the snow pack. The
second adjustment is for the albedo of the snow pack and the proportion of
forest cover on the watershed. The albedo reduction factors are provided in
the data array FIRR discussed in Section 3.2.
Snow melt due to rain falling on this snow pack is also determined. The program
assumes that rainfall has the same temperature as the air above the snow pack.
While this may not be true, it is a reasonable assumption for the snow melt
calculation. Again, the base temperature is set at 32 0 and the melt resulting
from rainfall is determined.
The final adjustment to hourly
cover conditions. The program
snow pack is greater than some
formly over the basin. Howeve
the index value, snow cover is
is reduced proportionately.
snow melt on the basin is for partial snow
assumes that if the total water content of the
index value (SPTWCC), melt is occurring uni-
r, if the snow pack water content falls below
assumed not complete over the basin, and melt
Negative Snow Melt - Since snow melt only occurs when air temperatures are 32°F
or greater, the program assumes that negative melt or freezing occurs in the
snow pack when temperatures are below 32°. In reality, the re-freezing of
liquid water and chilling of the snow pack are highly complex processes depending
on the density of the snow pack, the water holding capacity, the liquid water
content, the structure, and heat content of the snow pack. In the model the
re-freezing of liquid water and chilling of the snow pack are considered together
as negative snow melt. Because of the complexities of the processes, an empiri-
cal function relating negative snow melt to air temperatures is used (Anderson
and Crawford, 1964).
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The routine assumes that negative snow melt occurs at some maximum rate (MRNSM)
for the first twelve hours. Thereafter, the negative snow melt is calculated
as:
NSM = ((5.0 * MRNSM) ** (1.3 + 2.0 * TANSM))
where	 NSM = Negative Snow Melt
MRNSM = Maximum Rate of Negative Snow Melt
TANSM - Total Accumulated Negative Snow Melt
Total accumulated negative snow melt cannot exceed .08*SPTW.
Snowmelt From Ground Heat - In some watersheds, snow melt due to heat in the
ground is a significant source of melt. The Stanford Snow Melt Model assumes
that melt from ground heat is.constant (DSMGH). The total snow water content
is reduced by this amount; each day and added to overland flow.
6.3	 OTHER SUBROUTINES
Most of the subroutines not previously discussed in this section were adequately
summarized as to function in Table 6-1. Some of them are given additional
attention in the following paragraphs,
6.3.1 SUBROUTINE READ
Subroutine READ is a machine language subroutine for reading data into the
program. Since large amounts of data are required in the program, READ permits
the use of unformatted data, data cards with labels or comments on the data card,
and the insertion of comment or blank cards in the data deck.
Basically, a CALL READ statement in the program deck should include the name of
the variable (or variables) being read and the number of values to be read, For
example, in CALL READ (CONOPT (1, 15)), the computer would read the next 15
values in the data deck whether they are on one card or 15 cards and store the
values in array CONOPT (15). Similarly, a CALL READ (GWS, UZS, LZS, BFNX, IFS)
statement would cause the next five values to read and store with the appropriate
label.
A few simple rules should be observed in the use of the subroutine.
1. Use only on numeric data, either real or integr. READ cannot
read alphanumeric data. Thus, title cards, etc. must be formatted
as usual. In addition, alphanumeric cards must follow a numerical
data card and cannot follow a comment card.
2. Data values must be punched on the cards and placed in the deck
in the order in which they are called.
3. The type of variable value should agree with the designation of the
variable names, i.e., real, integr.
4. A space should be left between consecutive values although no other
spacing requirements are required.
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z6.3.2 SUBROUTINE DAYNXT
Subroutine DAYNXT is a simple routine which calculates the next day of the year.
Since most of the daily moisture accounting is calculated and stored according
to the number of the day, DAYNXT determines the number of the next day of the
year making appropriate adjustments for Leap Years and beginning a new year.
6.3.3 SUBROUTINE DAYOUT
Subroutine DAYOUT is a subroutine called in printing out the tables of daily
synthesized streamflow values, daily recorded streamflow values, and daily
soil water values. The subroutine converts daily values from calendar year
day values (VDCY) to month day values (VDMD) and prints the daily values
arranged by month in the water year month order.
6.3.4 SUBROUTINE EVPDAY
Subroutine EVPDAY determines the daily potential evaporation (DPET) for each
day of the year, given the mean annual potential evapotranspiration (EPAET).
The subroutine is called when CONOPT 3 = 2 and requires EPAET and MNRD data
cards. Liou (1970) suggests that the subroutine is most valuable when a number of
watersheds from the same region are to be tested and evaporation data are scarce.
The tests can be run without the necessity of developing detailed evaporation
data for each watershed.
Basically, the subroutine consists of an array of fractions for each day of the
year which determines the potential evaporation for that day. When CONOPT 3 = 2,
the main program first calculates the annual potential evaporation which would
occur if no rain were recorded:
EPAET = EPAET (365404r1rrRD)
where EPAET and MNRD are input data values for the estimated potential annual
evaporation and the mean number of rain y
 days. Liou (1970) indicates that the
denominator would be (365 + 0.5 * MNRD)if there were an equal likelihood of
rain occurring during any day of the year, but that 404 works better in Kentucky
where more rain occurs during the winter. The EPAET value is then multiplied by
each of the daily evaporation fractions to obtain daily evaporation values. Ross
(1970) discusses a method of determining the evaporation fraction used in EVPDAY
and suggests that similar procedures should be used to obtain values for areas
remote from Kentucky. Liou (1970) indicates that the Kentucky array seemed to
work well in California but should be slightly more peaked for more northern
latitudes and higher elevations.
6.3.5 SUBROUTINE PREPRD
The Kentucky Watershed Model requires hourly rainfall data to simulate infil-
tration and surface runoff processes. Although hourly data is read into the
program, the moisture accounting subroutine divides the hourly value into four
equal 15-minute values for the infiltration and overland flow calculation.
This is strictly a convenience for a simplified calculation since rainfall is
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iseldom uniform for an hour period. On large basins with runoff lag times of
several hours, this simplification is satisfactory. However, on small water-
sheds or in situations where the hourly distribution of rainfall might influence
the timing and magnitude of the outflow hydrograph, it is desirable to have
precipitation data for periods less than an hour, or, to distribute hourly
precipitation according to a probable distribution. Subroutine PREPRD provides
the user with the option (CONOPT 2 = 1) of subdividing hourly rainfall into
non-uniform 15-minute quantities according to an average distribution.
The average distribution was determined from a curve showing the average dis-
tribution of 6-hour precipitation developed by the Bureau of Reclamation (1960)
(Liou, 1970). The distribution of hourly rainfall determined by Liou (1970) is
into fractions of 0.46, 0.28, 0.16, and 0.10. The proper sequencing of these
fractions during the hour is a problem. PREPRD distributes rainfall according
to the following conditions:
1. If the current hour rainfall is greater than both the previous and
the following hour, the distribution is 0.10, 0.28, 0.46, and 0.16 of
the hourly total.
2. If current hourly rainfall is less than both the previous and the
following hour, the distribution is 0.28. 0.10, 0.16 and 0.46.
3. If the current hour rainfall is greater than the preceding hour but
less than the following, the order is 0.10, 0.28, 0.16, and 0.48.
4. If current hour rainfall is less than the preceding but greater than
the following hour, the order is 0.46, 0.16, 0.28, and 0.10.
6.3.6 SUBROUTINE RTVARY
In the channel routing procedure, the program assumes that the flow velocity
is relatively uniform throughout the channel length and for all flow conditions.
Since this may not be a valid assumption in many watersheds, especially dur-
ing stormflovis, subroutine RTVARY provides the user with a routine to increase
flow velocities as discharge increases. The equation is:
V = K*Q(EXQPV)
where V = flow velocity
K = constant
Q = channel flow volume
and EXQPV = an exponent of flow proportional to velocity.




Examples of streamflo^vi forecast model outputs appear in this section.
o Tables of hourly streamflow values in cfs for worst case, zero pre-
cipitation and quantitative forecasts.
o Three superimposed hydrographs, one for each forecast case
o Table of daily precipitation, surface runoff, interflow, base flow and
storm runoff for each forecast case.
o Table of peak flow, time of peak, total runoff and total precipitation
for the forecast period
o Soil moisture storages and parameters at the end of each day for each
forecast case. There are interflow (IFS), upper zone (UZS), lower
zone (SZS), ground water (GWS), baseflow nonlinear recession index (BFP;X),
seasonal infiltration adjustment multiplier (SIAM) and upper zone capac-
ity (UZC)
o Table of past-run hourly simulated streamflow values
o Two superimposed past run hydrographs, simulated and observed
o Table of past run daily simulated and observed hydrograph parameters:
precipitation, surface runoff, base flow, and storm runoff
o Table of total past run simulated and observed peak flow, time of peak,
runoff and precipitation
o Soil moisture storages and parameters at the end of each day of the past
run: interflow (IFS), upper zone (UZS), lower zone (SZS), ground water
(GV1S), baseflow nonlinear recession index (BFU ), seasonal infiltration
adjustment multiplier (SIAM) and upper zone capacity (UZC).
o Table of soil moisture storages and parameters at the end of each day
of the past run.
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ThE NASA-10M WATERSHED ICOCL
ITEP 1 - VARIAHLE NAME
ITEM 2 - 6HEThER VARIAnLE	 IS REAL,	 INTEGER • OR LOGICAL
IT 00 3 - VAR ISLE 0INENbICt,S
ITEM 5 - LNITS
ITEK 5 - CEFINITIC :N OF	 THE	 VARIABLE
' A@ PS L F 1 CAY ACCUMULATECaASE FLOo4 SEOUCNCE	 LENGTH
AGFV 'k 1 IN ANNUAL EASE FLCh VC/LU`E
ACRFMI R 1 - ACCUMULATEC CASES IN ALL RECORDEO FLOOD MAGNITUDE
INTERVALS
-A(:BF -R 1 IN ACCU:'4ULATEC	 CAILY	 BASE
	 FLC'A
AUIF R 1 its ACCUMULATED DAILY	 INTL•RFL66
-ACHSP R 1 CFS ACCUMULATEC SUM CF DRSP
-.AFTX R 1 Ih ANNUAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATICN 	 INDEXOFX gZ R 1 IN ANTECrDCNT E 3 APCRATION	 INDEAt	 OLCAY RATE =	 0.9
AEX96 R 1 IN ANTt-CEDENT LVAPLRATICN	 INDEX,	 DELAY R ATE -=	 0.96
—' - AFSIL R I IN ANNUAL FOREST	 SNOM 'INTERCEPTICIN LOSS
AHP R 1 IN ACCUMULATEC HOURLY P4tCIP1TATIUN
A:IFSL R 1 LAY ACCUMULATEC INTtRFLOW SUwUENCL LENUTH
':AtFV R 1 IN ANNUAL I:NTERFLC'n VOLUME
ANBlEK k 1 IN ANNUAL MOISTURE. CALANCE ERROR—
—..	 -:AMBF R 1 IN ACCUMULATF^ DAILY 	 BASE FLOW`
-AMFSIL R 1 IN ACCUMULATED	 )ALLY	 'FUREST SivUA	 INT5R35PT9CN LOSS
^.	 AV IF':R _I IN ACCUMULATFC L;AILY	 INTcRFLllw
A	 ET  R 1 IN ACCUMULATEC CA1LY -	 NET EVAPUTRANSPIRATION	
— t
_.<--	 APPET k 1 IN ACCUMULATED DAILY	 POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
AKPREC R 1 IN ACCUMULATED	 GAILY	 PRECIPITAT I'I 	 1
^..;	 APHP" R 1 IN ACCU,4ULATtc PA ILY	 RAIN PLUS	 MELT
ORTF k 1 CFS ACCUMULATEC vAILY -	 RECORDED TOTAL FLOW
'	 ZPSE K 1 IN ACCUMULATED DAILY	 STREAM EVAPQRATIUtJ -
	 x
ANSNE R 1 1N ACCU:4ULATLC	 QA.ILY
	
SnCn	 EvAPfF2ATli:ly
AM, STF R I CFS ACCUMULATEC	 I;AILY	 SY°411lcSILEJ
	
TCTAL	 FLOW
-NET ! R 1 IN ANNUAL NET cVAPCTRANSPIRATLUN 	 t
-.00FV R 1 IN ANNUAL OVERLAND FLOW V.1LU:aE
APET R I IN ANNUAL	 IOTtNTIAL	 EV APCT'ANSPIkATICNAFPKP R 1 - ACCUMULATEC PP4AY TER PEAK PRO!)UCTS
APRLC R 1 1N ANNUAL PRECIPITATION
'_'A RIA R 1 SC M I	 AREA OF WATERSHED i
" AI HF R 1 IN :^	 'UTLC	 HY^RCGFAPH




ACCU''JL..TEC r.ECCRLEC	 HYCRUCRAPH PEAK FLOW.S
R 1 IN ANNUAL RAIN PLUS MELT
	 tC^R FPMSIR R 1 — ACCUMULATEC RATIO OF SYNTHESIZED TO RECORDED FLOWS
-: ASE R 1 IN ANNUAL SNO'A EVAPGkATIL:v
ASEV R 1 IN ANNUAL STREA``	 EVAPORATIC.N VOLUME I
ASR K 1 IN ANNUAL SNd6rALL NCISTURE
_ ASPRG k 1 IN ANNUAL SN04FALL ML ISTU•?E-REACHING GROUND l
,ASRR R 5.21, CFS ABSTRACTED SY;NTHEM EZ	 , ROUTED RUNCFFS
ASRX R I - AVERAGE VALUF CF SRXATF R 1 SFD
yT
ACCUMULATEC TOTAL FLOW i
_	 _^4TFV R 1 SFD ANNUAL TOTAL FLCh VOLUME
AVRHPF K 1 CFS NVEkACE VALUE CF FHPFSBIT
-
Alt R SS - ACGUMLLATU4 F:OR 6ATE4SHEL BITS
• -== i$^PIR R - 1 IN/NR	 CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF BASICMAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATE
,---b.8 LoZC R 1 - _.-_-.	 -	 ,..CURrIE:vT	 BEST	 ESTIMATE OF EASIC UPPER	 LONE	 STORAGE y
CAPALITY ]-ACTOR
ftieLZS R 1 IN CUkkENT' BEST	 ESTIMATE OF BE„t%',vING OF	 YEAR	 LOWER 70NE
STORACF
l
-^ BCtiFSM R 1 IN/hR	 EASIC DEGREE CAY FACTOR FOR SNOW PELT^r	
6ETLF k 1 - CUR,iENT BEST	 ES I IN'ATE OF	 EVAPOFi ANSPIRAT ION LOSS FACTOR
BFHKC R _1 - BASE FLCw FOURLY kECESS ICN, Cr_NST ANT
"BFNHR R I - BASE FLOW FUURLY NONLINEAR RECESSION ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
-^ - $fNLR k 1 - --	 8ASE	 FLOW NUNLINEAR	 RECLSSION ADJLST4[-NT FACTOR-	 1
`BFNr<L R I - 8ASE	 FLLA	 NLNLINEArt	 RLC;LSSIt;,v	 LT;UA:,ITHY
BFNX k 1, IN CURRENT VALUE GF LASE rLEr NONLI NEAR RECESSION 'INDEX
'EFRC k 1 - BASE FLOW RECESSIC\ CGNSTANT
-,BFRL R I - -	 BASE FLEW kECESSILN LGGAKITHM
BFSRX k 1 - CURRENT' BtST ESTIMATE OF 	 FbkX	 a
BISRX R 1 - BIG	 INCPCMENTAL STORAGE ROUTING 	 INDEX
BIVF R 1 - EASTC	 INTE g rLOk VOLUME FACTOR
ELLC R 1 IN CURRENT BEST ESTIMATE OF LCWER ZONE STORAGE CAPACITY
EMIR R 1 IN/HK	 EASIC	 N4X1ru,•( 1.%FILTKAT1014 PATE kITHIN WATLRSHtTO
BSIAC R 1 - CURAk NT 'BEST ESTIMATE OF SEASLINAL	 INFILTRATION ADJUSTMENT
FACTOR
ESUZC R L - -` CURRENT ,BEST ESTIMATE OF ,SEASONAL UPPER ZONE STORAGE
CAPACITY FACTOR






'BUZC R 1 - @ASIC UPPER ZCNE STORAGE CAPACITY FACTOR
BYGtiS R 1 IN BEGINNING CF YEAR GRCUNLHATER STORAGEOY1FS k 1 IN 6EGINNI4u	 CF	 YtAK	 l`JTc^Tr -LrJrr	 STORAGE
L BYLZS K 1 IN brbINNINO	 CF-	 YEAA LGWEK	 LCNE	 ST(-,RAGE
BYLZS R 1 IN HEGINNING	 CF YEAR UPPER ,ZONE STORAGE
CBt- K 1 IN/hK CURRENT BASt FLCA
CCRFMI H 1 - CASES	 IN CLKhENT FECGRDtC	 FLOa MAGNITUDE	 INTERVAL
CCSDR 1 1 - CURRENT DIY	 FI1R WHICH STCRM DETAILS Rf'JUESTFD
ChHF R 1 CFS CURRENT H'fChCGRAPH SASE FLCW
1 CFS CHANNEL CAPACITY -	 INOL• XED TO 4ASIN OUTLET
CCrPV R• 1 - CURRENT HYL^^(,tRAPh PAkA`"ETtK VALUE
CIV N k 1 - cuRAC.\I	 INTcHFLLa	 VOLUNC	 "LLTIPLILP
GMFK R 1 IN CURRENT	 MAXIMUM	 INFILTkATICN RATE DURING PERIOD
C  I L - 1	 = A	 M.r	 2	 =	 P.	 M.
CLNUPT I 15 - CCNTKCL	 OPT1LN
CCNUP2 I 1 - SECGNu CCJTRCL	 CPTIDN
CRFMI R 22 - CASES RFCrIRCED	 IN FLCW MAGNITUDE 	 INTERVAL









CUKriENT RECESSIGN SblUENCC	 iEG INNING	 1N1kRFLGW
CURRENTRECESSICN SE:UEtrGE
	 tiEf1NNING T•3TAL FLOW
CRSTF R 5C CFS CURRENTRECESSICN SEjUENCE TOTAL
	 FLOWS
CRSOBF R- 1 CFS CURRENT RECESSILN SEJUe^CE BASE FLOW ON DAY ZERO
CRSCIF R 1 CFS CGKkt'.%T	 Rk:CESSICN	 SEJUC,\Ct	 [NTtkFLuh ON DAY	 ZERO
CSRX R 1 - CHANNEL STCHAw E NOUT NU INDEX
CTKI R 9S - CURRENT TIME kCUT1NG	 INCREMENTS.
GATE 1; 1 - CURRENT DAY GF THE'4ONTh
GAY I f I - CUKKtNT	 JAY (1r=	 T
	
YEAR
DRFKC R 1 - DCLdLE PKECISICN HFRC
C016 R 366 CFS DATED	 DIVERSICNS	 INTO WATERSHED
CFCC R 1 - GAILY	 FLOW	 CONRELATICN	 COEFFICIENT
{
y
1 CIFRC R 1 - DCU3LE	 PRtCISIGN	 IFRC
T DIV R I CFS DIVEKSIL`1	 INTO	 BASIN,	 MEAN DAILY	 FLOW
CMNT R 36t GEGF GATED	 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
_
CMXT R 366 CEGF GATED MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
CNFS R 1 - CENSIIY G^	 t,En	 FALLEN SNLm
CPET k 366 IN DATFU	 POTCNIIAL	 tVAPuTKA+NSPIRATION
OPSE R 366 IN GATED POTENTIAL SNOO EVAPORATION
OPY I 1 GAYS	 YEA R




cLT^nCEN ^iECORDEU A ND AVERAGE FLOW
t° DRGPN R 3f-,t
r.	
PK	 C PGATED
	 k	 CURJING GA'E	 E	 I	 ITAT'ION MULTIPLIER
CRFP R 366924 IN DATED RECORDED HOURLY PRECIPITATION
CRSF R 36t 'CFS OATtD RECOKGEO STREAMFLCh
1 DRSGP R 3C.& 1N DATED	 KECUHut,, STC.? 41;E	 CAGE PR ECIPITAIION
CRSP K 1 CFS GIFFERENCE dETAEbN RECORDED AND SYNTHESIZED HYDROGRAPH
PEAKS
OSAF R I CFS DIFFERENCE	 BETI,EEN SYNTFESIZED AND AVERAGE FLOW
CSMGH R I IN KATE CF	 i IILY	 SNCis(ILLT	 FNU'" GROUNC HEAT
CSSF R 366 CFS CtTtD	 SYNTFESILc3	 STREA•''FL.Dr
ECATE 1 1 ENDING CATE CF FCRECAST
LOLLS R 3t6 IN ENO OF GAY VALUES OF	 LZS
EF• SGG l 1 - ENDING HOUk CF SIC.KAGE	 GAGE DAY
	 -	 -
EHSGDF R 1 - ENJING HCUK LF STGr.,AGE GAGE DAY - FLOATING POINT
E1G R 1 - EXPONENT OF INFILTRATION RATE DECAY WITH	 INCREASED SOILMOISTURE CLNENT
ELDL, F k 1 1GCOFT ELCVATIC,N	 DIFFERENCE	 BET-"E:EN BASE THERiiOM=ETER	 AND BASINMEAN ELEVATi(.N
EMAET R 1 IN ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL	 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
EMAT;F R 13 SFD END OF MONTH ACCUMULATED TOTAL FLOWS






EMFOP R 1 - EXTREME MCNIHLY FLOd	 DL•VIATIUN P4kAMETtk
EMGFrS R 15,3 IN » .,DAILY GROUND WATER STORAGEEM1FS R 1593 IN GAILY	 INTtRFLOw	 STORAGE
	 <;.,.	 L. _.
EMLZS k 1593 IN DAILY LGNER ZCNE SIORAUt
EMCNTH I 1 ENDING ;YCi^TH GF FfRECASI
EMSIAM k 15.3 IN DAILY SEASCNAL-INFILTRATION ADJUSTMENT MOLT. 	 ' -
EMUZG R 15.3 IN DAILY LPPER ZONE STORAGE CAPACITY
EMUZS R 1593 IN DAILY	 UPPc?	 ZCNc STORAtc
EPAET R 1 IN ESTIMATFD-POTENTIAL ANNUAL EVAPGTRANSP[RATION
EPCM R 12 - EVAPORATION PAN CCEFFICIENT FOR MCNTH
FPS R 1 - MAXIMUM K-EvUInED ESTIMATING TOLERANCE





EQD c R 1 - EQUILIRR1UM t)F.P'TH	 FACTOR	 F1)R OVFRLAND	 FL f 'W 1
EQCFIo R 1 - EQUIL18RIUP 6EPTH FACTOR FOR OVERLAND FLOW, IMPERVIOUSUFAES
ECOIS R 1 IN EGUILIdK IUM DEPTH OF OVERLAND FLOW 14PERVIGUS SURFACES
ERR R 1 CFS CIFFE4ENCE BCT,rEEN RECORD EC ANO SYNTHESIZED DATED
STREAMFLC4
ETIBF R 1 CFS ERROR TABLE	 INTERVAL BOUNDARY FLOODS
1
ETLF R 1 - EVAPCfRANSPlkATICN LOSS 	 FNCTUk
EXCPV R 1 - EXPONENT	 OF	 FI,Cii	 PR : IPCZTICNAL	 TO	 VELOCITY
F6UZC R 1 - ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR dUZC
FCNTRI R 1 - FLLATING FCINT CHANGE	 IN NUMBER OF TIME ROUTING
INCREMENTS
FCAY.R 1 - FLCATING PCINT CURRENT DAY OF THE YEAR
'FDPY R 1 - FLOATING POINT GAYS PER YEAR	 "•	 -
FCSC R 1 - FIRST	 CIFFERENTIAL OF SINE CURVE MAGNITUDEFETLF R 1 - ADJUSTMLiVT	 FACrCR ^t1R tTLF
FFOR R 1 - FRACTICN OF Tht FATERSHEU 6F•ING FOREST
FFS1 R 1 - FRACTICN OF SNOW CN FOREST INTERCEPTED
FHPP k 1 - FRACTILNAL HOUii PER PEKICD
PIMP R 1 - FKACT [CIV lJf	 TrE	 r+ n TERSriFD	 BEING	 IMPEKVIOUS
FIRK R 15'- FRACTICN LF	 INCCMIN;;	 kAUTAT10N REFLECTLD BY SNUot SURFACE




k -FkRFkI R 1 - FL. CATI& 'G'PCINT'VALUE CF KRFMIFLZC R 1 - AUJUSTMENIT	 FACTLk	 FOR LZC
f
- FVR k 1	 - PkACi If I	 uF MJISTL: *<L- AClLNTION
FP XTFI R L	 - FLOATING	 PLINT	 t4 AXT^'A	 NUMHtR	 or	 TI;`'E	 ROUTItr;	 [fIC,RFMCNTSU
FNBIKI R 1 - FLOATING	 PLINT %U'•',ncA Jr	 BASIC	 TINE ROUTING	 INLALt',*NTS
FNCTAH R 1 - FLOATING	 PI INT	 Nu	 ,LA	 or	 CURkI;NT	 TIML	 tiliUTlt,u	 Hf)URS I
FNCFM K 1 - FLUA1 ING	 PCINT nU+•'TLR OF	 CVaKLANO FLII'd	 M -,ITNS
FNPTRI R 1 - FLOATING FCIN,T	 NUN,3tK OF	 PkFVlI)US	 TI'4t	 RL)UTIN,G	 INrREwMENTS
FNRHP R 1 - FLLAT ING PLINT' NUMIER ,JF	 RECC:r.,)FD	 HYU,t.1CL,YF 11	 PEAKS
FNSTKI R 1 - FLOATING PLINT	 Nu?t3tA d 	 SLt}SLvUFNI	 TIVE	 RUUTI-,%G
I INCRE:O,L'4TS
FNThl R 1 - FLCATli^G PCINT	 NUMAER	 OF	 TIMc	 ROUTIN-.s	 INCREMENTS
t FPFR R 1 - FRACTIL,4	 OF	 Tilt:	 kATLRSri[D	 HEiN;G	 PEKVIOUS
FRERS R 1	 CF;S FI-On	 KIST;	 ENl 166, 	ktCLSSIUN	 Stt;UCNILk
FSIAC R 1- ADJJSTMENT	 FACTLA	 FOR SIAL
FSIL R 1IN HOURLY, FOREST	 SNtOw	 INTERCEPTION LOSS
FSKX R 1 - FLOOD PLAIN 5IuRAGE	 RUUTII%G	 INDt:X
FSULC R 1 - ADJUSTMENT	 fACTLn FOR	 SUZC
t F 1	 -
FACTCK FOR	 LSTIMAI ING DIURNAL TEMPFPATUPc	 VARIATION BASED
:i Ch	 SINE CURVE
FTX K- I - FALL	 TRCU g LE	 INDEX
FWTR R 1 - FRACTI{.V	 uF	 THt	 WATERSHED	 HF(tu	 ,,ATC,t
CWFT R 1	 IN CLik?ENT	 HLILKLY	 GRLU^ID,0TCP	 tV+iPOIF,:`;SP1kATIi:^I
GWETF R 1 - GRCUNL%ATCR tV4PCIRANSPIRATION FACTOR
GKS R 1	 IK CURRENT GRCUNLviATc,2 STUAAGE
F• BF K 5 CFS hYLRGGkAPH EASE FLOW
` FE3FM R 1 - HYDAUGRAP,H	 P AS 7	 FLUtI MULTIPLIER
HNTR1 I 5 - HYDRCGRAPH NUMHER OF TIME ROUTING INCREMENTS
HCUR I 1 - CL:k.<ENT HCLK OF	 THE	 DAY
-HCURF R 1 HR CORKENI	 HLUR OF THE DAY,	 FLOATING POINT
FkF I 1 - FIRST HCUR LF LCOP
E-RL I 1 - LAST FCUR CF LCCP
FSE R 1	 IN CURRENT HOLRLY STREAM EVAPORATION
HSF"R 1	 IN HCUkLY- SN,JnFALI
HSFRG R 1	 IN HLURLY	 SN.voFALL REACHING GROUND
HSM R 1	 IN HOU RLY SNGU )MELT RATE
HSRX -R 5 - hYL40GRAPH STORAGE ROUTING INUEX
MTh R 1 - HGUAS	 1NTJ I;A`Y WHIN tiYDkCGRAPH 	 STLPS OR S1 ARTS
I[iTPR_I 1 FR TIME FRC.N	 dtG NVING OF SAVED RUNOFF 'TO RCCLRDEO HYDRC-
GRAPH PEAK
IOTPS I 1 - TIKd	 FRC7.1 BEGINNING OF	 SAVED kUNUFF TU SYNTHESIZED
HYUROGRAPH PEAK
ICAY1 I 1 - INDEX	 TO	 1C-DAY PEKIOD
1CAY2 1 1 - INDEX WITHIN ,10-CAY PERIOD
IDYB I 5 - DAY CF kOU71 I.G HYDRCGRAPH	 BEGINNING
IGYE 1- 5 - CAY	 OF	 RUUTIN,u HYDRCGRAPH	 EiN1)1NG
IFPRC R 1 - TNT-R»LCh	 PFI [Gil RFCESSICN	 CUNSTANT
IFRC R i - INTERFLIIW RtCESSIC,v CUNS1ANT
I:FRL R 1 - INTLRFLOW RECESSILIN LOGARITHM
IFS k 1	 IN INTERFLLW	 SI(,i?AGE
IFT I 1	 - INCICATOK	 CF FALL	 TROU61-E	 (SKIP	 FIRST	 RECESSION	 IN
EVALUATICN	 OF	 aVIP)
It • RB I 5 - HOUR OF DAY GF RCUTING HYDROGRAPH BEGINNING
IFRE 1 5 - HOUR OFDAY CF RLUT'INU FYCeflUKAPH	 LNUI'46
INEPT I" 1 HR INTEGER NUMBER CF HOURS GL`T1rtEN HYDRCGRAPH 	 PRINTINGPCINT S
IPPH I 1 - INTEGER PERiCDS PER HOUR
IPTE I 1	 HR TINE FP.CM PEAK OF KECG,(CEO HYDRCGRAPH TO ENO OF SAVED
RUNUFF
IRSTRT E 1 RESTART' OPTION-1=RESTART •-0 =NO RESTART
LSGRD I 1 - CURRENT STORAGE GAGE RAINFALL OAY 1
IWBG 1 1 - INDEX	 NUMJEk GF	 trEATHE2	 cUPEAU	 PREC'IPITATIC?;	 GAGE
KAA I 1 - COUNTER OF APPR13PP lA FL ELEMENT FRC,.1 ALBEOQ ARRAY i
KAAC I 1 - PRECEDING VALUE CF KAA
KAFh 1 1- COUNl ER FOR ABSTRACTED FLOW HYDRCGRAPH
KAHP 1 1 - CGt,NTtk	 FOR A3S TRACT ILG hYGROGKAPh PET INTS
K8RC .I` 1 - COLNTER OF KOUSH CYCLES SINCE. 6EST DNE
K01-7 I 1 - COUNTERS FCR CCM61NINU WATERSHED BITS
KCBCK I I - BACKWARD DAY CCU,NTER
KDFOR 1 1 - FOnWARU CAY CGUNTFRKORt, 1 1 - COLNTER OF CURRENT DAY	 IN RECESSIGN SEQUCNCE ?
KDY 1 1 - OUNTER FOR DAY1
KFFC I 1 - COUNTER EQUALLING ONE ON FIRST FINE ADJUSTMENT CYCLE; "?
KHBCK I i - BAC0iARD HCbh CLUNTER
KFFOR I' I - FORnARC- HUUP C%tJ\TCk
' KFCUR I 1 - COLNTER FOk HOUR CF DAY
KEPT I 1 - COUNTER OF CURRENT HYDRCGRAPH POINT	 ^ J
KFYD I I — CCL,%T tR SPECIFYING	 CU. REi,T HY')ROGRAPH
0-L-3 1 1	 - COO:VTtKS	 FCk	 FIXINo HYJ.KL,')h4PH FLUTING PAR .'METERS
KIA I 1 - COUNTER FOR	 INITIALIZING ARRAYS
KISRX I 1 - COUNTER FOR	 INCREMENTING STORAGE POUTING	 INDEX	 4
KLCCA I 1 - CJUNTFR FOR LI` + ITING NLI M EER OF CHANNEL CAPACITY
ADJUSTMENTS
KMC 1 1 - COUNTER_INCEXtNG MONTH CF THE YEAR
KPI-6 I 1 - MCNTH CC;J=J f CkS
KPA I 1 - COONTrK ULSLU}NATING PARAMETER TO 6F AVEk,.GCC
KPCH I 1 - CGLVTEC POINTS	 IN CURRENT HYDRCGRAPH
i E	 hl







1 - CCL„`i tR OF CORKENT -tGUvh CYCLE e
=»"° KkC I 1 - CCL,NTEP	 F,18	 KEALIING	 cArA	 Ar4RAYJ
` KRFMI I 1 - CCUNTE4	 Ft;k	 h.LCGaI,ES	 FLCW	 N, Aut4lTl1(.L	 INTERVAL
KKHP 1 1 - CL L1T to	 F )K i<c L , tt.Lu liY`0K( f'e—*II PEAKS












KRS 1 1 - CCUNTER FOR RECESSION SEQUENCE NUMBER
KSO I 1 - CCUNTER FOR RECESS101. SEQUcNCE DAYS
KSC i 1 - CCUNTER FOR RFVISYU SFCUENCES
^c TA I 1 - CCU.NTCR	 F+)R	 TITLE	 ARRAY
KTR_I I 1 - COUNTER FOR TINE ROUTING	 INCREMENTS
KT20 I 1 - CCUNTER FORTOP 20 VALUL
KWO I 1 - CGUNTr.R	 FOR	 tiRIT ING DAfA	 ARRAYS
KhS v, 1 1 — CCUNTER OF wFT SUP MER MCNTHS
K1AH I 1 — CCUNTEk FOR "r,iRSf ACCEPTED HYDROGRAPH
K2AH I 1 — COUNTEk FOR JECGNL ACCEPTED HYOkCGkAPH
A, LBFC L 20 - LUUICAL VAkINBLE JET	 TRUE WHERE BASE FLOW ONLY
ENLGUNTEREL'
LBMIR L 1 - LCGICAL VARIABLE SET TRITE WHEN EXERCILING SUBSTITUTEAPPROACH FC'k EVALUATING Mk'
LEUZC L I - LOGICAL VAKIABLc SET TRUF WHEN LXERCILING SUBSTITUTE
APPROACH FCK EVALUATING allZG
9 ICAY 1 1 - LAST CAY OF YEAR
LETLF L 1 - LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUL WHEN EXERCILING SUBSTITUTE
APPROACH FCK EVALUATING ETLF
LhCUR 1 1 - LAST	 -CUR	 CF CAY
LLZG L 1 - LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUE 614EN EXERCIZING	 SUBSTITUTE
APPROACH FCK EVALUATING; LZC
I LNIBRS 1 1 - LAST	 VALUE	 OF NI;lR5# LNPR L 1 - LOGICAL VAR14uLt SET T R UE FOR NONEQUAL	 PER= RA114FALL
LNTRI I 1 - LAST NUMBER OF TIME ROUTING 1NCRFNENTS
LRC L 1 - LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRLE DURING kUUGH ADJUSTMENT CYCLES
LSHA L 5 - LOGICAL	 VARIABLE KENT	 TKUF nHILF	 SYNTHESIZE' HYL)r{JGkAPH
IS	 ACCEPTFL	 FUR CCMPA It1SILN WIl'H
	 kLC'J-lDEO HYOROGRAPH
LSHFT L 1 - LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TRUC WHILE SFIFTING THE NUMBER -OF
TIME ROUTING	 INCREMENTS
LSHP L I - LOGICAL VARIABLE SET	 1RLt DURING STORM HYDROGRAPH PERIODS
'LZC R 1	 IN LCi,EK	 LONE STORAGE CAPACITY
LZKX R 1 - LOWER	 ZCNE MOISTURE RETENTION 	 INDEX
LZS R 1	 IN CURRENT LONER ZCNE STORAGE
LZSR R 1 — CURRENT LGWEK	 ZLNL STCRAOL RATIO	 (LZS/LZC)	 1Me1)S 1 1 - MCNTH	 BEGINNING JRY SEASCN{
MB$4S I 1 - MCNTH	 BEGINNING 'kE'f	 SEASON
MDAY l: 1 - CAY OF YEAR OF LAST DAY OF PREVIOUS MONTH
MEDCY I' 12 - NLNTH ENO O'ATES -'CALrNCAR YEAR	 j
MEDWY 1 11 - MCNTH LNJ CATES - WATER YEAR
MFUP R 12 - MCNTHLY FL0% DEVIATION	 PARAMETER
. MHSM R - I	 IN MINIMUM HJUR1_Y	 SNllwMELT ,RATE
Po hTP I' I	 - MULTIPLI=k CL,NVEKTIwG rKLll HijURS	 TO PERIODS
MNCKS I 1 - VAXIML'^	 NUMilhR	 OF	 I AYS	 I =1 FtCESSICN
	
SEQUENCE
MNRC I I - MINIMUM NUMBER CF KCUGH CYCLES
MNKG k 1 - MEAN ANNUAL NUM3ck OF ,RAINY DAYS
MNTRI 1 1 - MINIMLK NUM bR CF	 TII E'RLUTING
	 INCREMENTS
MNX I 1 - MCNTH	 INDEX
MCN-Th I 1 - CURRENT MCNTH OF THE YEAR
MCNTHI I 1 - COUNTER F,JR BEGINNING MCNTH
MfkNSM k 1	 IN NAXINUN	 RATE	 OF	 NEvAFIVE	 SNJ4i`"ELT	 ISN0oq 	CHILLING)
M,RSL I 1 C0Y MINIMUM RECESSION SECOENCE LENGTH
s MSED.IC I 1 EBCDIC VALUE OF BEGINNING MONTHMXA 1 12 - MCNTh	 INDcX ARRAY (SPECIFYING MONTHS USED 	 IN PARAMETER
ADJUSTMENT)
MXTRH 1 1.	 - M'AXIMLF
	
NUMBER CF TIME RCUTIN6 HOURS
MXTRI 1 1 - MAXIMUM	 NUMBER OF TIME ROUTING	 INCREMENTS
MIR 1 1 - MONTH WITH MOST RUNOFF
10.1SP 1 1 - NONTh	 61TH	 MUST	 SUIG	 t:R	 PRECIPITATION
i Mil I 1 - SET AT	 11	 IF AUJUST	 15	 A BASE	 FLOW	 -ONTH
M12 I 1 - SET AT 12	 IF SE P TE MBER	 IS A BASE	 FLOW MONTH
M2R I I - MCNTH WITH SECCND MOST 	 kUNOFF	 y
M2SP 1 1 - MCNTH	 WITH SCCCNO ,V IST	 SU I .MER	 PRECIPITATION
NATKH I 1 - NUMBER OF ANTICIPATED TI?-F 4OUTING HOURS
NBTR1 1. 1 - NUMBER OF BASE TIME ROUTING INCREMENTS
NCSTRI 1' 1	 -- NUMBER OF CURRENT TIME kCUTING	 1IjCREMENTS DURING SHIFTING: 	
`"' NCTRH f 1 - NUMBER OF	 CURRENT TIMIE	 4CUTINL, FOUkS	 I
NCTR.1 1- 1 - NUMBER OF	 CUZkENT	 TIME	 ROUTING	 INCiRE'4ENTS
NDAY I 11	 -	 i NEXT DAY OF YEAR	 ?
NDf; I 2C CRY NUMBER, OF CAYS IN RECESSICN SEQUENCE
r NCRSC I' 1	 CAY NUMBER CF	 CAPS	 IN CUkk'INT NECESSIGiN, SEJUEMCE
NDRSCI l 1 DAY NUP3ER OF CAYS	 IN CU+RRc`,T RECESSIL'N SEQUENCE LESS
	 1
NDRSC2 I` '1	 COY NUMBER CF GAYS IN CURRENT RECESSICN SEQUENCE LESS 2
NDSDP I 1 GAY NUMBER OF CAYS FOR WHICH: STORM DETAILS HAVE ALREADY BEEN
PRINTED'
NDSDR I 1 CAY NUivBER OF	 CAYS FCR ,4FICH STORM DETAILS REQUESTED
NFRHA 1 1 - NUMBER,OF FIRSTRAINFALL HOUR
	
ADJUSTED, PREVIOUS DAY
1 NUMBER : OF FIRST TkIP	 TO BE RUN FOR A GIVEN SECTION YEAS
N IRTS '1 1 - NUMdEK OF T I1•lc ,IDUT ING	 INTERVALS
	 FKCM RECORDED- TO
SYNTHESIZED PEAK
: KLTR I- 1 - NUMBER OF LAST TRIP TO BE RUN FOR A GIVEN STATION YEAR
NNSTeRI' 1 1 - NUM3'ER OF NEXTTIME ROUTING -INCREMENT DURING SHIFTING
KOFM I 1 - NUMBER OF CVCRLAU FLUH M=;NTHS
NGKHP 1' 1 - NUMBER CF CRIGINAL RECOROEC HY')Rr#GRAPH PEAKSNPP'TS I 1 NO OF CBSERVED F(;URLY STORM SAVPLES
NRHA I 1 - NUMBER OFRAINFALL HCURS AOJUSTEG, CURRENT DAY'
NRHP I 1 - NUMBER OF f%ELOkDED HYORLLRAPH PEAKS;











i NRS I l - KUMBER OF RECESSION SFUUENCESNRTRI I L - NUMIEK OF TIME ROUTING
	 INCKEMFNTS Kb4AINING TO BE ROUTED
NSGKC I 1 - NUMBtR CIF STORAGE GAEL KAIK ALL
	
DAYS t




i KSYT I i - NUM6ER OF	 STATICN YEARS,	 TOTAL	 INCLUDED	 IN A GIVEN JOBNTRS I I - NUMdEk OF	 TENIATIVE RECESSION SLCUENCES
NYEAR I 1 BEGINNING CF	 6ATER YEAR
UCTlBF k 1 - OCTUBER FIRST	 VASE	 FLQW
CFMN R I - OVERLAND FLOW MANNING'S N
OFNNIS R 1 - GVErRLANU FLUFI MANNING'S N	 ,	 IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
CFR R 1	 IN CURRLNT OVERLAND FLOW RUNUFF
CFRF R I - CVERLAND	 FLQv,
	
8LUT ING 	FACTOR,
LIFkFIS k 1 - OVERLAND	 FLO'n KUUTI.iG FACTCR, 	 INPEPVTOtIS SURFACES
OFkI S k 1	 IN CURRENT OVERLAND FLOW RUig OFFv
	
IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
f3FS R 1	 IN CVERLANO	 FLUn	 SICKAGE
CFSL R 1	 FT CVF.RLdNl) FLi;n SURFACE LENGTH
( CFSS R 1 - CVERLAND FLOW SURFACE SLOPE
j CFUS R 1	 IN CURRENT OVERLAND FLOW UNRUUTEO STORAGEI
OFLSIS K 1 -1N CURRENT UVCRLA\U FLOW UAN,UUTED STGRAGE,	 IMPERVIOUS1
SURFACES
PBIVF R L - PREVICLS VALUE CF BIVF i
i FBMIR R 1 IN/HR PREVIOUS	 VALUc OF 	 BN1Ik
i PBUZC R 1 - PkEVICLS ESTIMATE OF BASIC UPPER ZONE -STORAGE CAPACITYFACTOR
PCATE 1 1 BEGINNING CATE CF FORECAST
PUAY I 1 - PREVIOUS JAY OF THE YEAR	 -	 --
j PEA  R 1-IN PRLCIPITICN	 EXCESS AFTER	 INFILTRATIONj PE-AK•S T 1-CFS -PEAK	 CF	 SINULATEr1	 SIORM•
PEIi•T R 1 -iN -.PR.ECIPITATICN	 EXCESS,	 BEFORE INFILTRATIONJf
PEIS R 1	 IN PRFCIPIrATIUN tXCF:SS ON	 IMPERVIOUS SURFACES-
PEP R 1	 -1 N.
_-
PkECIPITATIGN	 cSTI`!ATL. D	 FOr<	 PERIPI:..
PET R 1	 IN 'CUkkENT	 DAILY FGTENTIAL	 EVAPUT4ANSPIdATION
PP.TLF R 2.•- PREVIOUS ESTIMATE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION LOSS-FACTOR
f P.ETU R 1 IN UNADJUSTED CURRENT DAILY POTENTIAL EVAPUIRANSPIkATION
.FE4P R 4 -1N :PRECEPIT4TTCI4	 ESFIt •iATES	 FUR	 4	 PEPIGDS
I P.GN Ri 1	 IN PfPC0LAT"ICK TC GKGUND wATER
PHR.G - 4 1 tik +4ODUR OF .03SERVED STORM-PEAK
i PHRS. . I 1 i~R HUUk CF SIMULATED STORM PEAK
P-LZC R 1 -IN PAEVICLS	 ESTIMATE OF LLC
PLZS R 1 -iK 'PFRCOLATICN TO	 ZUNE	 STCRAGF
PPEIFS R 1 •1N -FERI-7D MOISTURE -ENTERING	 INTERFLOW STORAGE
PMELZS k __I -IN PERIOD MOISTURE ENTERING LOWER ZONE STORAGE
PMECFS R -1 -IN PERIUO MO1STUnt LiNTERiNG CVEkLAINC FLOA STORAGE
j PM'EUZS R 1	 IN PERIOLI NCISTURE ENTEkIrNC UPPER 	 ZCNE STORAGEl PI•'CNTH i 1 - tEGINNING MONTH CF FORECAST	 -"'
PPh R 1 - PERIODS PER HOuR







-PRE I 1 - CUKitENT	 PEPlijO	 CF- THE	 HC;UR
°"PkCF k 1 -- CURRENT PERIOD CF THE-HCUR-FLOATING' POINT
f PRH R 1	 IN PRECI_PITATIUN RECCRJED FUR HOUR
PRLH R 1	 -1:N Pk,ECI P I TAT IuN
	
r:LCCr -,)EC	 FOA LAST	 HOUR
a PRM1 R L	 IN PRECIPITATIGN	 CURING	 WETTEST	 '.'UNTH
f PHM2 R 1	 IN PRECI'PITATI'C;N	 DURING	 SECOND WETTEST MONTH'	 -• 1PRNH R 1	 IA PRECEPITATION RECORDED FOR NEXT HOUR
PSIAC R 1 - PREVIOUS	 ESTI,dAfE OF	 SEASONAL	 INFILTRATION	 ADJUSTMENT
PSUZC R .1 - PRCVi,)GS ESTIHAEU UF- SEASCNAL UPPER. ZONE	 STORAGE CAPACITY
FACTOR
PXCSA R 1	 -IN PRECIPITATIGN	 INDEX FOR CHANGING SNOW	 AL,BEDO
Q R 337 CFS CBSERVFO HCUkLY STORM SAMPLES 1
CMAX R 1 CFS PEAK OF ULL SEKVFO STORM j
CMIN -R 1	 CFS MINIMUM OF OBSERVED STORM
QCUT. R 15 CFS MEAN CAILY 03SERVED STORM SAMPLES 	 n
AA
} RAA R 1	 -1N RAINFALLrACJUSTMEhf ADDITION
RADF' R 1 CFS RECORDED_ AVERAGE
	
CAILY'FLOW	 -	
"::._,;..	 _^.•_	 ., a
-RAM R 1 - RAINFALL ACJUSTMENT MULTIPLIER	 -.
} RATFV R 1	 S-FO RECO.R01:0	 ANNUAL	 TOTAL FLCh VOLUME',
-6r..RA1 R 1 - REGRESSICN ACCtR4ULATOkSL	 •
 k8 R 1 - RECESSION eETA
•_RBF'_R 1 EFS RECORDED EASE FLOW
kD' R 1 - RECESSION	 OISCRI;JINANT
RCPT R -1	 IN RECOROEC.CAILY PRECIPITATiCN TUTAL-
RFRISE R 1	 -I h RECOKDEO FLOW RISE
RGPM R 1 REGORGING GAVE PRECIPITATICN MULTIPLI FR. 	
-_
'	 -
RGPMB R 1- RECORDING GAUE	 0 ;<LLIPIT4TlCPr PULTIPLILR -	 dAS C-
r f MbFMC R 1	 IN ROUTE!, HYJkOGRAPH	 FLL) ,A	 uT	 MINIMU.M CUTOFF	
a-RHFC R 1	 IN -PRECEDING kUUTEC HYDROGRAPH FLOW
BEiFl R 1	 IN CURKcNT ROUTED HYDiROGRAPH FLOE+.	 (EXCLUDING BASE FLOW)
RtPD `I 5 - RECOPLEL HYGKCGRAPH PEAK GAY
RHPF R 5 CFS kECORUEO hYU QGnAPH PCAK FLUw







RACIATICN	 INCICENCE	 FC;R THE CURRENT DAY	 _`_^_„_	 _
RADIATILN	 1NCICENCE OVER THE CALENDAR YEAR
--RIP R 1	 CFS RECORDED	 INTFkFLOW
i ! RINT R REGRESSION	 INTERC`-'T.
.-RMFX R - RECORDED MCNTHLY FLOW INDEXi RMPF R 1 CFS REQJESTED NININUM-DAILY PEAK FLOW TO BE PRINTED!R WR R 1	 IN RAINFALL MAXI MUM WITHOUT RUNOFF
!ORIGIN
OF pppR PAGE is	 A-5QUALITYG
L-4
i	RSBbF R	 _20 CFS	 ESTIMATED BASE FLEW AT BEGINNING CF RECESSION SEQUENCE
r	 RSBD I
	




2C -	 RECESS'ICN Sr6UCNCE BASE FLC,q . rECL'SSION CONSTANT
	
RS61F R
	 2C CFS	 ESTIMATED INTc1FL(ln AT NEGINNING liF' RECESSION SEQUENCE
	RSFM R	 1 CFS	 R.E.CESSION SEQ.01NCE FLOW MINIMUM
	
RSFN R	 I CFS	 RECORDED STREAMFLC'W ON NE% DAY
	
RSF I R	 I CFS	 RECOkJEO STta AMFLGW ;Gfv JAY T
	
--..95,F2 K	 L CFS	 RECOK1)tD STREArFLbW CN CA.Y 2




1 GAY	 CURRENT RECESSICN SEQUENCE LENGTH
	 t
	
RSLP R	 i	 REGRESSICN SLOP=
i,	 KSPTF R	 1 IN	 ROUIEJ SYNTHESIZED PFRICD TOTAL FLOW
4	 RSTF R 50r2C CFS	 RECESSICN SEQUENCE TOTAL FLOWS
	
RSTA R	 I -	 RATIO OF SYNTFEaLLED TO RECORDED FLOW
	
RhFAIN R	 1 IN	 RECORUE0 nATERSHEG K.AINFALL
	
SADF k	 1 CFS	 SYNTHESIZEC :AVERAGE DAILY FLOW
	
SARAX R
	 1 IN	 SNCW A.LBEOL RAINFALL'' AGING INDEX	 1
	
SASFX R	 I IN 	 SNOW ALBEOC SNCnFAi._L FKESHENING '1NDCX
	SATE  k	 1 SFD	 SYNTHESILr.0 ANNUAL TOTAL FLCN VOLUrSE
	
SATFVI R	 1 IN	 SYNTHESIZEC • ANNUAL T-CTAL FLC+1 VOLUt•,E IN INCHES
	SATRI R	 99	 SHIFT ADJUSTMENTS FCR TIME ROUTING INCREMENTS
	
SAX R	 1 -	 SNCW ALBEJC INDEX
	
SBF R	 1 L_a	 SYNTHESIZED BASE FLEW
	
SBFRS R	 3,2G CFS	 SY THESIZED iAASE FLJW DURING TH E FIRST THREE DAYS OF EACH
RECESSICN SEQUENCE	 l
	
SCEPTH R	 I IN	 AVERAGE DEPTH GF SNOW ON GROUND.
	
SCRSP R	 1	 SMALLEST VALUE--CF DRSP
	
SCSC- R	 1	 SECOND DIFFERENTIAL OF SINE CURVE MAGNITUDE
	SE R	 1 IN	 CURRENT DAILY-;SNOW EVAPCRATION 	 l-
	
SERA R	 22 CFS	 ACCUML[tATEG ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RECORDED AND
SYNTHLSIZto DA[LY STREANFLC'nS FOR INTEKVAL
	
SERAV R	 1 CFS_	 AVERAGE INTEKVAL ASSOLUTC DIFFEKENCE dETWF.EN REGORGED AND
SYNTHESIZEC DAILY STREANFLDWS 	 t
	
SERR R	 22 -CFS	 ACCUMULATED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RECORDED AND 'SYNTHESIZED
GAI LY STR=ANFLUWS FOR INTERVAL
	
SERRV' R	 1 CFS	 AVERAGE Ir,TCRVAL 'DIFFERi,:NCE BETWEEN RECORDED AND
SYNTHESIZED DAILY ST'REANFLCWS
	
SESF R	 22 CFS	 STANDARD ERROR OF SYNTHESIZED FLOWS BY MAGNITUDE INTERVAL
	SET K	 1 IN	 CURRENT HOURLY SOIL EV.IPCTRANSPIRATION
	
SFOX R	 1 -	 SUMMER FLOW DEVIATION INDEX
	SFMD R	 1 -	 SNCW FROLtN MOISTURE DENSITY
	
SGmO I	 1 -	 STORAGE GAGE MOVING DAY (WhEN IT 1S MOVED DURING
WATER YEAR)
	
SGRT 1	 1	 STCRAGE GAGE KEACING TIME
	SGRT2 I	 1	 SECOND STORAGE GAGE READING TIME 	 €
	 MM R	
- 1 -	 SYNTHESIZED HYCROGKAPH MULTIPLIER:
1	 SHPF k	 1 CFS	 SYNTHESIZED HYURCGRAPH PEAK FLOW
	
STAC R	 1 -	 SEASOi^AL -INFIL(RITTUN A%JUSTME;dT CC!NSTAtlT
	SLAM R	 I	 SEASONAL' INFILTRATION ADJUSTMENT MULTIPLIER
	
SIF R	 1 CFS	 SYNThESIZEL INTERFLOW
	
SIFkS R	 3920 CFS	 SYNTHESILED (NTERrL0e1 DLRING THE FIRST THREE DAYS OF EACH
RECESSION SEQUENCE
	SINDEX R	 I.	 NO OF SIMULATEC FOURLY STORM SAMPLES
	
SISRX R	 1 -	 SMALL INCREMENT-AL STORAGE ROUTING INDEX	 j	 fJ
	
SMFX R	 1 -	 SYNTHESIZE[, MCNTHLY FLUB INDEX
	
SNTRI I	 1 -	 SAVED NUMoEK OF TIME	 INCPEMENTS
	
SCFMD 'R	 1	 SUM OF OVERLAND FLOW ,MONTH DEVIATIONS
	
SCFRF K	 1 -	 SNOW CVERLAND FLOW ROUTING FACTOR
	SOFRFI R
	
1 -SNOW CVERLANu FLOW ROUTING FACTuR IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
SPBFB W R1	 IN	 vSNOWHPACKEBASIC[MAXIMUM FRACTION IN LIQUID WATER	 i	 t
	
SPDR k	 1 IA	 SYNTHESIZED PERIOD DIRECT RUNOFF 	 -
	
SPIF k-	 1 IN	 SYNTHESIZEL PtKIGC INTtRFLCrI
	
SPLA k	 1 IN	 SNGw PACK LICUID wATER CONTENT
	
SPLWC R	 1 IN	 SNOWPACK.LI'QUID WATER HCLDING CAPACITY
	
SPM R	 L'-	 SNOW PRECIPITATICN MULTIPLIER
	







SPTF R	 'I IN
$P SPTW R	 I'IN	 SN WPACK
SNOW	
PERIOD LCTAL FLOW r	
1	SPTM R	 1 [N ^ SNOW PACK TOTAL WATER GCNTENT
,MINIMUM TOTAL r.ATFR F.CR COMPLETE BASIN COVERAGE
Sw	 R	 4CC CFS
	
SIMULATED FOUKLY STOR M
 SAMPLES;
	




SCPKD R	 1	 SUM OF S(UARLD'PEAK DIFFERENCE'S
	SRR R 5r17C CFS	 STCRM RUNOFF ROUTED DCiN CHANNELS
	
SRX R	 1 -	 CURRENT STCRAGE ROUTING INDEX
	
SSERA R	 1 CFS	 ACCUMULATEC ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RECORDED AND
SYNTHESIZED' FLCWS OVER INTERVALS 	 x
	
SSERAV R	 1 CFS
	 OVERALL AVLKAGE AISOLUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECORDED AND
SYNTHESIZED FLCWS
	




SSERRV R	 1 CFS	 CVERALL AVERAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECORDED AND-
SYNTHESIZEDFLOWS
	




	 1	 SUM OF THE SQUARES OF THE MONTHLY FLOW DEVIATIONS
	 a
i	 SSCPKD R	 I -	 SMALLEST- VALUE OF SQPK0	 !	 -
	SSR R 59 170 CFS	 SYNTHESIZED STORM RUNOFF (NOT CHANNEL ROUTED){F,	 SSRT k	 1 -	 SCUAKt ROUT OF GVCnLANJ FLOW SURFACE SLOPE
	
SSSGM R	 1	 CURRENT SM ALLEST EST[."ATE OF SSQN
	
STNC R	 1 -	 SNOW TOTAL MOISTURE DENSITY
	
ST MRCS K	 15.3' CFS




SUM OF	 WET SU^MER MONTH DFVIATICANS
TFMRT R	 I CFS	 TOTAL	 SYREAMFLOW AT	 MAXIMUM STREAM ROUTING TIME
THGR k	 I	 IN/HR	 TOTAL HOURLY GROSS RUNOFF
TMPREC R	 12	 IN
	
TOTALS	 CF	 GAILY	 PRECIPITATION
TORPM R	 12	 IN TETALS OF GAILY	 RAIN PLUS MELT
TPRTF R	 12 SFD	 TOTALS OF	 LA I J^Y	 RECORDED TOTAL	 FLOW
TPSTF R	 12 SFD	 -TOTALS	 Of	 GAILY	 SYNTHESIZED TOTAL FLOW
T?O TFWY R	 12	 SFb	 TOTALS	 OF	 GAILY	 TOTAL FLCW bY	 WATER	 YEAR
TPLR K	 I -	 . TOTAL	 TO PERVIOUS LAND RATIO
TRIP	 I	 I -	 COUNTER SPECIFYING PROGRAM PORTIONS
R	 21	 IN	 TOP 20 VALLES DURING THE YEAR OF	 HOURLY PRECIPITATION
UZINLL R	 1	 IN/HK	 CURRENT UPPER ZUNE INFILTRATION TO LOWER ZONE
VWIN R	 I SFD	 VOLUME OF AN	 INCH OF RUNOFF FkOM WATERSHED
R EA hl STOGRAM
SECOND WEIGHTIKG FACTOR FOR STORAGE RAIN GAGE
WYEAR	 1	 1	 ENDING OF	 WATER YEAR
XCNF S R	 I -	 INDEX DENSITY CF NEW-FALLEN SNOW
XELR R	 I -	 RAIN	 INDEX FOR	 ESTIAATING LAPSE RATE
XPPFT R	 12 -	 INDEX CF MCNTHLY PREDOMINATE FLOW TYPE
YEAR	 I	 L -	 LAST	 TWO DIGITS OF CURRENT YEAR
YKI.	 1	 1 -	 LAST	 T^,C	 DIGITS	 OF FlkST	 CALENDAR	 YEAR	 IN	 WATER	 YEAR






i	 SUBROUTINE PAGE SUBROUTINE PAGE
MAIN B-2 DVAR 6 '51
WAIN 6-4 EVPDAY B;56
WO RSTC 8-8 GSPD B'60
ZEROP 8-14 INT B-,'61
FCST B-2O INTEG B-65
PASTRN B-26 TABLE I B-65
OUTPUT B-32 LABELS	 I B47
ATTEN B-36 PL360 B; 68 }'









x	 CORREL $-41 - B^-78 e
DAYNXT B-^42 PR360 61-80
DAYOUT B-43 PRECHK	 - Bt-81
DICTRY B44 ;	 PREPRD 6-82 f
DLPO B=45 i	 RTVARY 8-83
DMSG B^46 ;	 SGRID 6-84
DSMRG B-47 SHIFTI $-85
OSREAD B-48 SNOMEL -B-86 w















<	 C MAIN ####a##*	 KENTUCKY WATERSHED YOUEL 	 (VERSION OF-JU^,k 6,	 1°7MAIN0001
C BASEC ON STANFORD WATERSHED WATERSHED MODELS	 III	 C	 TV PAINOrIOPC MAIN06-1
C ISFL'IAG	 IS	 SET	 TO	 BRANCH AS FOLLOWS: MAINII004
C 1 -	 t'RANCH	 TO	 NOMINAL KWM	 INITIAL :.UN MAIN^^C5
C 2 - PLOTS ONLY,	 NC NFXT YEf. R OF	 DAT^. MAIt•1lD	 b
C 3 - NO PLOTS,	 NFXT YEA't DATA WITH NEW WATERSHED PARA 14ETERS MA1N0007
` a 	 C 4 - NO PLOTSr	 NEXT	 YEAR DATA WITH (Il1T NEW 	 WAT'EP. SHED PARAMETEPSMAINOGv9
T	 C 5 - PLOTS	 ,	 NEXT	 YE A R DATA	 WITH	 `JEW WATEPSHF0 PARAMETERS JMAIN'',G^9
+	 M	 C 6 =	 PLOTS,	 NEXT	 YFAR	 DA1 A WITHOUT	 %1W WATEkSHFO PAR A t'CTFRS AA IN "0: G
I	 -C 7'- PLOT'S,	 WITH SIM	 AND t113S	 SUPE u I^MPUSFD ONLY(BOTH ' 'MONTH	 AND YERMAINi")ll
C 8 - PLOTS,	 WITH SIM AND tIL;S	 SUPERIMPOSED OItiLY(MUNTHS SCALE) MAIlv^.012
C 9 - NC PLOTS, NO N>_XT YEAR DATA MAIN O 13
C MAING014
C
QIMENSICN	 TITLE(l81, 'ORSF(36b), 	 DSSF1366)9	 roNOPT,(16)
r
AINOO16
1;THSFD1744,3)9 PEA KS(6),PHRS161,NSPTS(61,1HSFDM(b),tid337) 9 MAIN:^?7








PEAKS,PHRS,`JSPTS,THSF r) M ,T F MAXO,THRTF,JPLOT, MAINi:G22




!	 :; A SATRI(99),UHFA(99), MAINC•D25
3MNkDr MAING026
4 i FWTR,VINTMR,r3UZC,SUZC,LZC,ETLF,SUBWF,GWETF,STAC,RMIR, MAIN0027
5;	 B1VF,GFSS,CFSL,UFMN,OFMNIS,IFRC,CSRX,FSKX,CHCAP,EXI;PV,
6	 6FNLR,bFRC,GWSvUZS.LZS,6F4X,IFS,RrH;J C,?FRL,r1FNitl,1FtdHr2,IF U R('", MAIN002R1441N•:)29
7	 1 F K L	 LSHFT,NiiTRI,FJTRI, %A XFI•I,tiCSIR1,6TFI,TF-CFS,FPAFT,FPER, MAIti•)C30
i
j B	 TPLR,VIMTCR,HS-E, NRTRI,SPIF,C BF, sPoR,nFUS	 OFUSIS,0FR, -0F°.	
PF.15
9 i RHFO,URHF,AMIF,ANNET,A'MPET,AMSNE,,U4FSIL, 	 ASFX,SARAX,SRX,VWIN,
MAIN-%n31
MAI,N00?2
-• A'	 WGFSrRHFNC,SSkT	 -RF,DFRFIS,EQDF,^-UF IS, SI)fPF,SGFrFi, '"A[NuG33
X 9 !	 SDEPTH,PULTI,ID,ASY,-,.T4AM,,.T4P M.,S4X,T1i.iI,SPTW,ST,MD,SFM'J,ASMRG, MA)NCO.4j ' XnE.PEND(2),VARINl2),t•IPTS,JUl)1,TYR,TJDARY(5,1), MAIN0035
YTOMARYl7,11,TOSARY(5r6 	 1)9TSGARY(b ",1),T54ARY(8,11 MAIN:•036
ZTSSARY(3rb,1)rTS'MCRY{1I,TSDCiZY(11,TSR.R Y(Lr691), MAT -45017
WTORAkY(I,b,l), MAIN -:35
CORSFT(366),OSSFT(366),MI,NI,h:IJLT9T?4RT r T(11),TMSTFT112) MAIN):; 39
COMMCN/CO"MA/EMt3FNXtPMGWS,Ff •(IFS,EMLZSrE'M5IAN, EMU L.C9E MUIStTMBF;9 MAIN0001
1TMIF,TIPREC,T'4S=,CRFMI,00IW,9 MNT,DM(T„1 r y PM, 0RHP*CRSr,P,'OPFT,E9L15,4AIN)002
2F.PCN,SEkA?SI RA, SESF,S.JFR,THSF,Ti •'FSIL,I MIN ET,T''OF, rMPETrT'^RP14,TMSNE,NA!N`000 3
3TMSTFI,T200 Fri ,T20 C)RH,TMRTFI,JUL PAT , MAIN?J04
,(V , UZC, AtTX,OAY, NSG+hD,AE X Q O, S I4TFNA
STRHF,	
AM, NOS00,RGPM,NDSDR,YKI, MAIN0005
MA I N CO D6 1
5$TN0 EX, INDEX, AEX96,-4AXI,YR2,i;YLIS,RYIFS,9YU?S MATNn0')7
-0114ENSICN	 RPLOTC(lA32)".kCOMMA(12087) MAINOOOR




11	 DMNT(366),	 UMXT(?6.6),DRGPA( :t 66),	 ORHP( 7,66,74), 4AINOn,)')
2'	 DRSGP(366),	 0PFT(366),ED1_ZS(366), MAIN3)0)










6	 THSF(24),TMBF(15,3),T^'FSLL(12),T'I1F(`15,3),TMNFT(12), MAINOOOO j
' 7	 TMOF(15,3),TMPFT(12),1'4PREC(15,3),T(,iPPM(12),TMSE(L5,3), MAIN000O
.`,
8 TMSNE(12),TMST FT(15,3),T20i7FH(Z1),T20PRH(21),9 TMRTFI(12),JULDAT(6),TFMAXY(366)	 __ MAIN0000MAIN)OOD )
' REAL	 LZS,(FS MAIN0001 a
KEAL MNRO MAINO)4?
-INTEGER TU?MARY,TSMARY,TOF)ARY,TSDARY,TOSARY,TSSARY MAIN0141INTEGER PFAKS,PHRS,CONOPT,NSPTS MAIN00'42
INTEGER
	 SlNDEX,SINDCT,4PUAY(l5) MAIN0043
INTEGER NUNIT /2/,IER MAIN0044
INTEGER ICCN/1/ MAINOOOD
' REAL	 SUM(3),APREC(3),OOUT(15) MAIN0046
INTFGFR
	 MONTHS(64)I P'•Il1NTH,PDATE,EMONTH,FOATE,WYFAR,DATFS,PDAY MAIN 047DATA
	 MONTUS/'JAN	 ',),0r0,4,'FFB	 ',31,31,_'-1,5•"44R	 ',59,59,59,6, M,AIN3J4$1
t 1'APR	 'r 5J,90,90,7,'MAY	 ',120,120 * 120989'JUN	 • ,151,151,151,9. MAING(]49
r 21JUL	 ',181,181,181,13, 0 AUG212,2l2t212tIl ,SEPT',2439243#243,1Z,MAINJC50
3'OCT	 1 ,273,213,274,1.'NOV	 ',304,304,"305r2,'DFC
	 1 93349334,335,3, M;AINDO51 )






GO TO 806 MAIN00'S3(	 835 CONTINUE MAIN0054
BACKSPACE 5 MAINO055 i
BACKSPACE 5 MAINF'356




_,3 	 REWIND 11
	 MAINOOOO
r	 REWIND 18	 MAINOOOO
CALL TAPCL; N('NUNITgICON , ICR)	 MA1N0057
CALL DSUPDT	 -	 MAINOOOO
f	 806	 CONTINUE	 MAIN0059
ISFLAG = 1




IU=S MA .1 NG065
WRITE (6,9990) IDFLAG,IENDFG,ISFLAG,ID
	 MAINJ366CALL RtAD(IKSTRTT	 MAIN0067-
	 ?:
CALL READ(PPCNT FI ,PDATE,EMONTHvEDATE,NYEAR ,WYEARI
	MAIN0069
}	 DO 101 KPD=1,16	 MIAIN0069
a	 101	 CALI, READ(CONOPT(KRD))	 MAIN0070
P'MCNTH=I(PMCN.TH-1) 5)+1
	 -	 M;AIN0J71.	 tiMSBDiC=MONTHS(PMONTH)
	 MAINO372
j LEAPY=PPONTH+1	 MAIN0073IF (MUD(WYEAR,4).E0.0) LEAPY=PMONTII+2
	 M'AIN0074









If (PMGNTH.EQ.FMONTH) EDATE = MONTHS(LEAPY)+EOATE














CALL READ(DT,AREAI,NQ,LOOKUP,LPLOT) 	 ' 	 MAIN0090
10=6	 _	 9AIN0091
DO 503 I = 1,NQ	 MAIN0092
CALL READ (Q(I)l
	 ATNC391




9990 FORMATI /3X,' 	 IDFLAG= *,15,	 MAINCO96
•^	 IENDFG=	 0 ,15,'	 IDFLAG= ',I5 9 '	 MAIN= 1 9I5)
	
MAIN0097









CALL ZER')P(PUAY, OAT ES
	 FOATLtMSRUIC,PDATF,LDAY)	 MAINO104







CALL OUTPUT (RIFFS,OIFFMP,DIFFP OIFFPP,SUM,DTFFR,DIFFFP,APRFC,
	 MAIN0 10910I FFPR,CIFFPP,QOUT,QPAX,PHkO,I •(SBUTC,IAPDAY)	 M 11Nn110
IF (IRSTRT.EQ.1) GO TO 805
	 ..'. rA N0111STOP	
_	 %''1IR ^112	 I
16	 CONTINUE^,AINO11
	





CALL WORSTC(PRAY,DATES,MC NITH,F.DATE,MSBDIC,PDATE,LDAY), 	 MATNn117
CALL ZEROP(PDAY,D>TES, MONTH,tgATE,i^SBDTC,PDATE,LDAY)	 MATN0118
CALL FORCST(PCAY,CATES,MOiNTH,EDATE,NSFUIC,PDATEILDAY,MPDAY)
	 MAIN011Q'
CALL INTIKQ,U,DT,AREAI,L(;CKUP,{PLOT,NFP,MSB0ICv PDAY,OI C FS,	 MAT'N0120	 a




CALL OUTPUTlD1FFS,DIFFMP,DIFFr',DIFFPP,SUM,DIFFR,DIFFRP,APREC, 	 RAIN0123
IDIFFPR,OIFFPP,QOUT,G) y -A X,PHRQ,,MSBDIC,1IPDAY)	 MAINIL24	 1





















3	 CONTINUE	 M41N3000	 TREAD (11) (RPLOTCM,1=1,18321
	
MAI.N3000'	 n












WRITE 1181	 IKCOMMAII),I = '1 9 12^371'	 MA1^1?n0)
ilGIMAL
PAGE
" POOR QTJ 	 T
-3Aj,pR'iim 	 B.	 a
qt i
SUBROUTINE KWMAIN( I fiFL`AGlKWPNO301
COMMON/ PLhTC/DRSF,US SF rCONt1PI THSFD,T u STF,STMRU5.1.1219 ' 6 1 ,DPY, TI TL E, K1: MN 1002
2KFLAG,IDFLAG.
	 KWMN0003




3	 XUNF•S,FFt1R,FFSIr M P NS1,-,JSMGH,PXCSA,F 1"(PF,RGPMH,AKC-A,'FIMP, 	 KWMNO006
A SATRI,UHFA,	 KWMNO11^7
BMNRO,	 KWIAN3008
4	 FWTR,VI:q T;-IR,BI)ZC,S'LJLC,L7CiCTLF,SI).1-!I rGWFTF,SIAC,R M LR,	 KaPNC009
5	 91VF,OFSS,0FCL,0F	 1)F ANIS,IF4C,CSrcX,FSI/X,CIIC^P,IX1)PV,Ka4h,?')11
6 BFNLR,PFRC,GWS,UZS,LZ5 6F'iX, IFS,iS F HkC,RFRL,dFNRL.0FNHR, IFPRC,	 KWM•N''II
i	 7	 1FRL,LSHFT,NLiTkI,F.N7RI,,'•,Xfki,NCSTR1,'3fkI,TFCFS,EPAET,FPF R,
	 KWMN	 12
i	 8	 TPLR,V1NTCR•hSEiNRT R I+SPIT,CBF+ JR I 	 01` US "O p USIS, ri p rt,0FRIS,PE15, KWMND-013




AI WCFS,RHFMC,SSRT, )F P F+UFKFIS•ErL)F,F.)LFIS,SOFRF,SCFFFI,
	 KWFN,:•015
8S 50EPTH hiIILTI,[G,AS'4,WT4AM,WT4PM,S.%XvTANSM,SPTW,STMD,SF'9n,ASMRG, KWI•'N3i11^
X` EPFND(2 j .VARIPr(21, JPTS,JUL')I,IYR,Ti)T)f^4Y(5i,I
	 K'bwN,*,i)17
YfOMARY17,1),TV SAP Y(5,6,17,TS;)'1RY(6.1),TS 1 IAKY19,1'l,
	
KWM.NO)lA
E '	 ZTSSARY13,6,1I,TSMC,tY'III,TSPCt:Y(11,TSRARYI1 t 6v11
	
KWMN("010
WTOR'ARYI 1,69 11 •
	 K'WMNDD70
GDRSFT(366)yDSSFT(366),'4I,NI,MULT,TMRTFT(12),TMSTFT(1?) 	 KWMN0021CUM:MCii/CONM1/E`'"iFNX,F'•t G+iS,F.'IFS,EMLZ9,E'- i S TAM, F`41)ZC+F'^UZSr	 KWM%17l 22
ITMIF,TMPREC,T'ISt,CR z-%'I,DOT,,',f; f4NT,D'iXTt')4GPMtDRIIP, I'RSGP,GPET,EOLZS,K,0N0n23
3TMSTFI,T2C0FIi,T20PRr!,TMRFFI,JULGAT, _
	
TNPET,TMR°H,TMSNE,KWFN:))252EPCM, SERA, , ERR.' ESF, Su ERr THSP, TMFS 1 L, i'4NE T, TMOF, 	
KWYW025







	C KENTUCKY dATFRSr(E') I10DtL (V"RSTUN pF JIJ 14E o, 197))
	
KWPNO029
C	 I34SED ON STANFOP.) ?WATFK51-1cD M0 11 ELS r11I C IV	 KWMN0030
DIMF,NSION BTRI'(99)•CO3N0r'T(1 - 6),CRFMI(22).CTRI(99),DI)TW(366),
	 KWAN,'rj"31
1 1 DMNT(366), DMXT(366), UPSc(366-), ORGPM(366), DRHP(366,74)t
	
KWPN00322i ORSGP13661r	 0SSF(366)9 EDLZS(36(-) ? 	KrtMNODAl3 EMB FNX115r31,t . (1i15(15,3),t •1 1FS(15,31r`'^LLS115,3i,Eh'S1:1 u (15,3)•
	
K'WMN)034
4 EMULC(1593),Ch11JZS( 15,3),EPC'4(12) FIPR(15),M Z DCY( 12),'-Fi.WY(12) r
	
KWNN:)025
5	 RICYl371, SATRC(991. SERA(22), 5EKR(22), SESF(22), SQER(27_),
	
KWMNO3366 THSF(74):,TITLE(13l+T`18 1 115,1),T'irSIL IL21+T 4 IF(15,3),TPNFT(12),
	
K RNGO37
	 I7 TMOF(15,3),T ,1 P 5T(12TY'4 0 kr r (15, I,T,IiPA(12)vTvRTF(121,7+t5F(15,zl,K,WM14'?38
8 TMSNE112),TMST9115,3),T'•IS Tr:
 1 15 31+1? •)OFH(21),T20PRH(211,	 KWMNJO39
9 UHF A(S9),TMRTFI(12),JL1L0AT(b1,THSF 1)(144,31,TFMAXY13661s
	
KWMN0040




a	 l	 EQUIVALENCE (DRY,RPLOTC(1)) I ( r PFMI,RC@MMA(1))	 KWHN0)43KWMN0044
INTEGER CU
SR.-(St)RT,CN,CJ,NUPTtQATC DAY,`) P '(,FHSGD,HntJR,HP-F,HPI 0 0AY,	 KWN1'-245H,RS k -G,S'; .'•IU,S6RT+S.GRf7tYF.AR,Y O L,Y42rPHRC.,SINOEX	 KWMN3046	 -
i 	 INTEGER TUMARY,-TS'4AaY,T t DARY,TSGARY^ Ti IS
	 ^	 KWMN0047o	 t	 i
REAL IFPRC,IFRCrI. FRLrIFS,LZC,LZRX,_ZS,L.ZSR,MHS•1, N;RD,MRNSM9N14PT KWMNDOr8
DATA MEDCY/ 0,
	 31, 59990,1L1r15L L81.+217.243r273,304,334/ KV,MN3G




!	 REAL 5SUM,SS)DI,SS^,L•41 VDRSF9VDSSF	 KWMNO052





98 IF (19FLAG) 99,1)0,116KWMNOO56
99 IBFLAG	 13	 _. ^;.	 F 	 ,,...	 KWMN0057	 1
RETURN 	 KWMNOD58
100 CONTINUE	 KWMN005G
'	 CALL READ(GWS,U'ZS,LZS,BFNX,IFS,UZC,SIAM) 	
_	
KWMN4060
DO 102 KIA = 1,99	 KWMN*)061
_	 z:	 .,, ss..a .,
	





i"	 102 CALLUHFA ( K IA)` = 0.0	
±* _ rs.'..,.a.^ry, _.^.. ....w __ . .._	 KWMN0066
103	 .CALL^REA06CTRI (KRD)) I` 	
^ _..	
1.,	 .	 ...,	 KW'4NJ06A	 J
IF(CONOPT(7) .NF. 1) GO TO 110	 KWMN006
DO 104 KRD = 1115	 KWMN1070
(	 t1	 104 CALL READ( F IRR(K,TD)) 	 KWMN-3071
I
DO 105 KRD = 1, 37	 KWMNOJ72
105 CALL READ( RICYIKR')I)
	
KWMN0073




DO 107 KRI 1 = 19273+L3-	 KWMNJ076
1	 107 CALL REAO(DPSE(K.RO)I	 KWMN)077
DO 109 IOAY2 = 1. 9 	 KWMN0078	 J




DAY	 IDAY1 + IOAYZ	 KWM,yh0A0
108 OPSE(DAY) = DPSE-(IDAY1)
	
KWMN0081





1	 IF(OAY .GT. 273) GC T(l IJ9KWMN_. R4
f	 ..	 KWMN0085^	 DPSE(CAY1	 DPSEtCDAY1)	 S'

















110 CALL READ(RMPF) KWMN0092
CALL READ	 (RGPPB,ARFA ► FIMP FWT,R) KWMN0099
CALL	 READ	 (V-INTMR,l3UZC,SUZC,LZ:C,E1'LFtSUBWF,GWETFoSIAC,IIMIR#aIVFI KW4N1?194' CALL	 READ	 (OFSS,OF4L,L.F^tN,UF;4NIS,1Fl; KWM14001451 CALL	 RLAO	 (CSRX,FS 14 X,LHCAP,FXQ :PV,IirllLB,BFRC)
	 - KWMNln9P
BFNRC = 8FRC*#(1.0/24.3) KW00097BFRL _ -ALOG(.BFHRC) KW tMN0091i
a BFNRL = 0.0 KW. N+3099
IF(BFNLR	 .LT.	 0.000)1
	
.UP.•HFNLR	 .GT.	 0.9999)	 GO TO	 III KWMNJIJ?
l BFNRR = 6FNR9**(1.G/24.0)
111	 IFPk CBFNRL = -ALOG(BFNHR)1.0/96.0) KMMN0IJSIFRL =	 ALOG(IFPRG) KWMN0103KNMN'lt 14
LSHFT = .FALSE. KWMN0105
I IF(CONOPT(13)	 .NE.	 11 GO TO	 113 KWMN0106NRTRI	 = NCTRI KWMN•1L 07
f ' FNTRI
	
= NCTRI KW, V1118
MXTRI
	 =	 (10.0**EXQPV)*FNTRI




1 FORMAT (29HWAiiNING:	 EXQPV AKRAY OVER RUN) KWMN011A
NCSTRI	 = 99 WHN•1t 12
i DO	 L12 KIA	 =	 1,	 NBTRI KWMNJ113j 112	 BTRI(KIA)	 =	 CTRI(KIA)_ KWMN0114
TFCFS = 1.0 KWMN01.15
CALL RTVARY	 (CTRI,SATRI,3TR1 9CHCAP,NSTRI,MXTRI,NCSTRI,FXQPVt1SHFTvKWMN0115
1	 TFCFS). KWMN0II7
113 EP'AET = 0.0 KWMN0118
FPER =	 1.0 - FIMP - FWTR	 - KWMN0119
IF(FPER .GT.	 0.011
	
GO TO 114 KWMN0121
J TPLR = 100.0 KWMN)L21
FPER = 0.01 KWMN0122
GO, TO
	 115 %MN0123
114 TPLR =	 (1:0 - F'WTR)/FPER KWMN0124
115 VINTCR = 0.25*VINTMR KWMN0125i
HSE = ).0 KWMN41?6,
NRTRI = 0 KWMN0127
*BFRLCBF' = G)AS*(1.0	 BFNRL*BFNX) KNMN012Q
SPOR = 0.0 KWMN0130
OFUS = 0.0 KWMN0131'
i OFUSIS = 0.0 KWMN0132 q
y OFR = 0.0 -KWMN.113?
OFR1S = 0.0 KWMN0134
PEIS	 0.0 KWMN0135
i AMIF - 0.0 KWMN313R
I AMNET = 0.0 KWMN013q
AMPET = 0.0 KWMN0143AMSNE = 0.-0 WMN0141
E AMFSTL	 =,0.0 M4NO142
I SASFX = 0.0 KWMN0143
+ SARAX = 0.0 KWMN0144SRX = CSKX KWMN014-5} VWIN = 26.6888*AREA KWMN0146WCFS = 24.0*VW1N ;' KWMN0147
RHFMC = 0.325/WCFS KWMN0148
1	 x TFCFS = GBF*WCFS KWMN0149SSRT-=	 SQRT(OFSS) KWMN015) s
OFRF =	 1020.0*SSRT/(OFMN*OFSL) KWMN0151
OFRFIS	 = 1020.0*SSRT/(nFI4NIS*0FSL) KWMN0152
{ EQDF = O.00982*((UFMN*OFSL/SSRT)w v:0.6) KWMN0153
EQDFIS = 0.30982*((UFMNIS*UFSL /SSRT)**0.61 KWMN0154
SOFRF = OFRF KWMN0155
SOFRFI = OFRFIS KWMN0156
SDEPTH =-0.0 KWRN0157f IYR=O KWMN015B
KWMNO15Q
I NI=0 KWMN0160
.( 1	 MULT=O	 - KWMN0161
} -	 MULTI=CONOPT(10) KWMN9167
ID=1 KWMN0163
WRITE(6,9990)	 MULTI,	 CONOPT(10) 9
	CoNOPT(151,	 IRFLAG,	 10 KWMN016-
9990 FORMAT(/3X, 1	MULTI--	 ,15,1	 Ci)NUPT(10)=
	
1,l5, KWMN0165
CONOPT115t-	 ',15,'	 I5FLAG=	 , -,I5, 1 	KWMAIN = 	 1 ,151 KWMN0166
ASM = 0 .0 KWMN0167
_ IF(CONOPT(7)	 .EQ.	 0) GO TO 116 KWMN0168
WT4AM = 60.0 KWMN?I6)WT014 = 60..0 KWMN1170
SAX ,=	 15.0 KWMN0171
I TANSM	  0.0 	 ... KWMN0172
SPTW - 0. 0,	 •	 - KWMN0173
f STMD =
	
0.7	 ..r KWMN1174 s.
C; SFMO = 0.7 KWMNJ175
ASMRG = 0.0 KWMN0176
116	 CONTINUE .KWMNOOOO





9YUZS	 U s= KWMND184N.184SYGwS	 = G^WS
BYIFS =	 IFS KWMNn186
DO	 118 KIA = 1,22 KWMN0187
CRFMT(KIA)	 =	 0.0 XWMN0198
SESF(KIA)	 = 0.0 KWMNOIR9
-SERR(KIA)




118 SWCR(KIA)	 =	 0.0 KWMN3lp2
RGPM	 RGPM6 KWuN0193




119 T20PRH(KIA) =9.0 WyN0196
DO	 120 KIA =	 1.12 ;WMN0197
120 EPL'M(KIA)	 =	 1.0 WMN0198RDPT = 0.0 1 WMN0199
PRAY = 274 KWPNJ?A0
903 CALL READ(YRL,YR2) KWMNO201
TODARY(I,IYR)=YR?_ KWMNO20?
TOMARY(1,1YR)=YR2 KWMNO204
DPY = 365 KWMNO234
1F(MOD(YR2,4)
	










	 = 59 KWMNO23A
IF(DPY	 E l). ,3661
	
MEDWYl.5)
	 = 366 KWMNG204C	 READ EVAPORATION DATA ' KWMNO2 L0
IF(CUNJPT( 3)
	
.NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 125 KWMNO2LL
121 CALL2READ(OPETIKRD)1
,10
KWMN1213UO	 122 icRD =	 1.273, LO KWMNO214
L22 CALL RE KWMN2215
DO	 124	 IDAY2 =	 1,5 KWMNO216 1	 1




	 .,_	 ._	 ., KWM140218 g
123,DPET(DAY) =	 DPET(IL)AY11 KWMNO219DO	 124	 IDAYL =	 1,273,1 KWMNo22O
DAY = IDAY1 + 1DAY2 KWMNO221
_ IF(DAY	 GT. 2731
	 G7	 To 124 KW.MNO222
DPET(DAY)	 = DPET(IDAY1) KWMNO223124 CO NTTNUE KWM; i0224DPE T(366)	 = DPET(59)
DPET(365)
	 = DPET(363) WMNO225KWMNO226
k
DPET( 364 1
	 =	 DP'ET ( 363) KWuN7227
GO TO 127 KWMNO2?R
125 IF(CONJPT(	 3)	 .EQ.	 2)	 GO TO	 130 KWMN3220# DAY = 274 W Pl. NO230
126 CALL	 READ (DPET(UAY)) ^WMNO231IF(DAY	 .Fi).	 273)_ GQ	 TU	 127 WMN123? f'
CALL DAYNXT(DAY,
	 OPY) WMNO233GO 'TO	 126 WMN?234
IWV.N')235 s127 DO 128 WINTH = 1, 12
126 CALL - READ (E_PCM(''ILINTH)) KWMNO236
1F(EPAET	 NE.	 0.0)
	 uO TO L33 KW4NO237
DO	 129 DAY =	 1,DPY KWMNn238
129 EPAET = EPAET + dPET(DAY) KWMNO239E
IF( EPCM(61
	
.NE.	 1.0)	 EPAET	 0.7•EPAET KW414124n
I ' CALL READ (EPAET, fANRD)130 KWMNO242
EPAET = EPAET#(365.0 	 ♦ MNRD)/404.0 KWMNO243
131
CALL EVPDAY(UPET,EVAET)
AETX = 24.O/'65.3 KW^( NO244*EPAET




AE990 = 0.3.*4ETX KWMN?747
SIAM =	 1.2 v-*SIAC, KWMNO248
UZC =-SUZC*'AEX90'+ RUZC*EXP('-2.7*LZS/LZC)
. 0.25)
	 ULC _.25IFIUZC	 .LT	 '0
KWINO249
KWMNO250
SGRT = 0 KvMNO251DO 132 DAY .= 1,366 KWMNi)?52
DDIWWAY) = 0.0 _ KWMNO253










DO 13-, HOUR = 1,24 KWMNO257
f. 132 DRHP(OAY,HOUR) = 0.0 KWMNO258
133 3F(CONOPT(9)
	 .NE.	 1)	 GO TD 135 KW*402519




134 .CALL READ(DRSF(DAY)) _KWMN0D262
• CALL OAYNXT(DAY,	 OPY) KWMN426-4IFIGAY	 NF. 274)
	 GO TO 134 KWMNti1264 l
135 I F (CONUYT (1.1)	 .NF .	 1)	 'GO	 TO	 137 KWMNO? 65
DAY = 274 KWMNO266
DDIW(366)	 = 0.0 KWMNO267
136 CALL RFAU(DDIW(DAY)) KWMNO269
CALL DAYNXT (DAY,	 DPY) KWMNO26q





	 OI Gb TO	 1?9 KW N:)271
DAY
	 ?.74 KW NO272
I ;i	 138	 CALL	 READ(DMXT(DAY),	 DMNT(DAYI) KW NO273'
±	 CALL	 DAYNXT(UAY,	 DP-Y) KW. N)214IF(OAY	 .NF.	 274)	 GO TO	 138 KW NO215139 CALL READINSGRDI KW N)?76
IF(NSGrW	 EQ.	 0)	 GO TO	 141 KW N0777CALL kEAD(WSG,SGRT) KW 4127A
IF(CONIPT(
	 8)	 . F Q.	 1)	 CALL READtWSG2,SGRT2,SGMD1 W. N37,79
j IM 140 KRD = t,NSGk , ) KW NO280
CA,L.L RFAD(ISGRO) KW^NJ281'140 CALL READ(URSGPI ISG' z D) KW. ^132R7
f'	 C	 READ RECORDING RAIN GAGE HOURLY TOTALS KW N)283
141	 CALL READ( I 4BG,YFAR,MONTH,DATC,CN) KW NO294'
C	 PUNCH NO NUMBER 41-TER EN ON YEAR 	 .EQ.	 98 CARD KW N0785
IF(YEAK	 GE.	 9R)	 GO	 TO	 144 KW MN^1?86'HRF	 =	 1 2* (CN -
	
L)	 +	 1 KWMNO2 87HRL =	 12*(CN -	 1)	 +	 12 KWwIINn284
DAY = MEOCY(MGNTH)
	 + DATE KWNN)28900 	 142 HOUR = HRF, HPL KWMN•) ?q:1
142 CALL	 READ(ORHP(DAY.HOURI)	 - KWMN+)291
1F(DPY	 .NE.	 366 .OR.	 M ONTH .NE-. 2
	 .OR.	 DATE' .NE. 29)
	
GO TO 141 KWON'?2a2
DO 143 HOUK = HRF, HRL KW4 0203DRHP(3669HQt)R) 	 = UKNP(60,HOUk) KWfkN 294
143 DRHP(6J HCUR)	 = 0.0 KWf^.N07c,GGO TO 141 KW NO296
C	 CALCULATE PRECIPITATION' WEIGHTING FACTnR5 KWtNO29T
1441 DAY = 274 *WMN')291i
IF(NSGRD	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO TO	 151_ KWO.102 R2
PDAY = 274 KWMNO300
RDPT = 0.0 KWANO301
145 EHSGD = SGRT KWMNO30?
IF'(SGRT	 .EQ.	 0)	 EHSGD = 24 KWMNO303EHSGUF = EHSGD KW'AN)3)4
146 CONTINUE KWwNO315DO 150 HOUR = 1.24 KWMNO306
ROPT = RDPT	 + DRHP(I)AY,Ht7UR) KMMNO307
IF(HOUR	 ,NE.	 EHSGD)	 GO TO 150 KWMN0108
' IFIRDPT	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 147 KWMNO339
IFISGRT	 .EQ.	 01	 PO4Y	 YDA KWMt1.3310
DRGPM	 (PDAY)	 =-(0RSG p l
=
 OA )*WSG + R O Pl g (t.0 -	 WSG))/RDPT KWmN)31L`
I lF(CCNOPT(3) NE.	 J)	 UPET(P?AY) =	 0.5*DPET(PDAY) KW41NO312
1F(SGRT .NE.	 0)	 PDAY-=	 DAY KW NO313
RDPT = 0.0 KWA
GO TO 150 KW4NO315




	 =	 (tiSG*DRSGP(DAY))/EHSGDF KWMN93L8
149	 IF(S-GRT	 .NE.	 0)	 PDAY =	 DAY KWMt40319
	 1150 CONTINUE KWMNn3?)
i CALL DAYNXT(CAY,DPY) 	 `	 '`` KWM.NO321
' 1Fl0AY	 .EQ.	 274)	 GO TO
	
151 KWMNO322





GC TO 146 KWMNO324
WSG = WSG2 KWAND325
SGkT - SGRT2 KWkNO326GO TO 145 KWF(NO327} 151
	
BACKSPACE
	 11	 -	 -	 - KWMN)328
























WDRSTC(PI)AY,DATt$,MONTH , EDATr,MSR7IC,PDATF,LnAY') WCA900')l
CUMMG;tl/ PLOTC/DKSF,DSSF, Ct NOPT, THSFD,T4STF,Sf 1 uOS( 121, G ), L l"Y, TI TLE, WCASOG sip
2KFLA(;,IUFLAG1IENDFG,SI(JDYl2)*PEAKS, PHRSrNSPTS,THSFt1,M,TFMNXD,TMRTF,JPLOT, WCASCOalWCAS0004
Z	 NCTRI,CIKI.FIrtk, tlCY,f)PSF,^I}OFS'4,SP'tFL:I,SPTdLC,SPN,FLuIY• MCAS 10n5
3j	 XD(JPS,FFOit,FFSI,PANSM,05i;hl r ,..PXCSA,R'1PF,KGPM ),AIZEA,FI YP, WCASCO06
k: A SATRI,UHFA, WCAS0007
E BNNRO, WCAS100A4	 FF,TR,V[MTMR,BUZC, S'IJLC ,LZC,FTIF,SUaW, ,5WFTF.SIAC,BMIR• WCAS0009
CSS	 H1VF,CFStirOFSL-,.)1'	 'J,'IF',K15r IF"^Cr^X	 SP.X,CHCAP9LXQ P V ♦ NGAS^^31t1
6	 BFNLR•BFRC,GkS,UZS',LZS,BFNX..IFS, F3^-(IPC,5FRL,fIFNRL,PFtJHF,IF':PRC, WCASQ011
7	 IFRL,LSHFT,NPTRI,I- NTK1..-XTRI, JVCST [ti,bTkl,TFCFS•EPAFT,FPCR, WCAS6?1?
8	 TPLP.,VTNTCR,RISE,^I ,tlkl, SIy 1'rrCI3F,SPnk,( rUS,tIrUS(S,
	
l ik,OFR15,PETS, WCASD!'13
9;	 RHFO, UKHF9A,MIF,r1` ,;VET,tia PFT, AMSNE,AfaFSIL ,5ASFX,SARAX,ShX,Vr,IN, WCAS0014
f
A'-WCFS	 RHFMC,SSRT,:)FRF,OFRF_15	 FOUF9	 Q^FIS.SOrRF,SGFkFI. WCAS0015
8	 SDEPlH MULTI .ID•HSM•WT4A^,WT4PM,SIX, TANSMrSPTW9STMD•SFVD,ASYRG,
XDEPEND ( 2;	 I1	 12 )	 JUL, I	 IYk,T°YJARY1 5,1 ), VAR	 9.IPT$	 I	 , WCASGUI6WCA9LCr17
YTUMARYI Ir11,TUS-1?Y(5,6,1),TS:.t.ftti'lhrL1
	 TS•"`AKY18,11, NCAS0019
ZTSSARY(3,6,1),TSMCRY(I) 	 TSDCFkY(1)-,TSR^RY(1.6,1), WCASOO19
WTORARY(1,6,1), WCAS0020
t' CDkSFT ( 3bb) , DSSFT ( 36t. I  M I , NI , l'IJLT,T` RTF T 1 12) ,TMSTFT 112 wLAS 0221
COMMON/ C1) k',NA/Qlrt
 FNX,E`IGWS,E`'IFS,F MLLS,E"SIAMwF"'(.1ZC,FMUZS,T^RF, WCA.SCO221TMIF ,TMPKECrTM.SE CPr wt,Ot)lWrl)MNT,DMXT.f)RGPM,URHP, ORSGP YDPFT,EQL2S,WCA$;,023
2EPCM•SERA,SERR,SfSF,SQER,TWSF,IMFSIL,T14NET,T"OF,TMPFT.TMRPM,TMSNIvWCASCf)i74
3TMSTF I r T2OOFH, T20PRH, T A R-TF I,, JULCAT, k^CAS0025





C	 KENTUCKY	 ;JATFRSHEI`	 1?00EL	 (VERSI(iv OF	 JUNE	 6,	 197,)- ;CAS	 fill)
Ri C	 BASED	 ( I N	 STANFOte i)	 WATFRSHF`.D 4UDFLS	 III	 E	 TV WCAS00 .)
li DIMFNSIC)J	 BTRI(99),CP ,4CPT(16),CRFMI(22),CTRI(9 r)19DDIW(266)9 WCAS00P1
I	 OMNT(366)9	 DMXT(36b),	 DPSE(366),	 DR6PIA(366),	 DPHP(366',24), WCAS0032
2	 URSGP(366),	 DPETII'S61•	 OrSP1366	 OSSF13E61,	 FI;LZS(IGL)r HGASZ0333EMBFNX11.5,3)rC'IG^tS(15,31rF	 I I^$115,3),E'^LZSllS,l)rd)SIA=+(15,?I, WCAS`0214	 i4	 EMUZC(15r3)
	
EMULS(15,3),CPCM(12),FIRfi(15),(4EUCY(T2),ME ,-WY(12), WCAS0035
WCAS3036SEk. A(22)•5	 RICY(37),	 SATRI( 1491,	 SEkR(22),	 $ESF(22),	 SOFR(22),
b	 THSF(24)r TITLE( 18),TM +IF(15,3)rT:AP S(L(12),T ?A l ,r(15,3),T!"NFT(12), WCAS0037
7	 TMOF(15r3)	 T,-,PFT112),ft•SPRrC(15,3)+Tu='Pr.,(12),TMRTrt12),T'1S,(15,?1,WCASOt)38
8	 TMSNE(12),TMSIF	 15,3),TMST'FI(15,3),T3GOFH(21),T2bPKH(21), WCAS0039




INTEGER	 CDSCR,CN,CONOPT,D ATE ,CAY,D PY,EHSGD,HOUR,HPF,HRL, POAY, WCASa)043
f 1	 PRO ,RHPD,RHPH,KSH'),5GM I),SERItSGRT29 YEAR ,YRI,YR2,PHkS,SINOEX WCAS0044
INTEGER	 TOMAKY,T5 +„itY ;)O^1A;,Y,TSCARY,T3SARY,TSSaRY WCAS 0,5






IFPRC,IFkC,IF ,tLtIFC,LZC,II`RX,LZS,LZSR,4liSM.MNRD,VRNSM,NHPT WCAS0040DATA	 MERCY/	 0, WCASC'	 S^
' DATA	 MEDWY/334,334,365931,59,9Otl 23,1519L8Lr212,243,273	 I WCAS0051REAL	 MXDRSF,MXi7SSF,4X;iRSF,MX?tSSF,SSUD WCASO052REAL	 S SQM, SSQDI , SS,J"I , V0R5+ , VO1 ,SF WCASOn`53
REAL	 VMRSF,VMSSF,SDDRSF,SD`JSSF,SDMRSJ-,SDMSSF,SMDO,SMMD,S•'mSOD, WCAS0054
#	 SMSQM WCAS0055
.REAL	 MDRSF,MDSSF,!M4RSF,MMSSF WCAS0056	 I
BACKSPACE 11 WCAS0057^
READ	 (11)	 (RPLOTC(I),I=1,1B32)4 WCASC'058
BACKSPACE 1$ WCAS0059!
REA'D(18)	 (RCOMMA(I),I=1,12087) WCAS0060	 3
4 150	 CONTINUE WCAS0061
DATIE=PDATE WCAS0062





AMR, PM = 0.0 ^CASO067AMPF	
0
3
'; AMBF - 0. 0 WCS0Uw A
AMSE = 0.0 WCAS0073
AMSTF,= 0.0 WCAS0071
AMRTF = 0.0 NCASG072
IF(DPY	 .FU.	 366):MFDWY(5)=366 CAS0073
WRITE(693) .. (TITLE(KTA)-9KTA=L, 18) WCAS0074
3	 FORMAT	 (1H 1,1GX,1BA4r//) WCAS0000WRTTE(6,4)
	
MSB('I IC WCi+50001)
	 a4	 FORMAT(1X,'WORSE'CASE HOURLY CFS-VALUFS',//<1X,4A4) WCA5000'1
C	 BEGIN DAY LOOP WCASO077
IMONTH=MONTH WCAS0078
152 TDSF = 0.0 WCAS0079
IF,(MONTH.NE .41
	
GQ TO	 148 WCAS0080{{ IF	 (MDAY.NF .	 31)-GD
	 TO	 149 WCA'S00R1^k 148	 IF	 (DAFF.Gr. (M00(i)AY,M0AY) 1) 	 IMONTH=MONTH+1 WCA'S17toa149	 -CONTINUE WUS'05A'
PET=EPCM(IMONTH)RDPET(DAY_) WCAS0094
PETU- = PET WCAS00 85
h	 s TFMAX = 0.0 WCAS0086T
C	 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ADJUSTMENTS- WCAS0087 r
pPPEAL PAGE	 s-sFOR QU	
.[S
IFICONOPT47)	 .NE.	 11	 G0'F TO	 153 MCAS OR9#I 0(DMXT WAY) - 4.0>ELUI	 .L1. 40.01 PET	 0.ttl IF(SPTd
	 .(GT.	 SPTkGC)	 PET = FFOR*PET WCAS0090C	 CALCULATION OF SN04 CVAKIRATI(IN WCAS0091
IF(OMNT(DAY) OT.	 32.0	 .OR.	 SPTW .LE.	 OPSE(DAY)l GO TO 153 WCAS0092
i. SE = OPSE(OAY) WCAS0093AMSNE = AMSNE + SE WCA:S0094
i. SPTW = SPTW- SE WCAS0095
IF(SFMD	 GT. 0.0)	 SDEPTH = SUPTH - SF/SFMD WCASCO96
k; 153 D(1 202 HOUR = 1,24 WCAS0097IF((NSGRD
	 .:FQ.
	
)1	 ANU.	 (DRHP(CAY,H9UR)	 .NE.	 0.0)
	
.AND.	 (PET	 .Fo.WGAs,^n9A
1	 PETU)	 .ANO.	 (CCNOPT(3)	 t0.	 1))	 P ITT =	 0.5*PET WCAS0099
154	 IF(HOUR	 .FQ	 SGRT	 +	 1)	 RGPM =	 CRGPM(')AY) WCAS0101
IF(hOUR.C-U.
	
9)	 HSE	 =	 (FWTR*PET)/12.0 WCAS0101
IF(HOUR	 .EQ.21) HSF = O.0 WCASIL12PRH=1.2 v DRHP (OAY,}1OIJR) WCAS0003 z
-3 AMPREC = AMPREC	 + PRH WCAS0134
t. C	 ENTER SNO WMEL T SUBROUTINE WCAS0105
is
IF(COINUPT17)E+7.	 1)	 GALL	 SNOMELIBODFSM,SPTWCCISP,M,ELDIF,DAY, WCAS013G
1	 SPBFLW,	 XDNFS,Ft)R,FFSI,)+IRNSM,05MGH,SDFPIH9STMO,	 PXCSA,)4nUR, WCAS'?137
2	 SAX,SCrFRF,OFRFIS,SOFRf1,AkIFSIL,PRH.SPTN,TANSM,SPLW,SFMD,OFRF, WCAS0109
N3	 WT4AM, WT4P , ASM,AS,MRG,SASFX,SARAXtUMXToD.4NTrR)CY,F)RR) WCAS0109
155 AMRPM = AMRP 14 + PRH WCASOLIO1
` 156 TOFR = 0.0 t4'4AS0111r
ARHF = 0.0 WCASOII2
C	 15 MINUTE ACCOUNTING AND ROUTING LOOP WCAS0113
-00	 187 'PRO = 1,4 WCAS01.14
PEBI
	 = 0.0 WCAS011$PPI	 '=	 0.0 WCAS0116




Wl	 = 0.0 WCASOLL9 4
` WEIFS	 =....0­ 0 WCAS012)
PMEUZS = 0.0 WC4SO121
;. PMELLS '= 0.0
WCAS0122{ ..	 _PMEIFS	 =	 0.0	 »...	 rr:
PMEUFS = 0.0 WCAS0124PEP = 0.25*PRH WCAS(1125
IF(CONUPT(Z)	 .EQ.	 1)	 CALL	 PREPRD(RGPM,DRHP,DAY,HOUR,DPY,PRO,PEP, WCAS1126
1	 PRH) WCAS0127
IF(PEP	 .GT.	 0.0) 	 GO	 TO	 157 WCAS0125
IF(OFUS	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 159 WCAS0129
s j TF(IFS	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 170 WCAS013`3
IFINRTRI	 .GT.	 01	 G4 TO	 172	 :. WCAS0131
TRHF = U.O WCAS013P
IFlRHFO	 Gt.	 0.01	 GO TO 181 WCASO133
GO TO 184 WCAS0134,t
C	 RAINFALL. UPPER ZONE INTERACTION WCASOL35
, t 157	 IF(PEP	 GE.	 VINTCR)	 GO	 TO 158 WCAS0136
UZS = UZS + pEP*TPLR WCAS0137
sr
'










3= IF(OFUS	 .GT. 0.01	 GO TO 159	 " WCAS01.42GO TO
	
17 x_ ,., . Z	 :,_' r.	 _ WCAS0143 ::)4 158 PPI =	 -- P EP	 VINTCR MCA.50144 v	 :;




i VINTCR = 0.0 WCAS0.146 1 LZSR =	 L7.S/LZC	 .. `	 .`WCAS01472.7*1ZSR)'
r'
S 2L T. 9. 25 ) UZC	
0.45-
IF WLC	 .L7.	 0.25)	 UL	 ^7.^ WCAS01 49 ;d,.4^	 w._..^
_	 -	 O)	 +	 1.0	 "_	 x	 .»,..._.UZRX
	
ZC= WCAS0150
FMR =	 11.0/(1.0	 ULRX)) « *UZRX WCAS0151
IF(	
ZS	 .GT.	 UZC)	 FtAR = 1.0 - FMR' WCAS0152
PPI*FMR WCAS015'
PMEUZS = PEP - PEdI	 "'^ '	 ""` WCAS0154
t, UZ.S _ UZS	 +	 PPI - PEBT WCAS0155r C	 OWERiZONE AND GROUNDWATER	 INFILTRATION WCAS0.1.56
159'LZSR = LZS/LZC WCAS01,57
ETD = 4.0*LZSR WCASP'L59
IF(LZSR	 LE.	 1.0)	 GO	 TO	 160	 ,_ _ WCAS0159
Elf)= 4.0 +	 2.0*(LZSR =	 1.0) WCASOI6)
IFILZSR	 LE.	 2.0)	 Gil-TO	 160 WCAS0161






CMIR -= 0.25*5IAt1*314IRL (2- 0	 *EID) WCASOL-64b CIVM = 611VF*2.0**LZSk^ WCAS1,165
' IF(C1VM	 .LT.	 1.0)	 r,.IVM	 -	 1.0 WCAS0166
PEAL	 =	 PEBI*PEBI./(2.O*CMIR*CIVMI WCASOL67
WI	 = PEB.I*PE8I/(2.0*C11R) WCAS0168V .IF(PESI	 .GE.	 CkIR) WI = PEBI	 - 0.5*CMIR WCAS0169
IF(PEBL.GE. CMIR*CIVM)
	 PEAT = PEBI - 0.5*CMIR*CIVM WCAS0170





(PE81	 - Wl)*((PEBI`- OFUS)/PEBI)





op P	 AGE S 	 "8-9
I	 I	 11	 1	 I
I
" I 161 1NUE WCASOl76 1
PEAI	 OFUS)	 .GT. 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 162 WCAS0177EGO	 I OFUS	 +	 PFA I) / 2..0 WCAS01 78
GO TO 163 WCAS')179
162 EQD,= FQ1)F*1(P Al'- OFUS)**0.61 WCAS0180
163 IF((OFUS	 +	 PE-A1)	 .GT.	 l?.0*EOD1)	 EOO = 0.5*(OFUS + PEAI) WCASOIRI
' IF((OFUS
	
t PEAI)	 LE.	 0.001)	 rN TO	 164 WCAS018?
OFR	 =	 0.25*OFRF*l((OFUS + PFAI)*0.5)**1.67)*(11.0 + 0.6*1(OFUS	 + WCASOLg3
1	 PEAI)/(2.0*EQD))**3.3)**I,.o7) WCAS0184
lF((1FR	 .GT.	 (J.75*13 FAl))	 OFR	 = 0.75*PEAI WCAS0185
164 IF(FIMP	 .FQ.	 0.0)	 GU	 TO	 168 WCAS019b
165 PSIS	 = PPI	 + OrOSIS WCAS0197
IM PEIS - OFUSIS)	 .GT. 0.01	 GO TO	 166 WCAS0188
EODIS =	 (OFUSIS	 + PEIS1/2.0 WCAS3189
. GO TO 167 WCAS:1190
L66 EQDIS	 =	 EGUFLS*(( O FIS - CFUSIS)**O.G) WCAS019L
167 IF((OFUSIS	 +	 PEIS)	 .(T.	 (2.0*EUDIS))	 FOOTS _	 0.5*(OFUSIS
	
+	 PEIS) W(AS'"1192
H tF(I:OFUSIS	 +	 PEIS)	 LE.	 0.01)	 GU	 TO	 168 MCoS0193
i OFRI',S	 -	 0.25*Ilf~hFIS v (-l(UFOSIS	 + P F IS) r 1.5)**1.67 ')*1( 1.0
	
<-	 0.6*1( WCAS3194
i	 OFUSIS +	 PEIS)/(2.2*EtjOFIS))**3.01**1.67) WCAS0195IF(OFRIS	 .GT.	 PEIS)	 13FRIS =	 PFIS WCAS0196
168 TOFk = TOFR + FPERTUFR + FIMP+OFRIS + PPI*FWTR WCAS0197
OFUSIS = PEIS - OFR15 WCAS019B
OFUS, .= 	 PEA 	 - UFR WCAS0199
IfIOFUS	 .GE. 0_.001)	 GO TO 169 WCAS0200
LZS = LZS + OFUS WCAS0201
OFUS. _	 0.0 WCAS0202
UFRFS = OFRTS + OFUSIS WCAS0203
OFUSIS	 0.0 WCAS02'l4
169 LZRX =	 1.5*AB_S(LZS/LZC	 - 1.0)	 + 1.0 WCAS0205
FMR	 =	 (1,0/(1.G +	 LZAX))**LZRX WCAS0206
IF(LZS	 LT.	 LZC)	 Pii =	 1.0 - FMR*(LZS/LZC) WCASC207
PLZS =	 FMR*(PE81	 - WI) WCAS0208
PGW =	 (1.0 -FMR)*(PEBI	 - W1)*(I.0 - SUBWF)*FPER WCAS0209 1
GWS = GWS + PGW WCAS0210
BFNX = BFNX + PGW , WCAS1211
LZS = LZS ;+ PLZS- WCASO212
IFS =	 IFS + WEIFS>FPER WCAS0213
170 SPIF =	 I`FRL*IFS WCA50214
AMIF =	 AMIF + SPIF WCAS0215
> IFS	 =	 IFS ` -	 SPIF WCAS0216
IF(IFS	 .GE.	 0.0001)	 GO	 TO 171 WCASO?17
LZS =LZS	 +	 IFS WCAS0219 r
IFS = 0.0 WGAS0214
171 UHFA(1) = FPER xDFR + PPI*FWT,R	 + FIMP*OFRIS +	 SPIF WCASO?2,0
SPJR = UHFAII) WCAS3221
C	 ROUTING WCAS0222
112 IF(CCNUPT(12)	 ,NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 173 WCAS7223
URHF =_URHF + 0.25*IJHFA(1) WCAS3224
IF(PROI.NE .	 4')	 GO TO	 181 WCAS02?5
UHFA M = URHF WCAS0226
_.173 TRHF = 0.0 WCAS0227
KTRI	 = NCTR1 WCAS0228
IF(CONOPT(13)
	 EQ.	 1I	 KTRI	 =	 NCSTRI WCAS)229 {
174 URHF = UHFA(KTRI) WCAS0230
IFIURHF :LE.	 0.01	 GO TO 176 WCAS0231
175 TRHF = TRHF + URHF*CTRI(KTRI)
TRHF
WCASO?32
IF(CO.N ,IPT(13)	 .t0.	 1	 .ANU.	 LSHFT	 .,AND.	 KTRI	 .GE.	 2)	 TRHF	 =	 + WCAS0233
1	 URHF=SATRI(KTRI -	 1)	 - WCAS0234












IF(KTRI	 .GE.	 1)	 GO TO	 174




IF(CONOPT(13)	 .EQ.	 1)	 NRTRI-	 "	 ` MXTRi   WCAS024?
179'NRTRL = NRTRI - 1 WCAS0243
UHFA(l)	 =	 0.0 WCAS0244
IF(CGNUPT(13)	 NE.	 L)	 GO TO	 180 WCAS0245
NNSTRI	 = NCSTRI + 1 WCAS246
UHFA(NNSTRI) = 0.0 WCASO?47
180 URHF = 0.0 WCAS024-R
a
181 IF(SRX	 LE.	 CSRX)	 SRX = CSRX WCAS0244
RHFI = TRHF - SRX*(TRHF - RHFO) WCAS?250
RHFO = RHFI WCAS0251
IFIRHFO	 LT.	 R1lFMC1	 PHFO = 0.0 WCASn252
TFCFS = (4.0*RHFI + CRF - HSE)*WCfS WCAS0253
IF(CCNOPT(13)	 .NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 L82 WCAS0254
}I IF(CGNOPT(12)	 EQ.	 1	 AND.	 PRO	 NE.	 4)	 GO TO	 182 WCAS0255
: CALL RTVAPY	 (CTRIrSATRIrBTR1rCHCAPrN9TRI,MXTRItNC.STRI,EXOPVrLSHFT,WCASD256i	 TFCFS) WCASV257
-DATE = POD(DAY,"AY) WCAS0258
= 1FILSHFT)	 WRITE(696)	 UATErHOURrPRD,NCSTRI WCAS0259
6 FORMAT( 2X,1 2r 2XrI2r2X,J2r2X;,2uHFt1SIiJG V AM	 CHANGES TU,1X,I2r1X, WCAS0260
1	 BHELEMENTSI WCAS0261
182 CONTINUE
WCAS0263.LE. 0.5*CHCAP) SRX = CSRX
•' IF((TFCFS .GT. 0.5*CHCAP) 	 .AND. (TFCFS	 .LT. 2.0*CHCAP))	 SRX = CSRXWCAS)2 64
Ti B-10
t` i




	 =	 FSRX WCAS0266 j
IF(TFCFS	 LE.	 TFMAX) GO TO	 183 WCAS^267
PRDF = PR[) WCAS07.68
J TDFP24 = HOUR WCASO?:69
IF(PRO ,LF.	 3) TDFP24 =	 (TDFP24 - 1.0)
	
+ 0.15*PRDF WCAS0270
TFMAX = TFCFS WCAS0271
183 ARHF = ARHF + RHF1 WCAS0277
C STORM OUTPUT RFOUESTEU BY CONOP11(1) WCAS0773
184 IF(CONUPT(1)
	
NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 186 WCAS0274
IF(VAY	 .NE.	 CDSDR)	 Gil TO 186 WCAS0275




1	 14X,17HSTREAMFLOW ORIGIN96X,14HSTREAM OUTFLOW/2X,1'16HOY HR PD RAWCAS07781
7.1N	 EUZS	 ELZS	 EIFS	 tOFS	 ULS	 LZS	 IFS	 OFS SWCAS027cl!
3POF	 SPIF	 SN9F	 SPTF	 INCHES	 CFS) WCASO^80
i DATE = MOD(DAY""DAY) WCAS ;281 I
OFS = OFUS*FPER + OFUSIS*FIMP WCAS0282'
SPOF = OFR*FPER + OPRIS*FIMP + PPI*FWTR WCA532831






SPDR = 0.0 WCA50286,
IFfRHF0	 .LE.	 0.01	 TFCFS =	 (CBF -	 HSE)*WGF'S WCAS0297
RSPTF = 0.25 *TFCFS/WCFS WCAS0289-
WRITE(6,8)	 GATE,HUL)R,PRD,PF.P,PMEUZS,PMELZS,PMEIFS,PMEOFS,UZS,LZS WCAS0299
1,IFS,OfS,SPOF,SPIF,SPKF,,SPTF,RSPTf,TFCFS WCAS029.0





.EQ D 2^ .AND. PRD .EQ. 4)	 GO TO 185
GO TO 186 WC AS0294
185 NDSDP	 NOS DP	 I. 4SO2Q5'





VINTCR	 VINTCR + DPET(QAY)/96.0 WCAS0299
187 CONTINUE WCAS0300
L' C END OF 15 MINUTE LOOP! WCAS030L
IF(CONOPT(5) .NF.	 1)	 GO TO	 197 WCAS3302
' C HOURLY OVERLAND FLOW AND RAINFALL SORTING WCAS33)3











WCAS031'1_ GO TO 191
{ - TOF R190 T20OFH_(KT20+1)	 = A50311WUll
GO TO 193 W A50312
191 KT20 = KT20 - 1 W	 AS0313
GO TO 188 WCAS0314
192 T20OFH(1) = TOFR WCAS0315
193	 IF(PRH	 LE..	 0.01	 GO TO 197 WCAS0316
s KT20 = 20 WCAS017'
c 194 IF(KT20	 .LT.	 1)	 GO TO	 L96 WCAS)318
f	 IF(PRH	 . GT.	 T20PRH(KT20))	 GO TO 195 WCAS0310
i	 T20PRH(KT20 +	 1)	 = PRH WCAS0320
GO TO 197 WCAS0321
195 T2OPKH(KT20+1) =	 T20PRH(KT20) WCAS032?KT20 = KT20 --	 1	 - WCAS0323
GO TO 194 WCAS0324
196 T20PRH(1)	 = PRH WCAS0325 -3
C ADDING GROUNDWATER FLOW WCAS0326




F =G AM BF WCAS0329THGR = ARHF 't CBF WCAS0330
IF(hSE	 GT.	 THGR)	 HSE = THGR WCAS0331
AMSE = AMSE + HSE WCAS0332
_ THSF(HOUR)
	
_ (THGR - HSE)*WCFS WCAS0333
TDSF = TDSF + THSFIHOURI WCAS0334	 I 1
C WCAS0335
C STORE SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS WCAS0336 i
C DRAINING OF UPPER ZONE STORAGE WCAS0337
SINDEX=SINOEX+1 W;CAS0338
THSFO(SINrEX,I)=THSF(HOUR) WCASn33B
306	 UZINFX=(UZS/ULC)	 -,(LZS/LZC) WCAS034
IF(UZI,NFX	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 198 WCAS0341
LZSR = LZS/LZC W.CAS0342
_ _	 UZINLZ = 0.003*3MIR*UlC*UZINFX t*3.0 WCAS0343
IFI,UZINLZ	 .GT.	 UZS)	 UZINLZ = UZS WCAS0344
= UZS = UZS - UZINLL	 _ nAS0345
LZRX _	 1.5*.ABS(LZSR -	 1.0)	 +	 1.0 WCAS0346
FM R =	 (1.0/(1.0 +	 LZRX))**LZRX (CAS0347 }
IF (LZS	 LT.	 LZC)	 Fmk =	 1.0 - )-MR*LZSR WCAS034A
PGW =	 (1.0-FMK)*UZINLZ*(1.0 - SUBWF) $FPCR WCAS0349PLZS = FMR*UZINLZ WCAS0350
a LZS = LZS +PLZS WCAS0351
( GWS = GWS + PGW WCAS0352
WCAS0353B79 = BFNX + PGW
G^1T^R





C	 4 PM ADJUSTMENTS OF * VAR 1(TUS VALUES WCAS0354 1
is 198	 IF (NUURhE--,	 16)	 GU	 TO	 202 WCAS0355AEX90	 =	 0.9*(AC-X90	 +	 PET) WCA50356
AEX96 =	 0.56*(AEX9,)	 + PET) WCAS0357
^+ C	 INFILTRATICN	 Cf1RRECT I O N 11CAS0153
SIAM =	 (AFX96/AETXI* * SIAC MCASO'359
IFISIAM	 .LT`.	 0.331	 SIAM =	 0.33 WCAS0360
BFNX = C.97*5PNX WCASC)361
!PIPET	 .EO.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 202 WCAS036?
S




-	 'PEftGWET	 GLO WCAS03649 GWS	 = GI%S -	 GbCT WCAS0365k	
a BFNX = BFNX - GWET WCAS0366'
IFIBFNX	 LT.	 J.J)	 9FNX =-0.0
ADtPET
WCAS0367'
- AMPET =	 + PET
IF(PET	 .GE.	 ULS)	 Gil	 TO	 199
WCAS0368
WCAS0369
t	 j•'. UIS = UZS - PET WCAS)373
AMNET = AMNET + PET WCAS0371
GO TO 202 WCAS037
f 199 PET	 PET	 UZS WCAS0373
AMNET = AMNET + UZS WCA S 03 74
4
UZS — 0.0 WCAS0375
LZSR = LZS/LZC WCAS0376--..._.
IF(PfT	 GE.	 ETLF*LZSR)	 GO TO 200 WCAS0377
SET = PET*11.0 — PET/(2.0*ETLF*LZSR))— WCAS0378
GO TO 201 WCAS0379
200 SET = 0.5*ETLF*LZSR WCAS01 8J'
201 LZS = LZS - SET WCAS0341















	 +	 DDIW(DAY) WCA50381,k{ 203 AMRTF = APRTF + DRSF (D4Y) WCAS0387
;. AMSTF = itmSTF + 0	 -(UAY) WCAS0388
IF(CC4NUPT(61
	
.E').	 1)	 EDLLS(DAY)	 LZS WC.AS0389
C	 STORE	 ERRORS AND FLOW DURATIOti' WCAS0390
IF(CCNQPT(4')
	
.NE.	 1)	 GO TO 204 WCAS0391
ERR = DSSF(DAY)	 - ORSF(DAY) WCAS039?
IF(DRSF(DAY)	 . LT.	 1.0)	 KRf:-' T	 =	 1.3 WCAS0393	 i








SE 4 ifC?F 4 11	 +	 4Rk WC4SO396
SERA (KR FMI	 SEkA (KR F y 1)	 +	 W- SIERRI WCAS0197















IF	 ((MONTH . EQ.4).AhD . 1 M GAY.EQ	 }?))	 DATE=MOD(DAY,MDAY) WCASO404
IF	 (MCNTH.NE .4)	 DAT==OOO(DAY,MDAY) WCASO405
WRITE(6,9)	 DATE,	 (THSF(HOUR),HCUR=1912) WCASO436
9	 FORMAT(IH/,1X/,1X9 T4,ZX,?_HA?:, IX,6FB.'! ,3'(,6FA.1) WCAS ;437
'
WRITE(6,10)	 (THSF(f-'3UR	 HOUR=13,24),	 USSF(DAY) WCASO40.1
4 10	 FORMAT(1HJ.,6X,2HPM 1 1X,6F8.1,3X,TFB.11' WCASO439
_IF(TDFP24	 .LT.	 12.v)	 GO TO	 Z05 WCASO41;1
TDFP12 = TDFP24--	 1Z.3 WCASO411
11 FORMAT 11H/,1OX,8HMA XI MUM= ,F B. 1,2X, 6HC. F. S. OX,4HTIME,3X,F5.2, -2X, WCASO4131	 4 HP. .'1.) WCASO414








i 1SDEPTH,STYD,SAX,TA•Sy,SPLN WC'ASO420	 s13 FORS'AT(3X,I4,2X,7HSDEPTH=,F8.2,2X,5HSTMD= 9 F6,2,2X,4HSAX=,F6.2, WC'ASO421
1	 2X,6HTAtM S O=,F6.2.2X95HSPLW=,F6.21 WC'ASO422 
MAXI =:4AXI+1 WC'ASO423
: C	 MONTHLY SUP M ARY STORAGE. W6ASO424
-STMROS(MAX191)=DSSF(DAY) WCASO425
TMSTFIMAXI,1)=AMSTF WCASO426
AMSTF = 0.0 WGAS34?7
	
a
TMRTF(MCNTH)	 = AMRTF WCAS1421
AMRTF -= 00 WCAS1429
EMBFNXIPAXI,11=BFNX WCASO439
TMPREC(,MAX1,l)=AMPREC- WCASO431
AMPREC = •3•0 WCASO432
TMRP4(MONTH) = AMRP,M WCA5O433
AMRPM = 010 _WCASO434
TMBF(MAXI,1)--AMBF WCASO435




,? AMIF = 0.0 WCASO438	 -
TMSE(MAXI,l)=AMSE WCASO43q
AMSE = 0.0 WCAS-3440
?- TMPET;(MGNTH) = AMPET WCASO441
AMPET = 0.0 WCASO44Z,












	 = AMSNE WCASO445AMSNE = 0.0 WCASO446
TMFSIL(MONTH)
	 =	 AMFSIL CASO447
AMFSIL	 = 0.0 ^CASO448
EMGWS(MAXI,J)=GWS WCASO449UZC = SUZC*AEX qO + BUZC*EXP(-^- 2.7*LZS/LZC) WCASO450
IF(UZC	 LT.	 0.25)	 UZC- =	 0-.-25. WCASO451
EMUZC(MAXI # I)=UZC WCASO452
EM.UZS(MAXI,1)=UZS WCAS1453
EMSIAM ( MAXI,l) = SIAM WCASO454
EMLZS(MAX1 9 1)=LZS WCASO455
EMIFS(^MAXI t l)=IFS WCASO456
220	 CONTINUE WCASO457IF	 (MDAY.EQ.337)	 MDAY=59 WCAS O458
C
C STORE MAXIMUM DAILY STRFAM FLOW FOR YEAR WCAS)46)
TFMAXY(MAXI)=TFMAX OCASO461
3001	 CONTINUE WCASO467IF	 (CAY.EQ.EDATE).GO TO 221 WCASO463CALL DAYNXTIDAYtD py ) WCASO464




GO TO 152 WCASO467






5v	 W SUBROUTINE	 ZEROPIPDAY, DATES, MONTH, FDATE,f4SRnIC,PDATF,LDAY1 ZER00001COMNCN/PLGTC/DKiF, OSSF,CONOPT, THSFD, TMS FF # STMRi)S( 121 • (j) , GPY, TI TLE,ZERO<'1(107
2KFLAG,ICFLAGr ZER00033LIEND.FF„ST(IUY12), PEAKS ,PHRS,VSPTS,T)ISFD.M,TFMAXI),TMRTF9JPLnT• ZER09014
2	 NCTRI	 CFRI,FIRR,RICY,0PSI ,PDuFS4,SNPFLW,SPTwCC,SP'4,ELDIF, ZER00005
3	 XCNFS,fF OR, FFSI,rtt'VSM,_DSMc;fI,PXCSA,RMPF,kGP;4RI, AREA, FIMP, ZER00006
A S"ATRL,UHFA, ZEROn007
RMNRD, ZER0000<3
4	 FWTR,VINT MR, RUZC•SUZC,LZC,FTLF,SU .I'•Jr,GWETF;-S11.C,1t1-^1R, ZER00009
5	 81VF,nFSS,nFSL,orM q ,UFmtj Is, IFKC,CSKX,I • SRX,CHCAP,EXCPV, 7ER00011
6	 BFNLR,DFPC,GWS,UZS,LZS,RFNXtlE'S,BFHF<C,RFRL,IFNPL,P G NHk,TFPRC• ZERO.O11 j
7	 1FRL,LSHFT,N3TRI,PNTRI,MXTRI,N'CST I<I0 TRI.TFCr-S,EPAFT,FPEk, ZER00012
8	 TPLR,VINTCR,hSE,NkTkI#SPIF,E"FFrti a 1(,LjFUS 9 0 USI I , I FRiCIPPIS,P=IS• ZFR000139	 RHFO,LRHF,AMIF,AWjrT_,A: u FF,,1MSPo.E.,.4 <IFSIL,SASt-X,SAPAX,SRX,VAIN, ZFR00014
A	 WCFS,RHFMC,SSRT,P'FRF,OFRFIS,FQDF.EQFFis SOFRF,SOFF^I,










YTOMARY(7,1),T0	 4Y(5,6tl),TSUhRY(6,I),TSMAPY(8,1),1 ZERO0018 r
ZTSSARY(3,6,1),TS.%ICRY(1),TSDCRY(1),TSRA(?Y(1,6 9 1),	 ' ZER00019 )
WTORARY(1,6,L)',	 i	 r	 I-ZER00020
CORSFT(366),DSSFT(366),M1•NI,MOLT•Tht 4TFT(17),ThISTF,T(12) ZER00021
CJMMCN/CO:IMA/EM3FNX9EMGWS, E ,'1FS,F'•1LZS,F-IS1.. •1,E t4UZG,kMUZS•T k'9F• ZER00022
1TMIF,TMPRCC,TMSF,CkF' a I, 0D11J,hc •1NT,OMAT,hhG pM,DRHP,04SGP,E<P!= T,EDt ZS,ZER00023





C	 KENTUCKY WATERSHED MODEL (VERSTUN' OF JONEr 6,
	 1970) ZER00029
C	 BASED ON	 STANFUP) WATERSHED '1Ci)ELS 	 III 'S	 IV ZER00030
DIMENSION	 BTRI(99),CCNIIPT(16)-,CRFMI(22),CTRI(99),'DDIW(3661, ZERO10311	 DMNT(3661,	 DMXT(3b6),	 .OPS'E(366),	 i)RGPNI (36E)`,
	 DKHP(366,24)• ZER00`_132 i
2	 ORSGPl3E,61,	 GNET(366),.	 DF.SF(3o6),	 PSSr(366),
	
FI)LZS(366), ZER00033
r 3 EMBFNX(15,3),F4GWS( ZEPOOD34





SF.RR(22),	 SESF(22)9	 SQER(27)9 ZER00336
6	 THSF(24),TITLF(l8),T'ARF(15,3),T'-,FSIL(12),T-Nl r (15, z ),T".+FT(12), ZCR000377 TMOF(15,3),TMP ;: T(12),TY ,'PNF,C(15,''3) 	 TMNPM(1?),TPRTF(12),T%ISE(1593)9ZER000388	 TMSNE(12),TMSTF(1593),T;4STFI(15,3),T2onFN(21)',T20PRH(21), ZERO0;039
• UHFA(99), TMRTFI(12),JULDAT(6),ThSFD(744,31,TFMAXY(3661r ZER00040
s A	 PEAKS(6),PHRS(6),N^-PTS(6),THSFU ►•i(6) ZER00041
INTEGER	 C'DSDR,CN,CP'N0PT,PATE,OAY 	 Y,^45GD,HDl1R,HP,F,HRL, Z[R000`47D v	 E •'	 pntiY, ZER00043
1	 PRD,RHPD,RFIPFi,RS9U,SGl4DrSGRP,SGRT2.YEAk.YR1,YR2,PHRS ► SLNPEX ZE900044
INTEGER	 T(MARY,TSSL1d y ,TEIUARY,TSUARY•TLISARY,TSSr\kY ZFR00045
INTFGER	 CATES,EDATE ZERn0046OfMENSICN	 RPLOTC11932).RCPIM'•tA(120871 ZER00047
"
EQUIVALENCE	 (DPY,RPLOTC(1)),(CRF4I,I l CnM-At'l)) ZER00048 jREAL
	 IFPPC,IFFC,IFRL',IFS,LZC,LZRX,LZS9LZSR,MHS'A ,MNFO,MkNSM,NHPT ZERnO040
DATA	 MEDCY/	 0,	 3193q,91,12),151,181,212,243,273,304,334/ ZER00059













150	 CONTINUE ZER00061 j
,. DATE=PDATE
	
;.;	 ;"	 -	 .'. ZER00062DAY=DATES ZER00063
MDAY=PRAY ZERn3064
SINDEX=O
	 ".	 T ZER00065
MAXI =O 	 _:	 r'.	 ..	 ;, ZER00066
AMRPM = 0.0 ZER00067
AMPREC = 0.0 ZERn0068 U	 r




AMSTF = 0.0 ZER00071
AMRTF = 0.0 ZER00072
IF(OPY	 EQ.-3661 MEDWY(5)=366
	 " 7_ER00073
3	 FORFiAT(LH1,IX,'NU PRECIP HOURLY CFS VALUES I •//,1X94A4) ZER00009
-WRITE(693)	 14SBDIC- ZER00075
C	 BEGIN DAY LOOP ZERn0076
IMONTH=MONTH ZER00077
152 TDSF = 0.0 ZER00078
IF	 IMONTH.NF,.4)	 GU TO	 148 ZER03079
IF
	
(MDAY.NE.	 31)	 Gn	 TO	 149 ZER00080
ti 148	 IF	 (DATE.GT .(MOD(DAY,MDAY1)) `IMONTH=MONTH+1 ZER00081
149	 CONTINUE ZER00082
PET=EPCM(IMONTH)*DPCT(DAY) ZER00083








r If(CON(lPT(7)	 .NE.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 153 ZER00087
' IF(DMXT(DAY)	 - 4.')=ELOIF	 .LT.	 40.3)	 PET	 =	 0.0- ZERO0098
`.
IFISPTW`.GT. SPTWCC)	 PET= FFOR*PET ZER00089I(
t^ ' ( ORIGINAL PAGE IS ,
ti	 1  Q` UALM8-14	 OF POOR - 
i	 F	 ,
6.
C	 OF SNOWCAICULATICN	 EVAPORATION ZER00090IF(UMNT(LAY)
	
GT.	 32.0	 .OR.	 SPTW
	 I.E.. 	 DPSF.(nAY),)
	 GO	 TO	 153 ZER00091SE	 = DPSF(DAY) ZER00092AMSNE = AMSNE + SE ZEROOOQ3SPTW = SPTW - SE ZER00094 j
-
IF(SFMO	 .GT.	 0.1).
	 SDEPTH =- SDEPTH - SE/SFMD
-LFR00095
E`
153 DO 202 HOUR = 1,24 ZER!1J09h
154 IF(HOUR .EQ.
	
SGRT +	 l)	 RGPM =	 DRGPM(DAY) ZcRf10097
IF(HOUR	 .FQ.	 9) HSE	 =	 (FWTR*PET)/1,2.0 ZER00098
f IF(HOUR	 .FW.21.) HSE = 0.0	 - LER,00399_;. -PRH=O ZERO01 VAMPREC = AMPREC
	 + PRH ZEROOIOI jC	 ENTER SNUWMFLT SUBROUTINE ZER00101IF(C('NUPT(7)
	 .EQ.
	
1)	 CALL	 SNO.'4EL(BD r)FSM,SPTWCC,SP,14,ELD'1F,^.t Y'• ZER001r)3 j1	 SPBFLW,	 XUNFS,FF r ]R,FFSIrIIP.NSM91)SM f ,H,SOEPTH,STMF?,
	 PXCSA,I+Ii 1R, ZERno104 @	 j2	 SAX , SOFPF , OFR.FIS , SOF R F I, AMFSIL.PRH,SPTW,TAIJSM,SPLW,SFMD,OFRF, ZER(10105 #;- 3	 WT4A4 ,WT 4PM ,ASM,ASMRG,SASFA,SARAX,DMXT,OMNT,RICYrFIRR) ZER00106155 AMRPM = AMRPM + PRH ZER00107156 TOFR = 0.0 ZER(1010a 7
is C	 15 MINUTE ACCOUNTING AND ROUTING LOOPDO 187 PRD =
	 1,4 FERf0101I)k ZER00111 aPE91	 = 0 .0 ZERO0112PPIi = 0.0 ZCR00113
OFR =- 0.0 ZER00114
O RIS0.00.0 ZEROOI15ZER00116
WELFS = 0.0 ZER00117
PMEUZS = 0.0 ZERC1011a
PMELZS = 0.0 ZER00119PME(FS - 0.0 ZERf)O120PMEOFS = 0.0 Z:ERn0121
PEP ='0.25*PRH ZER00122
F` IF(CONOPT'(2)	 .EQ.	 1) CALL PREPRD(RGPM,DRHP,DAY,HOUR,DPY,PRD,PEP 9 ZER001231	 PRH) tER00124
IF(PEP	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 157 ZERT101251F(OFUS	 .GT.	 0.6)
	
GO TO 159 ZER00126
- IF(IFS	 .GT.	 0.0)
	
GO TO	 170 ZER00127
IF(NRTRI	 .GT.	 0)	 GC^
	
TO	 172 ZERO0124
TRHF = 0.0 ZER09129
IF(RHFO	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 181' ZER[70L31
j
#
GO TO 184	 -









,t UZS, = UZS '+	 PE v *TPLR ZER00134
VINTCR = VINTCR'- PEP ZER00135
PPI ZER001.36_
0.0 ZER00137PMEU
IF(OFUS	 GT. 0.0)	 GO TO 159_ 001ZER39GO TO 170 - ZER00140158 PPI = PEP - VINTCR ZER01141
UZS = UZS + VINTCR*TPLR ZER00142 iVINTCR = 0.0 ZER00143
LZSR	 LZS/LZC ZER00144
UZC = SUZC*AEX90 + BUZC*EXP(-2.7*LZSR) ZER0.0145
IF(UZC	 LT.	 0.25)	 UZC = 0.25 ZER00146UZRX =	 2.,0*ABSIUZS/UZC -1.0)
	 + 1.0	 - ZER00147
FMR =	 (1.0/11.0 + ULRX))**UZRX ZER001.48IF(UZS	 GT.	 UZC)
	
FMR =	 1.0 -	 FMR' ZER00149
PEBI = PPI*FMR ZEROOI5')
PMEUZS = PEP - PE31 ZER00151
UZS = UZS + PPI - PEBI ZER00152Y C	 LOWER ZONE AND GROUNDWATER INFILTRATION ZERU0153159 LZSR = LZS/LZC ZER00154
EID = 4.0*LZSR tER001'55IF(LZSR	 LE.	 1.0)
	 GO TO 160 ZER00156k } EID	 = 4.0 +	 2.0*(LZSR -
	
1.0) ZER00157
IF(LZSL,E.	 2.0)	 GO TO 160 ZER00159 i
E'
6.




PEAI'= PEBI*PEBI/(2.0*CMIR*CIVM) ZER00164WI	 =	 PEBI*PEBI/12.0*CMIPI ZER01165





PEAL	 = PEBI - 0.5*CMIR*CIVM
WEIFS = WI - PEA1 ZER00169 1
IF(PEBI	 .LE.	 CFUS)	 GO TO 161 ZER00169
~!	
PMELZS =	 (PE111 - W1)*((PEBI
	 - OFUS)/PEBI) ZER0017)
PMEIFS = WEIFS*( ( PEBI - OFUS) / PEBI) ZERO0171PMECFS = PEAI*((PEAI - OFUS)/PEBI) ZER00172161 CONTINUE ZER00173IF1(PEAI - OFUS)-
	 GT. 0.0)
	 GO TO 162	 _ ZER07174
z + PEAI)/2.0EQDTO 163US ZER00175-	 V






•163	 IF	 (OFUS + PEA[)	 .GT. (2.0*EQn)I
	
EQO	 3.5*(OFUS, F PEAL) ZER00178
IF((OFUS
	 +	 PEAII	 LE.-O.JO1)
	
GO Tit	 164 ZERMI7yOFR	 =- 0.25*OFRF*( 1(OFUS
	 +	 PtAI 1 1: 0.5	 L.671;*I(1*0 +	 0.6*((OF11S
	 + ZEROOIA0
f 1	 PEAII/12.0*ECD)1**3.0)**1.67) ZERD0181 #y IF(0FR	 .GT.	 (0.75 *PFAT))
	
OFR = 0.-75*PEAL
164	 IF(FIMP	 0.0)	 TO.EQ.	 , GO	 168 ZF.ROOIA'-ZERORIK3t 165 VETS	 =	 PPI	 + Of-USTS	 -- ZF-RR3184 rIFl{PEIS -_- f1FUSIS)	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO
	 166 tERf10185
E	
+QDIS =	 IDFUSIS	 p Ei:S1/2.0 ZERf10186
O TO 167 tER0.01B7
c. 166 
E 
QU'IS	 =	 FQDFIS*((PEIS - OFUSIS) #*0.6)
	
- ZF-R00199
167 iF MFUSIS + PETS) 	 .GT.	 12.0*EQDIS))	 FODIS = 0.5*(OfUS15 + Pus) ZER00199
IF((OFUSIS	 +	 PETS)	 .L(:.	 0.01)




	 0.6*(( ZERI)OI ,oI`(. 1 1
	OFUSTS	 +	 PEIS)/(2.)*EQI)FIS))*, 3.)1*-1.671Ii F(OFKIS	 PETS)	 OFRIS	 =	 PETS.GT. ZER0n19?ZER001Q,3
168 TOFR = TOFR + FPFRiOFR + FIMP*UFRIS + PPI*FWTR ZEROOIQ4 n{ (
OFUSIS = PETS - OFRIS ZEROO195I' OFUS = PEAT - OFR tER00196
' IF(OFUS	 GE. 0.001)
	
GO TO 169 ZER00197
i LZS = LZS + OFUS ZER0019,B xOFUS =0.0 1ER00LyQ
OFRIS 	 o1-RIS	 + OFUS IS ZERO()201)
OFUSIS	 - 0_..0 ZER00201 3169 LZRX	 1	 5*ABS(LZS/LZC	 - 1.0)
	 + 1.0 ZER00202
FMR =	 (1	 Clll.O +	 LLRX))**LZPX ZER(),02Q3IF (LZS	 LT. LZC )- Ft-'R  = 1.0 - - FMR *(
 LZS/LZC 1 ZERO0204
¢ PLZS = FMR*(PEBI	 - WI) ZERO020'5
PGW =	 (1.0 -FMR)*(PEBI	 - WI) *11.0 - SUBWFI *FPER ZERO0206GWS .=	 G14S + PGW
t
8FNX	 BFNX + PGW ZERO0208
LZS = LZS + PLZS ZER00 2^ 09 IjA IFS =	 IFS, + WEIF-5 # FPER
170 SPIF =	 IFPL*IFS
ZERO0214
ZER0021
AMIF	 AdIF +	 SPIF ZEROQ212 )
lE IFS -	 IFS - SPIF ZER0021^3
IF( j F5	 .GE. 0.0001)
	
G _0 TO 171 ZER00214
L+ LZS = LZS + IFS ZER00215t IFS = 0.0 ZERO0216 x
171`UHFA{1)	 =FPER*OFR + PPI*FWTR + FIMP*OFRIS + SPIF ZERO 'L12117
SPQR = UHFA(L) ZER0;021E





NE.	 L)	 GO TO
	
173 ZFPO:,0270
,.^ URHF' = URHF + 0.25*UHFAII) ZER00221
IF(PRD	 .NC.	 41	 G0 TO 181 ZER00222
UHFA M = URHF ZERQ0723I
173 TRHF0.0 ZER00224{ ) ZER002.25
IF(CONOPT(13)	 .EQ'lI KTRI = NCSTRI ZER00276 i
1i 174 URHF	 = 1 UHFAIKTk1)' ZEk00227
_	 IF(URHF	 LE, 0.0)	 GO'TO
	 L76 ZERn0228
s; 175 TRHF = TRNF + URHF*CTRI IKTRt1 2ER00229
t IF(CONOPT(13)	 .EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 LSHFTAND.	 KTRI	 .GE. 21
	
TRNF = TRHF + ZER00230
1	 URHF*SATRI(KTR1 - I ZERO0231
UHFA(KTRI
	 + 1) = URHF ZERO02-32(( GO TO 177 ZERU,02 33 )
176 UHFA(KTRI+ 1)
	 = 0.0 ZERO;0234
177 KTRI = KTRI	 - 1
	
_ ZERM235 r
1F(KTRL	 .GE.	 1)	 GO T O 174 ZERO'0236178 IF(URHF	 .L£.	 0.0)	 GO TO 179 ZERO'0237
t r NRTRI	 NCTKI,= ZER00238 a
IF(CONOPT(13)	 .EQ.	 1) NRTRI =
	 MXTRI ZERO0239
' 179 NRTRI	 = NRTkI - 1 ZERCY0240
UHFA(11	 = 0.0 ZER00241
t ' IF(C(!N0PT(13) 	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 180 ZERUO242




E180 URHF	 0.0 ZER00245
.81 IF(SRX	 .LE.	 CSRX)	 SkX = CSRX ZER00246
1 RHF1 `= TRHF - SRX*(TRHF -'RHFO) ZER00247 [	 rv RHFO = RHF1' ZER00248 )
IF(RHFO	 LT.	 RHFMC)
	
RHFO = 1 .0 ZEROO249 #
TFCFS-	 (4.01+ CBF - HSE)*WCFS ZER00250
IF(CONOPT(13)	 .NE.	 11	 GO TO	 182 ZER03251
IF(CONOPT(12)
	
EQ.	 1	 AND.	 PRD	 NE.	 4)	 GO TO	 182 ZER00257
CALL	 RTVAP.Y	 (CTRI',SATki,ATkl,CHCAP,VATRI,MXTRI,NCSTRI,EXQPV,LSHFT,ZERUO25'





6 FORMAT(2X,1292X,12s2X,1292X,2•)HHISTOGRAM 	 CHANGES
	 TO,1X,I291X, ZER00257
1 1	 SHELENENTS) ERO^25H
^.' 182 CONTINUE ZER00259
IFlTFCFSLE	 0.5*CHCAP)	 SRX = CSRX ZERO0260
IF((TFCFS
	 .GT.	 0.5#CHCAP)	 .Aty fi.	 (TFCFS
	 LT.	 2.0*CHCAP))
	 SRX = CSRXZERn0261 Y
11	 +(FSRX '- CSRX)*((TFCFS - 0.5*C1iCA P )/(1.5*CHCAP))`**3 ZER00262
IF(TFCFS
	 GT. 2.0*CHCAP) SRX = FSRX ZER00263
IFITF CFS	 LE. TFMAX) GO TO 183 ZER00264
l PRO	 - ZEROO265











183 ARHF	 ARHF + RHF1
C STURM OUTPUT REQUESTED 3Y CONOPTII)' ZERO027J
184	 IF(CONUPT(1)
	
.NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 186 ZER00271
IF(DAY	 .NE.	 COSOR)	 GO TO	 186 ZEROO?72IF (HOUR.	 .FQ.	 1	 .AND.	 PRO	 .E ).:1)
	 Wei 1TL (6.7) ZERf)02737 FORMAT ( LH/621X,19HRAINFALL	 )iiP0SlT j n , j, l2X9 16H4nISTURF	 STOFAGF, ZFPf70274
1	 14X,.17HSTREAMFLOW f1 RIG1N,6X.14HSTREAM OUTFLt1W/2X,116HUY HR PD RALER00275
Uzs
2POF	 ESP[F	
ELLS	 EIFS	 EOFS	 U75
	 L'ZS	 IFS	 OFS SZER00276
SPOF	 SPTF	 INCHES
	 CFS) ZER00277
DATE = MOD(OAY,MDAY) ZER00278
OFS = OFUS*FPER + OFUSIS*FIMP ZER00270
SPOF = OFR*FPER t OFR1S*F1MP + PPI*FWTR ZER00280
SPBF = 0.25*(CHF— H3E) ZEROO?91(
SPTF = SPQR + SPBF ZER00282
SPDR = 0.0 ZER00293
IF(RHFO	 .LE.	 0.0)	 T F CFS	 (CBF — HSE)*WCFS ZER00784 -
RSP.TF	 =	 0.25*TFCF-S/6CFS ZFRO0295
WRITE(618)	 DATFtlill )R , PRD, P FP,PMEUZS,P t4 ELZS,PME1FSePMEOFS,UZS,LZS ZFROJ286
1,IFS,OFS,SPOF,SPIF ► SPE)F,SPTF,RSPTF,TFCFS ZER00287'8	 FORM AT (2X,l2,IX,I2,:1X,I1,5(lX,F6.4)•2X,4(F7.41,2X,5(1X,F6.4),1Xr ZEROO7811	 F7.1) ZERO,?289IF(HOUR	 .EQ.	 24	 .AND.	 PRD' .EQ. 4)
	
GO TO 185 ZER03290GO TO 186 ZER002g1185 NDSOP = NDSDP + 1 lERO•^?_??
IF(NOSDR
	
.EQ. NUSDP)	 GO TO	 186 ZER00293 -CALL	 DAYNXT(CDSDR,DPY) ZER002g4186 CONTINUE ZERQ9295
IF(VINTCR
	 .LT.	 0.25*VINTMR)
	 VINTCR	 = VINTCR + OPET(DAY)/96.0 ZER00296-
187 CONTINUEw ZER00297
C END OF	 15 MINUTE'LOOP ZER00298IF(COiNOPT(5)NE.	 1)	 GU TO	 197 ZER(1i299	 f




GO TO 193 ZERO0311
KT20 = 20 ZER03302188	 (F(KT20	 .LT.
	 1)	 GO TU	 192 ZER00303
IF(TOFR	 GT. T200FH(KT20))
	 GO TO 189 ZER00304GO:TO
	 190 ZERUO305189 T200FH(KT20+11
	 =	 T2 OFH(KT20) ZER00306GO TO	 191 ZER00307190 T200FH(KT20+1)
	 = TOFR ZERO030R'GO' TO	 193 ZER00319191 'KT20 =
	 KT20 - 1 ZER03310G0 TO 188
192 T200FH(1)
	






	 197Z LE. ZERO0313
ZERO031'194 IF(KT20	 .LT.	 1)	 GO Tn	 196 ZER00315
IF(PRH	 .G7.	 T20PRH(KT20))
	
GO TO 195 ZER03316
T20PRH(KT20 + 1)
	
= PRH ZER00317GO TO 197 ZERnJ319195 T20PRH(KT20+1)'=
	 T20PRH(KT20) ZERO031g
KT20 = KT20— 1 ZER00320f-GO TO 194 ZER03321196 T20PRH(11
	
= PRH ZER0332?C ADDING GROUNDWATERFLOW ZER003?3
197 CBF	 GW5*BFRL*(1.0 + BFNP.L*BFNX) ZERI00324
t
_GWS, _' GW S — CBF ZER;00325AMBF = AMEF + CBF ZER;0-3326
THGR = ARHF + CBF ZER00327
IF(°HSE	 .GT.	 THGR)	 HSE = THGR ZER'003?8
AMSE = AMSE + HSE ZER00329
THSF(HOUR) _ (THGR — HSE)*WCFS ZER03330
:. TDSF = TDSF + THSF(HOUR) ZERO33;i1
C ZERO?332STORE SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS ZER'00333i




ZFR00336i THSFD(SIplDEX,2.)=THSF (HOUR )
f 306	 UZINFX= (UZS/UZC)	 —	 (LZS/LZC) ZER03337
IFIUZINFX	 LE.	 0.0)
	 GO TO 198 ZER00338










	 —	 1.0)	 +	 1.0 ZER03342ZEROn343FMR 	 =	 (1.0/(1.0
	 +	 LZ•1X))**LZRX ZEROJ344
IF(LZS	 LT. LZC)
	
FMR =	 1.0 — FMR*LZSR ZERn0345
PGW =	 (1.0— FMR)*UZINLZ*(1.0 —
	 SUBWF)*FPER ZER00346
•	 PLZS = FMR*UZINLZ ZER09347
LZS = LZS + PLZS ZEROJ34fl -
GWS = GWS t PGW ZER00349
BFNX = NFNX + PGW ZER(10350C 4 P.M ADJUSTMENTS OF VARIOUS VALUES ZER00351198 IF(HOUR	 NE.	 161	 GO TO 202
AEX90 =	 0'.9*(AEX90 + PET)' ZERO'?-A52
I AEX96 = 0.96*(AEX96-+ PET) LER00353ZERO0354
r	 C INFILTRATICN CORRECTION ZER00355
IDRIGWAL PAGE I
€
B-17 OF POOR QUAAIa1''Y
-
t}°
SIAM =	 (AEX96/AETX)**SIAC ZER00356
-IF(SIA4	 .LT.	 4.33-)	 SIAM = 0.33 ZFRn0357
ii BFNX-=	 0.97*BFNX ZER00358IFIPET	 .EQ.	 0.0)	 GO TO 202 ZER01359
C	 EVAP-TRANS LOSS FROM GROUNDWATER ZER0036-0




BFNX = P.FNX — GWET	 i ZER00363
1F(BFNX.LT.	 0.0)	 BFNX = 0.0 ZER00164
AMPET = AMNET + PET ZER00365
IF(PET	 .GE.	 UZS)	 G7 TO	 199 ZER00366
I UZS = UZS — PET ZEW00367
AMNET = AMNET :+ PET ZER00369
}! GO TO 202 ZEW00369199 PET = PET - UZS ZFRO0370
AMNET = AMNET + UZS. ZER00371;
r UZS = 0.0 LERO0372LZSR = LLS/LZC ZER00373
fi =
IF(PE-T	 .'GE. -ETLF*LZSR)	 GO TO 200 ZER00374
SET =(PET*11.0 — PET/(2.0*ETLF *LZSR)) ZER00375
GO TO 201 ZER00376
200 SET = 0.5 rETLF*LLSR ZER00377
201 LZS = LZS - SET ZER00379
AMNET!- AMNET + SET	 - ZER00379
202 CONTINUE ZER00380C	 END OF HOUR LOOP ZEP.n03'8l iI	 USSF(DAY)	 =	 TUSF/24.0 ZER00382
IFICCNOPT(11)EQ.	 ,1)	 DSSF(DAY) =	 DSSF(DAY)	 + DDIW(DAY) ZER00383203 AMRTF = A'MRTF + DRSF(DAY) ZER003841
AMSTF = AMSTF + OSSF(DAY) ZERO038 5' 1
LF(GON]PT(6)
	 .EQ.	 i)	 fULZS(DAY)
	 = LLS ZERO0386














CRFMIIKRF i•11)	 =	 CRFMI(KRFMI)	 +	 1.0 ZER00392 =	 l
SERR(KRFMO	 = SERR(KRFM,))	 + ERR ZER03393
SERA(KRFMI) =	 SERA(KRFMI)
	 +	 ABS(ERR) ZER00394
St2ER(KRFMI)	 SUER(KRFMI)














IF	 ((MONTH.EQ.4).Ah r).('-IDAY.EQ.31))' DATE=MOD(DAYrMDAY) ZEROJ401
IF-AMOATH.NE.41
	
DATr=MOD(DAY" PA DAY) 'ZERn04O2





IF(TDFP24	 LT.	 12.0)	 GO TO 205 LERO0407TDFP12 = TDFP24 —	 12.0 ZER00408
11 FORMAT (1H/,10A,BHMAXIMUM= ,FA.1,2X,6HC.F.S.,5X,4HTIME,3X,F5.292X, ZERO0410
1,	 4HP.M.)	 _ ZER00411
GO TO 206 ZERG0412
205	 CONTINUE ZER[1i0J0 f12 FORMAT (iH/,LOX,BHMAXIMUM= ,F8.1,2X,6HC.F.S.,5X,4HTIME,3X,F5.2,2X, ZER00414
1	 4HA.M.) ZERn0415




13 FORMAT( 3X,I4,2X,7HSDEPTH = ,F8.'2,2X,5HSTMD=,F6.2,2X,4HSAX=,F6.2,` ZER0041A
1	 ?X,6HTANSM=,F6.2 9 7_X 9 5HSPLW=,F6.2) ZER00419
)
MAXI=MAXI+1 ZER00420




AMSTF = 0.0 LER00424rc TMRTF(MONTH) = AMRTF ZER00425
r
_>
AMRTF =	 0.0	 ^'	
F
ZER00426
EMBFNXIMAXI9-2)=BFNX	 ._...	 ^,.	 ,.	 ...• LEROU427 k
TMPREC(MAXIr2)=AMPREC ZER004ZB
AMPREC = 0.0 ZE90042cy
C TMRPM(MON1H)' = AMRPM .. 	 '`y.'. ZERO(1430AMRPM	 =	 0.0	 _.	 _	 ::'	 s, '
	
a•. +„' ... ZER00431
:. TM6F(MAXI,2)=AM8F ZERDn43:7
AMBF = 00 ZERn0433 a
TMIF(MAXI,2)=AMIFi Z 800434EAMIF	 =	 0.0
	
z	 •	
_ ._, - :.,. ZER00435
TMSE(MAXI,2)=AMSE ZfRn0436S AMSE =	 0._ ZERn0437
x TMPET(MONTH)	 = AMPET	 ``"`	 - ZERO0438
.MPET =	 0.0
	 -	 W,r ZERO0439
TMNET(MONTH) = AMMNET ZER00440AMNET	 =	 0.0 
	 ,...	 "	 + , LER00441TMSNE(MONTH) = AMS'NE ZER00442j: AMSNE = 0.0
TMFSIL(MONTH) = AMFS[L ZER00443ZERn0444
AMFSIL = 0..0 ZER00445Yr
ORIGINAL PAGE IS





^^_	 I	 I	 I	 I	 ^.	 I	 !	 I
r
SUBROUTINE	 FORCST(POAY,DATES,MONTH,	 DATE,MSHOIC;PDAT£,LDAY,MPDA_y1 FCST0001
COM VON/ PLOT C /OR S F ,OSSF,CONOPTn'•THSFD,TMSTF,STM R0 S(121,6) ► DPY ► TITLE,FCS TOO 02r
`
2KFLAG,IDFLA.G, FCST0003
1IENOF(•STL)DY(2)tPEAKS,PHRS,NSPTS^THSFDM,TFMAXE)TMRTF ► JPLOT, FCSFn0042	 NCTRI,CTRI,FIRR,f{ICYrDPSE,F k DDFSM,SPP,FLW,SPTW	 C9SPM,Ett)1F, FCST0005	 j
3	 XDNFS,FFOR,FFSI,'IRNS M ,DSMGH,PXCSA,RMPF-,kGP,%l8,AREA P FIMP t FCSTn006
A SATRI,UH,FA, FCST0007
BMNRD, FCSTOOORf 4	 FWTR,V[iVTMR,BUZC,SUZCrLZC,FTLF,SUiWF•GWETF,SiAC,BMIR, FCST0009
5	 81 VF,CFSS,OFSL,OF'lNvOFMNIS,IFRC,CSRX,FSPX,C;H(,AP,LXQPV, FCST0010
F' 6	 B FNLR,BFRC,GWS,UZS,LLS,BFNX,IFS.E'. rH O C,RFRL,RFNRL,BFNHRsIFPRC• FCST00117	 IFRL,LSHFT,NFTRI,FNTRI,MXTRI•NCSTRIvbT-RI,'TFCFS,FPAET,FPER, FCST03128	 TPLR ► VINTCR,HSE#t;kTkI,SPIF,CHF,SP[m,ijFUSquFUSIS,(jl: R,	 Rls•PE1S, FCST'i)139	 RHFO,URHF,AMIFr A4. 1FT,.A'4PLT,AMSNF.,.IMFSIL,SASI"X,,SAIttAX,SFX,V,IIN, FCST0014
r A j	 WC F S, RHFM C,SSR T , (j F ttf,nFRF['S,EQDF,EQOFIS,SO 5 RF,SC I FRFIr FCST0015
8	 SOEPTH , MULT I,I I) • A S M , WT4 A +;,WT4PhI,SAA,TANSM,SPTW,STMD,SFMD,ASMRG FCST0016





	 T(3661,M1,N I,MULT,T •17TFT112),T MST FT112)
FCSTOO?0
FCST0021
C'JMM ON/CC) MMA/ EM3FNX, LEMGWS,CM(FSvCMLZS,EASIAt4,r:'4UZC t Fmt1ZS,T"1F,. FCST0022
1TM I F, T"1PRrC, TM5E, CRF Y 	 , OD I W, UMNT,U:lXT;0RG,PM„)RIJP. ORSGP, 0PFT, EDLZS, FCSTO023
2EPCM,SERA','SERR,SESF,SQER,THSF,ThIFSIL,rrINET•TMOF,TMPCT,TMRPM,TI4SNE,FCST0024
} a 3TMST'F[,T200FH,T20PI+H,T PiRTFI,JULOAT, FC$T30?5(. 4TFNAXY,UZC,Af:TX,DAYONSGiRD,A6X90,SIA14,NDSDP,RG PM, NDSDR,YR1, FCST00265TRHF
5SINDEX,INDEX , AEX96 9 MAXI,YR2 , BYLZS ► BYIFS,BYUZS FCST0028
` C	 KENTUCKY WATERSI-ED MODEL 	 (VERSION nF JUNE h,
	 1970) FCST0029







2	 DRSGP(3661 9 	DPET(366),
	
DRSF(366),"E I SSF13661,	 FDLZ513661. FCST0033( 3	 EMHFNX (15,3),F`lG-4S( 15,31,E4(FS(150),F' a I ZS( 1593),F f-1 5IAM(15,3), FCST0034










1) L Ff 13 ), TM 3 F (15,'),T t4FSIL(12)•T'°![F(15,31tTMNET(12),7 TM F() 3 FCS10037O	 15	 T	 (12),T	 (REC(15,3),T	 RPI(12),T4RTF(12),T"SE(15,3),FCST0038
8	 TMSNE112)eTMSTF( 15r 3),TMSTFI(15,3),T2)OFH(21),T20PRHl21I, FCST0039
9 UHFA(a9),TMRTFI(12),JULDAT(61,THSFD(744,3)`,TFMAXY(366) ► FCST0040








INTEGER	 DATES,FDATr,SINDET, r'PCAY(15) FCsr0046
OIMENSICN	 RPLOTC(L832),RC0.4 MA1120971 FCST0047
xA EQUIVALENCE
	 ( OPY, RPLOTC ( l)) , 1 CRFM I , RCOM M A l 11 I FCST0048









MXORSF, :MXDSSF , t4XMkSF , MXMSSF , SSQD 'FCST0052






(RPLOTC(I)0=1 9 1832) FCST0058












AMRPH = 0.0 FCST0067
AMPR'EC = 0.0 fCST0068
r AMSF =
	 0:.;:0-
is AMSE = 0.0 FCST0070
AMSTF = 0.0 FCST0071
AMSTF = 0.0 FCST0072
E IF(DPY	 .EQ.	 3661	 MEDWY(5)=366 FCST0073	 1
3	 FORMAT(1F11,1X,'FORECAST CASE HOURLY CFS VALUES',//•1X,4A4) FCST0000	 s
WRITE(6,3)
	
MSPDIC FCST0075t	 t. C	 BEGIN DAY LOUP FCST0076a(r	 fl." IMONTH=MONTH FCST0077	 !152 TDSF = G.0 FCST0078
IF	 ( `MONTH.NE .4)	 GO TO	 148 FCST0079
IF	 IMDAY.NE . 31)	 GO TO	 149 FCSTO080
I 148	 IF	 (OATF.GT.'IMOD(DAY,MDAY))) 	 LMONTH=MONTH+1 FCST0081
' 140	 CONTINUE FCST7082
PET=EPCM(IMONTH)*DPET(DAY) FCST0083PETU = PET fC'ST00'84
TFMAX = 0.0 FCST0085(	 _ ""• C	 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ADJUSTMENTS'
IF(CONJPTl7)
	
.NE.	 1)	 GU TO 153 FCST0086FCST008711= (i)MMDA'Yl	 - 4.0*ELDIF	 40.0)	 PET.LT. FCST0089IF(SPiW . GT. SPTWCG)







C	 OF SNOW EVA90RATION FCST0090CALCULATION
IFIOMNT(DAY)	 .GT.	 32.0	 .OR.	 SPTW .LE.	 DPSE(OAY1)TO	 153
_,GO PCST0091
ti
SE = DPSE(DAY) FCST0012 rAMSNE = AMSNE + SE FCST0091
_	 - SE1F(SFMD S PGT. FCST0094
R
O 0) : SnEPTH =' SDEPTH - SC/SFMO FCST0095
153 DO 202 FOUR =	 1, 24 FCST00Q6} 'IF((NSGRD .FQ. 1)	 .AND.	 (DRHP(DAY,HOUR)	 .NE.	 0.01	 .AND.	 (PET	 .EQ.FCSTO)97
1	 PETU)	 .AND.	 ('CONUPT(3)	 ':EQ.	 1) r )	 PET =	 J.5*PET FCSTOOPA





9) HSE =	 (FWTR*PM /12.9 FCST0100
IF(HOUR	 FQ.211 HSE = 0.0 FCST0101
r, PRH = {;GPM*DRHP(DAY,HOUR ► FCSTO10?
AMPRFC = AMPREC:	+ PRH
I
FCST0103
{' C	 ENTER SNOdMELT SURROUTINE FC5T01n4
l I	 IF(CCNOPT(7)	 E.Q.	 1)	 CALL SNOMEL(ADOFSM,SPTWCC.SPM.FLDTF,DAYr FCSTOID5
1	 SPBFLW9	 XDNFS,FFUR, FPS I,MRNSM,DSMiGH,SDEPTH9STMD,	 PXCSA,HOUN, FCST0106
{ ,' 2	 $AX,SOF	 F,CFRI IS,SUFRFI,A4F SIL,PRH,jPTti,TANSM,SPL'w,5	 ('f1ID,
	
FRF, FCST 1107
f 3	 kT4AM,W 4PN,ASM,AS;!RG,SASFX,SARAX,I)"IXT,DMNT,RiCY•FIRRI FC51.0108
155 AMRPM = AORPM + PRH FCST 0109
156 TOFR = 0.0 FCSTQII0 <
ARHF= U.0 FCSTQlll
15 M1 NOTE ACCOUNT-1NG AND ROUTING LOOP
-C FCST0112
v ,00	 187 PRD = 1,4 FCSTO111
a,! PE$I	 =	 0.,0	 __ FCST0114
`OFR	 0.0 FCST0116? =
OFRIS = 0.0 FCST0117
NI	 = 0.0 FCST0118
NEIFS = 0.0 FCST3119
s PMEUZS = 0.0 FCST0120





^IFlCON103PTl2)R.EQ. 1) '-CY1LL	 PRCPRO(RGPM^ORHP^DAY,HOUR,OPY,PRU,PEP, FCSTOI?,51 PRH) FCSTi3O126
IFIPEP	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 157 FCST0127t` IFIOFUSGT.,	 0.0)	 GO TO 159 FCST0128
IFIIFS	 (T.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 170 FCST0129IF UNRTR I ;.GT.	 0)	 GO TO
	 172- FCST0130




GO TO 184 FCST01331`.
C	 RAINFALL UPPER Z0NE	 INTERACTION FCST'0134
157 IF(PEP	 .GE. VINTCR) GO TO 158 FCST0135
? UZS = UZS + PEP#TPLft	 - FCST0136
VINTCR = VINTCR - PEP FCST0137
PPI = 0.0 FCST0138
PEBI = 0.0 _ FCST0139 31 PMEUZS	 = ;-PEP FCST0140
IF('OFUS	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO 159 FCST0141
q GO TO 170 FCST0142
158 PPI = PEP - VINTCR FCST0143
UZS r = UZS + VINTCR*TPLR	 -	 ,- FCST0144
VINTCR = 0.0 FCST0145
LZSK = LZS/LZC FCST'0146
UZC = SUZC*AEX90 + BUZC*EXP(-2.7*LZSR 	 -"	 - FCST0147
1F t ULC	 .LT .	 0.251	 UZC = 0.25	 •r	 ..- .: FCST 0148
UZRX 	 2.3*ABS(UZS/UZC	 -	 1.0)
	
+ 1.0 FCST0149
FMR =	 (1.0/(1.0 +
	
U114X))**UZPX FCST0150
f IF(UZS	 GT. UZC)	 FMR =	 1.0 - FMR	 "" FCST0151
PEBI	 = PPd*FMR FCST0152
Y PMEUZS = PEP - PEBI FCST0153
(
UZS = UZS	 + PPI-- NEBI FCST0154 0
C	 LOWER ZONE AND GROUNDWATER INFILTRATION 	 `'159 LZSK	 =	 LZS/LZC	 _ .f..4... FCS,T0T55FCSTO156 j( EID = 4.0*LZSR FCST3157
IF(LZSR	 LE.	 1.3)	 GO	 TO	 160
^'`
FCST0159
f ; EID = 4.0+ 2.0*(LZSR - 1.0) FCST0159 y	 1
IF(LZSR	 L.E.	 2.0)	 GU`TO 160 FCST0160( EID	 6.0 FCST0161 Y	 "j




CIVM = BIVF*2.0**L,ZSR FCST0164 t	 ;$ IF(CtV,4	 LT.	 1.0)	 CIV-'	 =	 1.0 FCST0165 I
a PEAT	 =	 PEtiI*PE0l/(2.J*C M IR*CIVM) FCST0166
M1	 = PFBI*PEBI/(2.0*CYMIR) FCST0167,
IF'(PEBI	 .GE.	 CMIR)	 WI =	 PEBI - 0.5*CMIR FC570168 )
IFtPEBI	 .GE.	 CMIR*CIVM)	 PEA) =PEBI -;0.5*CMIR*CIVM FC.ST0169





OFUS) GO TO	 161	 ^- _ " FCSTO171
` PMELZS =	 (PEBI -	 WI)*"(IPCBI -	 OFUSI/PEBI) FCST3172
I'PIAFI`FS = WE!-FS *((PEBI	 - OFUS)/PEBI)l FCST0173
PMEOFS = PEAI*(IPEB1 - OFUS1/PEBI) FCST0174
161 CONTINUE FCST1175
IMPEAI - OPUS)	 GT. 0.0) GO TO 162 FCST0176
EGO = IOFUS + PEAI1/2.0 FCST0177
















FCST3'182c OFR	 J.25*OFRF*(((0FUS + PEA 1)*x..5)*#1.671*1(1.0 + 0.6*((OFUS +
1	 PEAL)/(2.0*EQr)))*43.0)**1.67)	 - FCST0183
IF(OFR	 .GT.	 (0.75*PEAT))
	
OFR = Cj.75*PEAI FCST)184
164 IF(FIMP .EQ.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO 168 FCST0185
165 PELS = PP1 + OFUSIS FCST0186
IF((PEIS -	 PFUSIS)	 .(,T.	 0.0)	 (,0 TO	 166 FC5T0187 x
EMS = (OFUSIS + PEIS)/2.0	 i FCSTOlasGO TO 167 FCST`0189 a
166 EQCIS •=	 FODFIS*((PFI'S - OFUSISI**0.6) FCST0190
167 IFIIOFUSIS; +	 PEIS)	 .GT.	 (Z_O*EQ0lS))
	
FQUIS =	 0.5*`IOFUSIS'+ 	 PEIS) - FCST.v^^'191
IF((OFUSISI+ -PEIS)	 .LE.	 0.51)
	
GU	 TO	 L69 FCST0192
OFRI-S	 = 0.25*OFRFl5*(((0FUSIS 	 +;PETS)*0.51**1.67)*((1.0 + 0.6*(( FCST0193
1OF-USIS	 +i PEIS)/(2.i*EQDFISI)**3.01**1.671 FCST9,194
IF'(OFRIS	 .GT.	 PEIS)	 3FRIS =	 PFIS FCST0195 k168 TO -FR = TOFk + FPER*C)FK + FIMP*OFRIS + PPI*FWTg FCST-L96
UFUSIS = PEIS - OFRIS FCSTO'197
DEUS = PEAI - OFR FCST0,198





UFUSUS - 0.0DO RI S -	 S + OFUSISOF^RI FfSTO'20l x.FCST 0202
OFUSIS = 0.0 FCST0233 t
169 LZRX =	 1.5'*ABS(LZS/LLC -	 1.0)	 +	 1.0 FCST 0204
f FMR =	 11.0/(1.0 + LZRX)!**LZRX FCSTO?05
{`IF(L2S	 .LT.	 LZC)	 FMK -=	 1.0-- FMR*(LZS/LZC) FCST0;206
f ! PLZS	 FMR*(PEBI	 - WI') FCST0.207
PGW
	 (1.0	 FMR) FCST0200_-	 *(PEBI	 - WI)*(1 0 - SUBWF)*FPER_,
GMS - GWS + PGW FCST0209
BFNX	 BFNX + PGW FCST0,210
LZS = LZS + PLZS FCST0211
IFS =	 IFS + WEIFS*F?F.R FCST0212
' 170 SPIF =	 IFRL*IFS FCST0213
}
AM(F = AMIF + SPIF FCST0214
IFS =	 IFS -	 SPIF FCST0215
IF(IFS	 .GE ` .	 0.0001)	 GO	 TO	 171 FCST0216
LZS = LZS + IFS FCST0217
IFS = 0.0 FCST0218
171 UHFA(11	 = FPER*OFR + PPI*FWTR 	 +'FIMP*OFRIS ♦ SPIF FCST021Q +
SPDR	 = UHFA(1I FCST0223 -	 r
C	 ROUTING FCST0221 h
-a
172 IF(CONOPT(12)	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 173 FCST0222
URHF ;= UkHF	 + 0.25*UHFA(1). FCST02?3 r
IF(PRO	 .NE.	 4,)
	
GO	 TO	 181 FCST0224
UHFAII) a URHF FCST0225 j	 1
173 TRHF = 0.0 FCST0226
KTRI	 = NCTRI FCST0227 ?
w._ [F(C@NOPT(13)	 .EQ.	 1)	 KTR1	 = NCS'TRI
__..:. FCSTO?,2R
ii 174 URHF	 = UHFA(KTRI)	 '"	 ^^^^ FCST0229 ±^IF(URHF .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO 176 FCST0230
• 175 TRHF = TRHF + URHF*CTkl (KTRI) FCST0231
IF(CONOPT(13)
	
.EO.	 1	 .AND. LSHFT	 .AND. KTRI	 .GE. 21
	
TRHF = TRHF +:FCST0232




UHFA(KTRI+ 1) = 0.0
-	 1!	 '
FCST0236
FCST 0237 IFKTtii(KTRI	 .GE.	 1)	 GO TO	 174 FCSTQ23A
' 178 IF(URHF .LE. 0.0)	 GO TO IM - FCST0239
R NRTRI = NCTRI FCST0240
., IFICON,3PT(13)	 .EQ.	 11- NRTRI	 =	 MXTRI FCSTO?41
179 NRTRI	 =	 NRTRI	 -	 1,. , ,.-	 ,..,_
	
• FCSTL1242,
1 UHFA.(1)	 = 0.0	
„_^
FCST0243 ?IF(CONOPT(131 `.NE.	 1) GO TO	 180 FCST0244
' NNSTRI	 = NCSTRI '+	 1 FCST0245
UHFA(NNSTRI) = 0.0 FCST-0246
180 URHF = 0.0	 ;'	 z. FCST0247
181 IF(SRX 1.LE.	 CSRX)	 SRX = CSkX_ FCST0248
RHF1 = TRHF - SRX*(TkHF - RHFO); FCST0249
RHFO = RHF1 FCST0250_
IF(RHFO	 LT.	 RNFMC)
	
RHFO =`0.0 FCST0251( TFCFS = (4`.0*RHFI
	
+ C'BF - HSE) *WCFS FCST0252 PIF(CCNOPT(13)
	
.NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 182 fCST0253
^ IF(C£NOPT(121	 EQ:	 1	 AND.	 PR 	 NE.	 41	 GO TO	 187 FCST",254 4
CALL RTVARY	 (CTRI,5ATRI,BTRI,CHCAP,VBTRL,M)(TRI,NCSTRI,EXQPV,LSHFT,FCST0255
1	 TFCFS) fCSTt?256j OATS = MOO(DAY,MDAY) FCST0257
IF(ISHFT)	 WRITE(6,6) DATE,HOUR,PRO,NCSTRI FCST0258
J^6' FORMAT(2X,12,ZX,1292X,I2,2X,20HHISTOGRAM CHANGES TO,1X,I2 9 1X-, FCSTOZ59






IF(TFCFS .LE.	 0 5*CHCAP)	 SRX = CSRX FCST026Z
IF((TFCFS .GT. 0.5*CHCAP)AND. (TFCFS .LT. 2.0*CHCAPI) SRX - CSRXFCST0263 )1'..
1	 +(FSRX - CSRX)*((TFCFS - 0.5*CHCAPI/(1.5*CHCAP)`!**3 FCST0264
IF(TFCFS .GT. 2.0*CHCAP) SRX = FSRX FCST0.265
4 ,; IF(TFCFS	 'LE.	 TFMAX) GO TO 183 FCST0266







t TDFP24 = HOUR FCST0764
IF(PRO	 .LE.	 3)	 TDFPZ4 = (TDFP24 -	 1.3)	 + 0.15*PROF FCSTO26q
TFMAX = TFCFS FCST0?70
163 ARHF = ARHF + RHF1






	 1)	 GO TO	 186 FCSTi)27-
IF (DA'Y	 .NF.	 COSUR)	 GO TO 186 FCST:1274
TF(HOUR	 .EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 PRO	 .FQ.	 1)	 WRITE(697) FCSTO275
i 7 FORMAT( 1H//r21Xr19HRAINFALL	 DEPnSITION912X916HMVISTURE STORAGE, FCST7776
t	 14X917HSTREAMFLOW '3RIGIN,bXr14HSTKEj0I 0UTFL1JW/?X,116HDY HR 	 PU RAFCST0277
2IN	 EUZS	 ELZS	 SIPS	 EOFS	 t)ZS	 LZS	 IFS	 (1FS SFCSTC?78
3POF	 SPIF	 SPBF	 SPTF	 INCHES	 CFS) FCST0279
i { DATE = MUD(DAY94DAYI FCST0?83
OFS._ OFUS*FPEK +	 (IFUSiS#F(MP FCST0211
SPOF -	 OFR*FPEP	 + OFu(S*FIMP + PP1* FWTR FCST3?9?
i _SPBF	 0.25*(CRF-HSE) FCST0283
E^ SPTF = SPOR + SPBF FCS70284
SPDR = C.0 FCST0295
IF(RHFO	 .LE.	 0.3)	 TfCFS =	 ("BF - HSE)*WCFS FCST-)2;96









IFIHUUR	 .EA.	 24 .AND.	 PRD .EQ. 4)
	
GO TO 185 FCST02Q2 i
GO TO 180 PCST0293
185 NDSOP = NDSOP + 1 FCST0294
IF(NOSDR	 .EQ. N7SOP1	 GO TO 186 FCST07-105
CALL DA vt4XT(CDS0R,DPY) FCST02p6 =
186 CONTINUE FCSTO?97
IF(VINTCR	 LT. 0.25*VINTMR)	 VINTCR = VINTCR + DPET(DAYI/96.0` FCSTO?_AA9
-C
'CONTINUE187
END OF	 15 MINUTE LOOP
FCST029Q
FCSr03Ol rIF(CONOPT(5)	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO 197 FCST0301
C HOURLY OVERLAND FLOW AND RAINFALL SORTING FCST0337
IF(TOFR	 .LE.	 0.0)
	
GO TO	 193 FCST03n3
KT20 = 20 _FCST03TJ4
188 IF(KT20 .LT.	 1) GO TO 192 FCST0305
° IF(TOFR	 .GT.	 T200FH(KT231)
	
GO TO 189	 - FCST0306
GO TO 190 FCST0307 k
'_. 189 T200FH(KT20+1) =	 T200FH(KT20) fCST03DS




190`T20OFH(KT20+1)	 = TOFR FCST0310
k: GO TO;193 FCST0311 k
191 KT20	 KT20 - 1 FCST0312
- GO TO 188 FCST0313
is 192 T200FH(l)	 = TOFR FCST0314
193	 IF(PRH	 Lb.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 197 FCST0315
KT20 - 20 FCST0316
194 IF(KT20	 LT.	 1) GO TO 196 FCST0317
IF(PRH .GT. T20PRH(KT20))	 GO TO 195 FCST0318
T20PRH(KT23 + 11 = PRH FCSTD319
GO TO 197 FCST0323
195 T20PRH(KT20+1) = T20PRH(KT2OJ FCST0321
KT20 = KT20 - 1 FCST0322
GO TO 194 FCST0323 I
196 l20PRH(1)	 '_ PRH FCST03?4 x
C ADDING GROUNDWATER FLOW	 -
197,CBF = GWS*BFRL*'(I.0 + BFNRL*BFNX)`
FCST0325
FCST0326
GWS	 = GWS - C 13F FCST0327
AMBF = AMBF + C9F FCST0328





= AMSE + HSE	 i
_ (THGR - HSE)*WCFS
FCST0331
FCST0332
A -TOSF = TDSF + THSF(HCUR) FCST0333
' C STORE SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS FCST0335
x C DRAINING OF UPPER ZONE STORAGE FCST0336
SINDEX=SINDEX+1 FCST0337
THSFD(SINDEX,3)=THSF(HOUR) FCST0338
306	 UZINFX=(UZS/UZC)	 -	 (LZS/LZC) FCSTr)334
IF(UZINFX	 LE.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 19B FCST0340
LZSR = LLS/LZC FCST0341
UZINLZ = 0.003*9MIR*UZC*UZINFX*'*3.0 FCST0342
IF(UZINLZ	 .GT.	 UZS)	 UZINLZ = UZS FCST0343
-UZS = UZS - UZINLZ FCST0344
LZRX =	 1.5*ABS(LZSR -	 1.0)
	 +	 1.0 FCST0345
FMR =	 (1.0/(1.0 +	 LZRX))**LZRX FCST0346
"
„.,
IFILZS	 LT. 'LZC)'FMR	 =	 1.0 - FMR*LZSR FCST0347
PGW =	 (1.0-FMR1*UZINLZ*(1.0 - SUBWF)*FPER FCST0348
PLZS = FMR*UZINLZ' FCST0349
LZS = LZS + PLZS
GWS = GWS + PGW
FCST0350
FCST0351 {
t BFNX = BFNX + PGW FCST0352
- C 4 PM ADJUSTMENTS OF VARIOUS VALUES FCST0353.
r
198 IF(HOUR	 NE.	 16)	 GO	 TO 202
AEX90 = 0.9*(AEX90 + PET)
FCST0354
FCST0355 A








	 ^	 ^C	 !NEIL	 T FCST0357
SIAM =	 (AEX96/AFTXI**SIAC FCST0359
IF(S.IAM	 .LT;.	 0.33)
	
SIAM = 0.33 FCST`03pg
BFNX = 0.97*BFNX FCST03¢A
IF(PET	 .FQ.	 0.0*1; GO	 TO	 232 FCST0361C ' EVAP-TRANS LOSS FROM GRCUNDWATEP. F 	 362
GWET =GWS*GhETF*PF.T*FPER FCSTC3'63GWS = GWS - GWFT i FCST0364
BFNX = BFNX — GWCT FCST	 11165
1F(BFNX	 LT.	 0.3)	 KFNX = 0.0 fCST03'66
AMPET =AMPET + NET. FCST0367
IF(PET	 .GE. UZS): GO	 TO 199 FCST0366
UZS = UZS — PET FCST0369
AMPET = -AKNET + PET' FC51'1370i GO T Oi 202 FCST0371
199 PET = PET - UZS FCST037?
AMPET' = AMNET a UZS FCST0373
UZS _ 0:0 fCST0374
I LZSR '=	 LZS/LZC FCST0175
IF(PEIT	 .GE.	 ETLF*LZSR)
	
GO TO 200 FCS70376
SET =	 PET*(1.0 — PET/(2.0*ETLF*LlSR)) FCST0377
j; GO TO 201 FCST0378
200 SET = 0.5*ETLF*LZSR FCST03791f 201 LZS = LZS — SET' FCST0390
AMNET = AMNET + SET FCST03;B1
202 CONTINUE FCST•??A?




	 =	 USSF(DAY)	 +	 DDIW(DAY) FCS,T03.R5.203 AMRTF =	 AMRTF + DP.SF (DAY) FCST0386 !l AMSTF = AMSTF + DSSF(DAY) FCS,T0387
IF(CONOPT(6)	 .EQ.	 1)	 EDLLS(OAY) = LZS FCST0388C	 STORE ERRORS AND FLOW UURATi 4 FCST0389
IF (CO.iNOPT (4) 	 .NE.	 1.)	 60 TO	 2C4 FCS T i3^, j





KRFMI	 =	 1.0 FCST0392
1 IF(DRSF(DAY)	 .GT.	 1.0)	 KRFM[=	 2.0*ALOZ;(0P.SF(DAY))	 +	 2.0 FCST0393
CRFMI('(KFMI)
	
=	 CRFMI(KRFMI)	 +	 1.0 fCST0394 i
4i SERR(KRFMI) = SERR(KRFMI) + FRR FCST0395
SERA(KRFM1)	 = SERA(KRFM1)
	
+ ABS(FRR) FCSTJ396	 a
SQERUKRF,41)
	 _ SQER(KRFMI)
	 +	 FRR*ERR FCST0397
SESF(;KaFMI)
	 =	 0.0 FCST0398




-" w	 DATF=DIY FCST04J?
'a IF	 t(MONTH.EQ.4).AND.(MDAY.k0.31))
	
DATE = MOD(DAY,MDAY) FCST0403












.LT.	 12.0)	 GO TO 2:15 FCST0499
a
1X,8H,4AXI^(1H/	 111;FORMATD	 UM=,F9.1,2X	 6HC.F.S.,5X,4HT1ME,3X.,F5.2,2X, FCST04 2
1	 4HP. M.) FCST 1413
-GO TO 206 FCST0414
205
	














C	 MONTHLY SUMMARY STORAGE } IT042FCS6
STMROS(PAX1,3)=OSSF(DA-Y ► FCST0427
TMSTF(MAX(,3)=AMSTF FCST047.8 ?	 i
AMSTF = 0.0 FCST04.29
TMRTF'(MCNTH) = AMRTF FCST 1430 I
AMRTF = 0.0 FCST0431
r EMBFNX (PAX I	 3!) = BFNX FCST0437
TMPREC(MAX1,3)=AMPREC fCST0433
r' AMPREC	 0.0 FCST0434
T1,4RPM(MCN T H)	 =	 AMRP4 FCST0435 f
q APW" Pvi = 0.0 -FCST0436 {
i TKhti = ;MAXI,3)=AMO FCST0437
AM6	 = 0.0 FCST0438




AMSE = 0.0 FCSTn44?(
TMPET(MONTH) = AMPET FCST0443
AMPET = 0.0 FCST0444
TMNET(^MONTH) = AMNET FGST0445 )
1- AMNET`- = 0.0 FCST0446
TMSNF(MCNTH) = AMSNE FCST0447
iB-24
f
tAMSNE = 0.0 FCST0449
TMFSIL(MONTH) = AMFSIL FCST0449'
AMFSIL = 0.0 FCST0450
EMGWS(MAXIr3) = GWS FCST0451 a
UZC = S41ZC*AEX90 + RULC*EXP(-2.7*LZS/LZC) FCST0452
IF(ULC	 .LT.	 0.2.5)	 ULC	 0 . 25 FCST0453





220	 CUNT INUE FCST0451
IF	 (MDAY.EQ.337)	 MUAY=59	 — FCST0460
Y C FCST0461
C STUPE MAXIMUM DAILY STR EAM FLOW FOR YEAR  FCST046Z
TFMAXY(MAXI)=TFMAX FCST0463
3001	 CONTINUE FCST0464'
IF	 (DAY.EQ.E)ATE)	 GO TO `3002 FCST0465
CALL OAYNXT(CAY•DPYI FCST0466
IF	 (DAY.GT .LCAY)	 MOAY=LDAY FCST0467
x IF	 (DAY.FQ.366)	 MDAY=337 FCSTJ468
GO! TO 152 FCST0469'
3002	 IF	 (CONOPT116).E0.0)	 GO TO 221 FCST0470
' BACKSPACE 11 FCST0471
WRITE	 ( ll)	 1RPLOTC ( I) ► I=1,1832) FCST0472
F
a
BACKSPACE	 18 FCST0473 G	 1
WRITE	 (181	 (RCOMMA(I;)r1=1912087) FCST0474






















SUBROUTINE	 PASTRNfPOAY, DATE S, MONTH, FOATE;MSRDIC,PDAIE9LDAY9MPDAYI PAST0001t	 COMMON/PLOTC/DFSF,JSSF,CCN(JPT,THSFD,TMSTF,STMRUS(121,61,t)PY,TITLEtPAST0002
f 2KFLAGrICFLAG9
PAST0001
1IENOFG, STUDY (219 PEAKS, PHRS,NSPTS,THSFDM,TFMAXO,TMRTF,J PLOT , PAS13004C	
2	 NCTRI;,CTRI,FI?R, iICY,OPSL,	 t)^FS'+,SPi1F1 W,SPT'WCC,SPM,CLLIF, PAST0005





4	 FWTRrVINTMR,8UZC,SUZC,LZC,ETLF',SUBW' r,WETF,SIAC,'b?IP, PAST0009
5	 BIVF,0FSS,CF5L,U	 0F'•1NIS,IFRC	 CSRX,I-SRX,CHCAP,FXC P V, P4ST0010
A	 BFNLR,RFRC,GbS,UIS,LZS,BF-NX,IFS.3 PHRC,RFRL,3FNF.L,BFNHk,IFPRC. PAST'?^I1
7	 1FRL,LSHFT,h_QTR-I,FIVTRI,MXTitI,NCSTRI,BTRI,TFCFS,FPAET,FPFR PAST00128	 TPLR,VINTCk,14 SE	 T41,SPIF,C BF, SPOV,UFUS,OFUSIS,OFF,Ci' g 1 1; PF,IS, PAST2-13
9- RHFO,UF?F'F,A"IF,"i;.T,A %iPET,AhI SNE,IMFSIL,SASFk,SA'RAX,S P X,VWIN, PAST0014
I'A	 WCFS,RHFMC,SSR	 FRF,C-kFIS,Et.t)P	 EQ.)FIS,SOFRF,SoFkFI,
R	 SDEPTH,MULT(,ID,45"s.nT4A'4,6 	 4VM,	 .IX,TANSM,SPIW,JTMD,SFMD,ASMRG,
PASTC•015
PAST)016
XDEPEND(2),VARL7:(2),'t?TS,JUL.JI, IYR,T,IF)ARY(5,L), PAST0017YTDN4RY'(7,1),Tt)S :RY(5',6, 1),TSI'4RY16,11,T5'-+ARY(8,1 ), PAST-0018	 t
ZTSSARY(3,6,1),TS'4CtiY(L),TSDCRYII)rTSR4RY(196r1), PAST0019
WTORARY(1,6,1), PAST0020CORSFT(360),DSS r T(?Sc)),Mi„Nl,'^ULT,TM!KT F T(12),T M STFT(121 PAST0021
COMMON/CC U•1MAlE w 3^^X,I'^6'AS,EMIFS,FMLZS,['^fS1AM,E'".UZC,EMULS,T^^ y F, PAST"022
1TMIF,TMPRFC,TNSE,C.F'I,DUI»,u`1NT,DMXTyDRGPM,;.)RHP,I)RSGPtDPETtEDI_ZS,PASTOOZ3




C	 KENTUCKY WATERSrEJ '"30=L	 (VERSION OF 
'
JU-14E	 6,	 1970) PAST002Q
C	 B4SED (F,	 STAiiFORJ	 wATERSHED	 40DELS	 III	 &	 IV PAST0030
DIMENSION	 5TR1(a a ),C(' ,NOPT(15),CRFMI(22),CTRI(99),DD1W(366)9 PAST0031
1	 OMNTl366)	 O4XT1366),	 1)PSF(366),	 Dq k;PM(366),	 T)RHP(?66,24)9 PAST0037
2	 ORSGP(3661,	 OP-T(3c6),	 Dk SF(3bGI,	 OSS r-(36o),	 EDLZS(36t,), PAST0033
3	 EMOFNX(15,3),	 "3hS( L5,3),C•-IIFS(15, k ),["t ZS(15,31,E s'SIA W ( 15,31, PAST)'134
4	 EMUZC(1.5,3),E.'JZ,S(15 ► 3), EPCI:(12)r 4 IRR.(15),MEDCY(12),'-ECnY(12), PAST.035
5;	 RICY(37),	 SATRI(99 )r 	 SERA(22),	 SERR(22),	 SESF(22),	 SQr- Q (22), PAST0036
6	 THSF(24), TITLE( 13),T'?3F(15,3),TMFSIL(12),TM;IF(15,31,T',' pIC-TIL2I PAST0037
(?T	 TMOF(L5,3),T!?ET(I2),T^"cL;(15,?),T'4tP`t(1L),,T4kTF(I2),T'.1SF(15,3),PAST0038
8 TMSNE(12)	 T'I STF(L5,3),T',ISTFT(15,3),TPJOFHI?,1I,T20PRH(?I),
f^iRT F 1( ?•IAXY(366),
PAST3139
UHFA(SS),12),JULDAT(6),TH.SFU(744,3),FF
A	 PEAK5l6) r PHRS (6), i. SPTS(6)vTF+5FD4l61{	 A PEAKS(
PAST0040PAST0041
LSHFT PAST0042
INTEGER	 CDSCR,CN,CONO T9DATF,DAY,OPY,EHSGn,HOUR,HRF,HRL,PDAY 9 PAST00431	 PRD P RHPD,R IPH,RS3 1J,SG',a,SORT,SGkT2,YEJ%R,YRI,YR2tPHRS,SINDEX PAST0044
INTEGER	 Tn M GPY,TS`4-Y,ILID"RY,TS F)ARY,TOSARY,TSSARY PAST0045
INTEGER	 0ATES, r ).AT,,S1`;1E10%PCAY(151 PASTG046
-DIMENSICN	 RPLOTE(1932),RC0M'iA(12087) PAST0047
EQUIVALENCE	 (D?Y,R?LCTC(1)),ICRFMIrRC)M`+A(1)) PAST0048
REAL" IFPPC,IF O C,Ir= 3L,IFS,LZC,LZ ? X, LZ S,I_ZSP,+4HSM,MNRD, M RNS M„NHPT PAST0040'
04TA	 MEDCY/	 >,	 31,5'?, 'iO, L2'),151,L81,212,243,2739304„334/ PAST0050
DATA	 MECWY/304,334,365,31, 59, 93,L2O9151,181,212,2439273 	 / PAST0051REAL	 MXDRSF,yXCSSF,MX!I4SF,`?X19SSF-,SSQD • PAST0052.	 IREAL	 SSQ'',SS-DI,`SS) v T,VZ)RSF,VDSSF PAST0053
REAL	 VMRSF,V'ASSF,S:),J.SF,SDI)SSF,SDMRSF,SDMSSiF,SMDU,SMMD,SMSQD, PAST0054







READ118)	 (RCCM wA(T)rI=1,120?,7) PAST0060	 s
CALL	 READ(G'KS,UZS,LZS98FI4X,1FS,tiZC	 SIAMI
WRITE	 (6950351	 un;S, UZ $LZS,(iFJX,LF^,UZC,SiAM
PAST0061
PAST0062
5005	 FORMAT	 (IX,4FGi+S=,,F7.3,IX,4HUZS=,F7.3r1,X,4HLZS=,F7.3,1X,5HPFNX = , PAS T)063
1F7.3,1X,4 $-IFS=,''F7.3,1X•4HUZC = ,F7.3 7 IX,5HSIA" = ,F7.3) PAST0064
150	 CONTINUE PAST0065
DATE=P0ATE	 ,:	 .....	 _....	 _..	 .. PAST0066	 I
DAY=GATES PAST0067	 A9MDAY=PUAY PAST0068
SINDEX=O PAST0069
MAXI=O."" PAST0070
AMKPM '= 0.0 PAST0071
AMPREC = 0.0 PAST0071
AMBF = 0.0 PAST0073
AMSE = 0.0 PAST0074
4MSFF = 0.0 PAST0075AMRTF = 0.0 P'AST0076
IFUDPY	 EG. 366)	 MEJWY(5)=366 PAST0077
WRITE	 (6,4)	 (TTTLE(KTA)rKTA=1918) PAST0000
4	 FORMAT (1H1,13X,L3A4,//) PASTOOOO3	 FORMAT ( 1X,' PAST	 KUN _.iOURLY C'FS	 VALUE' ,//, IX  4A4) PAST000.)
WRITEI`6,3)	 MSBDIC PAST0079






IF(MCNTN.NE.4)-GO TO 148 PAST0083
IF	 (MDAY.NE .	 31)	 GO	 TO	 149 PAST0084
148	 IF	 (DAIE.GT	 ("CU(DAY,MDAY)1)	 IMUNTH=MONTH+1 PAST0085
149	 CONTINUE P'AST0086
ORIGINAL PAGE X,S





PETU = PETy .. PAST008B'
TF'MAX = 0.0 PAST0099
C	 EVAPOTRANSPIRATICN ADJUSTMENTS PA'ST2090
IFICONOPT(7)	 .NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 153 PAST0091
IF(CMXTIDAY)	 - 4.0*ELDIF .LT.	 40.0)	 PET = 0.0 - PAST0092
IF(SPTW	 .GT.	 SPTWCC)	 PET = FFOR*PEF PAST0093 9
` C	 CALCULATION OF	 SNCW EVAPORATION' PAST0094
IFIDMNFIUAY)	 .GT.	 32.0	 .OR.	 SPTW .LE.	 DPSE(DAY))	 G0 TO	 153 PAST0095f SE = DPSE(DAY1 PAST0096'
¢ AMSNE = AMSNF., +	 SE PAST0097
_	 - SE
IF(SFMDSPGT. 0.0) SD'EPTH = SCEPTH - SE/SFMD
PAST0008 t
^i PAST0099
153 DO 202 HOUR =	 1,24 PAST0100
IFI(NSGRD	 EQ.	 0)	 'AND.	 (DRHP(DAY,HO))R) 	 .'NE.	 0.0)	 .AND.	 (PFT	 *EQ.PAST0101
1	 PETU)	 .t ND.	 ICONOPT(3)	 .Fri.	 1))	 PET	 =	 ?.5* D ET PASTI102
154 IF(HOUR	 .EQ.	 SGRT +	 1)	 RGPM =	 DR(;PM(DAY) PAST0103
IFIHOUR	 .EQ.	 9)	 HSE =	 (FWTR*PET)/12.0 PAST0104
IF(HQUR	 EQ.21)	 HSE = C.0 PAST0105
PRH = RGPM*DRHP(AAY,HUUR,) PAST0106
AMPREC = AMPREC	 + PRH PAST0107
C	 ENTER SNOWMELT SURROUTINE PAST0108
IF(CCNOPT(7)	 Ci).	 1)	 CALL	 SNOtlELIBDDFSM,SPTWCC,SPM,ELn1F, DAY . PAST,0109
L	 SPBFLW,	 XCNFS, ••FFi)RrFFSI„^:RNSM.DSMGH.SUEPTH,STMO,	 PXCS.4 vHJUR, PAST0110
2	 SAX,SOFRF,UFRFISrSCFRF1,At1FSILrPRH,SPTW,TANSM,SPLW,SFt'D,OFRF, PAST3111
3_'NT44M, WT4Pl+, ASM,ASNRG,SASFX	 SARAX,DMXT,DMNTeRICY,F.IRR) PAST0112
155 AMRPM = AMRPM + PR.H PAST0113
{ 156 TOFR = 0.0 PAST0114 !
AR!HF = 0.0 •PAST0115
C	 15 MTiNUTE ACCOUNTING AND ROUTING LOOP PAST0116
DO 187 PRD = 1,4 PAST0117
PEBI = 0.0 PAST0118k
PPI = 0.0 PASTOIIqf OFR = 0.0 PAST0120
OFRIS = 0.0 PAST0121 ?
WIi = 0.0 PAST0127' }
PAST0174PMEUZS =0 0.0
PMELZS = 0.0' PAST0125
PMEIFS	 0.0 PAS 01
PMEOFS = 0.0 PASTn127
{
dF




.GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 157 PA5T0131
-'	 IF(OFUS	 .GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 159 PAST0132 )
LEAFS	 GT.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 1,'70E PA5T0133
i IF(NRTRI	 GT.	 0)	 GC TO 172 PAST0134
TRHF = 0.0 PAST0135
IF(RHFO	 GT.	 0.0)	 GO TO 181 PAST0136
{{a GO TO 184 PAST0137
C	 RAINFALL UPPER ZONE	 INTERACTION PAST1139
i 157	 IF(PEP	 .GE.	 VINTCR')	 GO	 TO 158 PAST0139
UZS = UZS + PEP*TPLR PAST0140
VINTCR = VINTCR - PEP PAST0141
PPI = 0 .0 PAST0142
i PEBI = 0.0 PAST0143
PMEUZS = PEP PAST0144
IF(OFUS .GT. 0.0)
	
GO TO 159 PAST0145 a
GO TO 170 PAST0146
158 PPI	 = PEP - VINTCR` PAST0147'
UZS = UZS + VINTCR*TPLR PAST0148 j
VINTCR = 0.0 PAST0149 3
LZSR = L7S/LZC PAST0150
UZC = SUZC*A'EX90 + BULG-t-XF,-2.7*LZSR) PAST0151
IF(UZC	 LT.	 0.25)	 UZC = 0625 PAST0152
UZRX = 2.0*ABSIUZS/UZC - 1.01	 + 1.0 PAST0153 !
fMR =	 (1.0/(1.0 + 11ZRX))**UZRX PA'ST0154
IF(UZS	 GT. UZC)	 FMR =	 1.0 - FMR PAST0155
PEBI ='PPI*FMR PAST0156
PMEUZS = PEP - PEBI PAST0157`
UZS = UZS + PPI - PE-41
PAST0159;IC	 LOWER	 ZCNE AND GROUNOWATERNFILTRATION
159 LZSR = LZS/LZC PAST0161
EID = 4.0*LZSR PAST0161
IF(LZSR
	
LE.	 1.0)	 GO TO 160 P.AST0167 I
EID	 = 4.0	 +	 2.0*(LZSR -	 1.0) PAST0163
IF(LZSR	 LE.	 2.0)	 GO	 TO	 160 PA'ST0164
EID = 6.0	 - PAST0165-
160 PEBI = PEBI	 + OFUS PA5T0166







CiVM =	 1.0 PAST0169-„
.; PF.AI	 = PEBI*PEBI/(2.0#CMIR*CIVM) PAST0171
WI	 = PEBI*PEBI/(2.0*CMIR) 'PAST-0171
IFIPEBF .GE.-CMIR) WI = PEBI 	 - 0.5*CMIR PAST0172
IF(PEBI..GE.	 C m lR^CIVM)	 PEA1	 PEBI - 0 * 5*CMIR*CIVM
WE1F5 =' WI	 - PEAI
PAST0173
PAST0174












PMELZS =	 (PEBI	 - WI1*((PEBI - OFUS)/PEBII
	
- OAST0176
I: - PMEIFS	 = WEIFS*(	 PE81	 - OFUS)/PEP-1) PASTOL77
€
PMEOFS = PLAT*((PEB1 - OFUS1IPfB[) PAS70178
k^ 161 CONTINUE PAST0179 )IM PEAT - OFUS)	 .GT. 0.0) GO TO 162 PAST0180 k
EQO =	 (OFUS + PEAI)/2.0 PASTOIRI
GO TO 163 PAST0182
162 EQD = EODF*((PFAT	 - OFUSI**0.6) PAST0183
163 IF((OFUS +	 PEAL)	 .GT.	 (2.0*EQD))	 EQD = 0.5*(OFUS + PFAI1 PAST01841 1 IF(IUFUS	 +	 PEAI)	 .LF..	 0.0011	 GO	 TO	 164 PAST0165
OFR	 =	 0.25*CFRF*( ( (U^US	 +	 PFA1) *0.5)* ►1.671*,111.0 +	 0.6*( (OFUS + PAST0186
1	 PEAI1/(2.0*FQDll**?.0)**1.67) PAST0187





PETS =	 PPI	 + OFUSIS
PAST0189
PAST0190;,I IMPELS - OFUSIS)	 GT. 0..0)	 GO TO	 166 PAST0191
EQDIS =	 (OFUSIS	 +	 PEIS)/2.0 PASTOL97_
GO TO 167 PAST0193
166 EQDIS	 =	 EQDFIS*((PEIS - nFUSIS)**0.6) PAST•3194
167 IF((OFUSIS	 +	 PETS)	 .GT.	 (2.0*EQDIS))	 EQDIS =	 0.5*(0FUSIS +	 PEIS) PAST0195
4 IFI(OFUSIS	 +	 PETS)	 I.E.	 0.01)	 GU TO	 168 PAST31Q64i OFRIS
	 =	 0.7.5*OFRFIS*(l((lf-US(S	 + PE	 S)*0.51**I.67)*((1.0 	 +	 0.6*t( PAST0197
1	 -OFUSlS,	 +	 PEIS)/(2.0*CQL)FI51)**3. 0)**I.b7) PAST019R
IF(OFRIS	 GT.	 PETS)	 OFRIS =	 PETS PAST0199
168 TOFR.= TOFR + FPER*OFR + F1MP*GFRIS + PP1*FWTR PA5T0200
OFUSIS = PETS - OFRIS PAST0201
OFUS = PEAT - CFR PAST 0202
4 IFIOFUS	 GE.	 0.0011	 GO TO 169 PAST0203 3,'
LZS = LZS + OFUS PAST0204 #	 !.
OFUS0.0 PAST0205
OFRIS	 OFRIS + OFUSIS PAS'T0206
OFUSIS = 0.0 PAST0207169 LZRX-=	 1.5*ABSILZS/LZC-- 1.01	 + 1.0 PAST-)208
FMR =	 (1.0/11.0 + LZRX)1**LLRX PAST0209 1IF(LZS	 LT.	 LZC)	 FM4 =	 1.0 - FMR*(LZS/LZC) PAST0210
PLZS = FMR*(PEBI 	 - WI) PASTn2ll
i PGW	 (1.0 -FMR)*(PLBI	 - WI)*(1.0 - SUBWFI*FPER PAST0212
GFS	 GWS + PGW PAST0213
,BFNX =	 BFNX +	 u GW PAST-12 14
LZS = LZS + PLZS PAST0215
IFS = IFS + WEIFS*FPER PA5T0216
1.70 SPIF =	 IFRL*IFS PAST0217
AMIF = AMIF	 + SPIF PASTO?13
l.' IFIIFSIFGE.	 7.0001) GO TO-171 PAST0220
LZS = LZS +	 IFS PAST0721
IFS = 0.0 PAST^222 1
` V 1 UHFA(1)	 = FPER*OFR + PPI*FWTR 	 + FIMP*OFRIS + SPIF PAST-5223
SPDR = UHFAi11 PAST0224
C	 ROUTING PAST0725 3
__ •„1172 IF(CONCPT(12)	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO 173 PAST3226_ _	 _	 _




	 .NE.	 4)	 GO TO	 181 PAST0228
UHFA(1)
	 = URHF PA:ST0229
173 :TRHF =` 0.0 PAST02 0
- KTRI	 = NCTR[ PAST0731
IF(CONOPT(131
	
EQ.	 1)	 KTRI	 =	 NCSTRI PAST023?_
^- 174 ',URHF	 =	 UHFA(KTRI) PAST3233
- IF(URHF-.LE.
	 0.0)	 GO TO 176 PAST0234'175 -:TRHF =_TP.HF	 +	 URHF*CTRI(KTRI) PAST3735
IF(CONOPT(131
	 .EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 LSHFT	 .AND.	 KTRI	 .GE.	 2)	 TRHF	 TR)1F + PAST3236
I	 URHF*SATRI(KTRI	 -	 1) PAST0237 A
-- UHFA(KTRI	 +	 1)	 = URHF PAST0239
GO TO 177 PAST023q
116 UHFA(KTRI+
	 1)	 = 0.0 PAST0240
1177 KTRI = KTRI - 1 PAST3241
IFIKTRI
	 .GE.	 11	 GO TO	 174 PAST3242
178 IF-(URHF	 LE.	 0.3)	 GO TO	 179 PAST1243
;NRTRI	 = NRTRI PAST^?44
IF(CONOPT(13)	 .EQ.	 1)	 NRTRI	 =	 MXTRI PAS'T0245
179 NRTRI	 = NRTRI - 1 PAST0246
UHFA(11 = 0.0 PAST0247
IF(CONOPT(13)	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 190 PAST1248
NNSTRI = NCSTRI	 + 1 OAST0249
UHFb(NNSTRI) = 0.0 PAST325-3
180 URHF = 0.0 PAST0251
f 181 IF(SRX	 .LE.	 CSRX)	 SRX = CSRX PAS 025?
I RHF1 ='TRHF - SRX*(,TRHF - RHFO)
	 - PAS 0253
RHFO = RHF1 PAST1254 !;SF-(RHFO
	 LT.	 RHFMC)
	
RHFO = 0.0 PAST0255
TF-CFS =	 (4.0*RHFI	 +	 CRF - HSF.)*WCFS PAST ?256 3
 )IF(CONOPT(12) E Q.	 1	 AND. PRD 2 .NE. 4)	 GO TO 182 PAST0258:
R (CALL RTVARY (CT RI,SATRIrbTRI,CHCAP,NRTRI,MXTRIvNCSTRI,EXQPV,LSHFT,PAST)7.5Q'`




6 FORMAT(2X , I2,2X , 12,2X , I2,2X,20`HHISTOGRAM CHANGES TO,1X , I2r1X • PAST0263
11 1	 8HELEMENTS) PAST0264
f
WE llp	 , s-28









'k 182 CONTINUE PAST0265 i
n ! IF(TFCFS	 .LE.	 0.5*CHCAP)	 SRX"= CSRX PAST02.66
m ; IF((TFCFS	 .GT.	 0.5*CHCAP)	 .AND.	 (TF(*.FC	 LT.	 2.0*CHCAPI)	 SRX	 = CSRXPAST0267
+(FSRX —	 CSRX)*(ITFCFS —	 J.5*CHCAP)/(1.5#CHCAP))**3 PAST)268
IF(TFCFS .GT.	 2.0*CHCAP)	 SRX = FSRX P,AST0269
IF(TFCFS .LE. TFMAX)	 GO TO	 183 PAST0270
PROF = PRD PAST0271
TDFP24 = HOUR PAST0272n IF(PRD	 .LE.	 31	 TDFP24 = (TDFP24 —.1.0)	 +,0.15--*PRDF PAST0273
y TFMAX = TFCF3 PAST0274
^t 183 ARHF = ARHF + PHF1 PAST3275
C	 STCRM OUTPUT REQUESTED BY CONCPT(l) PAST0276
k. 184	 IF(CLNOPT(1)	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 186 PAST0277IF(DAY-.N£.	 CDSDR)GO TO 186 PAST0278
r —IF ( HOUR	 EQ.	 1	 .4ND.	 PRD	 FQ. 'I)	 WR ITI: (6, 7) PAST 0279
7 FORMAT(1H//,21X,19HR4INFALL	 DEPL)SITII)N•1'2X,16HMOISTURE 	 STORAGE, PAST0280
1,	 14X,17HSTREAMFLOW ORIGIN96X,14HSTREAM OUTFLOW/2X9116HDY HR PD RAPAST0281
f 21N	 EUZS	 ELZS	 EIFS	 EOFS	 UZS	 LZS	 IFS	 OFS SPAST028?
3POF	 SPIF	 SP6F	 SPTF	 INCHES;	 CFS) PAST?283
DATE = MOD(DAY.MDAY) PAST0284
OFS'= OFUS*FPER + OFUSIS*FIMP P'AST0285
SPOF	 OFR*FPER + OFRIS*FIMP + PPI*FWTR, PAST0296-
SPBF	 0.25*(CBF—HSE) PAST0287 -
SPTF = SPOR + SPBF PAST0288
SPDR - 0.0 PAST0289
IF(RHFO	 LE.	 0.0)	 TFCFS	 (CBF — HSE)*WCFS PAST02Q9









L. IF(HOUR	 EQ. 24	 .AND. PRO .EQ. 4)	 GO TO 185	 . PIAST0296GO TO 186 P'ASTg297 d
185 NDSCP = NDSDP + I PAST0298
IF(NOSDR	 .EQ. NDSDP) GO TO 186 PAST0299
9 CALL DAYNXT(CDSDRoDPY) PAST0300 p
' 186 CONTINUE PAS10301
IF(VINTCR	 .LT.	 0.25*VINTMR)	 VINTCR = VI`NTCR + OPET(DAY)/96.0 PAST0302
r. 187 CONTINUE PAST0303C	 END OF	 15 MINUTE LOOP P'AST03041F(CCN3PT(5)	 NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 197 P'AST0105
- C	 HOURLY OVERLAND FLOW AND RAINFALL SORTING 	 - P'AST0306
IF(TOFR	 LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO 193 PAST3307
KT20—= 20
188	 IF ( KT2_0	 1)	 GO TO	 192.LT. —P'AST0308PIAST0309
IF(TOFR
	
GT.	 T200FHIKT201)	 GO TO 189 PAST0310
GO TO 190 P'AST0311
189 T2OOFH(KT20+1) 	_ T20OFH.(KT20) PAST0312;• GO TO 191 P'AST0313
tj 190'T200FH(K720+1)	 = TOFR P'AST)314 r
GO TO 193 PAST0315 $	 '
191 KT20 = KT20 —	 1 	 ...	 , P'AST03 L6 =




193-IF(PRH	 LE.	 0.01	 GO TO '197 PAST0319 3
KT20 = 20 PAST0320
194 IF (KT20	 LT.	 1)	 GO TO 196 PAST0321
IF(PRH	 GT.	 T20PRH(KT20))	 GO TO 195 PAST0322 z
a T20PRH(KT20 "+ 1) = PRH 	 — PAST0373
GO TO 1S7 P,AST0324
195 T20PRH(KT20+1) = T20PRH(KT20) P'AST0325
KT20 = KT20 — 1 P'AST{?326
GO TO 194 PAST0327
196 T20PRH(1)	 _ PRH 	 .. PIAST0329
a C	 ADDING GROUNDWATER. FLOW P'AST0329 74197 CBF = GWS*BFRL*(1.0 + BFNRL*BFNX) P'AST0330
GWS: = GkS — CBF P'AST0331s
AMBF = AMBF + CBF P!AST0332
THGR = ARHF + CBF P'AST1333
IF(HSE .GT.	 THGR)	 HS : = THGR PAST0334
AMSE = AMSE + HSE. i
y
P'AST0335 a.
I	 x THSF(HQUR) = (THGR — HSE)*WCFS 	 x PAST0336
I TOSF = TUSF + THSF(HOUR) P'AST0337
PAST0139C STORE.SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS 	 .;
I	
a C	 DRAINING OF UPPER ZONE STORAGE P'AST0340
51NDEX=SINDEX+1 PAST0341 €
THSFDIS[NDEX,l)=THSF(HOUR) 0342_..FAST
306	 UZINFX=(UZS/UZC)	 - (LLS/LZC)




LZSR =—LZSILZC PAST0345 !k UZINLZ = 0.093*BMTR*UZC:*UZINFX**3.0 PAST3346
IF(UZINLZ	 .GT.	 UZS)	 UZINLZ = UZS PAST0347
UZS = UZS — UZINLZ
GZRX ='1.5 *A'BS(LZSR	 1.0)	 +	 1.0
PAST0343
PAST0349
FMR =	 (1.0/(-1.0 + LZRX))**LZRX PAST0350
r_
IF(LZS	 .LT. LZC)	 FMR =	 1.0 — FMR*LZSR PAST0351
PGW =	 (1.0— FMR)*UZINLZ*(1.0 - SUBWFI*FPFR PAST0352






-LZS = LZS + PLZS PAST0354
GWS	 GWS + PGW PAST0355{t BFNX = HFNX + PGW PAST0356
s- C	 4 PM ADJUSTMENTS OF VARIOUS VALUES PAST0357
198
	
IF(HOUR	 .NE.	 16)	 GO TO 202 PAST0358 i
ACX90	 0.9*(A[Xg 0 + PET) PAST035q
AEX96 = 0.96*(AEX96 + PET) PAST0360
C	 INFILTRATION CORRECTION PAST0361 L
SIAM =	 IAFX96/AETX)**SIAC PAST)362
IF(S(AM	 .LT.	 0.33)
	
SIAM = 0.33 PAST0363
f: ^EQ.IF(PET	 0.0)	 GO TO 202 = '3365PASTC	 EVAP-TRANS LOSS FROM GRCUNDWATER PAST0366
GW ET PAST0367=	 -GW S PAST0369
BFNX = BFNX - GWET PAST0169 a
IF(BFNX	 .LT.	 0.0)	 RFNX = 0.0 PAST0370 y
AMPET = AMNET + PET PAST0371 ?	 '
- IF(PET .GE. UZS) GO TO 09 PAST0372
UZS = UZS - PET PAST0373
t;`s AMNET = AMNET + PET PAST0374
GO TO 202 PAST037 5 a
p . 199 PET = PET - UZS PASF0376
AMNET = AMNET + UZS PAST0377
UZS = 0.0 PAST0378
ur LZSR = LZS/LZC PAST0379
IF(PET	 .GL- .	 ETLF*LZSR,)	 GO TO 200 PAST0380
"k SET = PET*(1.0 - PET/(2.0*ETLF *LZSR))' PAST 0301
GO TO 201 PAST3387
200 SET - 0.5*ETLF*.LZSR PAST0383
201 LZS = LZS - SET PAST03A4
AMNET = AMNET + SET PAST0385
202 CONTINUE PAST038.6 4f
C	 END OF HOUR LOOP PAS-T0387
DSSF(DAY)
	 =	 TDSF/24.0 PAST.^_389 €tIF(CONOPT(II)	 .EQ.	 l)	 OSSF(DAY)
	
DSSF(DAY)	 + DDIW(DAY) PAST`0399
203 AMRTF = AMSTF + ORSF(DAY)- PAST0390
AMSTF = AMSTF +-DSSF(DAY) PAST0391k IF(CONUPT(6)
	 .EQ.	 1)	 EDLZS(-DAY)	 =	 LZS - PAST039?
C	 STORE ERROkS AND FLOW DURATION PAST0393
! IF(CONOPT(4)	 NE	 1)	 GO TO 204	 - PAST0394 T
ERR = DSSF(DAY) - URSF(UAY) PASTO?95
" IFUDRSF(DAY)	 .LT	 1.0)	 KRFM1	 =	 1.0 PAST0396




	 =	 CRFMI(KRFMI)	 +	 1.0 PAST0398} `° SERR(KRFMI)
	
-SERR(KNFMI)
	 +	 ERR PAST0399
SERA'(KAFMI)	 =	 SERA(K-(FMI)	 +	 ABS(ERR) PAST )400t SQER(KRFMI)
	 = SQER(KRFMI)	 + ERR*ERR PAST0401SESF(KRFMI)
	
= 0.0 PAST34.02 1
IF(CRFMI(KRFMI)	 .GT._1.0)	 SESF(KRFMI)-=	 SJRT(ABS((SQER(KRFMI)
	 - PAST0403
1	 SERR(KRFMI)**2/CRFMI(KRFMI))/(CRFMI(KRFMII
	 -	 1.01)) PAST0434
204	 CONTINUE	 _ PAST0415 j
is DATE=DAY PAST04.06 ggIF	 ((MONTH.EQ.4).AND.(MDAY.EQ.31))
	 DATE=MOD(DAY,MDAYI PAST0407
IF	 (MONTH.NF..4)	 DATE=MOD(DAY,MDAY) PAST04'?B g}. WRITE(699)
	
DATE,	 (THSF(H'OUK),H0UR=l,i2) PAST040q
9	 FORMAT(lH/I1X/,LX914,2X92HAMl1X96F8.1,3X,6FB.l) PAST D-4
I WRITE(6910)	 (THSF(HOUR).HOUR=13,24),	 DSSF(DAY) PAST0411lO FORMATl1HJt6X,2HPM,IX,6FH.T,3X,7F'8.1) PAST0412
IF(TDFP24
	
.LT.	 12.)1	 GO TO 205 PAST0413
TDFP12 = TDFP24 -	 12.0 PAST0414p
11 FORMAT (1H/,l0X,BHMAXIMUM=,FB.1,2X,6HC.F.S. 9 5X,4HTIME, 3X, F5.2,2X9 PAST3416s 1	 4HP.M.) PAST0417
' GO TO 206 PAST0418
205	 CONTINUE PAST0000
12 FORMAT( 1H/,IOX,HHMAXIMUM=,FB.1,2X,6HC.F.S.v5X t 4HTIMEv3X,F5.2,2X, PAST0420
-1	 4HA.M.) PAST042.1
^' 206	 IF (CONOPT(7)	 EQ.
	
l	 AND.	 SDEPTH .GT. 0.0)
	
WRITE (6 9 13)DATE 9 PAST1422
r 15DEPTH,STND,SAX,TANSM,SPLW PAST042?
P 13 FORMAT ( 3X,14 , 2X,7HSDEPTH= , FS.2..2X,5HSTMO=,F6.2,2Xr4HSAX'=,F6.2, PAST0424y 1	 2X,6HTANSM=,F6'.2,ZX,9HSPLW=,F6.2) PAST3425 q
MAXI=MAXI+l PAST0426
r	 i MPDAY(MAXI)=DATE PAST04?7F C	 MONTHLY SUMMARY STORAGE	 " PAST0428 ;k
STMROS(MAXI,II=DSSF(DAY)	 ,.•,.. PgST0429
TMSTF(MAXI,1)=AMSTF PAST041)
AMSTF = 0.0 PASTn431
TMRTf(MCNTH)
	






AMPREC =	 0.0	 "` PAST0436 )
TMRPM(MCNTH) = AMRPM PAST0437
AMRPM = 0.0 PAST0430
TMBF(MAXI91)=AMBF PAST04y^
AMBF = 0.0 PAST0440
TMIF(MAXI,I)=AMIF PAST441




ASE _ 0.0 PAST1444
T PET(MONTH)'= AMPET PAST0445'
A PET = 0.0	 _ PAST0446
T NET(MCNTH) = AMNET PASTA447
AMNET = 0.0 PAST0448
TMSNE(MONIH) = AMSNE PAST0449 k`




AM-FS- IL	 =	 0.0 PAST0452
EMGWS(MAX(,1)= GWS PAST0453
UZC = SULC*AEX90 + 9UZC*EXP(-2.7+LZS/LZCI PAST^454
IF(UZC	 .LT.	 '0.2.5)	 ULC =	 0.25 PAST0455
EMUZCIMAXI,II =ULC PAST0456
EMUZS(MAXi.I) = U2S PAST0457
- EMSIAMIMAXI,II=SIAM








IF	 (MDAY.EQ.337)	 MDAY==59 PASTJ462 }
C









(DAY.CQ.E,CATE)	 GO TO 3002 PAST0467 i
CALL OAYNXT(CAY,DPY) P ST0468
IF	 (DAY.GT .LDAY) MDAY=LDAY PAST1469
IF	 (DAY.EQ.366)	 MDAY=337	 _ PAST0470
GO TO 152 PAST0471 k
3002 IF(CONCIPT(16).EQ.0) 	 GO TO 221 PAST0472 )
BACKSPACE 11 PAST0473
WRITE
	 (11)	 (RPLOTC(I)91=1,1832) PAST 1474
BACKSPACE	 18, PAST0475
WRITE	 (18)	 (RCOMMA(l)91=19120871 PAST3476

























1. SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (DI FfS,DTFFMPrnIFFP,DIFFPP,SUM,01fFR,DTFFkP,	 - OPUT.1001
APRLCrDIFFPR,DI'F I'P•VOUT,JM4X,PHRO,MSFDICv OPUT0007
21	 MPDAY) nPUT0003it 40MMON/PLOTC/DRSF,;DSSF,CONOPT,THSFDrTMSTF,STMRUS(121,6)rDPY9TITL-F,OPUT0004
2KFL.AG, ICFLAG, OPUT	 0')5
' IIErVI)FG, STUDY I2),PEAKS,PHRS•NSPTS,THSFOM TFMAXD,T MRT'F,JPLUT, OPUT1006
(! 2 1 	NCTRI,CTRI,FIRk,ItICY,DPSE,RDOFSM,SPIiFLH,SPTWi,C,,SPM,ELnIF, OPUT1007;j	 i, FFSI,MItNSM,USMGH,PXCSA,kMPF,RGPMB,_AItEA ,FIMP,A SADTRI,UHFA^' OPUT0008E, OPUT0009
dMNRD, OPUT0010
rf 4	 FWTR.VINTMR,BUZC,SUZC,LZC,ETLF,SU.WF,(,WETF,51AC,PMIR, OPUT0Oi1
S 5	 31VF,0FSS,OFSLrOFmN,nFMNIS,IF1, C,CSRX.FSKX,CHCAP,EXQ 0 V, OPUT')01Z6	 8FNLR,8FRCIGWS•UZS,LIS,8FNK 9 II-S,3rH1C,EiFRI ,r1FNRL, ?FNH 1 	 ,FPRC, 0PUT3011
7 IFRL,LSHFT,NRTRI,FNTRI, MXTkI, NC5TRIr3TRIlT F CFS, E: PAFT,t-f FP, OPUT0014
u
8 TPLR f VINTCk,HSE,NRTRI,,SPIF,CBFISP DR, 0FUS11) P USIS#C PR	 t -R IS, P E I S 9 OPUT0015
^• 9 1	 RHF3,URHF,AMIF•AMNLTrIAMPE_T,AMSNE.AMFSI'L•SASFX,SA 2 A.X,,SRX,VW1Nr CPUT3016
A WCFS,kHFMC.SSr2T^Of rtF,(}FPFiS,E^^3F.`QTFIS,SUF^2^,5('FRt°I, 9PUT'1017




' YTOMARY( 7r11•TOSARY(5.6,.;1),TSDCRY(6'91)•TSMARY-18.1) , OPUT0020
r, ZT'SSARY(3, 6v 1)rTSMC^tY1I)	 TSDCRY(119TSRARY1196,11, OPUT0021
WTORARY(1,6,1)r OPUT0022
CDRSFT(366),DSSFT(366l,MIrNIrMULT•T r1RT r T112),THST F:T(12) OPUT0023
l
COMMON/COMMA/FMBFNX,F.MGWS,C 11FS9EMLZS,EM51. 9E ;`!IZC9E MUZS,TMBF, OPUTZ024
1TMIF,T.IPREC,TMSE,CRFuI,D)11 D !NT ,DMXT.)rGP 	 ,jIrNP.L^SGP.uP
	
T,EOLZ;SIOPUT0025
2EPCN • SERA 9 SF.RR, S ESF r SQER q THSF, VMFS IL, T;INET, T(.iOF, Th PET, TI I RPM 1TMSNF, ?PUT ?0 7 6 1
z 3TMSTFT,T2^OFH,T20PRH,TMRTFI,JUI-OAT, DPUTOQ?.7
rvE' 4TFMAXY,UZC,AETX,DAY,NSGRD,AI=X90,STAM,NDSDPsRGPM,NDSDR,YR1, OPUT0028
5TRHF9 OPUT0020I. 5S 1 INOEX, INDEX,AEX96,MAXI,YR2,BYLZS#BYIFS,BY07,S OPUT0030
C	 KENTUCKY WATFkSHED MODEL	 (VERSION OF JUNE 6,	 070) OPUT0031
C	 B4S 'ED ON	 STANFORD	 WATERSHED MODELS	 III	 E ;IV OPUT0132
I, DIMCNSICN	 BTRIl99),CONOPTIIP).C?F1[(27),CTRId991•DDI;J(? g 61, OPUT0033
i	 DMNT( 366),	 DMXT(366) r	 OPS=(36W r
	
I1Ri;P ll	 366 ),	 0RHP(3.66.24) I OPUT0034
;i = 2
	
'DRSGP(366),	 DPET(366),	 URSFl36,,),	 USSF{366),	 EDLZS(36c1, OPUT0035
3	 EMRFNX(15,3),E"MGWS( 15.3) •E'11ES(15.3) •EIILZS( 15,3),EN,SIA l.^( 15,3) 9 OPUT3135
4	 EMULCI15,3),tF'UZS(15r3),	 PC r%.112).FTR P (15)r'A F DCY(12),4E	 Y;Y(12), OPUT3037
kb , 5 ` i kICY(37),	 SATRI (99 ) M	 SERA (7.2),	 S!Rrt(22,1.	 SESF(171,	 S ii F(22)r Opl1T+?039 -?
6	 THSF(2.4)• TITLE( 18)•T 9F(15,;i),TMFSILf12)•TMIFt15,3)1TM;N_T(12)v OPUT30?Q
,r°
7	 TM.OF(15,3)TMPtT(12),TMP'PEC(15,3),TMkP tl	 121,TMRTc(12),T.'1SF(15v3),OPUT')O43'
8	 TMSNE(12),^fMSTF(15x3)•TMSTFI(15,31,'T200FH( FL1),T2CFEH(211• OPUI?041
UHFA(59)rT"!kTF[(121,J11L0AT(;^),THSFD(74i,31rTFMAXYl366!• UPUT0047
F; A PEAKS(6),PHRS(6),NSPTS(6),THSF0M(6)- OPUT0043 s
REAL*8 MSVT( ri'' I MUISTURE'r'	 STORAGE $I	VALUES
	 ', OPUT0044{ 5
`f
10i	 TI,IAOLt	 3A	 1 ,4*'	 '/ OPUT0045
1,IUESREAL*8
	
SUeT(11)/'ABLE	 3A','ABLE	 3B 1 ,-'
	
PAST' -91 	3A OPUT0346 r
1	 !,'PAST	 kUN','ABLI	 LA	 ','ABLE	 14	 ','	 3B 1 ,'MMARY	 ', OPUT0047 s
i. 1''	 PAST */ OPUTO045
.- REAL
	




REAL*4	 SCPAST(36)/18*'	 ',3*'	 ',:OBSE','RVEDI#'	 •, OPUT0051 )"
',31,ISIMUI,TLATE',1 1 SIMU','LATE','D	 *'	 ','OBSE',^RVED'r' nPUT0052
2 1 D OPUT1053
REAL*4	 MSPAST(36)/20*'	 - 1 ,'SIMU I , 1 LATE','D	 1,5*'	 ','SIMU9, OPUT0054..
1'i ATE • r'D	 ! ,5#'	 t/ OPUT3155
REAL*4 SSPAST(36)/21*'	 'r'	 D',18SER','VED	 ','	 S','IMUL'r OPUT0056
i 1•ATEO*,'	 ',IDIFF'r/	 '•1%DIF=,'F	 ',4*'	 '/ OPUT0097
REAL*8	 STST(91/'STOR,4	 SU I ,'MMARY TA I • I BLE 2	 1,6*1	 '/ OPUT0058
REAL*8	 STRMT(9)/'STURM CH','ARACTERT','STTCS 	 T'.'tABLE	 IA	 ',' nPOT005Q15* 1 OPUT006') e	 ;
REAL*B	 STCHAR(2521/'	 '	 • STORM CH I , I ARACTERI'•'STICS	 1j,12 *,,
OPUT0061
19 1 FORECAST't'	 RUN	 T/,'ABLE	 lA	 *'	 WORS/r OPUT0062
2 1 T	 NO	 ','	 F/CAI,IST	 I'$	 ','WORST	 I,'NO	 ',OPUT]063
3 1 F/CAST,	 ','	 ','	 CASE','	 PREC'I,'IP	 1, OPUT0064 x42*'	 •,:'CASE	 'r'PRECLP	 1 ,9*'	 `1'	 •• OPUT0065
PREC', OPUT0066
5 1 TP	 '13*1	 ','PRECIP	 *r3*'	 ','	 SUR	 I t OPUT?067
6197*'	 1/ OPUT:OO68
REAL*8 STCSP(197)/'R/O', OPUT0069 '
I,63* •	','SUR R/0	 3* ,	 ,•	 INT	 1
OPUT'00717 1 FL	 4,3*'	 ','INT	 FL	 1 93*'	 '^'	 RASE',
' 8'	 FL	 193*1	 ','BASE	 FL	 ',3*'	 ''r!	 STM	 1, OPUT0072 .
{ 11' ,3', 3 1,9I's91R/O	 *1	 ','$TM R/O	 *'	 *1 OPUT0073( APREC I , t IP	 1r3$'	 ','PRECIP	 1 ,3**	 ',/	 SUR	 1 , OPUT'0074-
BIR/O
	 's3*'	 1,'SUR	 R/O	 ',3*'	 ','	 INT	 1 , 1 FL OPUT0075
C	 ',3* 0	 *,'INT	 FL	 'r3* 1	','	 BASE' , 1	 F1_	 'r3*'OPUT0076
D	 091BASE	 FL	 ',3*'	 ',1	 STM	 ', 1 R /O 	',3*' nPUT3077
E	 • ,'STM R/0	 *,3*'	 ',9*'	 ',1	 PREC1,1IP	 ', 3 *' OPUT0079
! F	 1,IPRECIP	 ',3*'	 ',I	 SUR	 1 , 1 R/0	 ',3*' OPUT1079I S 1 , 1 SUR
	
R/0	 ',3*'	 ', DPUTJ'ORD
1 G	 1 TNT	 /,'FL	 1,3*'	 19'TNT	 FL	 ',3* 1	•	 • OPUTOA811+' HBASE191
	
FL	 0,3 *1 	','BASE FL	 ',3*'	 1-0	 Sfm -0092OPUT
IR/O	 3*1	 ','STM R/G 1 .3*'	 ',9#1	 •,'	 POPULC093
r, JREC I ,PIP:	 ', 3 *'	 ','PRECIP	 /,3**','	 SUR	 'r nPOT'094 -
OPUT0085c u 1,3','SUR	 1 13 *,'	 ','FLKIR/O	 *'	 R/O	 *'	 INT
L	 113*' 	1•, INT	 FL	 1 ,3 * 1	 I,'	 BASE','	 FL	 ',3*'OPUT0086
'
K	 110BASE	 FL	 ',3* 1 ', I	STM	 ','R/O	 1,3*' OPUT'0087
M	 • , 1 STM	 R/0	 1 r,3 *' 	 1/ OPUT0089















	 'r4*'	 o•'PP.EC^.	 ^L4OPUTOOg2
('r')	 ',7*'	 ►C#'	 ','PEAK	 CFS
0 • PEAK	 (* ► 'HRI	 ',16*'	 ',' R /O	 ('01N)	 '•16 *' OPUT00Q3
E	




*8	 NSVARD(4.11/	 ' ► '	 MOIS'r'TURE STO'•'R:AGE
	 VAL'r OPUT0005 i1NjUES	 FQRE','CAST	 RUN'•'.'	 TA15LE'r'
	
3A	 ',1'J*'	 ' ♦ OPUTCOQ6# 21)	 •,'WORST	 ,'Nfl	 •,'F/CAST
	 '•'	 •, OPUTO-097
35WORST	 r,'NO	 ''r''F/CAST	 1 ,2*'	 -','CASE
	 '^ OPUT`014P} 40RRECIP	 0 12*' 	 Or'CASE	 'r'PRECIP'	 0 9 2*' OPUT0090
1#	 ip	 , 'r' ► 	 ,	 !FS	 •r4	 • OPUT59*'	 IFS	 n	 3*'	 •
k•	
•'	 ••	 •
6 r'	 UZS	 •t3s•	 •r'	 UZS	 '•4*'	 ' OPUTQI))
7 1^
	LZS	 ', 3*'	 •'	 LZS	 1 94	 '	 '• OPUT:01028,	 GWS	 • 1 3* 4	GWS	 '•4*'	 'r-- OPUT'0103 191	 BFNX',3*'	 •','	 BFNX',4*'
	 •, OPUT0104
Jj A',	 SIAM : rr3*r	 • ^'	 SIAM'' , 4*'	 •,! OPUT0105








( ,	 94* OPUT0108




1 5',	 HFNX' ► 3*'	 ','	 BFNX',4*'	 ', OPUT'0112
7 •i	 UZCM 'r3 #' 
	 SIAM'	 4*'
	 'ri OPUT0113
'	 1	 ' '•'	 UZC	 ',4*'	 'r261*•	 ' / OPUT0114
'REAL*8 MSVSUD(135)/ OPUT0115
.1	 IFS	 '•3*' ''. '	 IFS_'•4*'	 'r' OPUT0116
s 2.1	 UZS	 1'13*' i	 •,,_	 UZS	 ' 9 4*'	 '• OPUT'01112'i 	LZS	 ',3*' $0	 LZS
	
',4*'	 ', OPUTOL18
4	 GWS	 'r3*' ','	 GWS	 • r 4* ► 	 •r OPUT01195',	 87FNX'93*' •,'	 BFNX'r4*' OPUT0I7JG 69,	 SIAMI, 3* ►
7 0i	 UZC	 ' r3*1 ••'	
SIAK' ► 4*'	 •♦





#. 1',	 IFS	 • ,3* 1
	IFS	 9 ,4*'	 '•I OPUT0124
21	 UZS	 1 •3*'	 'r 	 UZS	 1 94*'	 '• OPUTnl25
{ 2'	 LZS	 ',3*r	 •^,	 LZS	 1 4r	 •r- OPUT0126
: = 4'	 -GWS '• r 3* •	 •	 •	 GWS	 • ,4*'	 • • OPUT0127
BFNX'•3*''`	 ','':	 BFNX'•4*' OPUT0128
6'	 SIAM',3*'
	 '•'	 S TAM 'r4*'	 '. OPUT?129r UZC
	 't3*'	 ' ,' .`	 UZC
	 ',4*'	 ' /- OPUT0130
: ,ii '/REAL	 BLANK/'	 = OPUT0131 sREAL*4 STCHAS(648) OPUT0132 a
REAL*4 STCSS(394) ,	- OPUT0133
REAL*4 MSVARY(648) OPUTJI:4
REAL*4 STSMRY(416) OPUT0135 3









J=0 .,	 .,.	 -.. OPUT0144 §
MI=3 OPUT0145
NOM=29 ORUT0146
00 23 K=19394 OPUT0147
STCHAS(110+K)=STCSS(K)	 - OPUT0148 y
23 CONTINUE OPUT)149
IF(CON0PT(15).NE.2)
	 GU TO 61 _ OPUTO150K- J=3 OPUTO'151
MI=1 OPUT9152
DO 65	 I=1 9 36 OPUTJIS?
STCHAS(36+i1 =SCPAST(() (1PUT015465 CONTINUE OPUTn155
MAXHMAXI)-SU8Tl3) OPUT0157 "t61
STCHAS(55) = MSBDiC OPUT015Q 1L1=1	 .-	 ,,,>._ OPUT0159 a
r 13	 . CONTINUE	 .- _	 ...	 .. OPUT0160
K= O OPUTn-(61 1
L=O OPUTO162
00	 10 I=19MAX	 .	 " .. OPUT0163
IR=1 -	 _	 - OPUTOL64 3
NUM=2 OPUT0165
CALL CONVER(MPDAY(LI'),STCHAS491+K+L)vIR,NUM) OPUT0166
00	 11 M = 19MI OPUT0'167 a
l4 NUM=3 OPUT0168IR=O OPUT3160
-CALL	 CCNVFR(TMPREC(I,M)•STCHAS((92+(2,M))+K+L 1.IR•NUM) OPUT017.n
IF	 (CONOPT(15).EQ.2)
	 CALL CONVF-(TMNREC(1,1)•STCHAS(97+K+L)919 9 OPUT0171
1NUM) OPUTOL77
°))CALL	 CCNVER(T MOF(I, t4),STCHAS((110+(2*M+J+K+LI,IR,t4UM) OPUT01734 , CALL	 CCNVER(TMIF(I. 1 4 ) ► STCHAS((128+(2*M ))+J+K+L),IR•NUM) OPUT0174CALL -CCNVE;RlTMBF(I• 	 STCHAS!(146+(29'4))+J+K+L	 IR,IIUM) 0PUTO175CALL	 CCNVER(STMR051101),STCHASII164+(?*m)I+K+L)rIR•NUMI' OPUT01.76
IF	 (CONCPT(151.EU.2)

















1^ LI=LI+1 OPUT0182IF(MO0l1,4).EQ.0)	 L=9 OPUT0183
i	 i• IF(MOU( I,4).CQ.0) 	 K=0 (1PUT0184
I T IF(MOD(196).EQ.0)	 GO TO	 17 OPUT0185
' IF	 (I.EQ,MAX)	 GO	 TO 17 OPUTOl96
{	 j' GO TO LO OPUT0187
17 DVAR(TYPE,STCHAS•MLN,NOt(,STRMT,LVAL,HVAL,VDL,TDATA,NrDnE)
OPUT9199
HAR (7)=S113T (9)CAUL OPUi0-W39STR'MT (4) =SUE3T (8) OPUT')1 Q1
IF	 (I	 EQ. P AX)	 GO	 TO	 10 OPUT0191
if	 E: DO	 15 N=L,3259108 OPUT0192
STCHAS(90+N)=BLANK OPUT0193
STCHAS(99+N)=BLANK OPUT0194
00 18	 K=1.6 OPUT0195STCHAS (S2+N+K )=(3L ANK OPUT, 01 96
STCHAS(101+N+K) = RLANK	 :,- OPUT•1197
I f STCHAS(110+N+K)=BLANK OPUT0198
STCHAS(11 4+N+K)=3LAN -K OPUT0199
;p STCHAS(126+N+K)=8LANK OPUT0200 1
t	 ' STCHAS(137+N+K)=BLANK 	 _ OPUT0231
STCHAS(146+N+K) = BLANK	 _ OPUT0202STCHAS( 155+N+K)=BLANK- OPUT0203
f:4 STCHAS(164+N+fi.)=RLA,VK OPUT0204




{! -15 CONTINUE	 __ OPUTQ?07
{ K=O	 _ OPUT0209
L= 0 OPUTO?09
ul; 10 CONTINUE OPUT021.)
IF	 (CONGPT(15).YE.2)	 GO TO 32 OPUT0211
STSURD(5)=SU9T(3). OPUT0212
= STSURD(4)=SU3T(11!	 — = OPUT02lA f
DO '39	 I=1,36 OPUT0214
STSMRY(36+1)=SSPAST(I)	 _ OPUT0215
34 CONTINUE OPUT0216IR=O OPUT021.7
NUM=4 OP00218
CALL CCNVER(QMAX9STSMRY(95)v1R 9 NUM) OPUTO-219
CALL	 CGNVER( PEAK S(L),..STS,"kY(981,1R9NUM) OPUT0220
CALL	 CCNVEK(APREC(1),STSt•1RY(203)9IR,NUM) OPUT0221
i; CALL CCNVER(APREC(1),STSMRY(207)91R,NUM) OPUT0222
p ^" IR=1 OPUT0223 '.
NUM=3 OPUT0224 3	 7t CALL CCNVER(PHRO,STSMRY(131),TR,NUM) OPUT0225 ±
CALL' CCNVER(PHRS(1)•STSMRY(134)r(R,NUl4) OPUTO??6IR=O OPUT02?7CALL
	
CONVFR (SUM (1),`;TS M RY(167),I;R,NUM) OPUT0228 f
CALL CCNVER(SUM(`2),STSMRY(170),I_R,NUM) OPUT0229
GO TO 35 OPUT0230
32 DO 31	 1=193 OPUT'0231OPUT0232
NUMO4 OPUT0233
i CALL CONVERTPEAKS(I),STSMRY(93+12*II),IR0UM) OP11T0234 €
CALL CCNVER(APREC(I),STSMRY(201+(2*I)),IR,NU M ) OPUT0235 x)NUM=3 OPUT0236




31 CONTINUE pPUT^24135 =O 0 k
#




CALL	 CONVER(UIFFP,STSMRY(137),IR,NU, tiI) OPUT0245}
CALL CONVER(DIFPP,STSMRY(211),IR,NU M ) OPUT0246
'IF	 (CONGPT(15).EQ.2)	 STS4RY(21L)=B(_ANK OPUT0247 k
1
CALL	 CCNVER(DIFFMP,STSMRYl1031,TR.Nl1M) OPUT0248 fCALL
	
COhVER ( UIFFPP . STS'ARY(199) • I'R,"IUM)' OPUT02.49 z	 3
CALL CONVER(0IFFR,STS blRY(1'ri),IR,NUM)	 _ OPUT0250
CALL	 CCNVER(DIFFR a ,STSMRY(175),IR,NUM) OPUT0251
CALL C0NVER(OIFFPR.STSMRY(2091R,NUM) OPUT0252
'STSMRY(209)IF	 (CONGPT(15).EQ.2) = BLANK DPUT0251f
==CALL-DVAR(TYPE,STSMRY,MLN,NOM,STST,LVAL,HVAL,VDL,TDATA,NCODE') OPUT00J0
,r DO 49 I=1,270 OPUT0255 1
MSVARY(378+1)=MSVSUP(1) OPUT0256
{ 49 CONTINUE OPUT0257
MI=3 OPUT0258
IF (CONOPT(15).NE.2) 	 GO TO 63 OPUT3259







-63 NOM nPUT0?6!5F L=0 OPUT0267
OPUT0268L1=1
r'I	 } SAGE' rB-34
^UG^
^, pp0	 Q,T^I I t pOF

.I
SUBROUTINE ATTEV A1TN0031C THIS	 IS THE 2250 UPEKATOR	 INTERFACE ROUTINE AfTN'),)n7
r COMiflN /GSPD/WI)It.K	 ,GSPI	 rUNITN
	 ,12250	 ,[ATN ,nAREA	 , AfTN0003
1 I-	 NULLV	 ,IGOSC	 ,IPTN0W,M4XPT	 rIPT	 , ISYM ,kWnRK19 ATTNO)`4
2	 Ii0S4,IUD35	 ,IisOS6	 ,IOSP	 ",RU
	 rHSPN ,HSPL	 , ATTN))05j 3	 VSPH	 ,VSPL	 •NJIIT	 ,NXO'	 ,NYV	 ,X51ZF ,YSIZF
	 ► ATTNO0OS i! 4 XLL	 ,YLLXUR	 rYUR,	 ,XTiC
	 rVTIC ,XDVAL, ♦ ATTN3007 j
€ 5 I	 Yf)VAL	 rTKEY1	 ,IKEY2	 rlKEY3	 9IKFY4	 ,AX ♦ RX	 ♦ ATITN)3)8
€ 6 I	 AY	 ,NY	 ,YLPOS i 4TIIN?J 39
7	 LOGXSW	 LCIGYSW,NI I TF	 ,NhGF	 ,ERRHO	 ,FA J8, ATTN)iI')
8	 FC	 ,GMOlEI,GSPIN ,DOM	 ,IRCCAL ATTN0011 wE
€ LOGICAL*l	 GSPIN,	 DUMI2) ; - AT?NJD12





FA,Fti,CC,GlinDE1,GSP-TN NITN'?015 tLOGICAL*l	 LUG XSd,Lu;YSW,NPTF,NRGF,FF'RND A TN?Olb
REAL*4	 RNTAK(I^),XTIC(6),YTIC(61,XI)V.kL(6)',YOVAL(6) ATTNO017 x
tl	
I EQUIVALENCE( INT::R (1) , RNTAR(l) 	 WORK(
 1)) r ( I SY.14, TCODE) ATTNU31 9
ND3 =	 IABS(IDSP)+1
	 - AT TNO019	 (
CALL ENATN(IATN,0r28934) ATTN0020 a{;; 5 CONTINUE AT TN))2I
€i CALL	 INCL(IG0S5,NULLV•IKEY1)REQUEST ATTENTION INF 9RHAT)ON ATTN))2Z ¢A` C 10 CALL RQATN( I ATN9 I COUEt 2 9
 INTARr0,2804) AT'TN-5023ATITN0024 t
1 IF(ICODE)20110130 ATTNJ025 4
20 CALL	 TMGSP(GSP1) ATTN)026
' WRITEINOUT,10001 AT1TN0027
STOP ATITN )OJ. )3 x{ -22 RETURN ATITNv02C ATTN003D s
30 CONTINUE ATTNOz314 IF(ICODE-28135,32,35 ATTN003? p
32 GMODEI = .NOT.GM00E1 AT)TNUJ33
I
WRITE(NOUT,1020)GMODEI 4TTtJ0334 1GO TO 10 ATTNO035
I 35 CONTINUE AT,TNJ036IFI114TAR(1)
	 .EQ.	 I00S6)GO
	
TO	 200 4T;TN003T 1^l IF(INTAR(1)
	 .NF.	 IGDS5-).GO	 TO	 lO ATITN ^039 3{ IF(INTAR(2)	 .EQ .
	
IKEYI) GO- TO !,0 ATTN0039IF,(INTAAR(2)	 .EQ. '[KEY2)GO	 T'0 400
i	 (IN	 I	 TO AT7NOJ4ZR(21	 .EQ.	 EY3)GO	 100 ATTN^041
C ATTN004?




i 01IT(IGDSN}NULLV3LKEY1) TN K145
wr	 if RETURNC
ATTN0146
C BRING UP PLOT DICTIONARY.
--THE DICTIONARY CAN ONLY BE REQUESTED ATTN))48
C FRUM THE LATEST DISPLAY ATTN0049 sC ATTNO05^
100 CONTINUE ATTNO05I







..^._ .._.... ATTtJD054 d
ND2=MINO(ND3,1000) ATTNO055 r,	 i
ND1=1 ATTN0056 €
IF	 (ND3-1000)	 105 9 135 9 104 ATTNO057
104 CALL	 INCL(ICDS6) ATTNO058 #
4 CALL
	 INCL( 1GUS6,-3,'IULLV) ATTNO059
105 CALL	 INCL(1GDS6,-2vNJLLV) ATTNO06)
CALL	 1NCL(IGDS69-1.NULLV) ATTNOO6L`
00	 110	 I = NUI,ND2 ti ATTN0062:,
110 CALL	 IiNCL(IG056,1	 NVLLV) ATTN0063
GO TO 10	 F
ATTN0065C




200 CONTINUE	 r ATTNDu6 t! IF(INTARl41)2059205000 ATTN0069




IF(INTAR(4)	 .EQ.	 -3)GO TO 250 ATTNO071
IF(INTAR(4)
	 NC.	 -2)GO	 TO	 10 ATT_NJ077
"210 CALL OM1T(IGDS6) AT4IJ0073
CALL	 INCL(IGUSC) ATIN0074
CALL	 INCL(IGi)55) ATTNO075 p
1	 ' CALL	 INCL(IG0S5,t•JULLV, )KEY3) ATTNM76CALL	 INCL(IGUS5,NULLVrIKEY1) ATTN')077.: i
E C GO TO 10
ATTNO078
I	 fi C BRING UP PLOT SELECTED	 IN PLOT DICTIONAPY
3 06;CONTINUF
ATTN0080
ATTNO 82IF(INTV(4) -ND3)310,2I0,310 ATTNO083 3
310 CONTINUE ATT;NO094 1
CALL BUFIN!I22509INTAR(4) ♦ IRCV ATTN0085`
CALL IN-CL(1GDSC) ATTN0086IF"(IRC) 32.?^,33), 320 ATTN-0087
320 WR'ITEINGUT,1)10)TRC ATTNO08P









•330 CALL	 INCL(IGDS5.NULLVr(KEY2) ATTNOOgo
GU TO 10 ATTNO091 C
TT.NQ'.)y7






CALL 4UFlW122509ND39IRC) ATTNO096 e
IF(IRC)32091009320 ATTNO097
C	 BRING UP NEXT PAGE OF DICTIONARY ATTN009n
C ATTN0101
m
2 50 CONTINUE f kCALL
	
UMIT(IC,DS6) ATTNO102 I
DO 255 I=ND19ND2 ATTN01032 55 CALL	 O'11T(IGDS¢	 I,tNULLV) ATTN0104
x
'








GO TO 104 ATTNO109
270 NO2=ND2+20 ATTNO110
GO TO 104 ATTy0111
1JOO FORMAT I'	 ATTEN:	 PROGRAM TFRMINATED RY !'TERMINATE JOB' S OPTION')
	
ATT`OI12

















TITLE •	 • 0140nO01'
START 0140.00i





); * BCDWDf_CREATES WORD FROM THE OFCIMAL FOUI — 014000.77}; * ALENT OF CHARACTERS	 IN N1,
	
N29	 ETC. 01400008 I;} * _N1 WILL	 HE THE	 rIPST CHAR:.L,T`^R 	 LEFT 014 ?C 7Q
}I^ * ADJUSTED	 FUR FULL WCRCS 1HE NUkPtR 014'?COIO
}
`












! CHARACTERS AS APPEAR AS ARGUMENTS '?1400314 s
! * 01400015
ENTRY BCDWO 0140001E
f! US1NG *915 01.400317
a ` BCDWD AC 1!)'GO 01403018DC %106' 01400019 a
DC CL5'BCDWD' 01400020 )
GO STM 1412,12(13) 01400071
L 11,0(0,1) R11 = ADDRESS OF WORD 01400022
` LOOP 1.	 _' 10 4(0.
C(l,llj.113(101 R10^ _ ADDRESS OF CHARACTER 0140002,0140.024mvC -j
-L.TR 10910 SET'cnNOITInN CODE 01400075






BC 15,LOOP 'BRANCH FOR ANOTHER CHARACTER Q1431X)?9
i FINISH LM 14,;12912(13) 01400030
:r I SR 15915 01400011
+ MvI 12 (1319X'FF' 01400032
tE3 SCR 15914 01400033 -(
ONE DC F•1• 01400034































	 4 X(92),	 Y(366) - CHANO'OO?
L KWM STORES DATA	 IN THE ORDER JAN.(YEAR 21 	 TO SEPT	 IYEAQ	2) CHANODG3'
C FOLLCWF. D	 13Y JCI. ( YFAR 1)	 TO DEC.(YEAR	 ll.	 FF8.	 29	 IS PLACED CHANCOn4
G IN DAY 366. CHAN-nO05
C CHANGE. REARWANSFS THE DATA ARRAY TO STORE THE DATA IN NORMAL CHAN1016
C SEQUENCE.	 OCT.IYEAR 1) TO SEPT.(YEAR 21. CHAN0007s	 1 CHAN0008





10 J = J + 1 CHAN0111
K - 365 CHAN0012
J = 273 CHAN01013
IF(DPY	 .NE.	 366)	 GU	 TO	 15 CHAN^014





00 20 I=1,214 CHAN0019
Y(K)	 Y(J) CHAN0020
K = K - 1 CHAN0021
20 J = J - 1 CHANO072
r IFIDPY	 .EQ. 366)	 Y(152)	 = TEMP CHAN0023
00 . 25	 I=1959 _ CHAN0024
d =	 I	 + 92 CHAN0025l 25 Y(J)	 = Y(l) CHANO)26 4
00	 30'-I = 1,92. CHAN0027
























" DATA CON/10+000O.r8.r1O000.,T.,1000. ,6. r100.r5.,10.^4.,1r3.r.1 ► CNVR0003
12..r. 01, 2.,.OOL,2.,.00 .0L,2.r.0U001 ► 2. ► .oO00Jlt2./ CNVR0004
INTEGEk*4	 A(21,8(2),1R t NUM CNVR00?5
DATA B/2*4H	 / - CNVR0006
EQUIVALENCE	 (Z,IX) CNVR0007
Z=X CNVR0008F= Z LNVR0009
' IF(IR.EQ.l)	 F=IX CNVR001')
IS=64 CNVROO1t
` IF	 (F.LT.0.0)	 IS=96 CNVR0012 i
IF	 (IS. EQ.96)	 F=-F CNVROnl3
M=2 CNVR0014 9
IF	 ((IR .EQ.1).AND.(NUM.LE.4)) 	 M=1 CNVROO15





CNVRO320IF 1 ((F-100000.).GE.O.)	 GO TO 15
L=3 GNVR0021nIF	 ((F-10J.,0.).GE.O.I	 GO TO	 15 CNVR7022
L=5 CNVR0023
IF	 ((F-1000.).GE.O.I	 GO TO	 15 CNVROO24
L=7 CNVROO25
IF	 )(F-100.).GE.0.)	 GO	 TO	 15 CNVROO?!,
L=9 CNVROO27
IF	 ((F-10.1.GE.0.I	 GO TO 15- CNVR0028L=t1' CN^/R3029
IF	 ((F-1.)	 GE.O.)	 GO	 TO	 15 CNVR0030
IF	 ((( F-0.1	 .EQ.0.)
	







1 d J1=F/CON(L) CNVR003S
F=F-J1*CON(L) CNVR2039
JI=J1+240 CNVR0040IF	 GO TO 12 CNYR0041 g
IF	 ((1CNT-I).E0.0)	 J2=75 CNVR0042 !
IF	 (J2.EQ.75)	 CALL	 ISCHAR(J2'09AI CNtVR0043j IF	 (J2 EQ.75)
	
I=I+1 CNVR.1044


















f A1^ PAGE ^ ^.
^U
_
pF yoca	 i e-ao

SUBROUTINE DAYNXT(D AY DP-Y) T)YNXOOO 1
OEIERMINES NUMBER OF	 NEXT -DAY OF THE YEAR DYNX)037
INTEGER	 DAYOPY DYNX0003
DAY = DAY + 1 DYNX')014
IFIVAY	 EQ.	 366)
	
DAY =	 I DYNXn015
IF(DAY	 EQ. 60	 AND, DPY	 EQ.	 366)	 DAY	 366 r)YNXOO')6
IF(DAY

















100 WRITE( 69 1) DYOT0005 t








DO	 104 CATE =	 1,2891 DY,OT301-) l
IFIMOD(DATE,5)
	 .NE.	 1)	 GO TO	 102 DYOT0011 ►
DO	 101	 KMO =	 1912 DYOT001?_DAY = MEDWY(KMO)	 + DATE HOTIOI3







I GO TO 104 OYOT))I I102 DU	 103	 KI-'	 =	 It 12C 0YOT0018
= MEDWY(KMO)	 + DATE DYOT0019 l
' 103 VDMD (KMO)	 = VDCY(DAY) OYOT0023 z
WRITE(6,3)	 DATE,VJM0(12),(VDMD(KW0),	 KWU	 =	 l,ll) DYOT0021
3 FORMAT(1X,3X,I6,3X,12F8.l): DYOTPO22
f 104 CONTINUE DYOT0023
i IF(DPY	 rNE.	 366)	 GO TO 106 DYOT0024
DATE = 29 DYOT0025
TEMP = VDCY(60) DYOT0026 s
VDCY(60) = VDCY(366) OVOT0027
DO	 105 K.MO =	 1,12 DYOT002R
DAY = MEDWY(KMO)	 +'D&TE DYOT0029
105 VDMD(KMO)	 = VDCY(DAY) DYOT0030
WRITE(6,3)	 DATE 9 V0MD(12),(VDMD(KWD), 	 KWD = 1,11) OVOT0031
GO TO 107 0YOT0032
106 CONTINUE DYOT0033
-# WRITE(6,4)	 VDCY(3')2),VnCY'( 1 3-),VOCY(?ri3),VDCY(2 q )',VDCY(88),, DYL1T0034
1VDCY(119),VDCY(l49),VDCY(180),VDCY(21)),VDCY(241),VDCY(272) DYOT0035
4 FORMAT(1X,7X,2H29,3X,4F8.1.8X,7F8.1) DYOT0036 )
107 CGNTINUE 0YOT0037





V) 6 FORMAT(1H/,7X,2^131,3X,F8.1,8X,2F8.196X,F8.1t8X 9 F8.1,BX92F8.1,) DYOT0041
MEDWY(3)	 =' 365 0YOT0044
















S:U..BR[fUTINc	 DICTItY(TEXT) r)ICT0001 1
^t COMMON/GSPD/WORK	 ,GSP"1	 •UNITN :1225) rIATN ,OARFA	 • DICT0707
1	 NULLV	 , 1GDSC	 , I PTNl1N,MAXPT	 , I PT
2	 IGOSti	 .TGDS5	 91GDS6
	 ,195P	 ,RU










9IKEY2	 ,IKCY3 ,IKEY4 •AX ,BX	 • DICT,0007 s6	 AY	 ,F}Y	 9YLPL1S
	 , DICT0009
,If
7	 LOGXSW,LOGYSW,10TF	 •NttG,^	 ,ERRHD
8	 FC	 vGM00E1,GSPIN	 rDUM	 11RECAL
,FA VFB DIrTOCJQ
DICT0010}+ LOGICAL*1 GSPIN, i2WIM DICT0011{{ REAI*4	 XTIC(6),YTIC(6)9.XDVAL(6),YOVAL(6) DICTUD12
I,. INTEGER*4 UNITN,AARFA,NULLV(I),GSPI DICT0013_
i	 4 LOGICAL*1	 FA, FRvPC,GHUD[14 * GSPI N DICT0014
LOGICAL*1	 LOGXSW,LOGYSW,NPTF,NI RGF•ERRHD DICT0015
LOGICAL*1	 LINE(49)/47*'
	','a'•'	 '/ DICT0016
LOGICAL*1	 TEXT(72) DIGTnJ17 -x
REAL*8 WORK(16) DIGT0018
EU.UIVALEMCE(RWORK1,1ABSDP) DICT0019f,. C -` DTGT0020C	 CREATE DICTIONARY ENTRY DICT0021
I	 i{ C	 -	 `IABSDP=IAHS(IUSF^)11 DICT^^23
• IF • (IOSP)202,205,205 DICT0024





	 1=4.47 ..	 . 'DICT0028
•203	 LINE(I)=LINE(49) DICT0029
GO TO 215 DICT0331205 I10 -210	 1-1	 4T OICT0031
> -210 LINE(I)=TEXT(I) DICT3032
215 CALL	 PTEXT(IGDSu,LINF,48,lABSOP,NULLV,2,0.,YLPOS) DICT0033 l
CALL EXEC(IGOS6) DICT0034'{{; _"^fL'POS=YLPOS-1.5*VSvL
	 -- DICT0035


































TITLE	 UPDATE MERGE ROUTINE ' IMPGO3111
START 0 ONRGO003j zDSMRGOLD iEQU.
	 2 nMRGI:)74 iNEW EQU	 3 DMRG)3)5
LTH EQU	 4 DMRr1))6R1 EQU	 1 DMRGC+337
SAVE	 (14912) DMRG0009^
LK	 12,15 DMRG30Q9
USING DSMRG912 UMRGn313DMRjGO?l 1 g
** SET UP TO UPDATE OLD DATA WITH NEW D4RG0312
DMR 0)11LM	 OLD,LTH2O(R1) GET	 I/P PARMS DMRG3')Iftf L	 LTH2O(LTH) DMRGO315 ifl SPACE 3 DMQ GOO 16*
DMRG3017
** UPDATE 1ST OR NEXT CLD CHARACTER WITH NEW
f OMRG)313-NEXTCK EQU	 * OMR,GO020
CLI	 Q(NEW))X'4)' UMRG,3321
BE	 UPDPTR OMRG002?




c B	 UPDPTR DMRG0126MOVEBLK EQU
MYI
	 O(OLD),X'40' DMRG-328UPDPTR EQU
LA	 OLD, 1 f s7LO) DMRGJ03QLA	 NEW,1 (NFWI DMRGO'?31
;J BCT	 LTH,NEXTCK UPDATE POINTER DMRGO032SPACE 3 nM4G333
OMRG0034
** RETURN TO CALLER DMRG3035




















TITLE I	 ROAM DATA SET READ ROUTINE ' 0SR00001
EJECT OSRDOJO_
DCR	 EOU	 2 DSRD0003
AREA	 EGU	 3 OSRDD?04,
BLOCK	 E Q U	 4 DSR00035
DSREAU	 SETUP 12,PAk4= 11 DSRD')21)6
LM	 DCBv8L0CKv0(Rtll GET	 I/P PARMS DSkD0007
EJECT* 9SR00009
#*	 READ DATA BLOCK FROM APPLICABLE DATA SET DSRD03111
#
1
READ	 RDECStOIt(DCB),(AREA)9'S',3r(BL_OCK) READ BLOCK OF DATA DSR03312
SPACE 3 DSRD0D1'3
WAIT ON READ TO COMPLETE**
OSR00015
WAIT	 ECB=RDECB WAIT ON READ TO COMPLETE OSRn0017
TM	 RDECH+1,255 WAS THERE AN ERROR? DSR0001P
82	 DSRET NO, GO TO RETURN DSRD0019
SPACE 3*
DSRD0021
**;	 ABEND WITH A DUMP OSROOO22
* OSRO0023
ABEND 37,DUMP DSRD0024 a
SPACE 3 DSR00025




























	 °^.	 TITLE 'HYDROLOGY DATA BASE UPDATE MODULE • 	t15UPn00l
BLK	 EQU	 2	 -	 OSUP^0`1?
CnUNT	 EQU	 5	 OSUPJ003
AREA	 EQU 6	 DSUP0004
BLANKS	 EQU	 7	 DSUP3035











**	 SETUP TO READ PAGE OF DATA	
DSUP^015
READ	 EQU	 *	 OSUP0016
	






















y	 *'	 EJECT	 OSUP0031
_OSUP0032
	
r	 **	 0SUP0033DISPLAY PAGE OF DATA BASE FQti POSSIBLE UPDATING*i	 OSUP0134







** WRITE UPDATED PAGE TO DATA BASE	 DSUP7n3p
•	 DSUP0039
	




LI	 R2,NCODE	 DETEPMINE STATUS	 DSUP'0042
	
;i	 S	 R2,F100	 DSUP )n4A
	i	 )	 RZ	 NEXT	 CONTINUE PAGING	 DSUP3344
S	 R29ONE	 DSUP0045
BZ	 TERM	 TERMINATE UPDATE	 OSUP0046
* j	 BZ	 LAST NE,	 BACK PAGE	 OSUP ,049
#*	 RETURN TO CALLER	 nSUPG050DSUPOn l
-RET	 EOU
	 *	 DSUP0052aFREEUP ( 14,12) , T, RC=O
	 nSUPo`? 53
USUPOJ54
NEXT	 L	 R2,8LOCK-1	 DSUP0055
A	 R2,ONE	 nSUP1056
ST	 R2,BLOCK-1	 DSUP0057
B	 READ	 READ NEXT BLOCK	 DSUP0058
TERM"	 L	 R2,Fl0_l	 DSUP0059
ST	 R29NCOD.	 OSUPOO60
CALL DVAR,(TYPE,IPAR,MLN,NOM,OPAR,LVAL,HVAL,VDLvTDATA,NCODE) DSUPC?061
CLOSE (BASEDGB)	 0SUP0000	 !uB	 RET	 TERMINATE	 DSUP^)062
	
'	 LAST	 L	 R29BLOCK-1	 DSUP0063	 r
S	 R2 ONE	 OSUP0064
C	 BNM	 LAST1	 --1	 rt	 OSUP0065
I	 L	 R29ZEPO	 DSUP0066
LAST1	 ST	 R29BLOCK-1	 DSUp,1067
B	 READ	 READ LAST BLOCK	 DSUP006R
EJECT	 DSUP0069*	
DSUPG070	 €
#*	 CONSTANTS AND. WORK AREA 	
OSUP0072
	
}	 TYPE	 DC	 F431	 OSUP0073
MLN	 GC	 F190,	 DSUP,:074
N0+1	 DC	 F1209	 DSUPJCS75
LVAL	 DC	 F:0'	 DSUP;0076
HVAL
	





ij	 TDATA	 DC	 F 1 1'	 DSUP')07a
NCODE	 DC	 Fs0'	 OSUP^099
DC	 F90'	 DSUPG081




















Q	 OPAR	 EQU	 PBUFnSUP00AR
ONE	 DC-	 Fill	 DSUP0089
	
{	 ZERO	 DC	 F10'	 nSUP0000F103
	








TITLE	 'BOAM DATA SST WRITE ROUTINE
	 OSWR.6001 rEJECT	 OSWR0097OCR EQU	 2	 DSWR0003AREA EQU	 3	 DSWR0004BLOCK EQU	 4	 0SWR00^5OSWRT SETUP 12,PAPM=11	 OSW90006LM	 UCB9BLOCK•0(R11)
	 GET I/P PARMS	 nswR0007EJECT	 r	 DSWRQ008DSWR0009 F
** WRITE DATA BLOCK TO APPLICABLE DATA SET	 -OSWR0OL-1-.0
DSWR00 11WRITE WRECA.DI•(OCB), #
 (AR EA) 9 S	 909(BLOCK) WRITE BLOCK OF DATA	 OSWR0012SPACE 3	 DSWR0013
nSWR0014
*« WAIT ON WRITE TO COMPLETE DSNRJ015
WAIT	 ECB=WRECB	 WAIT ON WRITE TO COMPLETE DSWROO17TM	 WRECB+11,255	 WAS THERE: AN ERR,gR? OSWRJOl9i BZ	 USWRET	 NOr GO TO RETURN OSWR0019SPACE 3 OSWR0020
** ABEND WITH A DUMP DSWR_02?
* ABEND 38 i DUMP OSWR-0024
f SPACE 3 DSWROO25DSWROO26
•* RETURN TD CALLER OSWROO27


















' 1 C***t*t#sss#***s#*###*##*#t#**#**#«#***##* ►**##+^t###rs**##-4a+##r*s ♦ OVAR0001
i
uJJ C *i








C* FIJNCTIUN: DVAR	 ALLOWS	 THE CALLER	 TO CUMf4UNIC'Tt	 WITH	 Tf- rL * DVARnOn5
C* USER(S)	 VIA	 THE	 2.250 DISPLAY rONSOLF
	
TFPMINAL. * '0VAk0006







AND * DVAR0008C* I DATA	 SET	 i1PDATl,VG. * 'OVAR3009
i C* THE	 USE a IS)	 RESPONSE(S),	 LIGHT P5NIS1
	
OR	 KEY Q nG+3D * DVAR 051`1
C* ACTIntl(S),	 AS APPLICABLE,	 ARE RETURNED TO	 THE * DVAR00111 Ei C* CALLING PROGRAM. * DVAR0012;
C*





i C* EXIT:	 RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM * {OVAR6015I C* * OVAP.0016s^ C* PARM LIST AND UE• FINITIONS: * DVARO-017
TYPE1. TYPE	 -	 E OF REQUEST -
	 1 = LP ACTION,
	 2 = VAP.	 DATA * 1)VARJJI3
i C*IC * 3 = DATA SET UPDATINGMiFSSAGES4 = ** DVAR 3019
C*^
-
2.	 IPAR	 LI5T	 OF	 OPT)0N(S),	 MESSAGFS,	 OR	 D-ATA	 SFT *
DVAROJ?O
OVARC171
C* RECORDS 10 BE TO
	
1 1E DISPLAYED  AND/Ok UPOAT EO * DVAR )!)22
C* 3. MLN
	 -	 'SIZE	 IN BYTES OF EACH MEMBER	 IN IPAR ARRAY * DVAR0023
r C* -4.	 NUM	 N0.	 DI-	 IPAR MEMBERS * 'DVAR0024
' *C	 ) 5.	 OPAR	 A-N ARRAY USED	 10 RE TUP --	 )SFR-	 ,[)	 (..
	
(S)	 SELECTIONS * ' DVAR0025
C*, 6.	 LVAL	 -	 LO VALL)L-	 ARRAY	 (VAR l AI:LE
	
DATA) * OVAR0026k.
EC* 8.	 VOL-	 MAX.VCHARS. USER ( CAN I E•N'TER
D
FROM 2250 KEYBOARD, * DVAR0028
i' C* 9.	 TDATA -	 LEGAL VAR.	 DATA -	 FLT.	 PT.	 11	 TNTG. = 2 * OVAR'0029
`








CUMMON/GSPO/WORK	 ,GSPI	 ,U,aITN	 ,(2 2 50	 ,IATN	 t (JAREA
	 , OVAP0034
2	 IGDS4	 ,IGDS5	 ,T^^
3	 VSPBV	 ,VSPL F	,N i )lrO1T 6W 9NXu PT	rJYO	 .XSILE	 ^YSI7.E 1 ,I IUV4RJD3b4	 XLL
	 ,YLL	 ,Xl1N'	 ,Ylli.	 ,XTIG	 ,-YTIC	 ,XDVAL
	 , DVARa339
5	 YDVAL	 , IKEY1
	
, lKFY2	 ,IKEY3	 ,_I KEY4	 ,AX	 98X	 , - DVAR0034 t
6AY	 ♦ BY	 ,YLPOS DVAR)04J
7	 LOGXSW,LOGYSWiNPTF	 ,VPGF	 ,ERR,H. I)	 ,FA	 •FB	 r UVAR0041
8	 FL	 ,GNl00hI,GSPlN	 ,DUM	 ,IPCCAL,IFLAG OVARD062
} LOGTCAL#1	 GSPIN,	 Dtl'4(2) DVAR0043
I INTEGER*4	 GSPI,UP4IT'4,(IAREA,NULLV(I),STAR(191 OVAR0044
1'1 REAL*8	 IDF(9) , W0KK (' 6) OVAP 0045REAL*4	 XTIC(6),YTIC( (i), Xi)VAI.(6),YDVAL(6),GLAB(16) -OVAR0046
LOGICAL*l LOGXSW,LOGYSW,NPTF,NRGF,EitRhD DVAR)047 R
LOGICAL*l
	
FA,F3,FC,G ;tO0E1 DVAR3048 f
EQUIVALENCE	 (WORK(i),STAR(l)),(WnRK(11),GLA6(1)) DVAR004^1
EQUIVALENCE	 (NULL,NIILLV) DVAR 0.05)
COMPLEX *16 HDR(21)/''SELECT OPTION(S) 1 ,'	 OR CONTINUE
	 •• -DVAR3051
•• DVAR0052 cs" 	 9C	 I , 1 SELECT.. VARIABLE	 p'TO UPDATE	 ^+^, AOV(aR005^ ^C
,
r
C-A, SE ECT LINE TO '
	
' F UPDATED	 • DV 80055!11C	 , DV 4R0056 &	 3
: 1 1C	 •SELEECT CONTINUE OVAR0057
C	 •TO RESUME	 •♦ DVAR0058
C DVAROn59 q
C	 •#***	 INVALID -	 ','ENTER	 AGAI IN	 ***', OVA R306?
f' C	 'ENTER FLT.	 PT.	 0 • ,'R	 INTEGER AS APP', IQVAR0062
4 C•LICABLE	 '. IDVAR0063{ C	 ,	 ^^^	
.+ IUVAR0064
C •	 •/ DVAR0065 1	 1j
I
COMPLEX *16 BLANK-S(51/ 1
	 ^•	 •,,





C	 •	 • /	 -
COMPLEX	 *16	 BLINEI5)/ '	
I	










CCOMPLEX *16	 RBUF(5)/' ','	 •, bVAR7')72
G DVAR0073
CINTEGER *4	 PREFIX(:T2)/',1.	 ','	 2.	 '.'	 3.^','	 4.	 ', OVAR0075`
C	 '	 5.	 '','	 6.	 ','	 7.	 ','	 9. OVAR0076
3 C	 '	 9.	 ','10.	 ','11.	 ', • 12.	 ', DVARJ)77
C	 '13.	 '0'14.-','15.	 '016.	 ', OVAR0078 )
f C	 017.	 • r'18.	 '9 1 19.	 0,021.	 1 , 1 22.	 •+ OVARJ07qC	 ,,23.	 ' ♦ '24.	 'f,Lr,.	 x , , 2,5..	I t DVAR0080 )$ C	 •27.	 ','28.	 ','29,	 1 9'30.	 , 0 31.	 • 9' 32. .'l DVAR009L i
COMPLFX *16-SUFFIX/'----------------'/ DVAR0082'
r: COMPLEX *16	 FOOT(2)/*	 CG.	 INUF!,'----a	 '/ OVAR0043 1
COMPLEX *16 FOUT1 (2.) /' 	 TERM INAT' ,' E---	 '/ DVAR 034
` COMPLEX *16 FOOT2(2)/ •	BACKWARD','---- OVAR0085







INTEGER *2 LP/'8' • / OVAR0009




I i INTEGER *4 LPCA(10)	 'I DVAR0090 rINTEGER *4 MSG(7) DVAR0991
INTEGER *4	 IYOATA nVAR0097
INTEGER *4 TYPE OVAR0093
INTEGER *4 TDATA DVAR+)094
INTEGER *4 VOL OVAR0095
INTEGER *4 Y OVAR0096
* INTEGER *4 Z3,Z4 DVAR0097
REAL *4 HVAL(32) DVAR)09R










	 *8	 VDATA /'I11 ^ H i l l /
OVAR'3132
DVAR-^NI?3
REAL *4	 11, Z7 DVARJ104 s
!1 EQUIVALENCE(X-.Y1 pVAR-0105 kEQUIVALENCE	 (Z1,L3),(Z2.Z4)
C* DVAP01 6
C,** USER I S OPTION(S)	 PROCESSING DVAP:.)I I9C,* DVAR c'11001,0000 CONTINUE DVAR 311,)
1 FORMAT(10 DVAR DTSLAY ACTION - TYPE = 1 ,14, 1 	TOATA = 9 ,14) NARnIQ




C SPECIFY SUii90UTINE L(NK/LOAD STATUS DVAR'0116t DVAR5031CALL	 SPEC(GSP1,2,17,19,2!„-28,53,-561
CALL
	 SPEC(GSP1,l,7,H,16,7,9,-31,37,-4J) OVAk)118
C iN1TIALIZE TH c 2253 p VAR')11q
CALL	 INDEV(GSP1,UNITN,122501 O,VAR0120
i C C IN ITIA L IZE
CALL	 INGDS(1275J,IGD
S
_C,3)72) DINGDS(I2 25), 1GOS5,12^) 01'VA )	 "'
•	 '^ CALL	 IN GI) S(12250,1GDS6,512) OVAR0124
i+. G SET NO SCISSIORLNG FOR ALL DATA SETS DVAR0125	 -
-	
IF CALL	 SSCIS(IGOSC,3) DVAR3126
CALL	 SSCIS(IGDS5,3) DVAR0127
r, CALL	 SSCIS(IGUS6,3) DVAR0129
C* DVAR0179CC* SET UP TO BUILD DATA SET(S) DVAR)133	 ._OVAR1131 1s3 11001 CONTINUE DVAR0132
Ul l
IF










CALL SGRAM IGDS,2) 0VAR0137CALL
	
SOATM(IGFJS,31 OVAROIIR 1	 `1
CALL
	
CRATL(1225 .3,IALEV)	 - OVAR313q a
CALL	 SLPAT(IGOS,11 DVAR0140
;• NCHMOD	 _	 4	 ...: . DVAR0141
NX = 4$ DVAR0142 I
NY = 20 DVAR0143
I IF	 ITYPE.NE .3)	 GO TO 110.10 DVAR01443NXHMOD2= D,VAR0145
`i D;VAR0146
11010 NY
	 49CONTINUE	 "I	 '" O;VAR0147O;VAR0148
3 CALL	 SCHAM(ICOS,,NCHMOD)	 .-r..	 ,_ DVARD149
, f CALL	 SDATL(IGDS,0,09NX,NY) OVARDI50 1C* O;VAR0151
C** BUILD MSG DATA SETS ) DVAR 1152i C* DVAR0153
00	 11CO2 N=1,7 DVAR0154
xlk CALL. SCHAM(MSG(NI,NCHM[1D-2) OVARrJ155





 NY- 1,NX9NY,O90,NX.NY) DVAR0158 ,I









k.` 11003 CONTINUE, D,VAR0164DO	 11004 N=1,6	 _ O,VAR0165
t CALL	 INCL(MSG(N1 i QVAR0166
11004 CONTINUF VAR9167
CALL	 PTEXT(IGDS.IFOOT	 ,32,	 00,NULL,I,O,6) DVAR016R 1#	 ., 10IF_ (TYPE.NE.3) 	 GI3	 5CALL	 PTFX1 (IGDS,FOOT'1,32,1O1,NULL,190 9 4) DVAR0169DVAR ^170





¢ CALL PTEXT(IGD5 * BLANKS,NXa50, NULL 91,0v1) OVAR0173I)	 a ECODE = 4 OVAR 0174
# GO TO	 110910930C1 0#2000)9 TYPE DVAR0175GO TO 1040 DVAR 0176
#	 _ 10 CE1NT INUE DVAR 01 77
ECODE = 8 DVA00178







a	 I	 I	 I
	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
-ECODE' =	 12 OVAR01.8a
IF	 (NOM.LE.0.OR.N0'1.GT.32)	 GL TO 1040 DVAP0181
IF	 (TYPE.FQ.11
	
GO TO 20 OVAR0182ECODEi =	 16 DVA, QL83
A i IF	 (VDL.LF.0.OR.VDL.G1.6)	 GO TO 1040 UVARJ184
tCCDE = 20	 - OVARI 85lit IF	 (TDATA.LE.0.OR.TDATA.GT .2) GO TO 1040 OV{RO186
C* DVAAROIR7
1t ^ n C* « SET UP TO ACCESS I/P ARRAY MEMBERS OVA R018AC*, OVgROLftQf! 20 CONTINUE OVgROI9.3:
ECODt = 0 DV AR0191
i u X = NUM DV4R0192'
X=	 tX/2.0)	 + 0.75 OVAR0193yi M = X OVAR0194
' S0 CONTINUE OVAR0195
X = MLN DV4RO196
t ) X	 =	 /4.0)
	 + 0.75X X
DVAR0198 4LTH = 4 *	 I DVAR0199i
! C* DVAP0200s C** BUILD VARIABLE OR OPTION(S)-DATA SET nVAR0201
f^ C* OVAR0232cg NCV = 0 DVAR0203
7 0C1	 100	 L= 1,M,1 DVAR0204i NCV = NCV + l DVAR02.35
t T CALL'PTEXT(IGDS,PREFIX(L),3,NULL,NULL,1,0,19-NCV1 OVAR0206CALL PTEXTIIGUS,[PAR(I # (L-1)+1),LTHeNULL,NULL,1v4,19-NCV) UVAR1207
IF	 (MLN.GF.11)	 GO	 TO	 99 OV1R0239
CALL
	
PTEXT(I GDS, SUFFIX,(11-' •1LN), NULL, NOLL, It MLN+4919-NCV) 	
- DVAR0200
99 CONTINUE DVAR0210
I CALL PTEXT(IGDS,LPO2,L,NULL,1916,19-NCV1 OVAR0211
if 100 CONTINUE DVAR0212
IF	 (M.F.Q.1.AND.NOM.EQ.1) 	 GO	 TO 299 DVAR0213ICV = 1 g CV OVAR0214
M = M+1 fDVAR0215DO 200 L = M,NCM91 DVAR,0216










t CALL PTEXT(IGDS,LP92,L,NOLL91941,ICV+I9-NCV) DVAR022?	 i
- 200 - CONTINUE DVAR ?224 _.	 .
G*.* DISPLAY MAIN OPTIONS OVAR022(
I+
Ct - DVAR322729,9 CONTINUE_ DVAR0228
t } 300 CALL SALRM(I2250) _	 _CONTINUE OVAR022QDVAR0230
?, ( CALL	 EXEC(IGDS) DVAR0231
CALL EXEC(MSG(TYPE))	 " DVAR0237CALL-ENATN(IALEV,341 OVAR0233 -`
1 C* DVA90234 1
{{ ' C** PROCESS LP ACTION
_	 ,; ... DVAP0235;
DVAR n 236
C*'
CALL	 RQATN ( I AL EV, NCODE, 2, LP CA, 34) 	 _., , ...	 = ....• OVAR0237
CALL DSATN(IALEV,34) DVAR0238,,	 Y LPSEL =	 LPCA(4)	 :. DVAR0230
IF	 (LPSEL)
	
300,300,310 DVAR0240 i	 1310 CONTINUE OVAR0241
IF	 (LPSEL.EQ.100	 OR.	 LPSEL.EQ.101	 011.	 LPSEL.EQ.102)
	
GO TO 	 1050 OVAR3242{	 1 IF	 (TYPE.EQ.4.UR. LPSEL .GT.NUM)	 GO To 300 OVAR0243
32,0 CONTINUE_ DVAR0244{ WRITE	 (6,330)	 LPSEL	 e-	 -	 :. OVAR0245 i
330 FORMAT	 ( I- LP SEL.	 =	 1 912) DVAR0246
C* DVAR0247











CONTINUE	 -	 " DVARD252 t	 :9LPS = 50
(2
DVAR0253
CALL PTEXT(I GDS, BLI NE, VDL,LPS, NULL ,3,O,NY-*LPS8L)-I) DVAR0254
GO TO 411 DVAR0255
405 CONTINUE DVAROZSb
IF	 (TYPE.NE .2)	 GO TO 620 OV,AR0257




OVAR0263K	 =	 19 -	 LPSEL	 •., ., Ot1AR0261
IF	 (LPSEL.EQ.I.OR.LPSEL.LT .M)	 GO TO 410 H4R0262
N = 43 OVAR0263
K = M + 18 - LPSEL DVAR0264
410 CONTINUE OVAR0265








CALL	 ICURS(IGO59LPS,NULL,I) OVAR0269 y
CALL EXEC(IGDS) DVAR0270
CALL	 ENATN(IALEV 1 32,34) DVAR0271
#[ CALL RAATN(IALFV,MCO!)E•2,LPCA,32,341 OVAR027Z
t_ CALL	 DSATN(IALEV932,34) DVAR0273
CALL	 UMIT(I GDS, LPS) OVAR0274
IF	 (MCCIDE .E0.32) 	 .;O	 TO 530 -DVAR1275
IF	 (LPCA(4))	 411,411,420 OVARO?76
420 C014TINUF DVAR0277it IF	 ILPCA(4).EQ.T001	 GOTO 1050 DVAR0278
IF	 (LPCA(4).GT.N0M)
	
GO	 TO 411 DVAR0779 a
LPSEL = LPCA(4) DVAR0280
GO TO 320 OVAR0281
C* A ) RDv R .2
	 z
C** GET VARIABLE	 I/P DATA` DVAR02A3
500 CONTINUE OVAR0285;
00	 505 N=195	 - OVAR0236
v RRUF(N)	 =	 6LANKS( 1 ) _  OVAR07i37
505 CONTINUE OVAR0288 :.
NC = VDL
NS = -1 * NC
OVARO?89
OVARO?90
( CALL GSPRQ(IGDS,RRUFrNS,1,NTCi1DE,LPS,NULL) DVAR02 1 t
WRITE'+ (6,510)	 RBUF DVAR0292




s 512 NTCODE = —1 * NTCODE DVAR0295 I
514 NC = NfCUGE OVAR02 96
C* DVAR0747 i









GO TO 1030 OVAR0303 z
IF	 (TOATA.EQ.2)	 GO	 TO 610 DVAR0304




1030 DVAR0306 jGO TO 630 DVAR0307 l610 CONTINUE DVAR0309
w Z1 = LVAL(LPSEL) OVAR0309Z2 = HVAL(LPSEL) DVAR0310









	 =	 X- OVAR0317
^f
_
GO TO 300 OVARD318
C* OVAR0319
C** UPDATE LINE OF DATA OVAR0320
C* DVAR0321
700 CONTINUE OVARO.322 t
CALL OSMRG(IPAR(I*(LPSEL-1)+11,RPUF,NC) DV4R0323k CALL-PTEXT(IGDS,IPAR(I*(LPSEL-1)+1),MLN,LPSELrNULL,3,0,NY-2*LPSEL)DVAR•3324
Y GO TO 300C* DVAR0326
C** BUILD TEXT DATA SET	 — DVAP0327
} C* OVAR03?8 y
2000 CONTINUE DVAR0329 j
ECODE = 8 DVAR0330
I IF	 (MLN	 LE. 0 .OR.	 MLN .GT. 80) GOTO 1040 DVAR0331ECOUE'=	 16 DVAR0337 3
IF(NOM.LE.040R.NOM.GT .49)	 GO TO 1040 OVAR0333 }	 j
i ECODE = 0 OVAR0334 j
IRECAL = O	 - OVAR0335
1FLAG =	 1 DVAR0336
;^
X = MLN DVAR0337 }
X =	 (X/4.0) + 0.75 DVAR0338
iF I	 = X DVAR0339 i




(ij DO2003 N = 1, NUM OVAR034Z aX = 392.0.0 - N*80 DVAR0343
`rt CALL 'PTEX1(IGDSC,IPAR(I*(N-1)+1)rMLN,NULL,NULL,I,0.09X) D,WR0344
2003 CONTINUE DVVAR0345
{ 9999 FORMAT('	 DVAR TERMINATE RECALL: TYPE = 4 9 I4 9 '	 TDATA = 9 ,14, DVARD347
MLN = 1 9I'4,'	 NOM = 1 ,I4,'	 NCODE ='04) DVAR0348
GO TO 1052 0VAR0349
C*. DVAR0350
" C** SET UP TO UPDATE DATA SET OVAR0351
n 3000 CONTINUE DVAR0353
IF	 (NCODE.NE.0) GO TO 1050 DVAR0354
ECODE = 8 DVAR0355
IF	 IMLN.LE.0.OR.MLN.GT .80)	 GO TO 1040 DVAP.^'S6
ECODE = 16












GO TO 1040 DVAR015Q
E
ECIODE = 0 DVAR0360
X '= FLN DV R0361
X =	 (X/4.0)
	 + 0 * 75 DVAR0362
I	 = x DVgR0361
DO	 3010 N=19NOM,1 DVt^ROa64{
df_ I CALL PTEXT(IGDS,I PAR (1*(N-1).+I),MLN,N NULL.1y09NY-2*N) DVAR0365 33010 CONTINUE DVAR0366
II GO TO 299 DVgRf1367 &
C*I DVAR0368
!.	 1' C*.*_ CONVERSICN ROUTINE ERROR RETURN DVAR036q ri— C* DVAR0370




f GO TO 411 DVARQik75
1031 FORMAT	 ('	 ***	 INVALID 2250 ENTRY	 #*#	 0 ) DVAR0376 [
C#[ _ DVAP.0377;'




? 1041 FORMAT( #	INVALIU	 I/P PARM(S) 9 ,I4) DVAR0382
1050 CONTINUE DVAR0383 3	 ,
r [FLAG =	 1 DVAR0384
r IRECAL=O DVAR0385	 r r
: CALL TMGDS(IGDS) DVAR0386{ CALL
	
EXEC(MSG(7)') 'DVAR0387
DO	 1051	 N=1,7 OVAR0388
I, CALL TMGDS(MSG(N)!
	 ^'	 `' DVAR0389
1051 CONTINUE DVAR0390
1052 CONTINUE DVAR0391 £
NCODE'= ECODE OVAR0302
IF	 (TYPF.E0.3) NCODE = NODE + LPSEL DVAR0393
9997 FORMAT( $
	DVAR TERMINATE: NCUDE = 1 9 14) OVAR0395














EVDY3011t ; SUQROUTINE EVPDAYLUPETr	 EMAEfi) i
o <
^"
C	 UETEhMINES UATFO PAN EVQPORATIUN TOTALS EVDY0007
DIMENSICN DPET(366) EVOY1033 i
t INTEGFR DAY FVDY0034
00 100	 DAY =	 195- L-VDY0009 
100 DPET(DAY)	 = 0603060*EMAET EVDYr1006
DPET(
	
6)	 = 0.0)059*E?!AET EVOY0007
DPET(	 7)	 = OPFT( - 	61.. EVOY00011 1
!! OQ 101 GAY =	 8, LO-- F.VQY00)9 $
}f O1	 DPETI!IAY)	 = 0.030.53,*EMAET EVOY0011,i	 DO 192 DAY =	 11.16	 - EVDY0011 ¢
,k 102 DPF,TWAY) = 0.00057*EMAET EVDY0012
I " DPET(
	
17)	 = OPFrl	 9) EVOY0013
DO 103 DAY =	 18,2) E'Vf1Y00L4
103 DPET(GAY)	 = OPET(	 6) EVOY3015
T DO	 104 DAY = 21,32 EVDYOOl6} 104 DPET(DAY)	 = DPET(	 1) EVOY0017
DPET(
	
33)	 = C.00061*E M AET EVDY3018
DO 105 GAY = 34,38 EVDY0019
105 DPET(DAY)	 = 0.0036 2*EMAET EVOY0020 )
DPET( 391 = C.OJOG?*EMAET EVOY0021 ( 5
# Y DPET( 40)	 = QPET(	 39) EVQY0027 g
DPET(
	 41) = '0.00064*FMAET EVDY0023
DPET(
	
421	 = 0.0')065*EMAET. EVOY0024
DPET( 43) = O.OJ066*EMAET EVQY0025 )
DO	 106 DAY =	 44,5) EVOY0076 a
106 DPET(DAY) = O.C3C67*EMA.ET EVOY0077 k
DO 107 GAY =	 51,55 EVDY0078f
107`OPET(DAY) = 0.03065* c 4AET EVOY0029
} UPET( 56)	 = C.0006;*41AAET EVOY0030
i' On	 1C8.CAY -` 57,61 EVOY0031
108 DPET(DAY) _ 040]07)*EMAET- EVQY0037
UPET( -62)	 _ ). ) ")071 *EMAET EVOY0633OPET( 63)	 = 0. 000721,
" DPET( 64)	 = DPI-T(	 63)	
:..
EVDY0035 I
DPET(: 65)	 = 0.00073*tMAET EVDY0036
i, DPET( 66)	 = C.:,3?7-4-CMAET EVDY0037 t
DPET( 67) = 0.03375*EaIAET EVOY-0039 l
DPET( 68)	 = 0.0)076*EMAET EVDY0039
DPET( 69)	 = 0.C,0077*F4AET EVOY0040
DPET( 70)	 = DPET(	 69) EVDY0041
` DPET( 71)	 =_3.02079 *EMAET EVDYJ042 a
DPET( 72)
	 = OPET(	 711 EVOY0043
DPET( 73)	 = 0.00079*EMAET EVDYO044
f OPETI'74) = OPET(	 73) EVQY0045
DPET( 75)	 = 0.00090*FMAET EVnY)1)46
DPET( 76)	 = 0.03091*EMAET EVPY0047
DPET( 77)	 = 0.00392*EMAET EVDY0043
OPFT( 78)	 = C.0J034 # EM-AET EVOY0049 r
DPET( 75)
	 = 0.00036	 1iMAET EVDYO050
DPET(` 80) = 0.00388*EMAET EVDY0051
DPET( 81) _ 0.00090=EMAET EVOYO052 b












DPET( 85) = 0.0001 9*EMAET EVOY0056 9
DPET( 86) = 0.0)102*EMA_ET EVOY0057
DPET( 87) = 0.00106*EMAET EVOYO058
OPET( 68) = 0.G0109*EMAET	 - EVDY0059
OPETI 89) = 0.03113*EMAET EVOY0060 r
DPET( 90) = 0.00118*EMAET EVDY0061
DPET( 91) ='0 „00122*EMAET EVDY0062
DPETI'92) = 3.%"0121*EMAET EVDY0063
DPET( 93) = 0.0)132 T E M AET EVDY0064 a
<	 < DPET( 94) = -0.03137*EMAET EVDY0065 .m
DPET( 95) = 0.00147 4 EMAET EVDY0066
OPET( 96) = 0.00147*EMAET EVOY0067
DPET( 97) = 0.00151*EM4ET EVRYO068
f DPET('98) = 0.00157*EMAET EVDY0069
OPET( 99) = 0.00163*EM'AET EVOY0070
OPET(100) = 3.33163*EMAET EVDY0071
DPET(101) = 0.0.)173*F M AET EVDY0072
OPET(102) ='0.09178 *EMAET EVOY0073
i DPET(103) = 0.0018.5*EMAET EVDY0074
OPET(104) = 0.03193*E 4 4ET EVDY0075








+ DPET(1071 = 0.00214*E'4AET EVDY0078
OPET(108) = 0.03221 = EMAET EVDY0079 :±
DPET(109) = 0.00227*EMAET EV0Y0090
OPET(110) = J.0J234*EMAET EVDY0081
DPET(111) = '0.40241*EMACT EVDY0082 i)I OPET(112) = 0.0)24,*FM.4ET EVOY0083
. OPET(113) = 0.00256*EMAET EVDYOOe4
f OPET(114) = 0.00262*EMAET EVDY^085
OPET(115) = 0.00268*EMAET EVOY0086
DPET(116) = j.33276*FMAET EVDY0087

















= 0.00317*EMAFT EVDYO094 t
OPET(124) =0.00322*PMAET EVDY0095
OPET(125) = 0.00328*EMAFT EV,OY0096OPET ( 126) = 0.00333*EMAFT EV,DY0097( OPET(127) = 0.00338*EMAET EVDY0098
DPET(128) = 0.00344*EMAET- EVDY009n	 -'
x DPET(129) = .0.00348 # FMAET EVDYOIOO
OPET(130) =	 0.00354#k;-^AFT EVOYO101
DPET(1311 = 0.00359*EKAET EVDYOIOZ
i DPET(132) = 0.00365*FMAET EVDY0103 F
I - OPET(133) = 0.00370*FMAET EVDY0104 s
OPET1134) = 0.00374*FMAET- -EVDY0105
UPET(135) = 0.00378*FMAET EVDY0106 {OPET1136) = 0.003R2*E'4AET EVOYOLL17j DPET(137) =	 0.00387*F m AFT EVDY3109 SOPET(138) = 0.00391*GMAFT EVL)YOl•09 i
DPET(139) = 0.00394*FMAET: EVDYOLIO
UPET(140) =	 0.0039 y *i:MAET - EVOY0111 e





OPET(144) = 0.00417*FMAET EVDY1115z
-OPET(145) =	 O.O042.0*FMAET EVOYO116OPET(146) =	 0.OJ42c.4C- + lAET EVDY0117
OPET(147) =	 J.OJ43C`*E tA AET EVOY011F
*FMAET EVDY0120DPET(149) ='C.00440
DPET(150) = 0 004464'EMAFT EVDY0121 3	 ;
DPET(151) =	 0.00450*ENI AET EVDY0122
DPET(152) =	 C.00455*k 14AET EVDY0123
-OPET(153) = 0.004604EMAET EVDY0124DPET(1541 =	 0.00466	 U,,AET EVDY0125DPET( 155) = 0.0047)tEMAET ;EVDY0120
DPET(156) = O.GO472 • EMAET E-VOY0127
UPFT(157) =	 O.CO478*' E t•;AET EVDY0128
OPET(158) = 0.00482*044ET EVDY0129
DPET('159) =	 C.004874 C MAET EVOYO137
DPET4160) = 0.00491	 FMAET FVDY0131
4 OPET 161) 0.00495	 F'dAET
DPEr(162) =	 0.0050D4FMAFr EVDY0133 I
DPET(163) _	 0.0050-* P MAFT EVDY0134
DPET(164) 0.03508MFMAET E,VDYn1:35




DPET(168) = 0.00515*EMAET EVDY0139OPET (169) 0.005 L7*Ft4AET ._	 ".. E^VDY0140 +




171) = C. 0052`);:CMAET EVDY0142
VDY0143 s=	 *FMAET0.00521 EVDY0144OPET(173) = DPET11721 c
OPET(174) =	 DPET(172)' EVDY0145
DPET(175) = 0.00522*PAAET EVOYO146 $
^DPET(176) _ O.U0523*FMAET. EVDY0147 i
„• DPET(177) = 0.00524*EMAE7 z EVDY0148 I
DPET(178) _	 0.0•)5254rMAET EVOY0149
DPET(179) =	 0.00527-fCMAET EVDY0150 j
OPET(180) _ 0.00528*FMAET EVDY0151j DPET(181) = OPE7I180i EVDY0152
OPET(182) = 0.00529*EM.AET EVDY^1.53
OPET(183) = C.00530 # FMAET
'
EVDY0154
'DPET(184) =	 UPET(183) :'	 °' EVDY0155
DPET(185) = 0.00531*FMAET w EVDY0156
OPET(186) _	 0.00532*EM'AET EVDY0157
DPET(187) 0.00533=FMAET `EVDY;1158
OPET(188) = 0.00534*FMAET x EVDY0159DPET(189) _ DPFT(139)
-	 =	 *.	 ''.	 r.	 .. EV(D)YO160OPET(190) = 0.00535*FM'AET 0
DPE!(191) 0.00536*FMAET EVDYnI`62
`OPET(192) 0.00537*EMAET EVDY0163
DPET(193) = 0.00538*EMAET EVDY0164
OPET(194) = DPET(193) EVDY0165
DPET(195) = 0.0)539*F MAET EVDY0166
DPET('196) _ 0.00540#EMAET EVDY0167
OPET(197) = DPET(196) EVDY0168
DPET('198) = 0.00541*FMAET EVDY0169
^.. DPET (199) =	 0.00542* Fz-1AET
_
EVDY01713
DPET(-200) = 0.00543*FMAET _	 _	 _	 ._,.. EVDYOL71
DPET(201) = 0.00545*FMAET EVOY0172 i •






OPET('206) = O.CO550*FMAET EVOY0177







	 = 0.00557*EMAET EVDY0179
DPET(209)
	 = 0.00553*EMAET EVDY0180
DPET(210)	 = 0.005554FMAET EV,DY0181'
DPET(211)
	 = 0.00557*EMAET EVDY018? g
DPET(212),= 0.0055a*FMAFT EV.DY0183 s
OPET(213)	 = 0,0056)*EMAET EVOY0184
UPET(214) = DPET(213) EVDY0185
DPET(215) C.00561`EMAET EVOY0186
OPET(216) = 0.00562*EMAET EVDYOI87
OPET(217)
	
= 0.30563	 FMAET EVOY0188
OPET(218)	 = 0.00565#EMAET EVDY0189
UPET(219)	 = O.OJ567*EMAET EVDY0190
UPET(220) = DPET(219): EVDY0191 2
DO 109 DAY = 22192?6 EVDY"0197
109 DPET(DAY) = 0.00568*EMAET EVDY0193
DO 110 DAY = 227.2?9 EVOY0194
110 DPET(DAY)
	
= DPET(219) EVDY0195 F
OPET(230)	 = O.G0566=ErtAET EVDY01g6
DPET(231)	 = 0.00564.EMAET EVDY0197
DPET(232) = DPET(217) EVDYo198
UPET(233)
	
= DPFT(216) E DY0199




OPET( 2 36)	 = 0PET(211) EVDY0202OPET(237)
	 = 1)PET(210) EVDY0203
DPET(238) = DP-ET( 2 0 9 )
`
EVDY0204
-OPET(239)	 = DPET(206) EVDY0205
1 DPET(240) = DPET(203) EVDY0206
DPFT(241)
	
= DPET(199)	 i EVDY0207 {
OPET(242)	 = DPET(193) EVOY0208
- DPET(243)	 = DPf.T(19 .0) EV,DY07n9
g DPET(244)	 = UPET(195) EVDY0210
9 DPET(245) DPET(1791` EVDY0211
DPET(246) = DPET(175) EVDY0212
DPET(247)	 = DPET(169) EV,DY0213
OPET(248)	 = 0.00511*EMAET EVDY0214
UPET(249) = UPFT(163)_ EVDY0215
DPET(250) = 0.004974EMAET EVDY0716
''DPET(251) = 0.00490=EMAET EVOY0217	 L
DPET(2521	 = DPET(158) EVDY0218
OPET(253)
	









7 DPET(257)	 = DPET(150) EVDY0223
DPET(258)
	 = 0.00437 r (MAET EVOY0224	 I
DPET'(259)
	 = 0.00427*EMAET EVDY02T5




OPET(262) = 0.00397*EMAET EVDY022R r







UPET (-266)	 = 0.00356*E:MAET EVDY0232
`;- DPET(267)	 = 0.00347 Y E 1a AET -EVDY0233
j DPET(268I	 = 0.00337*cf1AET EVDY0734 fDPET (269) = 0.00329*EMAET EVDY0235
f, "DPET (770)	 = DPET(124) EVDY0236 r
} OPET(_271)	 = 0.00315 UM AET EV,DY0237
DPET(272)
	 = 0.00308*LMAET FVDY1238
? DPET(273) = G.00:3D3+*EMAET EVDY0239 B
OPET(274) = 0.00'303*EMAET EVDYi1240
DPET (275) = O . CJ294	 MA ET EVDY0241 3DPET(276)
	 = 0.00294*C•iAET EVDY0242
DPET(277):= 0.00290*EMAET Y-  EV'bY0243
OPET(278) = 0.00786*EMAET c.	 3	 x EVDY0244
UPET(279) = 0.00233*EMAET EVDY0245-_
7 DPET(280)	 = 0.00279* r-MAET EVDYF3246
DPET(281) = DPET(116) EVDY0247
OPET(282) = 0.00271*F;MAET EV,DY'0248





= UPET(114) EVDY0250 t
OPET(285)-= 0.00259*EMAET EVOY0251 s
OPET(266) = 0.00254*EMAET
DPET(287)	 = 0.03252*E:MAET EVDY•-1253










	 = 0.00230 $ EMAET EVRY0I258
OPETt-293)	 = 0.0027.5*EMAET EVDY0259 ?
DPET(294I 0600222$EMAET EV,DY0260







OPET(296) = 0.0)206*EMAET EVOY0264 c
OPET(2S9)	 = 0.00?,0 n*EMAET EVOY0265
DPET(300) = 0.00197*EMAET EVDY,0266
' 1 - B-58	 _ 1,
1,
f	 ^'
OPET4301)	 = 0.00194*EMAET EVDY026'73 7.1DPET i3J.0318^i= ;0	 *tMAfT EVDY0269 )
' DPET(3J3) = O.OJ1864EMAET EVDY0269
OPET(3)4) - 0.03133*EMAET EVDYO270
DPET(3)5) = 0.01110*EMA,ET EVDY0271
OPET(3)6) = 0.00177*EMAET EVDY0272 -
r OPET(307) = 0.0)174*FM g ET EVDY0273OPET(308) = 0.0•)lF2 v EMA'ET EVDYC,274 }










OPET(313) = 0.0015?aEMAET EVDY027Q
<<	 ! OPET(314) = C.00149*FM4ET EVOY028'3 }
DPET(315) = 0.00146=EMAET EVDY0281
4
i DPET( 316) = 1)PET(	 1:5) EVOY10282. DPET(317) = 0.00138*EM4ET' EVOY0283 $
DPFT(318) = 0.03135*EMAET EYDY1284 t
OPET(319) = 0.C3131*CMAET EVDY)295
UPET(320) = '0.03127*F.',IAFT EYDY0286
OPET(321) = 0.00174*(-MAET EVDY0287
f1 OPET(322) = 0.0012)*EMAET EVDY0288OPET(323) = DPET(	 90) EVCvn7a1
UPET(324) = 0.00116*FMAET EVDY0290
OPET(325) = OPkT(-99) EVDY029,1	 1
} OPET(3 ?6) = 0.001104FMA',ET EVDY0292 E
OPET(327) = 0.01107*k O A ET EVDYO2g3
DPET(328) = 0.001'04*cMAET EVDY0294
w DPET(329) = DPFT(	 fib) EVDY3295
k DPET(330) = O.OJlOC*EMAET EVDY0296
DPET(331) = C.C)O98*EMAET EVDY0297
EVDY0298DPET(332) = C.03097*EMAET
DPET(333) = C.00095*E,4AF.T EVOY0290 $
DPET(334) = O.C3093*EMAET EYDY0301
s1	 1 DPET(335) = DPET(	 81)
EYDY0301
OPET(336) = DPET(	 80) EVDY030.2
EVDY0303.DPET(337) = J.030374EMAET
P UP ET-(338) = DPET(	 79) EVDY0304
UPET(339) = DPFT(	 78) EVOY0305
` OPET(340) = DPETI	 77) EVDY0306
€
^ OPET(3411 = DPET(. 75) EVDY0307
E'VDY0308
t
OPET(342) = DPET(	 73) xt	 ;DPET(343) = :DPET(	 711 EVDY0309 n	 ^_.	 ;3
DPET(344) = DPET(	 71) E DY0310 }DPET(345) = ,DPET(	 69) EVDYn31,1
fl DPET (346)	 = DPFT(	 68) EVDY03111.
DPET(347) = DPET(	 661 F.VDY0313
i DPET(348) = DPET(	 631 EVOY03114
i
OPET(349) = 'DPET(	 62)	 - EVDY0315
OPET(3.50) = DPFT(	 57) FVDY0316
s DPET(351) = DPET(	 57) EVDY0317
G DPET(352) =PET( 56) EVOY0318
ft DU	 111 DAY =	 353,355' EVDY0319 ._
111 DPET(DAY) = ;DPET(	 51 Y EVDY0370
DPET(356) = UPET(-44) EVDY03?1
5PET(357) = DPET(	 444 EVDY0322
DPET(358) = DPET(	 424 EVOY0323
DPET(359) = DPET(	 41) EVDY0324
DPET(360) = DPET(	 39) EVDYO325
DPET(361) = DPET(	 34) EVDY032b
DPET(36.21 = 'DPET(	 331 EVOY0327
DO 112 DAY =	 363,365 EVDY0328
112 DPET(D4Y) = (IPET(	 1) EVnY0329










CU MON/GSPD/ GSP000O? ;
1^ !WORK	 ,GSP1
	
rUNITN	 x12250 ,1ATN . GSP00003
2' OAREA	 ♦ NULLV	 r IGDSC	 9IPTNOW rMAXPT • GSPD0004 â
' 3:	 IPT	 rISYM	 rRWgRKI	 rICDS4 r [GUSS • GSPD00054 1GDS6
	
rIDSP	 ,RU	 rHSPB •HSPL r GSP00006 3i 5I
6 1
VSPB	 rVSPL	 ♦ NOUT






,XTICYTIC'	 ,XOVAL ,YDVAL • GSP 0009
A LOGXSW	 :LOGYSW	 rNPTF3	 :NRGF S ^ERRHD GSPUOOl2•
8 FA	 IF6	 •FC	 •GMOOE1rGSplA	 •DUM ,(REGAL GSPOIDL3
OGICAL*l
	 UUM(21 GSPOD014
EAL*8 WORK(36)/10*'*******$','CONTINUE' ,I -------- #,'--- @TABL'r GSPO000J IP 1^
2
'E OF CUNT	 dI'TENTS--' ♦ 'RETURN-- r r'---@NEXT(,'
18*'	 '/
PGGE- -@ ',- GSPD0000
f GSP00017
a
REAL*4 RU/4096./	 ,ilSPB/56./	 ,IISPL/84./ ,VSPB/A0./ ♦ GSPDJol8




.OAREA/768/	 •N iJLLV(11/-5/,1GSP/0/ ♦ GSP00021
g
1	 NOUT/481	 NXD/6/ 	INYD161 rGSPI ♦ GSPD0027 1













	 FA,F6,FC,G+(ODE1/.TRUE./,-GSPIN/,FAL5E./ GSPDO076 j
























t	 . ;f	 i
'
C PROGRAM FINDS THE	 iNTFGRAL;(IF A GIVEN HYDROGRAPH AND PLOTS THE iNTGO001
C INPUT DATA. INTG000?.t	 ! C -INTG0003
C DATA	 INPUT	 IN HRS.FT. INTG0004
C DATA PLOTTED	 I  HRS.FT.'OR HRS. SEC ..'T. iNTGO005
c D"AIA
	
INTEG R ATER iN	 I )SY.FT.	 OR 'OAY.S FC.PT. )NTGnO-3:6
I	 TRAPFZOIUAL	 iNTFGRATII)N' SCHEML'	 USED. INTGO007i C IFLAG=
	 2	 SIMPSON'S	 1/3	 INYLGRATiON SCNFME USED. 	 -_- _INTGOO)8
C iPLOT=	 0	 1403	 PRINTi:R	 PLOTS !3NLY. INTGO009
1 C IPLOT=	 1	 BOTH 1403	 PRiNTER	 PLOTS	 A ND SC- 4020	 PLUTS.. INTG0010
C LOOKUP= -1	 NO TABI!i LOOKUP PEQUIRE0 FOR CURRFNT= CASE. INTG0011
C L(iCKUP=	 0	 PREVIOUS TABLE PL-OUIRED FOP CURREN1	 CASE. iNTGO012
C LOOKUP=	 1	 NEW TAHLt KEQUiR51) FOR CUnRENT CASE. INTG0013
C INT00014
SUBROUTINE	 INT(NQ,Q,DT,AREAL, LOOKUP, iPL rIT,NFP,M',Ii'RIC,MPUAY,OIFFS, INT00015
InIFFMP,DIFFP,DIFFPP,SUM,DIFFkA, (,)IFFRP ,APREC,D)FFPR ► DiFPP,0OU1, INTGCO16
20MAX,PHRU) lNTGO017
COMMCN/PL,)TC/DRSF,OSSF,COi yUPT,THSFD,TMSTF,STlARtOS( 121, 6),r)PY,TITLF,iNTG:-jiK
2KFLAG,IDFLAG, 1NTG00L9
-
1IENDFG, STUDY( 2), PEAKS, PHRS,NSPTS,THSF r)M,TFMAX, r),TMRTF,JPLr)T, INTGOG??







51	 BIVF,L'FSS,CFSL,01-'-'Nfrl"FMNISOIFRC,CSRX,FS 2 XrCHCAP,F)(Q P V. INT0002.6
61	 BFNLR,BFkC,GWS,UL5,1.7.S,1FNX,IFS, HFH itC, ,IIFRL•lFNk1,RF-NHR,iFPPC, INTG°'C27
71	 1FRL,LSHFT,NBTRI,FNTRI	 14XTR I,NCST R I,BTRI,TFCFS,F:'PAET.,FPLR, INTGCO2H
8,	 T$LfL,VINTClt,15E,?ail(R1rSliF,CbhrSP + )k.,?t^JS,Qt115(S,^F;^,UFRIS,PE15, iNTG09'>9
91	 RHFO,LRHF,AM IF, A"A^T,04PET,AMSNE,Nk11-S11	 SA5
	
X i SAG AXr-SPX,VWIN, IINTGOO.10
Ai	 WCFS,RHFh1C,SS.44T,Oc-RF,OF-RFIS,E4DF,EQO( 15 	 Sf)FRF;SOFRF'II
B^	 SDEPTH,MULTI,IDrAS:),WT4AM..,WT4P,*,S4X, TAN ^M,SPTW.,STMD',SFmD,ASMRG,
INTGa031
INTGrj032
XDEPEND 12), VAR l'N(21, 4 D I S,JUL!1i , IYR,T 3 r)ARY(5, I), LNTGn033
a. YTOMARY(7, I), T,3SARY(5,6, 1),TSU.NKY(S, 1),TSi 4 ARY(8,1), INTG')034
ZTSSARY(3,6,1),TS`iCl2Y(1),TSDCRY(1)*TSRAR-Y(1,6,1), INTGil035
WTORARY(1,L,1), -INTGO036
CUR SFT136o1,DSSFT13661,Mi,NI, 14UIT,TMRTFT(12.1,•TYSTFT1121 INTGO037
COMMGN/CU4MA/Et•1'IFNX,tF'GtJS,L^I^S,E yiLLS ► E'15iA ?4,FMIIZC,E N!UZS,T r '9F, iNTC-0011R
IITMIF,TMPPEC,TMSF.,C?F vl,DDIW,INiNT,nMXT,D , GPM,DRHP,CRSGP,D1 -)FT, EDLZS, INTG^:);39
2;EPCM,SERA,S ERR, SESF•SOCR,THSF,TIMFSIL,Tt4NET,TMOF9TMPET,TMRPM,TMSNE,INTG6040
}3TMSTFI,T2OOFH,T20PRH,iMRTF19JULDAT, INTGO041







1	 ,YLAN(13)i	 ,FL'D(D),A(10),SQ(500),ANS0(3),ANSS(3), INTGO047
2	 NSPTS(6),'SUBT(13),1)RSF(366),DSSF(366),TITLA(L8)rCCh(1PT(16)1
1THSFD(744,3),PEAKS(6),THSFC'!I(b),PllkS(6) t T-RTF412)rT A STF(15,31,
INTG004ti
INTG0049
r'. ,.A	 CTRI(99),.FIRR(1.5),RICYl371,,DPSL-(3661,:ITRI199),	 `' INTG005n '.9
A CRFMI(ZZ),DDIW(360),Dt4NT(366),DMXT(266),DKGP'4(366),nRHP(3b6,24), INTG0051
3	 EMBFNXl15,3),LMGwS(1593)rL-rlIFS(15.31,FMLZS(15,3)rEF-"I AM( L5,3)I INTGO0'52 ;1
BDKSGP(366)-,DPET(366),EOLZS(366),SERA(2?),SEKR(22),SESF(22), INTG0053
r'} CSQEk(22), INTGO054
4 EKUZC(15,3) * EMUZS(15,3),EPCM(12), 	 - tNTG0055iY 6	 THSF(24),TMBF(15,3),i'MFSiL(12),T^AiF(15,3),T'4NET(I2), 1NTG0056
7 TMOF(15,3),TMPET(12),TMPREC(15,3"),Tt•+RPM(12),TMSE(15,3), INTGO0578	 TMSNE(12)',Tr(STFI115,31,T200FH(21),T20PRH(21), LNTGO058i
#
3TMRTFI(12),JULD4T(S),Tf"AXY(3b6), INTGO050 3
B SATRI(99),UHFHl99),APRECI?,I,^I CIUT(1$1 iNTG0060
'INTEGER	 DIFFP,STPIS,PHRS,FLOY(IP,),STl 1 DY,TITLA,TABT,END iNTGO061
iiNTEGER TOMARY,TSMaRY,TODARY,TSD4RY,TOSARY,TSSARY INTGO062 t






DATA PCHARP/38,50/ INTGO067DANA PCHARF/54,57,22/ iNTGO;06,1
INTEGER PFCNAR(3)/-230,-233,198/PPCHAP(2)/-214,226/ INTG0000
s}" INTEGFR PRCHAR(3) INT00000






IN	 , , 3*^,Fl	 /
1DA' TA END/1 // u'/4HD* NTG00T? 3
DATA:-FLDQ/`'-W/C 	 ','VS	 N','/P	 V','S	 F/'	 'C	 HO','UFLY','	 R/0', INTGO073
*11*4H	 / TNTG00 74
DATA	 FLDP/'HOUR','LY	 'r'PREC','[PAT',"AT1O','N	 ','(iNI', iNTGO075
111 *4M 	 / tNTGn076
DATA 'FLDY/'HOUR','LY	 0'9'BS	 A','ND	 S O	 1 1M	 R'-,'/O	 (','CFS)', INTGO077 1
- 111*4H	 /. TNTG3078
•	
UATA	 FLDT/6*4H	 ,*TIME ','IHRS',0)	 ',9*4H'	 / lNTG0079DATA	 FL0	 /'E(FT','1	 •,'	 ',''ISE','C.FT','.)	 Of INTG00130
INTGO081
9 [ERR=O INTGO082 )
a INDEXM=O INTGa 083
tDIAG=1- INTGO044
DD	 190	 I=1,1540 TNTG0330 r	 .
180	 TEMP(I)=0.0 INTG00OJ













DO	 16	 I=1918 INTGO087
IF( IDF(I).EQ.BLK)	 GO TO	 10 INTGOORS161 CONTINUE INTGO069
--. 00 4024	 1=192 INTGO090
C IDF(14+I)=STUDY(l)	 t INTGO091
:. 4024 CONTINUE INTGOOQ?
GALL PLOTID(1DF 9 1 9 91 INT00093
GO TO 20 INTG3094
10 CONTINUE INTGnO95
t C	 i' INTGO096
' 20 READ(5,5009END=7771	 (TITLA(I),1=1,19) INTGO097
IF	 (TITLA(1).EQ.ENDI	 GO TO 777 INTGO098
DO 4023	 1=1,2 INTGO094
r TITLA(16+I)=STUDY(I) INTG0101
4023 CONTINUE INTGO101
00	 59	 I=1,NFP INTGO102 aAPREC(l)=J.0 INTGO103
59 CONTINUE INTGO104
DO 61 K=1,NFP INTGO105





E 61 CONTINUE INTGO109DO 65 1=L,NFP TNTG0110





I DO 322	 1=L,NFP INTGO116
THStUT=THSFD(I.-L) INTGOL17









x	 ;' 322 CONTINUE INT00127





IF(LVOKUP.LE.0)-GO TO 40	 - INTGO134 3
KS=O INTGO135 i
i REAO(5,5001	 (TABTIO,I=1,18) INTGO136 a
1	 , i 00 8003	 1=1,2 INTG0137
 
9
i TABT(16+1)=STUDY(I) 1NTG')13R8003 CONTINUE INTGO139
00 15 J=1,50 INTGO140 t
DO 505	 K=1910 INTGO141
CALL	 READ(A(K)) INTGO142
IF	 (A(K).EQ.999.0)	 GO-TO	 11:2 INTGO143
INIG0145 3
505 L—KCONTINUE
tI 113 CONTINUE INTGO147 g )







C TEST FOR BLANK CARD AT END INTGO155 1
TEST=999.0 INTGO156
G IF TEST=O,YCU HAVE THE ;BLANK CARD AT THE END INTGO157
IF	 (TEST.EQ.A(Ki)	 GO TO	 14 INTGO158 t
15 CONTINUE INTGO159 a
14 CONTINUE INTGO160C NPTS	 IS NUMBER OF POINTS915 SET AFTER 14 INTG0161
CALL	 READ(VARIN(1)-,X INC :). INTG0162 k
DO 30 I=2,NPTS INTGO163
30 VARIN(I) = 'VARINF[-1)+XING INTGO164 r











606 FORMAT ( 1 1 r , 18A4) INTG 1170
613
IF	 ICCNOPT(15).NE.2)	 GO TO 75











{ DO 70 1=1,40 INTG0182
^$(





IG °"" 70 Q ( I)= TABLE(VARIN , DEPEND,NPTS,Q(I;)) IN^G0183
i C INTGO184
75 IFLAG= 2 INTG0185
IF(MOD(NQ,2).EQ.0)	 IFLAG=	 1 INTGO186
H= DT/24. TNTGO197
DLBA
IF(L(.OKUP.LT.01	 GO TO	 100 INTGv189
I
WRITE(6,6U6)	 ITABTMV I,	1,18)
WRITE(6,612)	 NPTS INTGO190INTGO191 i612 FORMAT( 1 JNU"REF, OF	 POINTS	 IN RATING TABLE=1 91'6) INTGO192
WRITE(6,6C7)	 (VARIN(I),1=1,NPTS) INTGO103 is






FORMAT(//'O1)_PEU!)LNT	 VAKIABLES l /(12E11.4)) INTG0196 F
WRIT[(6,609)
	 (T(1),Q(I),I-1,ldQ) INTGO19T
609_ F()kMAT(//'UTIME(HRS.) 9 ,5X, O i)BSEkVED OISCHARGE(SEC.FT. OF GAUGE HEI_INTGO198 d
1GHT)'	 WF .2,F22.4)) INT60199 €
00 90	 1=395 INTGO ?.00
E ! 90 FLDQ(I)=	 FLDI1+11 1NTGO201
;E 100 IF	 ICONOPT(15).NE.21	 GO TO 25 I`NTGJ202QMAX = Q(1) INTGC?03
PHRO=l LNTr,J204
DO	 161	 1=19NQ INTGO205
! IF	 (Q([I.LE.QMAX)'GO TO	 161 _ I'NTGO206QMAX =Q(l l INTGO207PHR0=1 INTC,0208
u 161 CCNTINUEQMIN= QMAX INTGO209ITGO211DO	 160	 I =1 , iNQ INTG0211160 QMIN= AM•INl(QMIN,Q(I )) INT60212
QMAP= A)NT(QMAX+1.)
C' INTG2^13










CALL	 INTEG(IFLA(;,H,Qv SSU M ,STPTS) INTGn?25
StJM(2)=SSUM'/(26.9*A.-kEAI) INTGO??6
r	 t CALL	 INTEG( IFLAC„N,S,^.,SSUM,STPTS) I'NTGO227
x SUM(I)=SSUM/(26.9*AREAL 1NTG0229-)
KNT=1 INTG022AM= 1 INTGO230




1 IF	 (QMAP.LT.PEAK)	 QMAP=PEAK 1141GO235




00	 381	 1=1,3 INTGO239 4381 SUBT(1+2)=ANSO(I) INTGO240
DO	 382	 1 = 1,3 INTG3241
382 SUBT(Irll)=ANSS(II -	 INTG0242
rE
N=1 INTG0243 x
L=24 INTGO244 , 1





DU 57	 1=1,MAXI INTGO24B
DO 55 K=N,L 'INTGO249
QOUTII)"=Q(K)+QOUT(1) INTG0254j 55 CONTINUE ItNTG0251QOUT(1)=QOUT'(I)/24.0 tj[NTGO25 ?_
L=N INTGO254+23'
57` CONTINUE INTG0255
APREC(3) = APREC(1) INTG0256




00	 13	 1=1,3 1NTGOZ61
WEAK=AMAXl(PEAK;PEAKS(I)) INTGO262 iQMIN=A:MINl(QMIN,THSFDM(i)) INTGO263
13 CONTINUE INTG0266
^^
IF	 (MOD(SINDEX92).EQ.0) ` IFLAG=1 i'NTG07.65 tr PEAK=A-LNT(PEAK+1) UNTG0266QMAP=PEAK INTG ^267
00	 17	 1=1 9 3 INTGJ269









[	 {^ SUM I1 =SSUM /( 26.9*AREAL)
f
INTG0273^,








00	 11	 1=10 INTGO280PCHAR I I)=PCH;ARM I INTGO281 a- `
PRCHAR(l)=PFCHARII1 INTGOOOO
11 CONTINUE INTGO281 E
D0 33 K=1,SINOFX INTG0293j Q(K)=THSFD(K,l.) INTGO264
33 CONTINUE INTGO285
00	 3	 I=1x18 INTGO286
SUBT(I)=FLOT(I) INT.GO287
FLDY(t)=FLDQ(T) INTGO288 -
3 CONTINUE INTGO?89 I';
1000 IF	 (I PLOT .NE.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 1001_ INTGO29)




C SC4020 PLATS INTG3296
1001 IF	 (1PLOT.EQ.01	 GO TO 391 INTGO297
CALL	 P L4020(1,19PCHAR(-1),SINDEX•T 	 Q,T(1),T(NQ),OMIN,QMAP,SU F3T, INNTG'0298
' 1FLDY,TITLA,IFRRI INTGO?_94
CALL	 PL36015It\ DtX,TF u P , T, TIl), TI(NQ),SUBT,Q,Q IIIN,QMAP,FLDY,TITLA, INTf0000
*PRCHAR(l)) INTGOOOO
IF	 (IERR.EQ.1)	 Gn	 TO	 185 INTGO300
1191 IF	 (IERR.EQ.2)	 GO	 TO 187 [NTG33nl a
WRITE	 (6,715) INTG3302 x
15 FORMAT	 l' OFF SCALE PLOT POINTS WERE ENCOUNTERED 1 1 INTGO303
I GO TO 20 INTG0304187 WRITE	 (6,717) INTGO305
717 FORMAT('	 SU!iKOUTINFS UNABLE TO CONSTRUCT READABLE GRIDS') INTGO306
185 00 21	 I=M,KNT INTGO337
DO 23 K=19STNDEX INTG)3O8SQlK)=TFISFD(K, l ) INTG')339 P
_ 23 CONTINUE LNTGO310
IF	 (C,ONOPT(15).EQ.?) 	 PCHAR(`1)=PCHAR(2) I'NTG000O
Y

















C OBTAIN HE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE OBSERVED AND SIMULATED MAX FOR DAY INTG0318 I^	 3




DIFFSA=—DIFFS IN TG0321 dDIFFPP=(DIFFSA/QMAX)*100.0 INTGO322i C INTGO323 r
C OBTAIN Tl-E CIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE OBSERVED AND SIMULATED PEAKS INTG03,24
DIFFP=PHRS(L)—PHRO INTGO325 J $DIFFPA=DIFFP	 _ INTGO326
IF(1)TFFP . L7.3)
	






C COMPUTE DIFFEP'ENCE	 AND 'XDIFFERENCE	 IN RUNOFF INTGO331 1	 .d
DIFFR=SUM(1)—SSUM INTGO332
,I
IF(OIFFRILT.C . 0) DIF'FRA =— DIFFR 1°NTG0334





- C COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BFTSIEEN FDRCASTEDGWORSTCASE PRECIP INTGO3'48 w
DIFFPR = APREC(1) —APPEC(3) INTG3339
OIFPP=0IFFPK / APREC(1 ) Vt I3O INTG0340`
WRITE	 (69700)	 ITTTLE(t),1 =1,181 INTGOOOO
IF	 (CONUPT(151.t:Q.2)
	




^RUN#,FORMAT ( 63X,'TAGLE' , lX, l UNL' . 3X, # FnRCCAS 'T/,64X,A4rLOX,'WORST
INTGO344
710 'INTGO345
1CASE'• LOX, 'NO	 PRECIP", LOX, 'FORECAST',/1- -INTGO346
DO	 71	 I=1,MAXI INTGO347
h WRITE	 ( 6.711)	 MPD A Y(I)-, ( TMPRECII, 'K), K = 1,31, ( T m OF ( I-•K)•K=1.31, 1 NTG0348 1
a
t 1(TMIF(I,K)+ K= 193), (TMOF(I,K) rK=1r31•IST'AROS( I,KI •K= 1x3) INTGI)349
'! 711 FORMAT(64X,l2,2X,'PRECIP',8'X,F5.i,2t15XrF5.3)',/.68X,'SUR 	 R/O';,7.•r l:NTG03`0
1F5.3,2115X•F5.31,/•6FiX,'INT	 FL'•8X.F5.3.2(15X,F5.3),/•68X, INTGO351 )
<<; 2'SASE	 FL',7X•F5.3,2(15XrF5.31,./,68X,'ST"	 R/0',3X, F7. 1.2115X, F7. 11,1NTGO3S2
3//) I'NTGO353
71 CONTINUE INTGO354








" WRITE	 16;712) INTG^356
b
i 712• FORMAT(63X,'TA5LE',IX•'TWO'•3X•'FORFCAST RUN',/,43X•'WQRST CASF', INTGO357





sl , 1//9 INTG^361WRITE(6,714)	 (PHRS(I1,I = 1,3),0IFFP,DIFFPP INTGO362
714( FORMAT(31Xr'PEAK	 (Hkl'•6X,I3r15X,13,15X•13,12X,13,lOX,F5.2r //) INTGO163
WRITE	 (6,719)	 ISUM(I)rl = lril•:IFfR• = )IFf- Q P 1
/Ll	 (IN)^,9X,F5.2,12X,E:2,1 F5
INTv3364
7191 FORMAT(31X,'R5.2Xr. ,12X,F5.2,lOX,F5.2rlt4TGOti6" t
1//) INTG03¢6





WRITE(6 t 723)	 MSBDIC INTGO371
i 723 FOKMATl63X,'TAGLE',1X, + THRFE',3X,'FnRECAST	 RUN':/,.64X,A4,IOX, INTGGO372
1'WORST	 CASE' ,IOX, I NU	 PRECIP',10X, I FORKAST',/) INTGO373
DO 725	 I=1,MAXI INTC,0374
WRITE(6,727)
	
MPDAYl 11,( E4IFS(1,K),K= 1,3),(EMUZS(I,K),K= 1	 3), INTGO375
I	 EMLZS(I.K1,K=I,31,	 GWSl1,KIr.K=I,31.1EMaFNX11•K1rK=1, 3;, INTG73762lEMS1A'1II,KI,K = L,31,I C'4 UZCl1,K),K= 1,3) INTGO177
727 FORMAT (64Xr12r?X,'IFS',11X,F5.2.2(15X,F5.21,/,68X, O UZS'•IIX,F5.2, INTG0378
12(15X,FB.21/ r68X,'LLS',11X•F5.2r2( 15X• F5,2),/9f-FX,'GWS'r11X,F5.2t INTG)379
s [2( 15XrF5.2),/,63X,':i^NX',11X,F5.2,2(15X•F5.2),l,68X,'SIA'4',13X, INTG?3833F5.292( 15Y,,F5.2),/ t 6 .3X,'UZC	 ',,1-1)( 9 F5. 2, 2115X,F5.21,/I INTG0381
725 CONTINUE INT63392
GO TO 751 INTGO383
729 CONTINUE INTG0384
WRITE	 (6,731)	 MSHD(C TNTGO385 _'
731 FORMAT163X,'TABLE',IXI'ONE',IOX,'PAST RUN',/,64X,A4,10Xr'OPSERVED'INTGO386 I
t 1r10X,'SIMULATEE7',//) INTG1387





735 FORMAT(66X,12,'PRECIP',BXrF5.3,15X•F5.3,/r68X,'SUR	 R/0'927X,F5.3• INTGO391
1/,68X,'INT	 FL'•2)3X,F5.3,/r68X,'BASE 	 FL',27XrF5.3r/166X,'STM R/0 1 , INTf:)3g2
27X,F7.1,1.0XrF7.lr//1 INT03393
_	 85 CONTINUE INTGO394
WRITE	 (6,700)	 (TI ILEIll	 1=1 , 18) 1NTGODOO'
WRITE	 (6,737) INTGO396
" 737 FORMAT( 63X• 'TABLE ',LX, "TWO'9l0X,'PAST 	 RUN' ,/,46X, I OBSERVED $	2X, INTGO397 p
{" 1 11SIMULATEP.',3X,'1)IFF',3X 	 0 Fr '•/1 INTGO393 r
WRITE
	
(6,739)	 OMAX,PEAKSl1),D1FfS,DIFFMP INTGO399 x
' 739 F1)R MAT (11Xc'PE AK- (;fSl',;23X,2(F7.193X),F2.2,1X,F5.1,/) )NTG0400
WRITE16,741)	 PHrO,PHRS(.1),01FFP,CIFFPP INTGO401'
7411 FORMAT(11X,'PEAK	 (Hit)'","2vX,13 r 9X,I3,9X,(3,7.X,F5.1•/ 1 tNTG04021 WRITE	 (6,743)
	
SUtt111--,SU 1!121,L.lFFR,;11FFRP INTGD^03-- i
.: 743 FORMAT(11X•'R/O	 (I.\')',27X,F5.2,5X,F5.Z,6X,F5/),o2 IX,F5.1, INTGO404
WRITF
	 (6.`745)	 APREC(_I),APREC(I INTGO405
745 FORMAT(11X,'PREPCIP	 IN',23X,F7.3.3X,F7.3) INTG0406





10 1 1 INTG0409





749 FORMAT(6bX,12,2X,')FS	 'rl0X,F5.2,/,7OX9'UZS	 1 ,10X,F5.2,/•70X, INTG0413






u 751 CONTINUE IN
NT
TG0417




603 FORMAT('OPOINT NUMBER'050	 IS OUTSIDE PLOT LIMITS') INTGO421
,112 L=K-1 INTGO422






SUM= 0.0	 _ INTGO429
t IF(1FLAG.EQ.2)
	




1 = 2.LU	 :° INTGO431
«




80 LU= NQ-3 INTGO436
DO	 100	 1=2,.LUr2 INTGO437
100 SUM=	 SUM+4.#Q(l)+2.*Q(1*1) 1NTG0438









-C SUBROUTINE TO PERFORM A TABLE LOOKUP AND LINEAR INTERPOLATION INTGO445
a INT60447>, C VINT(XLrX2rY19Y2)	 =	 (Y1-Y2,) *(VALX— X2)/IXL—X2.)
	
♦ Y2 #
G TEST FAIR VALX OUTSIDE RANGE OF X TABLE
INTG0448
INTGO440
IF(VALX.GT.X(l))	 GU	 TO	 LO INTG0)450
I	 =	 2	 - INTG1451
GO TO 100 INTGO452I {' 10 CONTINUE INTG0451
+'! IF(VALX.LT.X(N))	 GO TO	 20 INTGO454
= N INTGO455
GU TO 100 INTG0456
G INTGO457
_C, VALX WITHIN RANGE c1F X TABLE 1NT4)45920 CONTINUE INTGO459= INTGO461 x
;	 =	 1 INTGO461
IF(VALX.GT.X(J))
	 ) = J INTGO462
a 30 CONTINUE INTGO461
I	 I IF(VALX.LT.X(l))	 GO TO	 100 INTGO464
y I	 =	 I+1 INTGO465
GO TO 30 INTG0466
2 C 1NTG0467
? C FIND INTERPOLATED VALUE 1NTG0468100 CCONTINUE INTGO469
























COMMON/GSPD/r;U?K	 ,GSP1	 ,U`FIIN	 0225'	 ,TATN
	
,CIARFA	 , LA5L3372
1.	 NULLV	 ,IGDSC	 ,IVT -%	 P MAXPT	 91PT	 ,ISYM	 ,RWORKI, LABLO331
?42'	 1GOS4	 ,(GOS5	 ,IGOS6	 ,IJSP	 ,RU	 ,HSPB	 ,HSPL	 t
3,	 VSPB
	
,VSPL	 yNi.UT _,'vXJ	 ,NY')	 ,XSIZC	 I YSIZF	 •
LABL00
LABL0005
4	 XLL	 ,YLL	 ,XUl^	 IYl)P	 ,XTIC	 ,YTIC	 ,XDVAL	 , -LABLO006
5	 YOVAL	 ,IKEY1	 ,IF` = Y2	 ,IKEY3	 .lKEY4	 ,AX	 'AX	 , LAPL0007
6	 AY	 •PY	 •Y!PGS	 , - LaBL0008
7	 Lr3GXSW,LCGYSW,N,'TF 	 ,N-4GF	 ,EkRHO	 ,FA	 ,F6	 { LA131Q3)9
8	 FC	 ,G4U3E1,u^pIN	 ,DU4	 ,[R;ZC!L LABLOOlnLOGICAL*l	 GSPINr
	
00 4 (2) L'A81 Of) II
U8L03121 	 r/INTEGER*4	 PTLID(3)/'PLrT r ,'	 NO 
INTEGER *4 	 C0VAt(3),Z ;1 0( 3)/' 	 .'	 q	 ,.,	 '/ L'AHL0013
I N T E G E R * 4	 105(18	 r(18	 oC1)Y(181	 RC0Y2172) LABLOO14












C CREATE PLOT TITLr LA?_t LABLO021
ICNT=I F IX( XS I ZE/HS 7 ,z5 )f5 LAP.1 0022




`	 C CREATE X AXIS LAR=L ELL'3EhTS LAfiLC1075CALL PTEXTIIG0S:,3C --X,IC'iTqt;ULLV,NULLV 9 I,PN,YLL-3.5*VSP:R) LABL0026
C CREATE Y AXIS	 LAEEL	 ELE'-ENTS LAFL0027
CALL	 PLOTL(3Ct?Y,3CCY2.72,IRNG) 1ABL0828
RN=YUR + 6.•VSP3 LAi31.0029
IRNO=MINO(I p `4U,IFIX(YSIZE/VS P R)•15I LABL0331DO	 40	 I	 =	 1.IR'(0 LA13L0031
+ RN = RN - VSPE+ LABL0032
CALL	 PTEXT(IGDSC,flCC-Y.2(I),1,NULLV,NULLV,1,.a.O,PN) LABL0031	 r
40 CONTINUE LAB!-0034	 I
TF(IERR
	 .EQ.	 2)GO TO 70 LABL0035
C CONVERT Y DIVISION VALUES TO EBCDIC FORMAT AND CREATE LABL0036
C THE TEXT ELE'r NTS NECESSARY FOR	 DISPLAYING L	 81-0037	 ;,
DO	 50	 1 =1,NYO LA`Bt003A
6i DYT)VAL=YOVAL(I) LABLO039
1;	 # CALL TC3(UYDVAL,II,CCVAL) LAHL0043
!' 50 CALL	 PTEXT( IGDSC, cLVi: L, ll # P .' 1LLV,NULLV, 1,XLL-13.*HSPG3 ,YTIC(I) I LABLO04L
s	 C CONVERT	 X OIVISILN VAL UES	 TO	 cPCUfC	 F1Jk'iAT	 AND Ck(ATf. L491.3142
C THE TEXT ELEMENTS NECESSARY FOR DISPLAYING LABL-0043
00 60 I=l,NXD LABLOO44
OY'DVAL=XDVAL(I)
	 - LABL 0045
	
r	 <x CALL	 TC3 (L'Y0VAL,9,tJVAi.) LABL,3045	 z
IF(XDVAL (L)
	 NE.	 v. 3): GO TO 60 LABL:^047EDVALI 11
	 =	 ZERO(1) LABL;OO40
EDVAL(2)
	 =	 ZE40(?) LABLC049
EAVAL(3)	 =	 ZER7(3) LABL0050
60 CA LL PTEXT(IGDSC,EDVAL, 9,NULLVrNULLV , ItXTICII )-6.*HSPB ♦ LABLOO51
YLL-1.5*VSP31
CREAT  PLOT ID
LABLOO57,
C LABLOO53



















HO 16 T ITLE_ 01601001
*01^6CC^ S T ART 0160fJJ0•^
D1601•Dn4WRITTEN BY C G HOOKS IBM 'HUNTSVILLF 0160')0,)5! * CALL PL360
	
(N,	 A t
	X,	 XMIN,	 X4AX, -XLAREL9 1161 in'16
* Y•	 YMIN,	 YMAX,	 YLABELr	 HEAD,	 NSYM) 010)10'17
01600008f * PL360 PLOTS N Pn1NTS USING THE C( lnRD1- U160)000
' NATES FROMARRAYS X AND Y.
	 THE Ul.h•1101 )
6 * SCALES ARE SFT USING THE MAXIMUM AND 0169•
	 '11
' * M,INIMU4	 VALUES	 -X-''fl iq ,	 X"AX9	 YAIN• - 0160)912I * YMAX.	 THC	 (iK4P.N	 IS	 LA3LI:D	 AT-•THE
	
TOP 01600013




HEAn,	 WITH	 13 9169)9 L4
* WORDS	 FROM YLABLE ON)THE ItFT9	 AND 01600015
* 18 WORDS FROM XLA?LE AT	 THE BOTTOM. 01600016
* ARRAY A IS SUPPLIED FROM THE MAIN O	 0ll-"717
* PRnGRAM FOR TEMPORARY STORA I 	ARRAY 916C?'ll q
* MUST; HAVL A LENGTH OF AT LFAST	 1540 .01610319
* FULL WORDS.	 NSYM	 I S THE Dt( I' •lAL 01600020
*
*
EQUIVALENT OF THC PLOT CHA°ACTER. 0160)021'




POSITIVE.	 IF NSYM IS NEGATIVE
	 THE	 • Q160223
POINTS WI LL BE STORED 13UT NOT FLUTED 0167)074r





OC CL51PL36Jr 0160'031.GO STS! -_14912,L2(131 03_
R
01600





S 1.81131 01600039ST 13.4(1) 0163004
LR -13,1 01600041]BEGIN 8`ALR 9 9 0 01600047-LK. USING *99 01600043;
LR 190 01600044:
MVC N(48)90(1) S'TnRE ADDRESSES Or ARGUMENTS 0160D,)45%f L 10,A LOAD 'R10 ADDRESS OF 	 ARRAY 01503046ST 10,AARRAY STORE ADDRESS OF ARRAY FOR PRINTING 0160JU47- 1
L 11rNSYM 01600043-
L 3,0(0.11) LOAD 'R3 WITH NSYM 0160)049L PR 3,3 - 0161.00 5.0
*
TEST FOR MODE OF PLOT
SR Oro 01600051ST OVIXLOG 01600053






i BC 4,POS =1	 X=LINEAR	 Y-LINEAR 01600056'T2000 - C 3,C2000 01600057<BC 2,73000 ..	 ^, 	 ..	 - 01600058:
P S 3,CLOJO MODE = 2	 X-LOG	 Y-LINEAR 01600050
BC` 15 LPOS4 i,UNt 0160061
T300& C 3t 3000 ti	 >, 01600062'
BC 2,T4003 01601063
S 3PC2000 MODE = 3
	 X-LINEAR	 Y-LOG 01600064
MVC IYLOG(4),ONE _ 01600065-
BC 159POS 01600066
•
x! T4000 S 3,03000 MODE = 4	 X-LOG	 Y-LOG 01600067:
MVC IXLOG(4),UNF 01600068
MVC IYLOG(4)rONE '	 = 01600069'
9 POS RCR 0,0 01600073L 111HEAD R11 ADDRESS OF HFADNG 01600071
!MVC 20(72,10)90(11) STORE HEADING RIGHT ApJUS7FD°20 01670072
L ll,XL4BEL Rll
	
ADDRESS OF XLABLE 01600073`
A 109XLAB ADJUST ADDRESS OF-ARRAY 01600074_
`
MVC 0(72,10),0(11) STORE XLABLF 72 CHARACTEPS 01600075
L 109A RESTORE ADDRESS OF ARRAY-: 01600076
a L 1:19YLABEL Rll ADDRESS OF YLABLE 0160 1077L 4rCTLY 01600078
LOOPY 1C 0,0(0,11) 01600079
S'TC 0,226(0,1D) STORE CHARACTER
	 226 = 2 X 112 + 2 01600082
II A 119ONE INCREMENT 01600081-
A 10,ONEHUN INCREMENT 01600082
BCT 46LCOPY BRANCH UN NOT FINT-SHED 01600083
L
1,A RESTORE ADDRESS OF ARRAY 01670084
L' lIrXMAX XMAX ADDRESS 01600085
L 79XMIN XMIN ADDRESS 01600086
a L" 12,YMAX YMAX ADOktSS 01600087.,





TYMODE CLC IYLOG(4),W14t TEST FOR LOG SCALE Y 01600090
BC 7TYLINSC 0160009?
LA 1,YMAX SET UP I nG SCALD Y 016;1OD92
' L 15,A1G10 LOG YMAX 01600093
i BALR 14915 01600094HC 092 I SN 01600995,
LER 6,0 01600096, 3
-LA 1,YMiN 01600097
`i L 159ALGlO LOG YMIN 01600093
i -'BALR 14915 0160,)O90
E	 j BC 0,4 1SN 0160010?STE O,LYM(N 016311^1
-SER 60 01600102tE 4,CTY 01600103 €
DER 4,6 01600104 F
STE 4,T-EMPY 01600105
_E 090(12) CALCULATE Y SCALE LOG 01600/06
DE 0,0(8) 0160 107 n_
STE 0,R00T 0160010PLA 1 AROOT 01600100 f








L 2,S 'IXFX 01611500# i
01600115 iYLSCLE STE 4,228(10) STORE Y SCALE LOG 01600117 s














DER 094, CALCULATE AND STORE Y _SCALE 0160312.8p LE 4,0(0-,12) 01600124
B L 2,SIXFX 01600130
YSCALE STE 4,228(0,10) 227 = 2 X 112 + 4 01600131
SER 4 9 0 016U0132





IXLOG(4),ONE7,XLiNSC FOR LOG SCALE X 01600137 1 3LA 19XMAX SET UP LOG SCALE- X 0160011:4 j
L 15,ALG10 LOG XMAX 0160013Q
BALR 14,15 01600140
5 BC 018 I SN 01'600141LER 6,0 01600142f LA 1,XMIN 0160143f BA L R 159ALGIO1	 , 1 LOG XMIN 01600144 `0160 0145RC 0110 I SN 01600146
STE O,LXMIN _ 01600147S ER- 6, 0 01600148
LE 4,CTX 01:600149
1 DERSTE 496	 -4,TEMPX
j, 0160015001600151 a a
LE 0,0(111 CALCULATE X SCALE LOG 01600152
s DE 090(7-) 01603153 )
STE O,ROOT I 01600154
( L:A- 1,AROOT 016CO155
f L
BALR






sLE 4,0(7) XMIN 0160/160L 10,8 0160016(A 10,XSCAL 01600162-
#) L 2 ► SIXFX 01600164XLSCLE STE 4,0(10)
MER 4,0 FIFTH ROOT 01600166 ?
i# A 10 FOUR 01600167I BCT 2,XLSCLE 01603168
BC I	 STOPTS 01600166
XLINSG LE 0,0(0, 11) CONSTANT FOR X CALCULATION 01600170
SE 0,0(0,7) 01600171
i' LE 4,CTX 01600172
DER 490 01600173STE 4,TEMPX 01600114









XSCALE STE 4,0(0910) 71600191 7'
% AER 4 9 0 01600182
A, 109FOUR 01600183 b
BCT 2/XSCALF. {{ 01600184
STOPTS L 149N R14 ADDRESS OF NCHAR 01600186
L 490(0,14) STORE NCHAR 1N R4 111619167L 51-1X K51	 AnDRESS OF X 01600159
L 69Y R6	 AODRFSS OF Y 01601189
SOR . 202 R2 = 0 01600140
SOR Oro R0 = 0 01600191
L 1090 01600102




BC^ 4, ERROR 0160 1197




AE 690(098) 01600203STE 60DY 01601204LA 1rADDY 01600205
L 15,ALG10 LOG Y 01600206
BALR 14,15 0160n201
BG 0914 ISN 01600208,
ER 6,0, 01600209
E: 6 t LYMIN 016002100
YLIN M E 6,TEMPY -31600211
tiPTS 01600217,
,. AN 6,FZERO 01600213
A0 6,FZERO t. 01600214
ME 69E112 01600215LE 210(015) 01600216
CE 2,0(0,11) 01600217
I Rc 2r ERROR 01600218SE 2'0(0,7) 01600211BC 41ERR(1R 01600220I LTER 2 9 2 01600271




AE 2,0(0,7) ,. 01600226
S:TE 2,DDX - - 01600227` {
LA 1•AGDX 01607223L 15,ALG10 LOG X 0160022q +'
BALR 14,15 016.00230
BC 0,16 ISN 01600231
LER 2.0 01600237-SE 2,LXM1N 01600233
XLIN ME 29TEMPX 016007.34







STC 3,232(14,13) 238 = 2 X 112 + 8 01600242




* WRITE OUT GRAPH 01600248L 11,NSYM 01600249
L 390(0,11) 016,00750LTR 3,3 0160.0251
ac- 016;00252
NOPRT BCR Oro 016,D0253
S
016;00754
L 13	 .1 4(13 01600255
RETURN 2	 T R -11,,1
	 )9	 ,	 C=0 01600256







TRANSFER TO PK360 ROUTINE 0160025Q
BC 15,NC1PRT ISN 0160076f01600261












f ST	 00(0,14) 01600767





APR360 ,)C	 4(PR360) 01600270 g
ix XL,1B	 C 	 F959ti61ONE	 DC	 F^(1' 016Q327101600272
xONEHUN DC
	
F 12 9 01600273
' CTY	 DCE'50' 01600?74
PT5	 DC	 E^1 .5^ 0160r275












F'ZERO	 DC	 X!4E000000000300004 01600283FIVE	 DC	 P54 01600284
SIXFX	 DC	 F061 01600285
CT1123 DC 	 F;1120' 01603286
XSCAL	 DC	 F160560	 6056 =	 112 X 54 ♦ 8 01600297
CTLOW	 UC	 E'5600'	 5603 =	 112	 X 50 01600288
01000	 DC	 FvlOUJ' 016130289
C2000	 DC	 F120001 01600290 s
C3300	 UC	 F130001 01600291IXLOG	 DS	 F 01600292
IYLOG	 DS	 F - 0160,1293
a WIN	 DS	 F 01600294LYMjIN	 US	 F 016()0295AFR^XPR, DC
	
V(FRXPRO) 01600796
ALG10	 DC	 VIALOGIO) 01600297 iDS	 F ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 0160029'3
A	 f	 DS	 F 01600799X	 I	 DS-	 F 0160)30.3,
XMIN	 OS	 F 01609301XMA!X	 DS	 F 01600302i
XLABEL DS	 F - 016L0303!
F.
YM[N	 DS	 F -
016093)4016003 05
YMAX	 OS	 F 01600306 i;.' YLABEL US	 F 01600307'
'
ff HEAD	 DS	 F 016003 ()8
a i, NSYM	 DS	 F 01600309 -
ROUT	 DS	 F- NUMBER TO TAKE FIFTH ROOT OF 01600310
ARGOT	 UC	 A(RCIOT) 01600311
DC	 X'80' 01600312
I	 OC	 AL3(FIFTH) 01600313
FIFTH	 DC	 E'.2' 01630314
XROOT5 DS	 F, — 01600315 3
DDX	 US	 F 0/600316
ADOX	 UC-	 X'801 01600317
DC	 AL3(DDX) 01600318 IYROOT5 DS	 F 0160,031y
DUY	 D'S	 F 01600323 l




















FSUBROUTINE PL4020(NPLOT,MCDE ► NCHARrNP•XrYrXMTN•XMAX, P1.421011
c 1	 YMIN,Y•AAX9.	 C.DX,BCDYrIUF,TERRI PL4?0002
C THIS	 IS THE MAIN ROUTINE	 FORiGENERATING 2250 PLOTS PL4200??
C PL420004
C INPUT PARAMETER DEFINITION: PL470005
C ?0007PL4 g'
C
NPLOT	 - CCNTROLS NUMBER OF 'CURVES PER DISPLAY(NPLOT=1	 START	 NEW DISPLAY) PL420008
C (NPLOT=2
	
SUP ERIMPOSE CUKVE ON.PREVIOUS DISPLAY) PL.42003Q
C
C





= 2-X-LOG	 AND Y-LINEAR
PL4.23011
PL420012} C = 3 X-LINEAR AND Y-LOG PL4?0013
C = 4 X-LOG	 ANU Y-LOG PL420014
3 C NCHAR	 - SELECTS PLOT SYMBOL TO BL USED PL420015
C NP	 -	 - NUMBER	 CF POINTS	 T(1 BE PLOITED PL42J016
`	
L C XVY	 - NAMES. nF	 ARRAYS CONTAINING THE X AND Y CtJOROINATFS
_'	 PL420017
r C XMIN,XMAX -	 MINIMU'l	 AND	 MAXItUM VALUES	 FOR	 X	 C(".1I1R('INAI L S PL420018
C YMLN•YMAX -	 MIPJI^)ll.l	 AND MAXI MU'A VALUES
	
FOR
	 Y COpRDINAT E S PL420019
C BCDX,BCDY - C14ARACTER 	 L48ELS	 FUR
	 X AND Y AXFS	 (72 CHAR MAX) PL4?nO 2J
C IUF	 - NAME	 OF 72 CHARACTLR	 Ht7AL)1NG FOR FACH DISPLAY PL420J21
C IERR	 — ERROR'	 INOI CATOK.	 NOT	 SET	 9Y THIS	 ROUTINE PL42 ^)22
C SINCE ERROR MESSAGES ARc DISPLAYED ON THE PL420023
C 2250 SCREEN.	 STANDARD MEANINGS ARE GIVEN BELOW. PL420024
C = I N^.I RETURN P1-420025
C = 2 UNA61-E TU. CONSTRUCT READABLF GRAPH PL420026
C _ 3 (1FF-SCALE PLOT POINTS ENCOUNTERED PL420027
C
COMMONULLVD, O R K	 , 12250	 , IATN	 ,OARFA	 •, I PTNi,',^^UNITN PL420029D	 MAXPT
	 , I P T	 , T SYM	 , RWORK 1, - P11420030
2	 IGOS4	 9 IGDS5	 ,IG^iS6	 ,IDSP	 1 ,RU	 ,RSPB
	 •HSPL.	 , '.PL"420031
3	 VSP6	 •VSPL	 •NGUT	 ,NXD	 •NYD
	 ,XS12F	 ,YSIZ.E	 , PL423032
4	 XLL	 ► YLL	 ,XUR	 •Y11_°.	 ,XTIC	 ,YTIC
	 ,XDVI	 , PL420033
5	 YDVAL	 ,IKEY1	 ,IKEY2
	
,!IKEY3	 rIKEY4	 ,AX
	 rBX	 , PL420034i 6	 AY	 ,BY	 ,YLPOS
	 , PL420035 ,











REAL*8	 ERR1(6)/'NO	 POINT', 'S	 SPECIF'r'IED FOR	 ''1 OR	 MOR', PL420039
1	 'E	 CURVES','	 '/ PL420040
REAL*8	 ERR2(6)/'UNA3LE	 T','O CCNSTR','UCT READ','ABLE GRA', PI-42)041_1	
'PH	 •',	 ,/...	 _ PL420042# ) REAL*8 PLTID(2)/'«< ERRO','RS >>>
	 '/ PL420043
DIMENSION	 A(1) PL420044
INTEGER*4 UVIT,N,OAkFA,NULLVII),GSPI PL4? 045




LOGICAL*l	 LO.;XSW,L) ,*:YSW,NPTF,NRi;FrERRHD PL470049






T CALL SHIFTL  PL420055
LOGXSW = .FALSE. PL420056
• LOGYSW	 ='	 "'s_	 .FALSE. PL420057








1	 XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX PL420064 5
34 13 CALL	 SGRIO	 ` PL42'3065
iF(XMhX	 .LF.	 XM1N	 .OR.	 Y14AX	 .LE..VMiN)	 GO TO	 100 PL42'1066GO TO(20 9 30r 4000) ► MODE PL420067
C MODE = 1
	
X-LINEAR Y-LINEAR
PL420069: s	 a	 ^.20 CONTINUE PL420071 i
4 AX	 =	 XSIZE/(XMAX- X'4 1N) PL420372OX	 XLL - AX*XMIN	 I PL420073 i	 '1AY = YSIZE/(YMAX-YMIN1
	 4 PL470074
BY = YLL --AY*YM?N PL420075
XINC =	 (XMAX -	 XMIII)/(FLOAT(NXD)	 -	 1.0) PL470076
YINC =	 (YMAX - YMIN)/(FLOAT(NYO)	 -	 1.01 PL420071 IGO TO 60
PL42087
C
IMODE = 2	 X-LOG	 Y-LINEAR
93C PL420030 CONTINUE	 _.,, PL420082
IF(X'MTN
	 .LF.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 100 PL420033
LGXMIN = ALOGIG(XMIN)„ PL4200B4 €^_
LGXMAX = ALOG10(XMAX)
	 _ PL423Oa5
i . LOGXSW =	 TRUE. - PL420086
.^' AX	 = XSIZE/(LGX'1AX - LGXMIN) PL420087 )	 ”
'-
1`
'9X = XLL - AK *LGXMIN
'
"PL42)038
_ AY = YSIZE/(YMAX - YMIN-1
	









BY = 'YLL - AY*YMIN	 ` PL420390
XINC
	 =	 (XMAX/XMIN) r*ll:0/IiLOATINXD)-1.011 PL42009L
.	 -
_ IYMA%-YM[NYINC	 )/(FLOAT (NYD)•-1.0) PL42)^9?
GO TO 60 PL42J093






GO TO 100- PL470098'
LGYMAX = ALOG10(YMAX) PL420099
LGYMIN = AL061Q(YMIN) PL42)11)
PL4201)2
=I	 AXGYSXLLZE/AXMXX-X(IN) L42^1 )?
BX t420133
i	 AY = YS1ZF,/(LGYMAX-LGYMINI PL423104
BY = YLL - AY*LGYMI N PL470105
XINC =	 (XMAX-XMIN)/(FLOAT(NXD)-1.0) PL420106YINC	 =	 (Yt1AX/`YMIN)**(1.0/(FLOAT(NYD)-1.)1) PL4201)71	 GO TO 60 PL420108C PL4?0100
C	 MODE	 4	 X-LOG	 Y-LOG PL420110PL420111
}	 50 CONTINUE PL420112
a	 IF'(XMIV	 .LE. 0.0)G0	 T0 	 100	 "v' PL420113IF(YM'IN	 .LE.	 O)GO Tn	 100 PL420114
L'GXMIN = AL)G10(XMIN) P,L420115
LGYMAX = ALOG10(XMAX) P,L420116
LGYMAX = ALOGIO(YMAX) P,L420117
GYMIN	
ALOG10(YMIN) PL420118
i L O G XSW	 .TRUE. PL420119
LOGYSW = .TRUE. PL420123
AX = XSIZE/(LGYMAX-LGXMkN) PL420121
BX = XLL - AX*LGXMIN PL420122
AY =	 YSIZE/(LGYMAX-LGYMIN) PL420123
BY = YLL - AY*LGYMI;J PL420124
XLNC =	 (XMAX/XMIN)* x (1.0/(FLOATINXD)-l.0l) PL420125YINC	 =	 (YMAX/YMIN)**(1.0/(FLUAT(NYD)-1.0)1 PL420126-
C 60 CONTINUE PL420128._
XDVAL(1)




i	 ! DO 72	 1=2,NX0
~^
PL420131JF(.NOT.LOGXSW)GO- TO 70 PL420132
I	 XDVAL(11=XDVAL(I-1)*XINC PL420133GO` TO 72 PL420134
70 XDVAL(I)	 =	 XOVAL(I-1)	 + XINC PL420135
72 CONTINUE PL420136




GO TO 82 PL420140





	 Pi)INTS(X Y,NP,NCHAR IERR,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,PLTIO)
CALL	 LABEIS(BCDX,8CDY,IDFrIERR) PL42014481







CALL	 PTEXT(IGDSC,ERR2,48, NULL V,NULLV,I 0.0,YLL-10.*VSP6) PL42)151: 8
WRITE(NOUT,1030)(ERR2(l),1=1 9 6) PL42015-2
103 NRGF=.TRUE. PL420153' 1
IERR=2 PL420154'
GO TO 211 PL420155'
C P1.420156.




-	 IF(NRGF)GO	 TO.;230 PL420161-
IF(NP
	
LL.	 o)Gn	 TO 210 PL420162
!	 CALL	 POINTS( X,Y,NP,NCHAR,IERR,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,PLTIO) PL420163
205 CONTINUE PL423164
IF(GM00El)GO TO 230 PL420165
CALL	 EXEC( IGDSC) PL420L66
CALL ATTEN PL420167
GO TO 230 PL420168	 I
I'	 210 WR ITHNOUT, 10301 ( ERR I(I ),I=1, 6) P142016Q"
IF(NPTF)GO TO-212 PL42017)
NPTF=.TRUE: PL420171
CALL PTEXT(IGDSCr ERR 1,48,NULLV,NULLV,1,0.0,YLL-8.5*VSP'3) PL420177,
t{
211	 IF(FRRHO)CALL PTFXT(IGDSC,PLTID,I4,NULLV,NULLV91,0.9YLL-5.5*VSPB)ERIRHD = .FALS - PL42)173PL47OL74











1	 '^	 CONNCN/GSPD/WORK	 ,GSPI iUNITN ,1225") IA'TN 	 O-ARFA	 PLIDQJ 2
i	 1	 NULIV r1GDSC ,IPTNUWrMAXPT r[PT.
	 ^ISYM ,RWf1RK1,r	 PLID70^3
	 t,3+
	2 	 IGDS4 ,IGDS5 •IG056 91DSP ,RU




,NOUT	 rNXU	 ,NY1)	 IXS1ZE ,YSIZE r
	
PLI110005	 N
4	 X!_L	 ,YLL	 ,XUR	 ^YUP	 rXTIC ,YTIC ,XUVAL r
	
PLIG0006
5)	 YDVAL :YLL 	 ,IKFY2 ,IKFY3 ,(KEY4 rAX
	 ,BX	 ,	 PLIC-1037
6	 AY	 BY	 ,YLPOS•	 PLID0008	 s7	 LOGXSW,LOGYSfJ,%SPTF ,NKGF 9F.RRHD ,FA
	
,FB^
8	 FC	 .GMOUEI,GSPIN ,DUI'•	 91RkCAL
	 r	 PLID10tr)	 lINTFGER*4 STAR(19)/I(;******'/
	 PLID0011
.	 LOGICAL*l GSPIN, OUM (2)
	 PLID0012
INTLGER'F4 GSPI,U 14ITV,0,IREA,NULLV(1)
	 PLICv013REAL*8 1OF(9),6 i'RK(16)
	 PLIQ0414





'	 LOGICAL*l L rJGXSW,LiH,YSSi,rvPTF,NR;GF,EktHO
	 PLID0017	 f
LOGICAL*l FA,FE,FG,(; 1d01)E1	 PLID0018
EQUIVALENCE (wnRK111),GLAH(1));
	 PL1.DO019t	 EQUIVALENCE (RWORK-i,Y•X,XINC,YINC)
	 PLI00020	 g''GO TO 11111
	 PLIt%'021	 #'
WR.ITE( 14()UT,1J00)(IGF'(II,I=1,91- 	 -	 PLID0022
C	 INITIALIZE GRAPHIC SFRVICFS'	 PLID0023
CALL INGSF(GSP1 NULLVI
	 PL'ID0024
C	 SPECIFY SUBROUTINE LiNk/L(lAl7 STATUS 	 PLIft0025CALL SPEC(GSP1,1,3')07;3.`1,4-) 	 PLID0026
CALL SPEC(GSP1,2r17,-19x53,-5(; , )	 PLI0QQ?7	 I
C	 INITIALIZE THE 2250	 PLTD0028
CALL [NUlV(GSP'1•UWITN,t2250)
	 PLID0029
C	 INITIALIZE' GRAPHIC DATA SETS
	 PLID0030













C	 COMPUTE X AND Y TIC MARK COORDINATES AND ADJUST GRID SIZE
	 PLID0039
C < PARAMETERS FOR TRUNCATION ERRORS
	 PL.ID004)
XINC = (XUR	 XLLI/(FLUAT(NXU)-1.0)	 PLID0041
	 ('
XTIC(1) = XLL ''	 PLIPCO42	 xDO 10 I=2,NXD	 PLI`)0043
.)	 10 XT IC( I) = XTIC( I-1) + XINC	 PLID004AXUR
	 XTIC(NXD)	 PLID0045
XSI'ZE = XUR
	 XLL	 PLID0046	 t
YSIZE	 0.7*XSIZE	 PLIDOC47	 I`





DD 20 I=2 9 NYD	 PLID0051
	





YSIZE	 YUR - YLL	 PLIDJ054,
C	 CREATE TEXT ELEMENTS FOR LIGHT PEN OPTION SELECTION IN IGOS5.














C	 CREATE DICTILNARY STATIC ELEMENTS IN IGDS6	 PLID0063	 (':
CALL SCHAM(1GD:S6,2)
	 PLID0064	 );














C	 DESIGNATE THAT BOTH CH°AR"ACTER CODE AND COORDINATES OF CHARACE'R
	 PUD0072













C	 GENERATE ID FRAt1E IN IfDSC	 PLID0079
CALL STP05lIGDSC,,0.,J290.1
	 PLID0050
CALL PTEXT(IGDSC,STAP.74.NULLV NULLV 1,0.0,1;3-10.)
	 PLIDOO92
CAUL PTEXT(IG[iSC,IDF,72, , .uLLV,NULLV,1 ,h6.r2J5J.)
	 PL1D3G8?(	 C	 CREATE VERTICAL BUX OUTLINE ELEMENTS	 PLID0084
Y=1810.	 PLLDO085
DO 1 I=1,5	 PL100086 -
Y=Y+80.	 PLI:DJORT
CALL PTEXTIIGDSC, STAR, 1 # NULLV,NULLV,I,J.J,Y)	 PLI)0088
3
^^ R Q^"_	 B-75
I CALL PTEXTlIGOSC;STAR,1•NULLV•NOLLV;is4088.•YI PL'ID0099
C	 PLACE	 10 FRAME TITLE	 IN PLOT DICTIONARY PLIO0091
CALL	 DICTRYIIDFI PLID00Q1


















i SUBROUTINE- PLTENU(IDUM) PEND0001
i CUMMON71;SPO/WORK	 ,tiSPI	 r11NITN	 9122.5G	 ,IAT`4 t OAREA	 , PEND0002
1:	 NULLV	 ,1GDSC	 ,IPTNOW,MAXPT	 ,IPT	 ,iSYy sRWORK • PEN00003
2	 IGUS4	 r[GOS5	 ,IGUS6	 ,IDSP	 ,RU	 ,,HSP$_:,HSPL • PENnO334
'E 3.	 VSPB	 ,VSPL	 ,tJOUT	 ,NXU	 ,NYO	 'XSIZ4 •YSIZC	 , PEN00075
4	 XLL	 •YLL	 ,XUP	 ,YUR	 ,XTIC	 ,YTI- ,XDVAL	 , PENDC))6
5	 YUYAL	 .IKEYL	 •1KEY2	 ,IKEY3 ,1KEY4	 ,AX ♦ BX	 • PEND0007
6	 AY	 ,BY	 ,YLPOS• PEND0008
7	 LJGXSW,LOGYSW,NPTF 	 ,NRGF	 .ERRHO	 ,FA ,FH	 , PENUOJOq
8	 FC	 ,GM00EljGSPIN	 rDUM	 r'IRECAL t IFLAG PEND0014
' LOGICAL*l	 GSV[N,	 DU4(Z) PEN 0011
REAL*3	 ENDI1,)/'ENU	 #/•.WORK(36) PEN00012




` LOGICAL*l	 LUGXSW.LO(jYSWi,WPTF,MRGF,EKRHO PEND0015
REAL*4	 XTIC(6),YTICI6I,XDVALl61,YDVALl6{ PEN00016
IRECAL = 1 PEND0017
CALL	 SHIFTI PENDOJIA







































SUBROUTINE POINTS( X,YrNP,NCHAP,lERR,X'RIN,XMAX ► YMUN,Y4AX,PLTID)	 PNTS0001	 kCUMMGN/GSPD/WOPK 	 ► GSPI	 9U N:1' N' •12253 ,11TN ,f)A 0 FA ,	 PNJS303?
-'	 1	 NULLV •1GflSC ,IPfNI,W P'AXPT 91 PI 	 91SYM •RWORKI,
	
PNTS00032	 IGDS4 , 1 GOS5-', I6056 , I 0S 
	 RU,HSP1^ ,HSPL •
	
PNTS4014
3	 VSPB ,VSPL ► NUUT ,NXD	 ,NY')	 ,XSILE •YS17E
	
PNTS00054	 XLL	 ► YLL	 ,:<OR	 ► YWl?,XT)C,	 ► YTIC	 ,XPVAL ,	 PNTS3'336_	 s
5	 YDVAL •IKEY1 9 1KEY2 ^IKEY3 ,IKEY4 ,AX-	 9BX
	 r	 PNTS00076	 AY9BY	 rYIPOS ,	 PNTS0009}	 7	 LCGXSW,LOGYS'r1,iVFTF _oNRGF ,ERkHO ,FA.	 AFB
	 PNTS00048	 '
`	 lGmnl)EI ► G5plN #GU'm	 ,1RECAL
	 PNTS0010	 1
LOGICAL*l GSPIN, D iJM(2)






	 5INTEGER*4 UNITPa, t)A9EA,NU(.LV(1),GSPI
	 PNTS0016






















C	 OETERMINF PLOT SYMBC1 TO RE USED. A VALUF OF 0 1S RETURNED
	 PNTSIC-30
C	 IF THE SELECTED PLOT SYMBOL IS • POINTS' OR A NON-DISPLAYABLE
	
PNTS0091
?	 C	 SYMBOL. IN THE LATTER CASE • POINTS ►
 IS THE DEFAULT.	 PNTSQ0321 CONTINUE	 PNTSQ033
CALL PLCTSM(NCHAR,1`SYM) 	 PNTS003-41F(ISY ll.E4., 0)GO TO 5
	 PNTS0035
	 aASSIGN 2 TO M







IF(LOGYSW)YPOS(L)=AY*ALOI;LJ(Y(K)) + BY 	 PNTS'0041
IF( .NOT .LOGYSW)YPOS(1)= AY"-Y(K) + BY
	 PNTS0042
e
a	 GO 70 75	 PNTS0043
2 CONTINUE	 PNTS0044	 =4 I	 IF(OFF)GO 'TO 3	 PNTS0045
	 x
CALL P TEXT (IGDSC,ISYM,I,NULLV,NUI.LV ,I,XPOSt11,YP05(1))
	






ASSIGN 80 TO M
	 PNTS0050	 jJ1 = 1	 PNTS0051
	 ? '{	 N = 1	 PNTS0052NL = NP	 PNTS005I
IF(NP-IPT)10910,20
	 PNTS0054	 u
10 J2	 NP `-	 NTSQ055
; I	 GO TO 70 	 PNTS^05620 N = 2	 PNTS6057
	 r 77





40 NL	 NL - IPT	 _	 PNTS0060




50 N	 1	 PNTS0063
GO TO 65
	 PNTS0064






65 J2	 J2 + IPT	 PNTS-n06A
70 K = J1 — 1	 PNTS0069
L	 J2	 J1 + I	 -	 PNTS0070
DO 80 1=1 9 L	 PNTS0071





IF( NOT.LOGXSW)XPOS(1)=AX*X(K) + BX
	 PNT50074
IF(LOGYSW)YPUS<I)=AY!t^ALOGL.:(Y(K)) + BY	 PNTS0075
IF(.NUT.LUGYSW)YPOS(()=AY*Y(K) + BY
	 PNTS0076	 t75 CONTINUE	 i	 PNTS007T
IF(XIK) .LT. XMIN .OR. X(K) .GT. XMAX)GO TO 78
	 PNTS'0078	 )
IF(Y(K) .GE. YMIN .AND. Y(K) .LE. YMAX)GO TO 72
	
PNTSG079
78 CONTINUE 	 PNTSOOitO
OFF=.TRUE.	 PNTS0081
k `I	 IF(OFSC)GU TO 79	 r..	 PNTSOO-K2
OFS.C=.TRUF.	 PNTSOD93
CALL PTEXT(IGDSC,ERR3,48, NULL V,NULLV,1,J.0,YLL-7.0*VSPB) 	 PNTS0o 94
's	 IF(ERRHD)CALL PTEXT(IGDSC,PLTID',L49NULLV9NULLV,1r0.,YLL-5.5*VSPB) PNTS3085ER.RHD=.FALSE.	 PNTS0086
79 WKITC(NOUf9130u)X(K),Y(K)
	 PNTS^387
s	 72 GO TO 14,(2 9 50)	 PNTSC088









I si 99 CALL PPNTIIGOSCrXPOSrYPUSrNULLYrNULLViirLrlrl)
PNTS',i0001GO TO( 100 9 t0) rV
l 100 CONTINUE PNT5009T.
1	 i C	 -CREATE ZERO POSITION LINES IF ON GRAPH — PNTS0091
I -C	 X(0)=13X AND Y(0)=B.Y FOR LINEAR GRAPHS PNTS0094IF(L(IGXSw)GO	 TO	 101 PNTS0005 a
IF(BX	 .LF.	 XLL	 .Ok.	 dX	 .GE.	 XUR)GU TO 101 PNTS9096 r
CALL	 STPOSIIGOSC.1(X,YLL) PNTS0097 a
CALL	 PLINL• (IGOSC;fIXoYUR) PN7S0098
101_IF(LOGYSN)G(j	 TO	 132. PNTS0099
is IFIBY	 .LE.	 YLL .flR.	 qY	 .GF.	 YUR)GO TO 102 PNTS0103




000' PNTS0136FORMATI •	***OFF—SCALE POINT	 X =	 • rE12.5r5X# t Y =	 • rE12.5)























ROUTINE TO PRINT PL360 GRAPH 30500001
C 30501002
C WRITTEN BY C 	 HOOKS	 IBM HUNTSVILLE 30500003305000'14
SUBROUTINE PR360	 (ARRAY) 30500005L 305( 10 0E
DIMENSICN ARRAY ( 1540) 309.:x.007
EUUIVALENLb (IFST,A') 3050000E
INTEGER	 *4	 TEST	 /'DAYS'/ 3050000Q
A =	 ARRAY11490) 30500011
Al	 =	 ARRAY(1491) 30500011
A2	 ARRAY(1492),_ 30509012
A3 =	 ARRAY(1493) 30503013
A4 = ARRAY(14941 30500014
30500015




J1	 =	 1520 30500018
IF	 (	 ARRAY(1J)	 —	 ARRAY(JI)	 )	 41,42941 3050001q
42 CONTINUE 30500020
WRITE	 (69	 431	 ARRAY 30501021
43 FORMAT	 (28A4) 3050:027
RETURN 30500023C 30500074 9
41 CONTINUE 30500025 1
WRITE	 (6,6)	 (ARRAYII),	 1	 =	 1,561 305()0026
6 FORMAT	 (2A49	 8X,	 2644) 30500027WRITE	 (6, 9) 3050002.8
9 FORMAT	 (16X,1H+,	 5(19H-------------------,	 111+1	 ) 30500079
WRITE	 1697)	 (ARRAY(I),	 I-=	 57,1456) 30500033'
7 FORMAT(A49F11.2,jH+
1	 2A4	 7X,1H'i,21A4,A1,IH
25A4	 Al	 Iii+	 /	 2A4,7X,1H1 25A4,A1,1H1 /
/
3057!1031'
36500032 11	 2A4,7X,1H ,25A4,AL,LH
2	 2A4# "7X,1H1,25A4,A1,lfi /	 7.A4r7Xr1H r25A4,Al,lh 1 335030333	 2A4r7X , 1H
4	 2A4,7XiIH,25A4,AI,1HI
r2,5A4,Al,IH /	 2A4,7Xv1H ,75A4, Al, lit / 30500034
I /	 2A4,7Xr1H r25A4vAltlli 1 30500035
WRITE	 (6,51	 (AFRAY(1, I	 =	 145791484) 3050)036 i
5	 FORMAT( A4,F11.2,iH+,25A4,Al,Ili+ 	 ) 30500037
IF	 (TEST	 .FQ.,IEST)	 GO	 TO 59 30500038
WRITE	 (698)	 (ARRAY([),	 I	 =	 1515915-201 30500039
9 FORMAT	 (16X,	 111 +9 	5(19H-- ----------------- 1H+) / 30500043
1	 9X,	 F11.0,	 5(9X,Fll.0)	 /1 3050017141WRITE	 (6 9 6)	 (APRAY(I)r
	





11 FORMAT (16X, • +OQOOO!1ONNNNNIN 14NNL)DD+ODDDJJJJJJJJJFFFFFF*', 30500047
6	 •FMMMMt4MM^•IAAAAAAA'MM+MMMMMMJJJJJJJJJJJJJ+r, 3050004A
E	 'JJAAA4AAAASSSSSSSSS++I 30500049
10 FORMAT(	 NOV.	 DEC.	 JAN.	 —FEB.	 ',_19X, • OCT. 3050)-)50
6	 • MARCH	 APRIL	 MAY	 JUNE	 JULY	 •, 33500051

















ANOMALIES^ANDC	 CHECKS R PRECIP'ITATION-STRIAMFLOW
	




-	 ''	 GRTHUUn, PRCK 100';Is AHPEGE0.OI)AY— PRCK(?-) )6NRHA — 24	 NATRH PRCK1007
RGPM	 ORGPM(90) PRCKOOJR{ D  = 90 PRCK00-0'1
RMWR'=
	 1.25 PRC90010
! 100 DAY = DAY .+ 	 1 PRCK)011
` IF;(CAY .GT.	 200	 .OR.	 VWIN .GT.	 750.0)
	
RMWR	 2.00 PRCK0312
RFRISE =	 (DRSF(DAY) — DRSF(DAY-1))/VWIN PRCKJOI3





HP F +DRHP(DAY,HOUR) PRCK0016
i t IF(HOUR	 .NE.	 NRHA)	 GC TO 101 _PRCK0017
RWRAIN = AHP PRCKCrI18AHP = 0.0 PRCK0010
101 CONTINUE PRCK0020
IFIRFRISE	 .GT.	 RWRAIN	 .AND.	 kFRISE	 ,GT.	 0.11	 GO	 TO	 102 PRCK0021
IF((RWRAI,l	 .GT.	 RXWR	 AND.	 RFRISE
	 LT.	 0.02* P WP AIN)	 UP.	 (RWKAIN PRCK0022
1	 .GT.	 3 .00	 .AND.	 RFRISE AT.	 0.05 *RWRAIN))	 GO TO	 104 PRCK0023
GO TO 108 PRCK0024
102	 IFF(RWRA.IN	 .GT.	 0.05)	 GO TO	 103 PRCK0025 A	




:1 1 FORMAT(/lJX,'FOR DAY'9I4,1W RAIN ADDED OF',F7.2) PRCK:0029
GO TO 108 PRCK1310
_
103 RAM =	 2.0*RFRISE/RWRAIN PRCK0031
GO TO 105 PRCK0032
104 RAM
	 =	 10.0*KFRTSE/PWRAt, ,' PRCK0033
105	 IF(RAM	 .LT.	 0.0)	 GU TO08 PRCKCO34
WRITE16,2); DAY,KA.4R%RAIN PRCK0035
2 FORMAT( DAY'.14 i l.WRAIN/SX,'FOk	 ADJUSTMENT MULTIPLIER	 IS',F8.49 PRCK0036
' 1	 1X,'R'ECORDED	 RAIN	 ('S',F7.2) PRCKGR37
DO	 106 HOUk =	 I NRHA PRCK003R
106 DRHP(DAY,HOUR)	 - DRHP(DAY•HOURI#RAM PRCK0039
IF(NATRH .EQ.	 01 GO TO	 108 PRCK0040
NFRHA = NZHA + I PRCKC041
DO 107 HOUR = NFRHA924
	
- PRCK0042z.
107 DRHP(DAY-1,HOUR)	 = DRHP(DAY — I,HOUR) #RAM.













-i SUBROUTINE PRE PRO (RGPM,DRHP, DAY , HOUR, OPY,PRD,PEP,PRH) PREPOOJI
C	 DIVIDES HOURLY PRECIPIfATIUN TOTALS AoWING PERIODS FAR SMALL BASINS PREP0002
.F DIM'ENSICN ORHP(366924)9
	
PE4Pl41 PRF.P0003i INTEGER QAY,DPY,HOUR,PRD	 — PREP0004it
`
PEP' = 0.0 PREP0005
IF(PRH	 .EQ.	 0.0)	 RETURN	 J PRFP0006
IF(PRD	 .EQ.	 L)	 GO	 TO - 100 PREP0007
PEP = PE4P(PRC)	 - PREP000P
RETURN PRE-P0009t
100 LHaUR = HOUR — 1 PREP0010
LUAY = DAY PRFP0011
IF(LHOUK
	
.GE.	 1)	 GO TO 101 PRFP0012
LHOUR	 24 PREP0013
= DAY —	 1	
—
PREP0014
p IFIYLDAY .EQ.	 0)	 LDAY = 365 PRF.P0()15




IF(LDAY	 .EQ.	 59	 .AN0.	 DPY • .kQ.	 366)	 LDAY = 366 PREP0017 q
101 PRLH = RGPM*DRHP(LDAY,LHOUR) PREP0018




.LE. 24)	 GO TO 102 PREP0021
NHOUR = 1 PREP0022






GO TO 103 PREP7025
rt GO 10 104 PREP0026
103 PE4P(1)	 =	 0.10 PREP0027
PE4P(2)
	
= 0.28 PREP0028 3i -
' PE4P(3) = 0.46 PRFP0029
PE4P(4)
	 =	 0.16 PRE_P0030
GO TO 108 PREP003L





PE4P121 =	 0.10 PREP0035 a
PE4P(3) = 0.16 PREP0036
PE4P(4)	 =-0.46 PREP0037








PE4P(3)	 = 0.28 PREP0042
^ f
PE4P(4)
	 = 0.10 PREP0043
GO TO 108 PREP0044
i# d= 107 PE4P(1)	 =	 0.10' P_REP0049 w
z
i- PE4P(2)	 = 0.28 PRFP0046 )
I{ PE4P(3)	 =	 0.16 PREP0047
I PE4P(4)	 = 0.46 PREP0048
I{ 108 DU	 1C9 KPRD = 1,4	
—
PRFP0049
f' 109 PE4P(KPRD) =	 PF4P(KPrRD) #PRH PRrP0050



















iRTVY0001SUBROUTINE RTVARYICTRI,S ATR lip BTRI•CNCAP,N9TRI,MXTRI 	 NCTRI,EXQPVr
1	 LSHFT,IFCFS) RTVY0002
DIMENSION	 AWSBIT(99),RTRI(99),CTRI(99),SATRI(991 RTVY0003 i
LOGICAL	 LSHFT RTVYOOJ4
( DO	 100	 KIA =	 1,MXTR -I RTVY0005 f
S qq'TRIIKIA)	 =	 0.0 RTVY0006
100 AWSBIT(KIA)
	 = 0.0 RTVY0007




I	 = NCTRI RTVY0011
TFX = TFCFS RTVY0012
TFMRT =	 .3.1*CHCAP RTVY0013
IF(TFX	 .LT.	 TFMRT)	 TFX	 TFMRT RTVYCO14
IF(FNPTRI	 .EQ.	 FMXTRI	 .AND. TFX .EQ.	 TFMRT)	 RETURN RTYY0015
FNTRI
	 =	 FNBTRI*ICHCAP/TFX1**EXQPV +-0.5 RTVYO016







IF(FNSTRI	 .NE.	 FNPTRI)	 LSHFT =_ .TRUE. RTVY0020
IF(.NUT.	 LSHFT)	 RF,TURN RTVY002.1
IF(FNPTRI	 .GT.	 99.5)
	
GO TO	 101 RT,VY0022
FCNTRI	 = ABS(.FNSTRI 	 — FNPTRI) RT;VYO023
" 1F(FCNTRI	 .LE.	 1.1)	 GO	 TO	 101 RT,VYC074
IF(FNSTKI	 .GT.	 FNP:TRI)	 FNSTRI	
_	
+FNPTRI_I_F(FNSTRI	 .LT.	 FNPTRI)	 FNPTRI	 1.0 RT;VY002G
' NCTRI = FNSIRI RTjVY0027
101 KB1 = 0 RTVYOO2A
KB2 = 1 RTVY0079K83 = +0 RTIVY0030
102 KB 1 = K81 t	 1 RTVY0031
' IF'(KB1
	
.GT.	 NBTRI) GO TO 105 RTiVY0032KB4 = J RTiVY0033 6
' 103
WSBIT =	 6TRI(KB1)/FNSTR-I




IflK84	 .GT.	 NCTRI)	 GU TO 102 RTVY0036
AWSBIT(KB2)	 = AWSBIT(K82)	 + WSBIT RTVY0037
K93 = K63 + 1 RTVY0039 a
IF(KB3 .LT.	 NBTRI) GO TO 104 RTVY0039
—
KB3 = 0 RTYY004^
K.B2
	 = KP2	 +	 1 RTVY0041
104 GO TO 103 RTVY^047
} 105 IF(FNPTRI	 .GT. 98.5)	 GO TO	 108 RTVY0043
'
DO	 107 K66 =	 1,NCTRI RTVY0044 aDO	 106 KB7 = 19KB6 RTVY•)045
106 SATRI(KB6)	 =	 SATRI(KH6)	 + AWSBIT(KR7)	 —	 CTPIIK071 RTVY0046 k
107 CONTINUE RTVY0047
108 DO	 LC9 KB5 =	 I,MXTRI RTVY004,3
























	 rGSPI:	 ,UNITN t 12?50
	
•IATN	 ,DAPEA	 . GRIDO002
1	 NUL'LV	 •IGDSC	 t1PT NOW rMAXPT ,1PT 	 11SYM	 , RWORKI.9 GRT00003 1
2	 IGOS4	 ,IGDS5 . ,1GOS6	 ,IUSP	 : RU	 tHSPc)	 t HSPL	 -, GRID3034
3	 —VSPB	 ,VSPL	 ,VUUT	 ,(VXU	 ,IJYD	 ,XSILE	 •YSIZE	 r GRtf)00')5 I
= 4	 XLL
	
,YLL	 rXUR	 ,YI)P	 tXTIC	 tYT1C	 ,XDVAL	 • GRID?035
5	 YOVAL
	








YS^J,N	 T FNRGF	 ,FRRHD	 ,F4	 tFB	 t GRIniOOq8	 FC	 •G	 -_,,;	 PIN	 0UM









LOGICAL*l	 FA,F5,F_,GdinDEl GRID3016 REQUIVALENCE	 (R,,l,RK1,'t;EL) GRID3017C	 CREATE	 GRID	 BOX	 ELF.'IENTS GRIQGOLH
CALL	 STPOS(1GCSC,XLLoYLL) GRID0011)CALL	 PL THE (IGDS",XUR,YLL) GRID0020
s CALL	 PLINE(IGJSC,XUR,YUR) GRIUO021 9
_ CALL	 PLINF(IGDSC,XLI_,YUR) GRID0022
CALL	 PLINE(IGJSC•XLL,YLL) GRIO 023
DEL	 .5 VSP9 GRID0024 1
e C	 CREATE LOWER	 TIC '1A?K	 CLEMENTS GRID0025
CALL	 PSGMT(IGDSC,XTIC,YLL—UEI t XTIC9YLL+DEL,Nl1LLV, NULL V,19,NXRt 'GRID0026
1	 110,1•?)
C	 CREATE UPPER	 TIC":MARK 'ELEMENTS GRIDUO2P t
CALL	 PSGMT(IGDS:C,XTIC,YUR —DEL,XTIC,YUR+DELrNULLV,I:ULLVtl,:`IXU, GRID002Q
1	 1,01190! GRLDOJ°?
C	 CREATE LEFT TIC MARK ELEMENTS GRID^?31	 i'( CALL PSGM ;f(1GDSC•XLL —OEL,YTIC,XLL+DEL,YTTC,NULLV,NULLV,1,NYD, GRIO00321	 0,1,0,1) GRID:1033 1 ,aC	 CREATE RIGHT TIC MARK ELFMENTS GRID0034
I CALL PSGMT(IGDSC,XUR' —DELtYTIC•XUR+DEL,YTIC,NULLV,NULLV 9 1,NYD, GRID0035




















R SU9ROUTINk SH[FT1 SHF10001
COMMCN/GSPD/WORK	 ,GSP1	 ,IJNITN ,12250 ,1ATN ,ng R1A
	 , SHFT-1002
1	 NULLV	 rIGDSC	 ,IPTNO'W,MAXPT	 ,IP'I ,ISYM ,R 0RKI, SHFT60032	 IGDS4	 .IGDS5	 ,1GDS6	 ,)!)SP	 ,RU •HSPR ^,HSPL	 , SHFT30043	 VSPD	 rVSPL	 rNLiUT	 ,N XD	 rNYO ,XSILE ,YSIz r	, SHFT3005





	 ,IKEY4 ,AX ,8X
	 • SHFT0037
6	 AY	 ,BY	 ,YLNOS	 , SHFTODOA
7	 LOGXSW,LOGYSW,NPTF	 ,NRGF	 rERRHII ,FA ,FR	 , SHFTCC,09
8	 FC	 ,u40Df 1,GSPlN	 ,0Wl	 ,IPrCAL SHFTI0I1LOGI CAL *l
	
GSP I N r	 DU'4 (2) SHFTr:,01 1 u
-. REIAL*4	 XTIL(619YTIC(6),X')VAL(b),YDVAL(41 SHFT)Cr12
• IN TEGER *4
	
UN I TP4,JAkE A, NULLV ( 1) ,GS 	 1 SHFT0013
LOGICAL*l
	
FA,Fh,FC,W;	 :JDEI SHFT ,1014
LOGICAL*l
	
LnGXSW,LOGYSW,NPTF,NRGF,ERRHD SHFT0015RFAI *8 WDRK (36) SHFT.1016
IA3SDP=IAbS(IDSP)+1 SHFT0017IF	 (IRECAL	 .EQ.	 0)	 CALL	 OMIT(1GL)SC) SHFT0013 I ^
+t CALL	 EXECIIGDSCI SHFT5019
CALL	 BUFOUT(12250,IABSDP•IRC) SHFT0020
IF	 (IRC	 .NE.	 O)	 WR)TH NCUT,13401'IRC SHFT00211F	 ( IPCCALE0.
	 0 )	 GO, TO	 17 SHFT 302^
IF(IDSP)11,12,11 ;SHFT1023 i
11 CALL	 INCL (IGDS5,NULLV,,lKEY3), SHFT0024
12.CALL ATTEN =
CALL	 OMIT(IG3S5,NUlLV,1KEY3) SHFT0025SHFT0026
17 CALL RESET(IGOSC) SHFT0027
-IDSP = IABSDP SHFT3029 )14 RETURN SHFT0029
1040,ORMA
	
('	 HUFFER READ ERROR — R.C. 	 _ I Z8) SHFTC'033
















l	 I	 I	 I
9 i
SUBROUTINE	 SNOMEL(i3DOF5M,SPTWCC,SPM,FLOIF, DAY, SPOFLW,XONFS, SNOW0001
1	 FFSIr MRNSM,DS'IliH,SDEPIH^STMC',PxrSR,hnUk,SAXrSC1FItF,OFRf ISrS )FFRFI,SNOW^002
2	 AMFSIL,PRH,SPTW,TANSM,S L4,SFFIU,OFKF,WT4A49WT4PM,ASM,ASMRG, SNO'W0003
3	 SASFX,SARAX,DMXT,ONNT,RICY,FIRR) SNOW-0034
( C .SNOWME:LT CCNPUTATION SNOW0035DIMENSJCN	 DMNT(3b6),DMXT(366),FIRR(15),,RICY(37) SNOW0006
INTFGER	 DAY,HOUR SNOW0007
REAL	 MHS M ,MRNSM SNOW0008
IF((DAY	 NE.	 214)	 .OR.	 (HOUR	 .NE.	 1))	 GO TO 100 SNOW0009
SPLW = 0.0 SNUWO?10
` XELR =	 0.0	 - SNOW'J011
SDSC = 0.0278_ SNOW0012 1
FDSC = U.0 SNOW0013FTA =
	
0,.0 SNDWO014r) RICO = 0.0 S'NOW0015'
KRIA = 0 SNOW0016
"	 § 100 CGNTINU[ SNOW0017
C CALCULATION OF HOURLY AIR TEMPERATURE SNOW3318
C DMXT CURRENT DAY,	 DMNT NEXT JAY SNOW0019
IF(HOUR	 .NE.	 4)	 GO TO	 101 SNOW0020'
Y
FTA	
FDDIXT(DAY) SNOW;023WT4PM	 - 4.0*ELDIF!+ (XELR/4.0)*J.7*ELDIF
101
	
IF(HOUR:.EQ.	 10)	 SDSC	 = -0:0278 SNOW2024i [F(HOUR	 .EQ.	 22)	 SUSC = 0.0?78 SNOW0075
.NE..	 16)	 GO	 TO	 102 SNOW3026 t
? f NDAO
UR
YDAY	 +	 1 SNOW0027k IF(NOAY	 EQ.	 366)	 NDAY = 1 SNOW?028IF(NDAY	 .FQ.	 60	 AND.	 DMXT(166)	 .NE.	 0.0`)	 NDAY""= 366 SNOWOOZ9
& IF(NDAY	 .EQ. 367)	 NJAY = 60 SNOW)030
WT4AM = UMNT(NDAY)	 -	 (XELR/4.0)*3.3*FLDIF SNOW303L
102	 1F(PRH	 .LE.	 0.0	 .OR.	 XELR	 .GE..'4.0)"GO	 TO	 103 SNOW0032;- ra1 WT4AM = WT.4AM - 0.825*FLDIF SNUW0033:
K WT4PM = WT4PM + 0.175*ELOIF SNOW0034
XELR = XELR + 1.0 SNOW0035x 103	 IF(PRH-.Nt.	 0.0	 .OR.	 XELR	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO 104 SNOW0036-
WT4AM = WT4AM + 0.825*ELDIF SNOWO037e WT4PM = WT4PM - 0.175*ELDIF SNOW0038
XELR = XELR - 1.0 SNDWO039
104 TEH = WT4AM + FTA*: (WT4PM - WT4AM) SNOW0040
e FDSC = FOSC + SUSC SNOW0041
FTA = FTA +	 FDSC SNOW3042
(
IF(PRH+SPTW	 .EQ.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 1.28 SNOW0043'
,. I
IF(HD11R	 .NE.	 24)	 GO	 TO	 105 SNOW0044 L
` C CAL CULAT(ON' OF	 TIME	 AGING OF THE SNO'WPACK SNONDO4S
SAX = SAX +	 1.0 SNOW0046
IF(SAX	 .GT.	 15.0)	 SAX =	 15.0 SNOW,-)047
3 105	 IF(TEH	 GT.	 32.3)	 GO TO	 110 SNOW0049
C PRECIPI TAT ICN	 IN FJPM OF SNGW - CALCULATE 	 INTERC-EPTION t1ENSITY	 OF NEWSNOW3044
C SNOW COMPACTION, AND 	 SETTLING SNOW PACK AND THE EFFECT ON ALREDO SNOW0050 r:
IF(PRH	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GU	 TO	 110 SNOW0051':
' PRH = SPM*PRH SNOW0052
r HSF = PRH SNOW ?053` 1ASM = ASM +-HSF SNM%01.)54
PRH =	 (1.0 -	 (FFSI*FFOR))*PRH SNOW0055 tj
HSFRG = PRH SNOW0056 F!
ASMRG = ASMRG + HSFRG SNOW0057
1 FSIL = FFSI*FFUR*HSF	 _	 - SNOW0056 x
AMFSIL = AMFSIL + FSTL SNOW0059
g IF(TEH	 .LE.	 0.0) 	 GO	 TO	 136 SNOWC360
DNFS =	 XDNFS +	 ((0.01*TEH)**2) SNOW006L f'.
I GO	 TO	 107	 .. SNOW0062
. 106 ONFS = XDNFS SNOW0063
s 107	 IF(SPTW- GT.	 0.0	 AND.	 SDEPTH	 GT.	 SPTW)	 SDEPTH = SDEPTH - I(PRM* SNOW0064 a"
1	 SDEPTH/SPTW)*((0.10# SDEPTH)* #0.25)) SNOW0065 s'
SPTW = SPTW + PRH	 .- SNOW3066
SUEPTH = SDEPTH +	 (PKH/DNFS) SNOW^067 r
SASFX = SASFX + PRH SNOW0068
F IF(SASFX	 .GE.	 PXCSA)	 GO TO 108 SNOW0069
G0 TO 109 SNOW0070
108 SAX = SAX - 1.0 SNOW0071
IF(SAX	 .LT.	 0.0)	 SAX = 0.0 SNOW0071	 i ('Gtr SASFX =SASFX - PXCSA109	 PRH	 =	 0.0	 -.-. ,	 _.	 ._	 »,
SNOW0073
r	 t^ SNOW0074
I	 ('` 110 CONTINUE SNOW0075-
IF(SPTW	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO 127 SNOW0076 j
C 'SEASONAL `CELT FACTOR	 ADJUSTMENT SNOW0077-
FDAY = DAY SNOW0078SNOW0079
5
ik. KAAO - KRIA
/10.0)" SNOW0080E KRIA =	 1.0	 +	 (FDAYIF(KAAO	 NE.	 KRIA)	 RTCD = RICY(KRIA) SNGW0081
IF(TEH	 bLE.	 32.0)	 GO TO	 111 SNOW0082-
a( GO TO	 114 SNOW0093
C CALCULATICN OF NEGATIVE	 MELT SNOW0084
((t} Ill
	
IF(TANSMLE.	 11.5*MRNSM)	 GO TO 112 SNOW0085
/F(TANSM	 .LT.'1.0)-TANSM =	 TANSM +	 ((5.0*MRNSM)**(1.3 + 2.0* SNOWC086
'
1	 TANSMJ) SNOW0087
GO TO 113 SNOW0088
" 112 TANSM = TANSM + MRNSM SNOW0089





113 IF(TANSM	 .GT. 0.08*SPTW)	 TANSM = ,.0.08*SPTW SNOW0090
- ITGO T	 127 SNOW)091
t C EFFECT OF RAIN CN ALREDO SNOW00c)')114 SARAX =	 SARAX + PRH SNOW!0093
IFISARAX	 .LT.	 PXCSA/2.01
	 GO TO 11.5 SNOW0094
{
SAX =	 SAX	 +	 1.0 SNOW0095
IF(SAX	 .GT.	 15.0)
	
SAX =	 15.-? SNnwco96
SASFX	 =	 0':.0 SNOW0007 r
SARAX	 S;AR4X -	 (PXCSA/2.01 SNOW0008 ?
115 IF(TEH	 .GT.	 32.0)	 HS •'A =	 ITEH - 32.0) # LADDFSM	 - SNDW0094
IF(%IEH	 LT.	 32.0)	 HSA1 =	 0.0 SNUW0100
HSM 1SO*RISaX SNOW0101KAA = SNOWO102
IF(SAX	 .LT.	 15.0)	 HSN	 =	 HSM*(1.0 -	 (11.




	=	 HSM=(1.0	 -	 ((1.0 -	 FFnR)*F1FR(15)1) SNOWO1:04
IFIPRH	 .GT.	 0.01
	






	 S'PTWCC)	 GO	 TO 116 SNOW^0106
	 jGO TO 117 SNOF.OIO7116 MHSM = HSM '1R
€!! HSM =	 (SPTW/SPTWCC)*HSM SNOWOIQQ
1FlHSM	 .LT.	 o.l*MHSM ► 	 HSM = 0.1*MHSM SNUh^JlJ-0117 IF(HSM	 .LT.	 SPT")'
	
GO	 TO	 118 SNOW0111 L
_ ..=-..__.HSM	 =	 SPT in	 _._ S N 0 W O 112	 i
SDEPTH .=	 0.0	
_ ...,u	 .._^._.._ 	 _.
SNOW0113
- SPTW = 0.0 SNO 0114
9i SPLW = 0.0 SNUN0115
RICD = 0.0 SNO 0116
I'a TANSM = 0.0 SND 3111






1 OFRFIS = SOFRFI SND 0120 f
GO TO 122 SND 0121
P3 I 118 SPTW = SPTW - HSM SNUN0121
-	 t 1F(SFMD	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 122. SNOWD123
IFISAX	 .CF.	 15.01
	
GO	 TO	 121 -SNLIWOL24
IF(SAX	 .GE.	 6.0)	 GO TO	 119 SNOW0125
SDEPTH = SDE PTH -	 (HSM/(0.5TSF MD) ) SNOW012.6
GO TO 122 SNOW0127 °.
i
119- IFISAX	 I.E.. 	 10.0)	 GO TO	 120 SNOW0128




120 SDEPTH =	 SDEPTH,-	 (HSM/(0.7*SFMD)) SNOW0131
I GO TO 122 SNOW0132




S PTW =	 0.0 SNOW0135
C CALCULATIGN OF LICUID-W4TER-HOLDING CAPACITY SNOW0136
SPLWC = SP3FLW*SPT:Y SNOW0137 k
IF (IS f11D
	 .GT.	 0.6)	 SPLWC = SPRFLW*(3.0 - 3.33*SFMDI*SPTW SNOW0139
IF('SPLWC	 .LT.	 0.0)
	 SPLWC = 3.0 SNOW0130
C ACCOUNTING OF MELT WATER AND RAIN SNOW1143	 j






GO TO 124 SNCWO14?
123 PRH = HSM + PRH + SPLW - SPLWC - TANSM SNOW0141 )SPLW = SPLWC SNOW0144
SPTW = SPTW + TaNSM SNOW0145
TANSM '=	 0.0- SNOW0146 = IGO TO 127	 - SNDN7147
124 IF((HSM + PRH)	 .LE.	 TANSM)	 GO TO 126 SNOW0141
125 SPTW = SPTW + TANSM SNOW0149
SPLW = SPLW + HSM + PRH - TANSM SNOW0150 jx l PRH =- 0.0 SNOW0151 I
TANSM = 0.0: SNOW0152 i
GO TO 127 SNOW0153 =
126 'TANSM = TANSM - HSM - PRH SNOW0154










	 .nR.	 SPTW' .GE.	 SDEPTH) GO TO 128 SNOW316)	 l rQ STMD =	 (SPTW + SPLW)/SDEPTH' SNOW0161	 i
SFMD == SPTW/SDF 0 TH





OF F F=	 11.9 -	 (SPT-W/SPTWCC)*0.67)*SOFP.F SNOWQ164	 ( t
128 o	
-
IF(S	 EPTH	 .LE.	 3	 )	 n R	 SLFRF SNGW)165OFRFIS	 =	 &cr-41Fl c 	 c::RP /S01FRIF -SNOW0166 }
I C CALCULATIGN OF GRGU`1D MELT SNUW0167
)F(
	
HnUR	 NE.-12:-.')R 	 SPTW	 .LE.	 0.01	 RETURN SNOW0168IF( SPTW	 .L b,.
	
DS iGri)	 GU` TO
	 124 SNOW0169
PRH _ PRH + DSMGH	
-
SNOW0173
p SPTW = SPTW - DSMGH SNOW0171	 I.IF(STMD	 'LT.	 0.50	 .AND.	 SDEPTHGT.
	
2.0*DSMGH)	 SDEPTH =	 SnEPTH - SNGWOLTZ
1	 2.0*DSMGH SNOW0173
#I RETURN SNOW0174
Ii 129 PRH = SPTW , f PRH ♦ S PLW SNOW0175 )
{ , t RICD0.00 $NOW0176
it
	 '

































SUBROUTINF.	 ST AT( R,$,N, ARE AtMAXR,M1_XS,SS0,SSQi,SU4Dv STATC^01kr 1 SUMS Q,'•iEANR,MEANS, VAR R,VAKS,CORCF) STAT-.6nn l
STATO^'Ct INTEGER	 19 STATOCaS
REAL	 k(N),S(N),AKEA, SUM S t SUMK,4 AX; ,' •IAXRr SSQ, SSQ I,SUM D,SUMSQ STAI'Cn '




	 TEMPS,	 TEMPR,•AS,	 AR,	 ASR ST AT 0.G0.8
r' C STAT11)10
STATC -101C INPUT:	 S = ARRAY OF SIMULATED
- l'. READINGSR = ARRAY 01 = OBSERVFC' kFADINGS STAT0312
C N = NU,MBE Q 	CF READINGS S1 Ali"15
C AREA = AREA OF WATERSHCO STATC^L4C STAT0015
a C OUTPUT: SUMS = SUM OF SIMULATED READINGS STAT 00 Lb
C SUMR =	 S M OF	 011Sl:kVEO hFADINGS STAT'1017
'
C MAXS =	 MAXIMUM OF SI V ULATF) P.F'1DINCS "STAT;118
C MAXR
	 MAq XIMUM JF 05® ERVEn RFADINGS STATIJ019
I,	 4a C SSQ	 SUr1 SCUARED'WITH WEIGHT (1F	 20 STAT0020i C SSWI	 -	 S SQUARED	 WITH	 VA'7 IA51.E WEI GHT STAT0021
'	 k C SUMU	 SU'l IF	 103SERVE^	 SI'^UI_ATEU ► 	 n EAia[NGS ST4TCO22
f C SUMSQ -	 SQRT OF SUM OF (O9SERVF r) - SIMULATEDI**2) STAT`^23
C MEANS	 MEAN OF SIMULATED RFADINGS STAT65?_4 r
C MEANR I = M'F'.AN OF OBSCAVED RFADINGS STAT 1'125
' C VARS = VARIANCE OF	 SIWIJLAT;D AFADINGS STATCJ?6 ui^ C VARR = VARLANCE OF ACTUAL READINGS STATOO?7
C CORCF = CORRELATION COEFFICIENT STAICO?l
C STATC)2^
STAT'0031 iSUMS	 = 0.
SUMR I
I =	 S(l) 0033STAT ff MAXR	 = R(1) STAT0034 1
SSQ	 = 0. STAT0035SSQ'I	 = 0. STAT0036
f
,
SUMR	 = 0. STAT ?437 a
y SUMSQ —= 0. STAT0139
C s	 a
' 00	 100	 I= I t
	N STATOOQ
TEMPS	 = S(I) STAT0041 sTEMPk	 = RII1 STAT`142 c
C
COMPUTE ;SUM OF READINGS 00445TAT c 5STAT0043 zLt r	
_ ..
_
SUMS	 SUMS + TEMPS STAT1'001k6 3
s: SUMR	 =	 SUMR + TFMPR STAfO)47 i>. C STATr8048 FC FIND MAX OF READINGS STA- 004'9








IF (I	 .EQ.	 1)	 GC	 TU 50' STA ,0056





(N -.GT.	 12.)	 WEIGHT	 =	 WEIGHT / 30.
=	 FLOWDIITtMPS9TE, t PF,WL(GHTi STUISTA0058-)n
SSQ
-
=	 SSQ	 TEM" a TEMP,+ STAfQ0^0 9)!.	
- WEIGHT =	 AREA	 +	 10. STAT0361 t	 +
IF	 (N	 .GT.	 12.)	 WEIGHT	 =	 WEIGHT / 30. STAT'0062
TEMP.	 =	 FLOW01(TE14 PS,TF4PR,t;ElGHT) STA1^0J63
-.
	
SSUI	 =	 SSQI	 +	 TEMP * TEMP STA 0064
;; 1 C





STAT 0099SUMD	 =	 SUMD + TEMP
100	 SUMSQ	 =	 SUMSQ + TEMP * TEMP




MEANS 	 =	 SUMS / N STATO')75








SUMSQ	 =	 SQRT(SUMSQ) STAT00 1
C STATOOR2 x
AS	 =	 0. STaT0,)a3STATOzT84
t ASR	 --^0. STAT0085
^_ 0.VAiRtR
STAT0066 1STA1r087} C STATPOBR
-,C G STAT0089
F
^- 1	 p,^E^ Y
	 1
' (a(	 0-89Og1	 R
^__.
t
;_.._... ^. ,..:	 ...oe•:.vr__—rm...^:^vr:a-Feu.c-.:,..+,e,s_..c..,b^::.:x.,.-..>-. 	 .:_.:	 -
DO	 200	 l= I t
 N STAT0090






MEANS STAT0004TEMP	 =	 TE!'VS	 *	 TEMPS STATCnQ.5
AS	 =	 AS	 + TE IAP STAT0096	 r
VARS	 =	 YAPS + TEMP STAT0097 j C
STAT009.9







STAT01nlASR	 =	 ASR + TEMPS * TEMPP. STAT0102
200	 VARR
	
=	 VAFR + TEMP STAT0103
C STAT0104
C CCMPUTE VARIANCE G CORRELATION COEFFICIENT STATOLOSC STAT0106-
STAT0137
	 re'VARS	 = _ 	 VARS /	 (N — 1)
VARR	 VARR	 /	 (-N—	 1) STAT010R




























r PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS
SUBROUTINE PAGE	 - SUBROUTINE PAGE
4
MAIN- C-2 EVPDAY C-160'
KWMAIN C-8 INT C-166
WORSTC C-22 INTEG C-185
ZEROP C-45 LABELS C-186
' FORCST C-68 PL4020 C-188
PASTRN C-91 PLOTID C-195
OUTPUT C-114 PLTEND C-198fi
ATTEN C-124; PL360 C-199
' CHANGE C-130, POINTS C-202 F,
'	 k CONVER C-132 PRECHK C-208''
CORREL C-135 PREPRD C-211
DAYNXT C-136, RTVARY C-214 "<
DAYOUT C-131 SGRID C-217
DICTRY C-140 5HIFT1 C-218















MAIN «*s **+** KENTU1KY WATERSHED MODEL (VERSION OF JUNE 'E, 191
G	 BASED ON STANFORD WATERSHED WATERSHED MODELS III E IV
C
Cr
G	 ISFLAG IS SET TO 89ANCH AS FOLLOWS:
C	 1	 BRANCH TO NOMINAL KWM 1:41TIAL PUN
t	 2 = PLOTS ONLY, NO NEXT YEAR OF DATA




4	 NO PLOTS, NEXT YEAR DATA WITH OUT NEW WATFR SHED PARAMETFRS j
C	 5	 PLOTS , NEXT YEAR DATA WITH NEW wATERSHED PAZAMETERS
i;	 C	 6	 PLOTS, NEXT YEAR DATA WITHOUT NEW WATERSHFD PARA4ETERS- 3
C	 7	 PLOTS, WITH SI`M AND OBS SUPERIMPOSED ONLY(BOTH MONTH AND YER
1
^.	 C	 8 - PLOTS, WITH SIM AND OBS SUPERIMPOSED ONLY(MONTHS SCALE)











COMMON/PLOTC/DRSF 9 DSSF,CONOPT,THSFD,TMSTF,STMROS1121,6),DPY,TITLE, 	 {
KFLAG,lnFLAG,
IENUFG, STUDY (2)• PEAKS rPHRS,NSPTS,THSFD:I,TFP.AXD TMKTF,JPLOT,





BFNLR,I FRL,VhS,lIZS•LLS,RFIJX•1FS,F3FHFC,i3i RL,3FNRL.3FPIHU• TFPRC,-
IFRL,LSHFT,Ns3Tk[,F`TkI,MXTRI,7VCSTPI,hTP1,TFCFSrE^AE7,FPER•
TPLR ► V'INTCA9HSE ► JRTi, I,SP IF, Ct3-,SPUR,PFUS,nFUS IS,Ll l- P ,0 1- 0 IS, PET S,
RHFO,U;RHFtAM1F,AMNET,ANPET,A''IS'dt,ANFSIL SASFX,SARAX•Sr1X,Vii1N,
WGFS,RHFMC•SSFT,OFPF,FIFRFIS,EDUF,EQCFIS,SUFRF•SgFkFI.
SDEPTH,MULTI , ID ► AS,Y,WT4 AM, WT41)M, SAS(, 14 NS1 1 ,SPT !4,ST 4D,SFMD•ASMPG,
DEPENEI (2V rVAR1A(21,'MPTS,JUL01,-IYR, TtIJA P Y( 5,l),
TCMARY(7,L),T(ISARY(5•U,L),TSDAPY(6r1),TS"ARY(B•,1),
TSSARY(3,6,L),TSMCRY(L),1SDCRY(LI•TSRARY(1,6,I)r
TCRARYI I, 6, 1 )
ORSFT(366),DS^FT(366),MI NI,MULT,TMRTFT1 2), TMSTFTlL2)	 y
COMMON/Cr.IMMA/E4BFNX•ErIGWS• EMI FS, EMLZS•FMSI AM, EMIIZC, E-MUZS• TMPF,
TMIF,I:(P,ZCC,TMSE,CRP'tl,DDIFi•i)14NT,I)MXT,L)-IGPM,DKHP•l l: SGP•UPFT,FDLIS,



















E ORSGP(366)9	 JPET(36o)'rEDLZ5(lob),}.` EM3FtiX( 15.31,F'^G:.•75115}?1,E'a lFS115.31 rEKLZSI15,3) •FMSIAM(_15r;T1•
t; ENUZC (15, 3) , E' + ULS 1 15, 3 1 , EPCM (12 1,
5:Rf122)•
I') SEKAl221.	 SESF(22),	 SUER(22),
:j THSF(24),T^3=+1:,3),TMFSIL(12),IMIF(15,? 	 TMNrT(12),TMUF( 13 r3) ,T M UET1 12) , TMPRFC (15,3) , T^)hl'H1 121,TMbE( 15,3 ► ,
TMSNE(121	 TMSTFI(15.3)9T200 H(211.TZOPRH(21) ►
iMRTFIl12),JULDAT(6)vTFMAXY1366)











DATA	 MONTHS/'JAN	 ',0#090^4,'FEH	 '-.31,31,31.5.'MAR	 ••59.59,59,6,
'APR
	 ^,- 30,QJ,90,7•'I^AY 	 '•1"LJ	 12^,12.,8,'JUN	 ',151,1	 ?,151,9,
`	
'JUL 	 1.31,131,131, 10, 1 AUG	 ,2121Z12,2129119'SFPT',24a,2439243912•
!'OCT	 ',273,273,274,1, 1 NOV	 ',304r304,305,2,'OEC 	 ',334,334,335,3,
JAN	 '•365,365,366/
`






























: 3	 ♦ WRITE, (6 9991) 	 t
+	 1CFLAGoIENDFGr1SFLAG,ID
---------- -----------------------------------------

















------------------------ ---- 	 -- ---
*4L
	 *	






+t ti++++i•1•+++++t++++++ t+++t+++ 3
^. •-

















**	 IF 	 *	 T EDATE=MONTHS.(LEAPY)+EDA.
*	 PMONTH.E	 *++++ TE yr
*Q.CMONTH
F + F..
(PMONTHIF((PMONTH. NF . EMONTH -)	 AND. (MONTHS(EMONTH+4).NE.4)1ELATE=(MONTHS( LEAPY+5)+EDATE) M..	 k
(PMONTHIF((PMONTH. NE . EMONTH). AND. (MONTHS(EMONTH+4I.EQ.4)I x	 ^,








*	 (MONTH.E	 *+++t _
*6C)`)•AND.(EGATE.EQ.* a-
s









' -------- -- -----------
*	 [ F	 *	 T	 --NF P=1
•	 CONOPT( I 	 *++++
•51.EQ.2	 #
^`
+^	 *	 -	 --------------------------------F+1t+ +t+++++t+,+++t.+++++t+t++.
G
CALL REAU (DTgAREAI.NQtLOCKUPvIPLOT)
----	 '--	 --	 --------------	 ------
----------------------------------- ---I-
+	 DO LOOP TO	 t
it+t+t+t+++ STMT M
	 503 +
t ♦ 	 1=1 ► NQ	 +
+ +------------t




---------- .------•--------------------- - --- -------- 
 `







FORMAT	 9990,FORMAT(/3X,!	 IDFLAG=	 • e15, ;,:
IENDFG=	 '9159'
	
LSFLAG=	 'I5, ► 	MAIN=	 1915)
20 GO TO	 t1,2,3),ISTART
a







'+	 WRITE (6 9990)	 +
E- + .	 IDFLAG, I ENDFG, LSFLAG, PO	 t	 '_
+rM-----.---------------- t	 — ------------ -- -------- ---
i
­—CALL KMMAIN(_ LSFLAG) 
CALL WORSTC(PDAY,DATES,MONTH,ED-ATE,MSBDIC,-PDA'TE,LDAY)
CALL	 ZEROP(PDAY,DATES,MONTH,EDATE,MSBDIC,PDATELDAY)
CALL FORCST(PUAY,DATES,MONTH,EDATE ► MSBUIC^PDATE,LDAY,MPDAY) zif^ 3




CALL OUTPUT(DIFFS,DIFFMP,DYFFP,DIFFPP, SUM, DIFFR,DIFFRP,APREC,
DIFFPR,DIFFPP,000T,QMAX,PHRO,MSBUIC,MPOAY) a
--------------------------------



















—	 --	 —	 --- ---=
	 ---- ----	 ----
+----





































DIFFM.P:,DIFFP,^) IFFPP,SU,M,DIFFR,DIFFRP,APREC,OI FFPR,D TFPP,000T,
AMAX -PHRO)




IF * 	 	 T GO TO 805
IRSTRT .E 	 *++++
_.
*	 #*	 *	 ----- -----	 ----	 -
M:F	 —	 -	 -
--	 -	 -- iSTOr
3	 CENTINUE




























IENG)FG,STUDY(2)rPEA KS, PHRS,NSPTS,THSFDM,TFMAXD,T M O. Tc,JPLnT,
N	 NCTRI,CTRI,FIPR,RICY,DPSErB`JUFSM,SNNFLWISPTWCC,CPM,ELDIF,
s,	 XCNFS,FFOR,FFSI,,4RNSM,DSMGH,PXCSA,Rt4PF,RGPM• $,ARFA,FIMP,	 --
1	 SATR_I-,UHFA,
MNRD,
FWTR,VINTMR, DUZC, SUZC, LZC,ETLF,SUBWF,GWFTF,S I AC, Bill R,
t?	 81 VF,OFSS,OFSL,OFMNtOFNNIS,IFRC,CSRX,FSRX,CHCAP,EXOPV,
;; r	 BFNLK,BFKC-oGWS,UZS,L1St6FNXr If S,3PHftCr+if kLtl3F:4L,(TFNHR, IFPRC,









COMMCk/CCMMA/EMFtFNX,ENGWS.0MiFStEMLl_S, EMS I AV, ,EMUZC,EMUZS,TMPF,
TMIF,TMPkF.C,Tt•ISE,C'2FMI,',DIW,0)4 14T,D'IXT,L)RGPfJ i1RHP,ORSGP,L)PET,FLILZSI
EPCM.,SCP t,SERR,SESF,SEER,THSF,T'4FSIL,TMNET,T`"OF,TMPET,TMRPM,TMSNC,




t C KENTUCKY WATERSHED MODEL (VERSION OF JUNE 6, 1970)
C	 BASED ON STANFORD WATERSHED MODELS III h IV
DIMENSION BTRT(99)rC0P1"OPT(16),CRFMI(22),CTRI(99),DDSW'(366),
DMNT(366), DMXT(366)_, OPSE(366), Df4GPM(366), DKHP(366924),
CRSGPl3661, DPE'f(366), DRSF(3'66), DSSF1366), =JLZS(366),
EMBFNX(15,3)rEMIGW.S_(L5,3),EH1FS(	 150) r
EMUZC(15r3),E,MUZS(15,3)rEPC'1(I2)vFIRR(I5) MEDCY(I2),?4EF1dY(I2)9
RICY(37), SATR1(99), SF•2A(22), SERR(22), SESF(22), SOER(22)i
^.'	 THSF(24), TITLE( 19),T 16P( 15,-3),r.yi-sIL(1?),Tf4lt-(15,3),Tk•N_T(12),
TP,OF(15,3),T.4PE:T:(12),T: -1PR_C(15,3),T' t kP"4(1'2), T'J'RT"(12)tT=tiF(1593),'








INTEGER CDSDR,CN,CGNOPT, DATE ,DAY,DPY,EHSGD,HOUR,HRF,HRL,PDAY;.




	 31959.90,120,15191819212,243,273,304,334/ 	 j
DATA MEDWY/304,334,365,31,59190,120,15'1,1819212,243,273











e	 _0_ _	 ___














i 100	 :	 CCNTINUE
}
CALL READ(GNSPUZSvLZSr9FNX9IFSrUZCtSIAM) aj


























+	 DO LOOP TO	 + 1
++++t++++ t+ STMT a	 103 +












*	 CONOPTl7	 •++t+NE. -1	 * r
+	 DO LOOP TO	 +
++++r+.++++ STMT M
	 134 +





..	 vas	 • t
104 +t++t;++CALL READ(F[RR(KRD))
L




+	 + KRD = 1. 37	 +
a
I 105 ++++++++ CALL READ(RICY(KRD))
++DO	 ++	 +LOOP TO
t+++ttt++++	 STMT N	 1.36 + x
+	 t KRD = 274.360.10
t
106 +t+t++++ CALL -READ ^OPSE(KRD)) ^
+	 DC LOCP TO
	 + 6
.	 *t+++++++t+ STMT M
	
107 +
+	 + KRD =	 1,273.10 .>
+	 +------------+
1 1+	 -	 -






+'	 UU LUUF'	 I U	 + r..
+++++++i t + STMT #
	
109 +
+	 +	 ICAY2 =
	
1,	 9 + =''
+	 +------------+
x+





+	 +__LOAY1	 =	 2749360910 k
-	 -
-- ------	




+	 ----- -- ---.-	 --










+++*++ta++ + STMT #	 109 +




	 DAY	 =tDAYI+IDAY2	 A
-----------------------------------------
*t	 t	 IF 	 *	 T G0 TO 109 `	 1
- -	 + -------DAY- .'GT.	 *t++ + #	 ,;
* 273	 * z	 ,	 ,,
f
l





+	 _	 l --_J:
-----------------------------------
+	 (	 OPSE(CAY)	 =DPSE([OAY1)	 --------- 	----{--=---------=-- k	 _-f
-i---	 ------------------------------- --+











CALL READ(BDDFSM,SPBFLW,SPTWCC,SPM,ELDIF,XONFS,FFOR,FFSI,MRNSM,j DSMGHv PXCSA) -	 -














BFRL --ALGG(BFHRG) ' 

































s	 *CQNOPT(1 • 	+T++a
GO TO 113











.	 #	 *	 T
mMXTRI	 .G	 *++++T'
SE. Se
*,	 #•	 * -------------------------------
F^ 	 + 4la+++++r++++*+++++++++++++ ++++
s3 FORMAT	 1 FORMAT(29HNARNING:
EXQPV ARRAY OVER RUN)
'
-	
---- ----- -------------- —
	 ------ c
^	 NCSTRI	 =.9
' , +	 00 LOOP TO	 +
++++++++++ STMT d
	 112 +





:.t 112 ♦+♦++++. BTRI(KIA)	 =CTRI(KIA)
TFCFS= 1.0	 =	 -..










—f------------- -------	 --	 --- t	 r
r

































































Fr, -_	 ------ ------------ _
	 -------
FORMAT 9990	 FORMAT(/3X,,'
•	 CONO'T(15)=,	 1 •159'	 IBFLAG=	 't15,' KW4AIN=	 1,15)'
MULTI=	 0 .150
-4SM







4 *	 * IF 	 *	 T GO TO 116














	 ---	 ------ _
cis




^I C	 BEGIN NEW YEAR







+	 00 LOOP Tn	 tt+++tt++t++	 SfIMT	 K	 118	 t













118 ♦.+ att+t	 $QER(KIA)	 =0.0






































------	 -------------------------TODARY (1`'(YR)	 =YR 2
TCMARY(1.IYR)	 =YR2 rOPY	 =365
s
IF
	 *	 T DPY = 366 r
•	 MOD(YR29	 *+tt+ a$4)
	 .EQ.	 0 s*	 *	
------------------------------=F +
j ++++t++++++++++t+t♦++++t++.+++





















F 1 ♦1t+++++++++r++++Fa+ ++++t++++++.
f C	 REAC EVAPORATION DATA
j T`- GO TO 125
t3)





a ♦°00tLOGP TO r+
++++t+++++t STMT
	 121




121 +♦♦+++++ CALL REAC(DPET(KRD))




+	 + KRD =	 1,273,10
+	 -------------+
r 122 +++tt+++CALL READ(DPET(KRO)) a
^	 •a
+	 CC LOCP TO 	 +t ♦++ N+ +++++ STMT , k i	 124 +
:I +	 +	 1DAY2
	 1.9
<	 <- +	 +-----------+
♦ 	 +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
s is#t++a++ +	 'STMT	 N	 123 +
















+	 +	 IDAY1	 1,273.10
♦ ----





-------- ------------ --------- "?
t= +	 -	 •	 *	 *	 • - it
.
*	 IF	 •.	 T GO TO 124


















































127 +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
+ +s+.+ +++++ STMT k	 120 +
+	 t MONTH = 1912 +	 -'
_•
128 +++a`++++CALL READ^EPCM(MONTH)) ^"	 ''"
` **	 IF*	 *	 T
`
GO TO 133i *	 EPAET.N	 *++++
`f 0.0
': j •.'	 *	 *'	 •--r--__—.ten--_____--_^—_-- ^—ra_r
F
{I
+	 OO LOOP TO	 +
+++++++++a+ STMT
	 k	 129 +






`^,'	 }	 ---------.----- 	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -










ftaa+++a++++++++ tf ++.++t +* ++t










AN 96 = 1.2*AETXAEX90=0.;3*AE ('X
	 ---
	 -----'^—.__SIAM —1.2**SIACUZC	 =SUZC*AEX90+BUZC*EXP(-2.7
*LZS/LZC)
I
'	 *	 IF	 *	 T	 —UZC_	 —0.25
* 0.'25
*'	 *	 --------------	 ------- ---------	
x
fa+staff++t+t ♦+++ ta+++tta ♦+++ a
^ SGRT =J-	 —	 --	 ---	 --	 '^
----------------------------- ------ --




+ DAY =	 1.3tb6	 +
f	 fit------------+


















+	 DO LOOP TO	 +
++tt+++++t+ STMT M
	 132 +	 ,	 I=
r +-	 t -OUR	 1,24 	 t
+	 I	 ^
+	
-132 +tt++t+sORHP(DAY,HOUR) - 0.0
X133---- -------- ---	 ------------
`	 #	 * IF 	 * .	 T	 GO TO 135 	 r
I	 *	 CONOPT(9	 *+++t	 ,
x	 *1	 .NE.	 1
















fi CALL DAYNXT(DAYt OPY)
--------------------------------





135	 -------------------------- ------ -
a
t	 YF	 s	 T GO TO 137


















I F	 *	 T GO TO 136

























*•	 IF 	 .	 T
+st+
GO TO 138 3
• 274 DAY .NE.	 #










 - - -
 - - -- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -s#	















" +	 DO LOOP TO	 ,+
tt.t++ +i+++ STMT #
	 140 +







+j"': ' 1.40 +*+t+++CALL READ(ORSGP(ISGRU))
•,
C	 READ RECOROING RAIN GAGE HOURLY TOTALS -j
141
-
--CALL READ ( IWBG , YEAR , MONTH , DATErCN)





T GO TO 144
r
*	 YEAR .GE	 #++++
--------
F i h
HRF--=12 *(CN — I)+i----------------	 --I






3 +	 DO LOOP TOss` +a++++++t*+ STMT N
	
142 +
+	 + HOUR = HRF , HRL
+	 #--------'------+
+
142 ++++t+++CALL READ DRHP(DAY,HOUR)')	 j
GY;I












DO LOOP TO	 +
+
'
++++++t+ti	 STMT M	 1431RL
+	 ♦ HOUR = HRF,
+	 +-------=---r i
















----------	 -------	 ------- -
*	 IF	 s	 T GO TO	 151
*	 NSGRD .E	 *++a*
























+ + HOUR - 1124	 +
1 t ------_ .-__--_ ------- ------ --=-----__--i D	 ROPT =ROPT+DRHP(DA'Y,HDUR)
i
* '*	 IF 	 *	 T	 - GO TO 150 j
+ *'	 HOUR	 .NE	 *++t+
*:t { EHSGD
i
*+	 I *	 IF	 *`.
	
T GO TO 147
ROPT	 LE
+ *• 0.0






^'	 •	 -------------------------------- o
4
*• +	 *	 IF * 	^	 #	 T PDAY = DAY
+	 #	 SGRT . EQ	 st+++











---------I----------- ----- ----	 ------
------------------ -------------
. *	 # *
+	 *	 IF	 *	 T DPET(PDAY)
	 =	 0.5DP'ET(P g
+	 *	 CONOPT(3	 *++++ DAY)
+	 *1	 ONE 	 0,_
* ---------------- ---------
t	 F J	 + F
r	 ++++4444+t+t++t+t+++}.++++++++ I T
S
+	 *	 IF	 *	 T• PDAY = DAY
+	 *	 SGRT O NE	 *++++






t	 1	 ROPT =0.0	 i
---------------	






------------ — - --
	 -----------^
• *	 #
+	 . *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 149
+	 *	 DRSGP(DA	 *++4+
+	 *Y)	 .LE.	 0.0
# *	
---------------------------------
+	 DO LOOP TO	 + x
+t++f+t+4+ STMT #
	
148 + j+	 + KHOUR = 1 # EHSGD
_
(
'	 +148 +tf++++DRHP(OAYrKHOUR) _ (WSG*DRSGP(DAY)I/EHSGDF
' --149 *	 ------------------	 ---	 ----*	 *
+	 *	 IF	 E	 T PDAY = DAY





































BFNLK,BFRI,GAStUZS,LZS,6FNX, IFS,tIFHKC,bt-KL,BFNRC,AF • NH 12. IFPRCt
IFRLtLSHFT,l.3TRItFN1'RI,kXTKItN(:STRI,BTRT,TFCFS,L-PAF=TtFPC'P.,.
TPLR,VINTCR,HSE,NKTR•I,SPIFtCAF,SPQR,UFUS,OFUSIS,OFR,OFRTStPFIS,
iPHFC t URHF,AMIF,At4NET,AMPET, AFISNF.,AMFSIL,SASFX,SARAX,SRX,VWIN• 7
WCFS,RHFMC,SSP.T,JFRF,OFRFI S,C l)(iF,F.wDFIS, rOFRF,SC!FRFI, 1	 '^
i w SDEPTHr MULTI ,ID,ASM,4T401 WT4PY, SAX, TANSM,SPT4,ST. 140,SFMD,ASMRG, 4
DEPEND(2),VARIN(2),NPTS,JULDI,IYP,TODARYt5,1),
TCMARY(7,I	 TOSAKY(5,6,1),1SDARYt6,1),TSMARY(3tII
if 7SSARY(3,6tl)tTSMC'tY(l )1TSCCRY(i),TSRARY(1,6,1')t aTORARY(196,1)9
DRSFT( 366)•DSSFT(3661,MItNItMULT,TMRTFTI121•TMSTFT112)
CCMMCN/ COMMA /EMHFNX,F_A'GWS,EMI FS,EMLZSvE4S,I AM, EMUZC,EMUZS9TMRF,
?
_
1MIF,TMPREC9T!M16E,Cr+FhiI,OCIW,DMNT,DMXT,DRGPM,DRHP,b' , SGP,0PFT,FDLZSt $
i EPCMtSFKA,SFRR,SESF,SQER,THSF, TMFSIL,TMNET,TMO;F,T;WPET,TMRPM9TMSNEt
•TMSTFI,T2UOFH9T20PRH,TMRTFI,JULDAT
DAY, NSGRD,AEX90,SI AM, NDSDP,vGPM,VDSDR,YRLTRHFXY,UZC,AETX,T r
SINDEX,INDEX,AEX96 MAXI,YR2 t BYLZS,(YIFS .IYUZS
C	 KENTUCKY WATERSHEC MODEL (VERSION OF JUNE 6 t	 1970)
R _




DMNT(366),	 DMXT(366)9	 DPSE(366),	 DRGPM(366),	 DRHP(366,241t





RICY(37),	 bATRI(99),	 SERA(22)t	 SERR(22),	 SESF(22),	 SQER(22)t
'THSF(24)tTITLE(18),Tr•1BF(15.31,TNFSIL(121,TPIF( L5	 3),TMNFT(12), i












DATA	 MEDCY/	 O t	31,59.,90,120,151,181,212t243t273,304,334/
h














~+ L*- =READ	 ( 111

















































ITITLE(KTA) 9 KTA=1 9 181	 +	 -
dr ----------- 	 `— ----	 ------ --- —J--	 —	 --+









	 — --	 --	 -----	 ------------- -----
4y
	FORMAT	 4 FORMAT(1X, I WORSE CASF
HOURLY CFS VALUES'9//.1X9
C.	 BEGIN D AY LOOP 	
_	 4A41
-------^--	 -------------	 ----------










-0.0 '	 —	 --	 –	 1152
	
TDSF(
I ------ ---	 —	 --- —	 ----- ----- ---— --	 ----
II
7
*	 IF	 #i	 T GO TO	 148	 .,
* 	MONTH.NE	 *++++
#





------ ------------ ----- ------*	 *
I , *	 IF	 •	 T GO TO 149
+ •	 MDAYNE.	 *tt++






148 - — ----- — -- — ------------------











IF	 -r	 ---Go -T(T-M--CONOPT(7	 *++++
*1	 * NE.	 1
-------------
F
---------- ---- — -------
IF	 -T PET	 0..0




I F-	 T PET	 FFOR*PET
SPTW	 GT
-.SPT14CC
C ' CALCUL^TICN bF : SNOW EVAPORATION
IF T... GO^ TO	 153DMNT(DAY	 +
*1	 GT.	 32.0	 OR.	 SP:
*TW	 LE.	 JP5E(DAY)
--F





4	 IF	 T SDEPTH	 SDEPTH-	 SE/SF








153 +	 DO LO.GP TG	 + jIt *+++++.'++++ STMT N- 	 202 +
t= _ +	 +'HOUR =	 1,24	 +4----------- t
'f JJ+(NSGRD	 IFQNSGRD ,EQ.	 0)	 .AND.	 (DRHP(DAY,Ht1UR)	 .NE.	 0.0)	 .AND.	 (PET	 .EO. t
PETU)
	
.'ND.	 (CONOPT(3)	 .EQ.	 1))
	
PET = O.5*PET
ri 154 +	 ----	 ------------------------
















	 *	 T iHSE _	 (FNTR*P ETIl12.0
^i I*	 HOUR	 .EQ
	
*t+++ f,
I * .	 9
**	 TF	 *	 T HSE = 0.0 i+	 *	 HOUR .EQ
	
*+t++











I, +	 C	 ENTER SNOWMELT SUBROUTINE
1 +:
*. *	 IF 	 *	 T CALL SNOMEL(BODFSM,SPTW
`	 s	 CONOPT(7	 s++++ CC, SP M,ELDIF,DAY)t s)	 . EQ.
4:
* ---	 ------------	 --- ---
------f,	 *	 *	 '_F (	 +
i+++++t++++++ +++ +.+t+++++++++++ -	 ti
+	 SPBFLW•;XCNFS,FFt]R,FFSI,MRNSM,DSMGHSDEPTH•STMD`, 	 PXCSA•HOUR,
a	 SAX, SOFRF,OFRFIS,S'nFRFt,AMFSIL,PRH•S`PT6,TANS^I,SPLW',SFMD,nFRF,
WT4AM,NT4PM,A-S4,ASMRG,SASFX,SARAX,DMXT,DMNT,RICY,FIRR)













k	 i ARHF -0..0
C	 15 MINUTE ACCOUNTING AND RGUTING LOOP
+	 +	 DO LOOP TO`	 +
i! ♦+ a++++++♦ STMT N 	 187 ++	 t PRD = 1,4	 +
f	 -
PAGE IS	 = c-2sORIGINAL'
OF POOR QUALITY






+ IF	 T GO To 158







	 =UZS+PEP*TPLftVINTCR =VINTCR -PEPPPI
	 =0.0PEBI =0 * 0 tPMEUZS =PEP
+
-----------------
	 ------- — ---------




ps + PPI	 =PEP-VINTCR
+ UZS
	 =UZS+VINTCR*TPLR










UZRX =2.0*ABS(UZS/UZC-1.0)+l.0FMR	 =(I.0/1 I.O+UZRX))4,*UZRX
--------------- ---------
— --- -------- -------------






PEBI, =PP1 ,^FMRPMEUZSU=PcP-PL81UZS	 ZS+PPI-PEBI
C-21
PI. ♦ ' 	
-
' +	 C LCWER ZCNE AND GROUNDWATER INFILUATION
♦! I
♦ -----=	 --------------------------------








*y *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO ,160
+ * LZSR .LE	 *ty++
















t EIO	 60	 `i
_ 160 +^ + =PEBI+OFUSLM1R —0.2545IAM v BM1R/(2.0**EID) <^
+ 1 CIVM =BIVF*2.0#*LZSR

















3 *__. 1	 -
WI	 =PEBI * PEBI / 12.0*CMtR1	 I 3
--------	 — -- -	 --	
------------------
.
**	 IF *	 	 Tt W	 = PEBI — 0.5*CMIR







i ^. *	 IF	 *	 T PEAL = PEBI — 0.5 *CM IR*
♦ *I PEBI	 .-GE	 *+♦++ CIVM















5I l 	 !------------- -------------------
t	 #	 * PEBI I FLE • 	#	 +it++	
GO TO 161
*. OFUS
•	 •	 *	 ------------------------ -------♦ 	 F
^__-____	 1-- -----------}	 PMEIZS/=(PE
	
I-411)*((PEBI—OFUS)
r	 +	 IPM Elf S	 =WEIf_S*((PEBI-0FUS)/PEiiI)









r	 +	 •	 _	 -----------------------------
+• •	 IF*	 *	 T	 G0 TO 162





	 U.0	 *	 v
"I	 +	 •	 #, --- — ------------------ —^^^^--_—	
?I













162 +	 (	 ECD	 =fQDF*((PEAI-OFUS)**0.6)
----------
9	





163 *	 *	 *	 _—	 ----------. ----------------
i	 ♦ 	 (OFUS +	 *+++t










+)	 ^	 * IF 	 ^ * ^	 T
	




s^	 OFR	 =0 .25*GFRF*(((0FUS+PEAI)*0.5)-








I	 +	 *  I F *	 * .
	
T	 OFR = 0.75*PEAL
j	 s	 +.	 *	 10.75*PEA1)	 s
a	 t	 *	 OFR .GT.	 *+ttt
r	 +	 F	 ,^	 t





1 164 ♦ -------------------------------
** +	 `	
IFt	 	 T GO TO 168
+ *	 FI,MP	 .EQ	 tt♦ t ♦ x







. 165 ♦ IJ	 PEIS —PPT+OFtS1S
a +: *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 166












166 + (' E (IDIS= EQDFIS*( ( PEIS-OFUSIS)**() . 6)	 ^)
+I
116? r ---------	 ---°^—..----------

















T GO TO 168	 f Jj





















—r-OFRISa— PEt`S T+ *	 IF	 *	 T











TOFR = TOFR +FPER*OFR+FIMP*OFRISp d
♦ ♦PPI*FNTR A
♦ OFUSIS = PE:IS—OFRIS










#E •	 IF 	 #	 T GO TO 164























169 ^I LZRX -1.5*ABSILZS/LZC-1.0)+1.0 1






* IF 	 #	 T FMR = 1.0 - FMR*(LZS/LZ
^'
US AT.	 *att ♦ C) r.
f LZC
+ F +
















♦ LZS	 =LZS+PLLS c ,:
IFS	 =IFS+mEIFS*FPEF
r^ i! --- --^- --------------- -------
`^ 170 + SPIF =IFRL*IFS
------
+ AMIF =A,%Qf+SPIF	 _ _ P
+ IFS	 =IFS-SPIF# -------------------------------- ------








___ _ _ _
	 _ _____ _ ,N-_
171 + UHFA(1)	 =FPER*OFR*PPI*FWTR+FIMP
k ♦ *OFRIS+SPIF4+I- SPOR	 =UHFA( l)



















♦ *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 181
a ♦ »	 PRO .NE.	 *rtr+ ;i	 3
+ #	 i	 -----_----------------♦ F
♦ I	 UHFA(11	 -URHF







+ ------------------ -- --- ---------
+ . *	 IF	 *	 T KTRI = NCSTRI,
L1	 +^+
a
+ f s3)	 •ECCON1PT
*r
t





















GU TO : 176









t I	 (	 TRHF =TRHF+URHF*CTRI(KTRI)





k ♦ I . *	 IF	 *	 T TRHF = TRHF +
I
CONOPTII	 *++++
a *31	 . 'EQ. .AID.	 LSH*
i







+++s+++++ +++r+t+ ++t+s+t+♦ +++
URHF*SAR1(KTRI -	 11	 _
+
y





+ UHFA(KTRI+ 11	 = 0.0
^-+ -------	 ------------------------ -














•	 IF 	 *	 T TO 174
E +; *	 KTRI .GE	 *+++t
( I + 1 *	 * e .g











f i7e + ------------------- --- ----------
i' .	 *



























---	 —	 --------	 ---
	 -------
`,












t UHFA(NNSTRI) =040 {
------	 —----------------------- — ------
180 +















';• + RHF1 =TRHF-SRX*(TRHF—RHFO)
3 ♦ 1 RHFO =RHF1
+ *_ *	 IF 	 *	 T RHFO = 0.0













et • *	 *	 •
-------------------------------










'r	 } t .	 --------------------------------•	 *	 *	 •

















i ---_--- —	 —._	 —.-- -------- — -------+ i
t	 ,.3











' + 8HELEMENTSI 
	I2,2X,20HHISTt1GR'1M+

















+ ----------------- — --- — -------
+
4,s	
IF 	 '	 *	 T SRX = CSRX












( + +(FSRX	 CSRX)*((TFCFS — 0.5*CHCAP)/(1.5*CHCAP))**3
r+ • s •	 -------------------------------- K	 c
d + *	 IF	 *	 T SRX	 FSRX
♦ *	 TFCFS	 G	 *t+tt ep + *T. 2.0 « CHCAP s`





♦ s	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 183$ + *	 TFCFS .L	 st+*t . )






+ PRDF^= PRO 4'














*	 PRO AE. • 	*++t+












+ C	 STCRM OUTPUT REQUESTED BY CONOPT(I)
- w
184 t`, -------------------------------- I♦ *	 *
+ . *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 186
+ *	 CONOPT(I	 *+att+ *1	 .NE.	 1	 * , G
IF 	 *	 T GO TO 186
♦ *	 DAY .NE.	 *+t++
u + # COSOR
F
•
IF	 ^	 *	 T WRITE(697)+ * . HOUR. EA *++++
4 + *.	 1	 .AND.	 PRO	 .EQ.y
*i	 * ;f
+ F —+t +++++++++++t+++}t+++++.+++++++
-	 FORMAT	 7 FORMAT11H//.21X•
+ 19HRAINFALL DEPOSITIDN,12X,16HMOISTURE	 STORAGE,
^14X,17HSYREAMFLOW  ORIGIN96X,14HSTREAM OUTFLOW/2X,Ll6HDY HR PD RA
4
IN	 EULS	 ELLS	 EIFS	 EOFS	 ULS	 LZS,	 IFS	 OFS	 S
























------------l > +, #	 *



































s-	 T	 GO TO 192
+	 t	 KT20	 .LT	 _.	 *+ +a ♦






g	 +^	 ^^.	 --------------------------------	 -
I	 s	 IF	 s	 T	 GO TO 189
i	 ♦ 	 *	 TOFR	 GTa♦++
t ! 	 s.	 T20CFH(KT231
	 $
s*	 *	 +	 ---	 --	 ---	 ------------	 k
A	
.	 I	 +	 a i;`	 «	 1190
	 1
i
189 +i	 T20OFH(KT20+1)	 = T200FH(KT20)
"	 ♦ 	 1191	 I














"	 -x•	 -„	 :^	 _	 _
+'	
--------------------- --------------- ----
'	 192	 +	 1	 'T20CFH(1)	 =TC-F	 1	 -.
+	 ---------------	 -----------------------
^	 193 ' s	*	 ^ s	 T	 -- GO TO 19T----------------IFs




♦ 	 s,.	 s
+	 F	 --
t	 I KT20
-- 20--	 --	 ------	 ---------	 --- Ii	
+
1	 194 +	 ^---------------------------------♦ 	 ^ s	 s
♦ 	 s IF	 *	 T	 GO TO 196
+,	 s	 KT20	 .LT	 s♦♦ta
♦ 	 *	 a
`GJNAL PAGE IS
QUALITYPOOR >	 OOR	 C -37 E
pp
— — — — - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -



















196 + I	 TZOPRHIL)	 =PRH♦
------------------------------
--
C ADDING GROUNDWATER FLOW
-----------------------------
197 COF	 = GWS*-, BFRL*(LoO+BFNRL*BFNX)
+ 1 GWS	 =GWS—CBF
+ AMBF =AMBF+CBFTHGR =ARHF+CBF
— ----------- -----------
-------------- ------------ ---








-------------— -- — -------------- ——
1 .;
+ Ail
C STORE SIMULATED HCURLY STREAM FLOWS




 - - - - - -
THSFO(SINDEX,1) -=' THSF(H() UR)
ir
-----------------------------












I	 +	 *LE.	 0.0	 s



















+	 F	 _;	 +











----	 - ------------- - ---------------
	
a+	 I
----+	 •"* if 	 s	 T	 -----FMR = 1.0 - FMR*LZSR ---












E	 +	 BFNX =BFNX+PGW
+	 C	 4 PM ADJUSTMENTS OF VARIOUS VALUES
198 +	 !	 ----	 ----------------------
*	 * IF 	 T	 GO TO 202
€	 t	 *'	 HOUR .NE	 st+ft









- ?l AE%96+PET.! -
	 ------	 --
+	 C	 INFILTRATICN CORRECTICN
	 ..,:.
--------I--	 --------- -------- ----
(	 SIAM:-_(AEX96/AETX)**SIAC -	 -	 --^





•	 IF	 *	 T	 SIAK - 0.33















♦ •	 IF 	 +	 T GO TO 202









C EVAP-TRANS LOSS FRCM GROUNDWATER
ig
! ♦ GWET- =GwS *GWETF*PET*FPER----
	
---------






+ •	 --	 — -------------------------
*	 * x
IF	 *	 T BFNX = 0.0
.LT	 #+++♦O.OBFNX ,.
♦ s









f	 ;r ♦ ;
' **	 IF 	 •	 T GO 10 199? r ♦ * PET .GE.	 stmt?G + + UZS	 • u
t i -----------^---------_---- ----------- --♦ UZS	 _UZS-PET
ij ♦ AMNET_4vNET+PET 	 -----	 -	 ---------





1 LZSR = LZS/LZC I
_	 ..	
.-





*♦ +	 IF	 i .	 T GO TO 200
♦ I* PET	 .GE.	 s+♦+♦Is ETLF*LZSR










































*	 *	 *	 ----------- --------	 --	 ------
F
"-	 (+++++++++*t+aa.+++r+a++++t+...




*	 T GO TO 204
s	 CONOPT(4	 *+tt+s)	 .NE.	 1
*	 **	 *	 ----	 - -- -----------	 --------- -	 -	 - - -
F
ERR	 =DSSF(DAY)-DRSFIOAY)
-	 -	 -	 - -
. s	 IF* 	 *	 T KRFM[	 = 1.0





f * * ---------------------------
•	 IF	 *	 T KRFN.i= 2.0*ALOGIDRSF(DA
s	










SQER (KRFM1) _=SQER( KR.FMI )+ERR*ERRSESF(KRFMI)
	
=0.0




' *	 *	 IF * 	 	 T SESF(KRFMI
	 SURT(ABS( 3





is +++t+t.++t++tt ♦++a++^+ta+1+++++ e
x SERR(KRFMI)**2/G RFMIIKRFMI,1)/(CRFMI(KRFMI) — 	 1.0111 r
204	 CCNTINUE










*' *	 IF* 	 	 T DATE=MOD(DAY,MDAYI









(THSF(HCUR1 9 HOUR=1 9 12)	 +
7
+	 +
t	 ♦.+----------------- — ----------------------------- —t
FORMAT	 9	 F0RMAT(lH/,LX/	 lX,14.ZX,
—	 2HAM;LX,6F8 . 1,3X,6F8.L1




t	 '-(THSFIH0UR)9H0UR = 13 9 24)v	 DSSF(DAY)	 +'
+	 +




---	 ---	 ---- --
^	 *
____
-GO*	 *IF 	 T TO 205
^

























#	 IF*	 T MRITE169131DATEr'
• '	 CONOPT(7	 •tt. ♦
f A)	 .EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 SUEP*
*TH, .GT.	 0.0	 •
i-----------------
F ittttft+ >,tt...t.t,tttt.tt.tt
SOEPTHSTM,O,SAX,TANSM,SPLW FORMAT	 13	 FpRt^
L 2X,6HTANSM-,F6.2r2X , 5HSPLw- , F6.2)	 ,.FB.2.2X,St(STMDAT!3 







i C	 MONTHLY SUMMARY STORAGE x
STMROSIMA'I,1)=DSSFIDAY!






















=AMIF	 -.	 ___ ._ ------
j	 ? = =TMSE('IAXI
	 l)	 =ASE-w. AMSE =0.0_,
r TMPET(MCNTH)	 =AMPETAMPET=0.v











*	 IF	 *	 T UZC = 0.25







EMS IA14 ( MAX 1 1	 = SIAM
---iEMLZS( N AXT,,1)	 =LZS
















--- - ---- -
•	 I''F * 	 	 T MDAY=59
MDAY.EQ.	 *++ ♦ r
•337	 •
F ^t+tit^itNtttitt4r ♦ '♦+ tt+tttittt ,
{ C
C STORE MAXIMUM DAILY STREAM FLOW FOR YEAR
_






•	 #	 if 	
*	
T GO TO 221
DAY.EQ.E	 *+it ♦ K










































! IENOFG,STUDY( PEAKS ,PHRStNSPTS,THSFOM,TFMAXD,T4RTF,JPL+OT,






I BFNLR,HFRC,G'„S,IJZStLZS,BFNX,IFS,HFHRC t3FRL,lt 	 L,6':NHR,IFPRC,
IIFRL,LSHFT,NV TAI,FNTRI,MXTRI,NCSTRIrBTh1,TFC^S,,p1ETtFDE4,j TPLR,VINTCR,hSt=,'IRTR19SPiF,CLiF,SPDR 	 OFU$ Z IUFlJ515r:7FRtC7FRIS,PEISr
RHFO,ORHF,AMIF,AAN'ET,AYPET,AHSNE,AGSII ,.IASFX,SA.qAX,SRX,VWIN,I WCFS,RhF:lL,SSkT,JFRFi^JFRFIStE(i'l,FtEODFiS,SL)F3r,S.IFKaFit






CCMMCN/Cnt4MA/EIAPFNX,EMGW'S,E,MIFS, Et4LZS9E +4SIAM,E''l)ZC,E $4UZS,TMFF, a
•.' TMIF,TMPrZECtTM,SE,CKFMI,DCIW,DMNT,DtiXT„skGPM,URHP,nRSGP,UP:ET,EDLZSr






C KENTh.CKY WATERSHED MOCEL	 (VERSION OF JUNE 6	 1970)
e	 3
















'	 ^' THSF( 24)9 TITLE( lA).TtARF(15,3),Tb'FSIL(I2),TMI:F(15,3),T:AivFT(12)97MCF(15,3),T 1PET(12),T"P = FCl15t 31,T4t0l( 12),T 14;TF( 12)tT'ASF(15,3)tTMSNE( 12),TMSTF(15,3),T,4STFI ( 15,3), T20t)FH(21) ,T20PkH(21) r











DATA	 MEDCY/	 0,	 31959#90,120,151,181,212,243,2739304,334/ M	 a
DATA	 MEDWY/304,334,365,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273
i_ REAL	 MXDRSF,MXDSSF,MX:MRSF,MXMSSF,SSQD-










+ (R PIOTCII),I =1,1832)	 + fi
F4' ++ ----








' +	 (ktOM.MA(I1.1=1,12`)87)	 +
4 +	 +




DAY	 =DATES 	 IMDAY =PRAY .^!SINDEX	 =0V MAXI =0
i AMRPM=0.0
` AMPREC_ =0.0 ?;
AMBF =0.0 yAN.SE =0.0
AMSTF=0.0
AMRTF=O.D 
------------ — ------------------------- — u
--------------------------------




















C	 BEGIN DAY LOOP
a ---------------------------------------(	 IMONTH -MONTH	 I ::
---—
^
--	 --	 —	 -------L-
152:	 1	 TOSF =0 U
* •
s






































•	 t	 *	 •
*	 IF	 *	 T HSE _	 (FWTR*PET)/12.0
k,! * HOUR .EQ	 *+++a
t ♦ *	 *	
--r_---- -------------- --r-------
i ♦ F g







f'' t # ^	 IF 	 # ^	
T








+ i AMPREC =AMPREC+PRH	 +
4 .0 ENTER SNOWMELT-SUBROUTINE t
. *	 IF	 *	 T CALL SNOMEL(BDDFSM,SPTM
p; ♦ * CONOPT(7	 *++++ CC,SPM^ELDIF,DAY,













155 + AMRPM=AMRP +PRH
--- —
+.,
'------	 -- —	 — --	 — -----	 --
156
=	 -t ARHF	 O.0	 _
------7-----=-----------------' tr
C 15 MINUTE ACCOUNTING AND ROUTING LCOP
Cst -+. ` a
r^; 'T0—++DO LOOP
r ++ t++t+ ++++ STMT	 1I	 187 +
e
+ + PRD =	 1,4	 +
3: ♦ ..+------------ ♦





i ♦ IW I 	 =0.0WEIF'^=0.0
'k +I PMEUZS =0.'J I+^ P101EL2S	 =0.0 d
* I
PMEIFS =0.0	 _ {`
PMEUFS =0 0









t ♦ ^ +	 ..	 • 	 r 	 r-r---rrrrrr-rr-r-rr---r rrr-
v *	 TCONOPTI2-	 *++++
CALL PREPRD(RGPM,DRHP,O
♦ * AY HOUR,DPY,PRD-PEP,r ♦
*1 •EQ•	 1





♦ F ^	 +
+ +++++^+++t+++++++++ +++++++f+t+











I F * 	 T GO TO 157











• •	 * IF 	 # T GO TO 159
FUS .GTt+t+







s	 IF	 * T GO TO 170
+	 #	 IFS	 .GT. #t+t ♦ C
*0.*
+
* --- -------------- ---	 ----
F
i k
--------- -- ___	 ------------
+	 *	 IF	 * T GO TO 172
`
NRTRI .G *+++t
*T.+	 0 -#N ;	 *	 *
--------------------------------Fl
-- ---	 -- — —




	 --- — ---- ----'
+ x
r +	 *	 IF	 * T GO TO 181' {






+	 C	 RAINFALL UPPER ZONE INTERACTION
' I5T +
IF 	 * T
*
GO TO 158
+	 #	 PEP .GE. +ttt
*, y t	 * VINTCR a
—_,_^_------
--- ------------ —_--


















_" ------ — --------.I-------- L
150 4 PPI	 =PEP—VINTCR








*t •	 IF	 T UZC = 0.25










+ * **	 IF 	 T FMR= 1.0 - FMRj + *	 UZS	 •G1.	 *t +t!
i + * UZC




C LONER ZONE AND GROUNDWATER INFILTRATIONf .
------------------------------159 + LZSR =LZS/L Ci E10	 =4.0#LZSR _-	 _
	---------	
__-
IF	 *	 T - GO 'TO 160
i *	 LZSR .LE	 #t++t
♦ " *0 100	 * n
-- ------------------------------F*
^ ------ -(EIO	 =4 0+2.0*(LZSR-1.0)( + -----	 -----.	 ------ -----------
I
t 4 --- ------
*
*	 IF	 #	 T
•















—------'-- — — -- ------------------ -- ---
160 +
*—
PEBI	 =	 E61	 OFUS
+
I,





+ *	 iF	 * .	 T CIVN =	 1.0





++++♦+++++++ t+++t++t++++++ ++a ♦ `+ ;
+	 + PEAL-PEBI*PH1/12.0*CMIR*C1VM) ;








c + . *	 ---	 -----------	 ------------•	 *	 •









+ *	 IF * 	#	 T PEAL `= PEBI - 0 . 5*CMIR*
•. +	 * PEB)	 .GE	 *++ta CIVM
+	 *, CKIR*CIVM((;









+	 - *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 161
+	 * PEBI	 .LE	 *+ ++♦
GFUS
', + *	 * -------------------------=-----
I,














+ *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 162
EA I 	i++tt
r *	 *OFUS )(PGT. 0.0
*	
----	 ----------	 --	 --- ---
sI
f .+ 1	 s.








l -------	 ----- ---- - --=-- --
}




' ♦• 	 IF	 *	 T EOD	 0.5	 (OFUS + 'PEAI 1






+	 F i +
+++++tat++++++*+++++-------------.+ ------------
t
+ * GO TO 164s	 * (OFUI F+	 tT+++























+	 *	 * 1 F*	 *	 T GO TO 168




165 +	 I	 PETS =PPI+OFUSIS	 s
+	 * IF	 *	 T GO TO ,166 ?	 `'
+ +++
*0FU''Si5) E IGT.	 0.0 _._
-----------------------------------------^
EADIS=(OFUSIS+PEIS)/2.0	 I "'




















' 167 + ------------------'--------------,t	
**	 T
*+	 (OFUSIS	 *+ttt








# IF	 *	 T GO TO 168
*	 (OFUS[S	 * ♦+a ♦





*	 * --------- -----	 ----	 ---- -









)+ *	 IF 	 *	 .	 T GFRIS = PEIS
*	 OFRIS .G	 *ttft+
*T. 'PEIS




168 + TOFR =TOFR*FPER*OFR+F1MP*OFRIS
♦ +pPI*FMTR
+ I OFUSIS =PSIS-OFRIS
+ GFUS =PEAL-OFR
.i




♦. IF•	  	 *	 T GO TO 169- z	 ;'i



















«.	 #	 IF 	 *	 T FMR =	 1.0 - FMR*(LZS/LZ f












= BFNX+P LS+ US
+ IFS	 IFS+WEIFS*FPER-- --	 --------	 --
3
—










IFS	 =IFS— SP IF
--------------------------------#
IF
	 *	 T GO TO 171
+ s IFS	 .GE.	 s+++ ♦










Pt- --------- ------------------------ ------ 
171 UHFA(11'=FPER*CFR+PPI*FWTR+FIMP
• +; -	 *OFRIS+SPIFSPDR =UHFA( l) 1
---` ------I----	 ------------------------
+	 C ROUTING
172 + ---------- ---	 ------------ -
t *	 IF	 * sTT







------------------- ---^ 	 ------
Y
+
t IF	 *	 .	 7 G0 (0 181"







— — — — — — —
	 —	 ---- --^
173 + -- --	 --- ----
	 --------------- ----
IKT" =NCTRI
.	 •	 IF	 *	 T KTRI = NCSTRI
+ #	 CONOPTt1++++
t $31..EQ.	 1
#	 # ^-	 --.-.^----------^------------ '3
+' F I +♦++++f +++ +++++++++++♦ +t+++++++ ++
ia ♦
f174 + URHF = UHFA(KTRI) (














-----	 ---	 ------ 7
a 180 + URHF -0.0	 )
181 • -------------------------
*•	 IF 	 *	 T SRX = CSRX



















*+ *	 IF 	 *	 T RHFO = 0.0,
♦ s	 RHFO .LT	 ♦+++
+ •	 RHFNC
i















i--------- -----	 ---- -------#	 * -
+ • IF	 *	 T	 GO TO 182
t s	 CONOPT( 1 	 *aar+	
-
x
*21 ,.EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 PRD#
+ * .NE. 4
+ s	 *+ s	 r	 r*	





DATE	 MODIOA_c,	 + DAY)-= --- ---- ---------
k + *	 IF	 *	 T	 WRITE(616)	 DATE,HOUR,PR
*	 # LSHFT	 s+tt+^	 D,NCSTRI*
—^ ---------------- -----.--------- i+ ,3
t+++.++t!♦++ +tt+++t+++i+ t+++++	 °+ T









`^ *	 IF	 *	 T SRX = CSRXi# + *	 TFCFS .L	 *++tt
£< + *E.	 0'.5*CHCAP	 *_
-.	 1I
.Fc +.


















*'	 IF * 	 	 T SRX _ CSRX
♦ *GT.	 0.5*CHCAP)t
S ♦ •.	 (T'FCFS .LT.	 2.0*Ct t
+ F	 +-
^+r. + ++++t+ ♦ ++++++t++t++++++t+.++ r
+ +(FSRX - CSRX)*((TFCFS - 0.5*CHCAP)/(1.5*CHCAP))**3
!--------
--------	 ---	 -------^
. ,*	 • 1F * 	s	 T SRX-= FSRX
j s *	 TFCFS .G	 *+ +1+
•T• 2.0*CHCAP







+ 4—	 IF	 +	 T^ GO TO 183











+ *_^ i *	 IF*	 *	 T TDFP24 =	 (TDFP24 - 1.0)
* PRO
	
LE.	 *++++ + 0.15*PRDF
# 3 ##	 * -* *	 ----	 ----	 ------	 --- ---F t







+	 C STCRM OUTPUT REQUESTED BY CONOPT(1)
_
+




IF	 *	 T GO TO 186 t





* *	 ---	 ----------rrr
	
rrrr-rr k	 7`
+. i	 ^	 *








IF	 *	 T GO TO 186 g	 3
♦, !*	 DAY .NE.	 *++++3 ♦ • GOSOR	 + .-f
w
*
I +, -------------------------- ---
i
• *	 * IF 	 *	 T WRITE(( s++++
Y i 1 -.AND.	 PRD	 EQ.^^.+?













 r++++CCNT INUE .
+ I C	 ENO OF	 15 MINUTE LOOP
I +I	 1
e +^	 «	 # --- -- --—	 — — ----	 — --	 — —	 —--- _- 	 — —
t	 IF +	 T GO TO 197
+	 s	 CONOPT(5 *+++ ♦j `	 +)	 .*E.	 L`	 I
+	 p
♦ 	 G	 HOURLY OVERLAND FLOW AND RAINFALL SORTING
-----------------------	 -	 ---
i	 «-	 s 1,F * *	 T GO" TO 193
+	 •	 TOFR .LE +*+++











L1^ 188	 +j	 I ----------------------	 ----- is
*f ;`
'. •
IF *	 T 'GO 70 192 t


















I. 169 + T200FH(KT20+1) = T200FH(KT20) +
n




IT200FH(KT O+1) —	 70Fit
I
a






















192 t T200FH(1) =TO-------------------- -----f
-------
------------------ -- ------- -
193 it ------------------
	 ------------
„'	 ♦ . • IF	 *	 7 GO TO 197
# PRH .LE.	 *+ttt
Y	 • •	 • ia #	 * ----------- ------
	 ------------
- j	 i F
1
ni
-------I KT2C =20 1
--------------------------------ls! +











t ------- "—------ ----- --------
+ 1 F






195 + T20PRH(KT20+1)	 _ T20PRH(KT20)
------	
------ ---------
t ( KT20 =KT20-1
1194
—_	 __—
..	 ♦ 	 r	 a .r	 tN
'----^----------------__ -- —_	 h	 ^.
1196 * 1	 T20PRH(1)	 =PRH
-------------------------------------
`--
t	 C ADDING GROUNDWATER FLCW
--	 --'--	 ----------------------t-197 t CBFM=GI+S'*dFRL*(1.0+BFNRL*BFNX) ---f t GWS	 =GhS-CBF
t AMBF =AMBF+CBFf
THGR =ARHF+C_g








.	 t	 'I F*	 *	 T HSE
5 ( t •	 HSE `.GT,•	 *t+tt
t s THGR	 #








 — --------- ^.
AMSE =AMSE+HSE
THSF(HOUR) =(THGR-HSE)*MCFS















C STORE SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS




----	 ---- ---- ------ I }
d + y	 ,^ ^	 l




—=—	 -- ----	 -- ----	 ----------
I	 UZINFX =(LZS /UZC) —!_LZS/LZCI





^: *+ *	 ' IF 	 *	 T GO	 TO	 198, r
*	 UZINFX	 *a+a+' z











+ *	 IF	 #	 T UZINLZ = UZS
" + *	 UZINLZ	 *++r+
+ *GT. UZS	 * _ s
a F- +t+t++t+t+t+++t++++t++4++++++r+
1








n « ., **	
,IFs	 *	 T FMR = 1.0 — FMR*LZSR
.LT.	 *++t+
*LZC.LZSt




+', PLZS = FMk*UZINL2 x
+ LZS	 =LZS+PLZS
+ GWS	 =GIvStPGW -
+ 1 BFNX =BFNX+PGW
t--------------------^--------------------































AEX96 0.96*(AEX96+PET 1 I











IF	 *	 T SIAM = 0.33



















l + * C.0 ,
1


















	 IF*	 s	 T BFNX = 0.0
_. +_ *	 BFNX .LT	 *++++
*. 0.0
'.9

















+ *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 199












------------------ ---f + I
ORIGME PAGE J49	 0_62
.
OF POOR QUAI Y
.. m.. n
..	 ^.	 ...	 ..	 ..	 i












f	 +i	 +	 .	 *	 *	 .
+	 *	 IF	 *	 T	 GO TO 200











200 +	 I SET	 =0.5*ETLF*LZSR
	-----
I`






♦ 	 -	 --------------- ----------------------t	 .,
1	 4
202 +++t++++CCNTINUE	 i-r











•11	 .EO.:	 1	 *	 ..















*	 #	 IF* *	 T	 EDLZS(DAY) =	 LZS	 ^.
*	 CONOPT,16	 *+t++
*)	 . *0.	 1	 *	 T•	 •
F	 +1+++,
+++4











I •	 * •
-----------------
  	 --	 -























------------------	 --	 ---- —






	 + 2.0 x
^! *	 *` *	 *
---------------- 	 ------------
} F












.'	 #	 !	 IF	 *	 T SESF(KRFMI)	 =	 SQRT(ABS(




#	 # -------------- -----------------
F	 I tft^t+t+t+t+ftf++t+t+tttt++tftt	 -














fi#	 IF 	 #	 T DATE=MOD(DAY•MDAY)
*	 MONTH«NE	 s++++I *.4	 * Y
^ttt+++..+tttta+t++f+a+t+ +++++t
^
--------------	 —	 ---	 -----++
 t+ MR I T E t 6.91------











FORMAT	 9 'FORMAT(IH/•lX/r 1X,I492X•
-
-- ---	
M,	 X. 6F $ . i r 3 X. 6F$.1
-- I---	 —	 -- - ------ ------------2NA+-- -— - --





FORMAT	 -	 10	 FORMAT(IH,I,6X,2HPM,1X,( 6FA.Lr3X ,7F8.1)
g ----------------------------°-













	.F 8.1, 2X,6HC.F.S.,5X,4HTPiti 3X, :F5.292X,--
l	 1206
205	 CONTINUE
FORMAT	 12	 FORMAT(1H/,-1CX,8HMS	 XIMUN= x
4 HA.M. I^ 	 oF8.1r2 X, 6H-.F.S.r5X^4HT(ME,3X,F5.2r2X,^
206—y +	 #
















--	 -----,----	 -------- ------ 	 --
MONTHLY SU44ARY STORAGE
STMROS(MAXI,2)=DSSF(DAY)











































--------^--	 ------	 —	 ----------- y





i	 UZC .	 *t+f+
_ULC	 0.25
LT.







































—	 ---------	 ---	 ------------










♦ 	 IF	 *	 T MDAY=:337•



























































'	 MNR 0, .
FWTR,VINTMR,HUZC,SUZC LZC,ETLF SU9WF,GWETF,STAC,BMIR,BI'VF•OFSS,UFSL,OFMN,OPNIS.IFR^,GSRX, FSRX,CHC^lP,FXOPV,
BFNLR,BFKC,GWS,UL$,LLS,dFNX, IFS,fiFHRC,IiFRI_,t3FNRL, rirNHR, TrPRC,
IFRLtLSHFT,NBTRI,FRTRIIMXTRl,P)CST`RI,BTRI,TFCFS,bPAET,FPER,
TPLR,VLNTCR,IiSE,VRTk(,SPIF,CbF,SPOR,nFUS,OFUS1S,GS-R,_0FRIS,PEIS,
RHFO,UKHF,AMIF,AMNET,AMPFT, AMSNFIAMFS11. SASFX,SAKAXwSRX,V#4lN, PWCFS,RHFMC,SSRT,OFRF,(IFRFIS,E(J[)F,EQCFlS, 0FRF,50FRF1,








EPCM,SERA,SFRR,SES F . SUER, THSF,TMFS IL, TMNET,TMOF,TMPET,TMRPM,TMSNE,




C	 KENTUCKY WATERSHED MODEL (VERSION OF JUNE 6,	 19701





DMXT(366),	 DPSE(366),	 DRGPM(366),	 URHP(366,24),
DRSGP(366),	 OPET(3b6),	 ORSFl3bbi,	 OSSF-(3661,	 EDLLS(!366),
















r	 , INTEGER TOMARY,TSMARY,TODARY,TSDARY,TOSARY,TSSARY 	 ... '
INTEGER	 DATES,EDATE,SINDET,.MPDAY(15)





















+------	 - -------	 -- ---	 -	 -	 -i------	 --- --+
--	 ---	 -
r	 3




































*'*	 LF * 	 	 T -	 GO TO _153.
i	 CONOPTl7	 *s ♦*+








	 - - - -
!*	 *IF 	 T PET	 0.0*	 DMXT(DAY	 *++++ ,








fl **	 IF 	 *	 T PET = FFOR*PET









*	 IF 	 s	 T GO TO 153'
*	 UMNT(DAY	 *++++
*)	 ,GT. 32.0	 .OR.	 SP*
f	 ? *TW .LE.-DPSE(DAY)	 s
*t* * ------------------------------


















{r153 . 	+	 DO LOOP TO	 a	 `.	 .,	 ".. r( .+♦+.++++++ STMT 0	 202 +





*(NSGRD	 IF((NSGRUEQ.	 0)	 ENO.	 (DRHP( f)AY,HOUR)	 NE. D.0)	 .AND.	 (PET	 .EQ.














----------	 ----. ------------v +	 *
^. + I	 .	 *	 IF	 *	 T RGPM = DRGPMIDAYI
+ #	 HOUR .EQ	 +tt+t












+'j . *	 IF	 *	 T HSE _	 (FMTR#PET1/12.0
+ s HOUR .EQ	 *t++t
•. 9	 * ;♦ I	 j •.	 •	 •
g +j
*	













+;	 t HOUR .EQ	 *^+t+
1*.?1











--------	 --------	 ------------*	 *
i . *	 IF	 *	 T CALL SNOMEL(BDQFSM,SPTN
+	 • CONOPTI7	 *t.++ CCtSPM,ELDIF,DAY,4	
._ +1 . E Q. 1
♦ .^....++++++t.
 ..................
♦: SPBFLN,	 XDNFS,FFGR.FFSI,MRNSM905MGHISDEPTH,STMO, 	 PXCSA,HOUR,
SAX,SOFRF,nFRFIS,SDFRFI9AMFSIL,PRH,SPIk,TANS4,SPLM,SFM0,0FRF9
+ NT4AM,Ni4PM, ASM„1SMRG,SASFX,SARAX,DMXT,DMNT,RICY,FIRR1
155 +	 _—	 ----
	 ---------
+'





t!	 ------------	 ----------	 ----	 ----- —
x 	
i 9
it	 G	 15 MINUTE ACCOUNTING AND RCUTING LOOP
+	 ++ DO LOOP TO-«+
	
.
++++++++♦++ STMT	 187 +
i
--------------
 —	 — _—	
.






i # WEIFS=0.0t PMEULS =0.0









•i •'	 * '	 I F	 #	 T CALL PREPRDI RGPM, DRHP 9.:D^
* ;CONUPTl2	 *++t+ AY„HOURvUPY,VRDvPEPf






+++++t t++++++t+ ♦+♦++♦++ t++++it
it--------	 --------	 ------------
P. •	 IF* *	 T GO TO 157
♦ ^ s 	 *++t+PEP .GT.













	 •	 T GO TO 159







*	 T GO TO 170
lr 4. IFS .GT.	 *++at
# I0.0
• 0*




L,# ++ *	 s IF
	
*	 T GO TO 172
I *	 NRTRI .G	 stt♦+
r! + *T. 0
Y +	 I s
+ F
TRHF-_0.0	
- --	 -----------	 -	 ---^
------------------	 ---	
----	 -
♦ I •	 s	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 181 7
*	 RHFO .GT	 st++t
0.0	 s
♦ 1 184 y	 , -	 yr^ x,	 ;^s - s #
}	 C RAINFALL .UPPER ZONE INTERACTION
+ i	 I
^ 157 +j ^ --------	 ---	 ----------------	 _
x' ^^
*	 *
.	 •	 IF	 *	 'T GO TO 158
g + * PEP	 .GE.	 s+++ ♦
,
E ♦  F
S	 I	 ^ {{ i „...
1
r,.,	 ,	 sue•.	 .,;	 „	 ..	 .. '^
I ULS	 = UZS+PEP*TPLR
♦ VINTCR =VlNTCR-PEP
k	 I +1 PPI	 =0.0
+ PEBI -d.0
+ PMEUZS	 PEP






♦ • IF	 •	 T	 GO TO 159
s	 OFUS .Gf	 !♦+ t ♦
+ ff, *. 0.0
j ♦ i  i	 *
••
_	 I



































.	 * IF	 *	 T FMR = 1.0 - F;MR
♦ s	 UZS .GT.	 •++++
uZc




♦ UZS	 =UZS+PPI-PEBI	 111




159 +, 1	 LZSR =LZS/LZG
+ t	 E1D	 =4.0*LZSR xl












1 +I i	 LZSR .LE	 *t♦tt
♦ ^. 1.0





	 --• -----` *	 ;
♦ *
*!	 L15R1FLE^	 **.µ GO TO 160 i_.__
♦ s• 2.0	 •












160 ♦ PEBI =PEBI+OFUS
♦ CMIR	 0.25*SIAM*BMIR/12.0**EIDl







•	 i .	 •	 IF	 *	 T GIVM = 1.0
♦ *;	 CIVM
	
.LT	 *++rrI ♦ *;.
	
1.0






1!♦ I- - -----	 --- -------------
!1-PEAIPEBI*PEBI /12_0*GMIR*CIVM1---_ _ )
------------Wl	 =PEBI*PEBI/12.O*CMIRI
------ ----------_ -	 - -------	 -.---
ii
I







♦ •	 •	 IF	 *	 T NI	 = PEBI	 - 0 . 5*CMIRf f •	 ^ s	 PEBI	 .GE	 *a+++ i
♦ 	 j .0, CMI F 	 t
-+ F + 
1` ♦ 	 j ♦+++ t+.rr♦++ rr+rt+r+ t+++r++ ♦rrI
---I 3
{ i	 i --------------------------- 	 - 
IF 	 *	 T PEA1 '= PEBI - 0.5*CMIR*
♦
♦ I *	 PEBI	 GE	 *++++i	 C*CIVM CIVM*1R
^
♦ F + I
♦
+r+rr++++r r+++++}+++r++rrr+16+






_. t_^ *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 161.
I
t♦♦t+i`	 PEBI














161 + CONTINUE	 r
t- -------- ^-- ---------------------
i tt	 IFs	 T(PEAI -	 t++♦♦ GO 70 162 _
*OFUS),.GT.	 0.0	 * ---. --^
	
_
• ♦ I	 I	 *	 .
i * *	 ---	 ------- ---- ----------
---	 ---	 --'












+ •	 IF	 *	 T EQD — 0.5	 (OFUS +	 PEAI ►
+ «	 (OFUS +	 *tt++j
+









'	 *t + *	 IF 	 *	 T 80 TO 164















+ *	 IF	 *	 T OFR = 0.75*PFAI
CF	 *+t++
* 10.75!*PEAII.t





*	 T GO TO 168+ *	 FIMPIFEQ
	
*t+++







165 + I	 PETS = PPI+OFUSIS	 I










+ *	 ------	 ----	 —	 —	 ------------F
------- ---------
+ I	 EQDIS=(OFUSIS+PETS)/2.0 _	 1
----------- ----{ + ---------i---------------
a + 1167	 1
a f `^
:





*+ *	 IF*	 *	 T EQDIS















+ *	 IF	 *	 T G0: TO 168
t *	 (OFUSIS	 sa+++ 1
R	 1 + *+	 PEIS)	 .LE.	 0.01	 *:
*	
--------------------------------t I
—	 — --	 -----	 ---	 --	 —
OFRIS=0.25*OFRFIS*(((OFUSIS+PEIS)
*0.5)**1.b71#111.+J.b*((	 '







	 *	 T OFRIS	 PEIS
+, *	 OFR 1S .G	 s++++





168 + TOFR =TOFR+FPER*JFk+FIMP*OFRIS
I+PPI x -WJR
+ OFUSIS =PEIS—OFRIS




.	 *	 IF	 *	 T G0 TO 169
OFUS	 GE	 *++++
r *. 0.001
+ F _t L n







169 + LZRX =1.5*ABS(LZS/LLC-1.0)+1.0	 - =
' + FMR	 =(1.0/(I.J+LZRX))**LZRX
----------=-----------------------------
_, + ------------------------------
t *	 If	 *	 T FMR = 1.0 — FMR*(LZS/LZ4 *	 US.LT.	 *++++ C)
+ * L ZG
+ F +♦ t+++++t++++++++++++++++++++t++







+ --	 —	 -----------------------------#
:,	 , C-76
------ ;












*«	 IFS	 .GE.	 *t+t+














171 * UHFA41I`=FPER*OFR+PPI*FMTR +FIMP
OFRIS+SPIF -t SPOR = UHFA(l)-
F--------- ----------------- ----------°'--
+	 C ROUTING r
172 + --------------------------------
*+ .	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 173







J t _--	 ---	 ---	 ---
	
---- -- -----
_ ♦ URHF	 URHF+0.25*UHFAIII
+ -------------------------------=--- ------ ii
+ ------------------- ---- --------
*+ .	 *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 181
+` *	 PRO .NE.	 st+t+ —
+ F














♦ KTRI = NCTRI 7
*+ «	 IF 	 *	 T KTRI = NCSTRI
+ *	 CONOPTl1	 *++++ ;a






174 + (	 URHF =UHFA(KTRI) I ^I y
.	 --- --=--------	 ------------r + «	 *
`
r... ♦ ' «	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 176
t *	 URHF .LE	 ..+tt







175 + (_TRHF+URHF*CTRI(KTRI)-_TRHF ----w
--
N14 t
+ I.	 ------------------.	 ------------
*	 **	 CONOPTl1 • 	*t+t+ TRHF = TRHF t-+
+
*3)	 .EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 LSH*
.;Y *FT	 .AND.	 KTRI	 .Gt.
+ *	 *
----+ F +
{{ + ++*t+t+++++++t++tt+ ♦ tt++++t+tURHF *SARI( KTRI r+ -'1)
+ +	 1)	 = URHF
+
+ 1177
" 176 t UhFA(KTRIi	 1)	 = 0.0
€





'1 *	 IF*	 *	 T GO TO 174
! + 0KTRI .GE	 *+++ ♦ r
I	 ^;! + s;	 1	 *: ^	 ;
**j	 ;` + *	 ----— ------------ ---	 -------
`. 178 +- ------------ --------	 ------------ si
*
	
*4	 ," ♦ *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 179




1^ + ( NRTRI=NGTR;--------
-'
+ --------------------------------------
















--- -I«' ------------------- ------	 ----------
*CONOPF	*T GO TO 180
*	 *i}' *	 *	 ----- --------	 ----------- --







L---0.0 	 (-URHF+ ----- ----------------  ------ i
l5 I
r 4 181 + ----	 ---	 ---	 --- --------
—










! + ( RHF1 =TRHF-SRX0(TRHF-RHF0)
°-------------^ -------- ------ - -------- i
+ ( RHFQ =RHFL
----------- ---- --- --------------------
x Iy+------------------
--	 ---+
*t •	 IF 	 *	 T RHFC = 0.0














♦ r *	 IF	 #	 T GO TO 182
+ a	 CONDPT(1	 *++tt





--=- ----- --- --















+ *	 IF	 +	 T WRITE(6,6)	 DALEPHOUR,PR




f ++a+*++++++tttr+t++r ♦++ r++++
' FORMAT	 6 FORMAT(2X,T2r2X,I2,2X•
+ BH.ELEMENTS)
	 t2	 2X,ZQHH)STG'AA`( CHANGES TO.IX,IZoiX,
t




`` ^' •	 [t< **	 T' SRX = CSRX






P GE I` F ^..
*	








---	 - ---	 - -- --	 -
**	 (F # 	*	 Tf' SRX = CSRX
t. *	 (TFCFS	 *+.r+
*GT.- 0.5*CHCA p )	 .AND*
*.	 (TFCFS	 .LT.	 2.0*C*i
*t *
t:
*	 *	 --------------------------------F	 +
t r++ ..... +r+...................




} IF	 *	 T SRX = FSRX
+ *	 TFCFS	 G	 *+t+a
*T.'2.0*CHCAp





**	 [F* 	 	 T++ GO TO 183










t *	 IF	 *	 T -	 TDFP24 = (TDFP24 — 1.0)
*	 VRD. .LE.	 *.+++ + 0.15*PROF;
3	
*a* **	 * *	 _	 ---- ---	 -	 ---------°
t F
++...+ +r +t+ .................. ♦t
t TFMAX=TFCFS
183 + >..(_ARHF	 AR---R-------------- HF1-	 	 ------------~---- --+
L STORM OUTPUT REQUESTED BY CONOPT(1)
t184 - ------------	 ----- ---	 -
*	 **	 CONOPT ( 1 •	 *T++t^
G0 TO 186 )
♦
t *1	 .NE.	 1+ •
^..F.,
+ ------------------------ -------
*t . *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 186 G





-- -------	 -- --
	
------------t F
( i * IF * * 	 T WRITE(6_,7)













	 N912X,I6H Mil ISTUPE 	 STD	 1GE,
14X,17HSTREAMFLOW URIGIN,6X,I4HSTREAM OUTFLOW/2X,116HDY-H9 	 RAPO♦
♦ 'IN	 EUZS	 ELZS	 E1FS-	 t)FS	 ULS	 LZS	 IFS	 OFS	 S
lPCF	 SPIF	 SPBF	 SPTF	 INCHES	 CFS1♦
°"^OClO.AY,`1DAY1




+	 ! SPOR =0.3
t=----------------------------------------
*	
*+ *	 IF 	 *	 T TFCFS _ (CBF - HSE)#WCF
♦ •	 RHFO .LE	 *++++ S
i ♦ *	 _	 s
*	 s -------------------------------- ,F	 +




t--- --	 ----	 -	 --	 -- ---	 --( RSPTF=0 25 TFCFS/WCFS
}a
+ +--------------













+ *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 185
+ s	 HOUR .EQ
	
*tat ♦
+! 4.424	 .AND.	 PRD	 .EQ.*
a ♦ s s	
--- 
--------------- — ---- -------
F+















f iIF	 T GO TO 186
♦ *G. NDSOP	 s -	 K t





* k4 •	 IF 	 * .	 T VINTCR = VINTCR r DP1=TL
i s	 VINTCR .	 *++++ DAY)/96.0
♦ *LT.	 0.25*VINTMR
f ♦
-	 -	 - -----♦ t++++++*+*++++++t♦+++ t ♦+ tr++++
 I }
C_81
i187 t +} N+++CCNT INUE
,t





IF *	 T GO TO 197






t	 C HOURLY OVERLAND FLOW AND RAINFALL SORTING k
+ {t-----------------------------
-
a •	 IF *	 T GO TO 193
♦ •	 TOFR .LE «+t+^ M
+ *• C.0
Y
t 1 KT20 =20 1 `








*a •	 #	 IF * *	 T GO TO 192% s	 KT20 .LT *++++
r	 ,











189 + T200FH(KT20+1) T200FH(KT20) 3 jt u	 y
' + 1191	 I
190 + T200FH(KT20+1) = TOFR x ,
+ 1193.	 I
+ -----	 —'-- --	 —	 -----
— — —
— — ---
191 +- 1 K.T20 - KT20-1







192 +	 1	 T20(?FH(1)	 =TOFP. I
+	 --------------------------------- --- ---
I193 *+	 ------------------ ---- — ---------*
+	 i	 IF	 s	 T GO TO 197




194 ♦ 	 .	 ---- --------------- ---- — —	 —,.
**	 *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 196
+	 *	 KT20 .LT	 *++++







— ------- —	 ---- 
..r-----------
^	 i	 ^ ^3	 ^ t	 s	 IF 	 T GO TO 195
♦ 	 *	 PRH .:GT.	 i+tt+
+'	 i T2.0PRH(KT20)
+	 i	 i --_----------------------------t I






















---------- --196 +	 1 T20PRH(1) =PRH; -- --^
+
r +' C	 ADDING GROUNOHATE4 FLOW
♦ ^ ----------------------------------- —° g197 + ; ('	 HF	 =GNS*BFRL*(1.0+•BFNRL*BFNX )
t +1 GMS'	 =GWS—CRFI f	 AMBF =AMB'F+CBFi
+ k THCR	 ARHF+CBF
------ ------------- 9
t Tt	 s HSE	 -G T.	 *+++—r HSE = THGR

























+	 C STORE SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS
t











*	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 198
OUZOINFXttt+
ALE. r







-------- - -------------------- ------------
#t	 *	 IF



















#	 *	 IF	 #	 T FMR = L. 0 — FMR*LZSR s
*	 LIS .LT.	 •++++





{ *UZINLZr. t PLZS =FMR
^I LZS	 =LZS+PLZS
i• a 1 GYJS	 — GWS+PGN
_	 ♦ I BFNX =BFNX+.PGW ._
•	
t^










IF	 *	 T GO TO 202
+ *	 HOUR .NE	 tft+ ♦
+ t.	 16




---- -------------- ---- -,
1 I






------------------------------- --- -- --- -
n
^





+ 'i	 IF	 *	 T SIAM = -0.33














-GOt	 IF 	 t';	
T
TO 202








C EVAP-TRANS LOSS FROM GROUNDWATER -
+ GWET =GNS*GWETF*PET*FPER
=GWS-GUEt




*. •	 IF *	 	 T BFNX = 0.0
+ *	 BFNX .LT	 t++aa
+ *. 0.0	 • -	 xs	 t
+" (	 F + u
.+++++.+++++..++.++.+






*	 T GO TO 199
+1 ^*	 PET	 GE.	 ►++++






















- - - - - - - - - - - - - __
- PE`T	 =Rh T.-UZS



























200 + 1	 SET	 =O	 `^" E T 	 F*LZSR	 1
iFTI 201 + (_
AMNET=Ay,.i.T4 +SET
_--_^-- 




C END OF HOUR iLf.CP x	 1
OSSFIDAVI	 :TOSF /24.0-_-_— -	 -	 -I
*	
*	 T OSSF(DAY) = OSSF(DAY) +








j ♦ ^	 * lt:^	 s	 T EDLZS(DAY) = LZS--
	 - ----









C STORE ERRORS 1.tID FLOW DURATION
^t l
	
k ^ ^ g
i
f 7







*	 T GO TO 204
*	 CONOPT(4	 *+^+ ♦
*1	 .NE.	 1









*	 T KRF MI	 1.0
DRSF(DAY	 *++++
c *)	 ;.*T.	 1.0
+++++++t+++at+t+r++++tt+++++++
--------------- ----------------
 IF	 *	 T KRFMT= 2.0*ALOG(DRSFIDA

















J * IF 	 *	 T SESF(KRFMI)	 -	 SQR`T(AHS(




*	 * ------------------ 	 ---°--- ---
I r+ ++.,t+++t+ttaatt+++++t++++ttta





















*	 *s #	 s -
-- - ---------------------------
P F } s
++++'+++++ t++++tt+t+t+++++ ++t+rI w	 ;
+	 6RITE(699)
^[ ♦ 	 DATE,	 CTHSH HOUR1,HQUR=1.,121
--------------------- 	

















I ♦ 	 NRITE(6910)
k +	 (THSF(H0URIrHOUR=13,24) ► DSSFIDAY)	 +
a	 -
+--=----------------------------------------------+
f{ FORMAT	 10 F0RMAT(1HJ,6X92HPM,1Xv
6F8.193X,7F8.1)
------------------------------
















FORMAT 4033 FIRMA'T(1X,5HCFUS=F7.3,1X,1 6HNRTR I= f F7.3,1X,5H4t4FJ=,f7.A)206.
IF	 *	 T WRITE(6*13)OA TEt
•	 :EQ.	 1	 ,AND.	 SDEP*







9 FORMAT	 13 FORMAT(3X,(4,2X,?HSDt;PTH=








C	 MONTHLY SUMMARY STORAGE
STMROS(MA'I,3)=DSSF(DAYI








	 ----------	 ----s----	 ----
EMBFNX(MAXI1,3)=BFNX










OF POOR 'QUAIi'YI -,
C-88
u^
jI ------	 -----------	 -------°--
	
- - - -
-0- J:MPREC
( TMRPM(MONTH)	 =AMRPM qqr( AMRPM=0.0














	 --	 ------	 ----	 ---------.
•	 j TMFSIL(MONTH)	 AMFSIL











*	 T UZC = -0.25$	 UZC ..LT.	 *++++
$ 0.25















































- - - - - - - -
	 ------------
^^' *



























3002 -	 --------------------------------- li




F * -•_-	 ._^^ 	 _ _^---	 -- ------- -- -	 _ _ -------r
---- - -----
i
-j eACKSPACE 11 ;F
l	 —
t	 =^ +	 WRITE	 1111	 +
' +	 IRPLCTC(1 ), 1=1.1832)
------------------
	
-- ----- —	 ------	 -----------+ —
,..
eACKSPACE	 18 z;
i} +--------------------	 -	 - - - - - - - -- 	 ----	 ----+
+	 WRITE	 (18)	 +.
n+-	 (RCOMMA( IIpI=1r12)87)	 +
++	 ++	 Y i	 t:. ry
w
t
-C END OF DAY LOOP	 -tF x	 .	 a













































f C-	 KENTUCKY WATERSHED MOCEL 	
(VERSION OF JUNE 6, 19701"
C	 'BASED ON STANFORD WATERSHED MODELS 	 III- G TV a




	 OPSE(3b6),	 DRGPM(366),	 ORHP(366,24),
DRSGP(366),	 UPET(3.66),DkSF(3bb), 	 DSSF(3bb),	 r-bLZS(366),
EkBFNXl15 ,3t,C'-C,45(L5,3),EAIF5( 15,31,E VLZ5t15,3I,E ^S(AM(15,31,
! f'	 y	 =EMUZC(15,3),EYULS(L7,3),EPCM(12),FIRR(15),MEDCY(12),PEDWY(12),
t a	 t	 RICY(37),
	





PE AKS( b), PHRS(6),NSNTS(6),THSFDV(6)
_	
-
F J LOGS I CAL	 L SHFT
.;
E	 1
INT , EGER	 CDSOR,CN,CGNUPT, DATE, DAY,DPY•EHSGD,HDUR,HRF,HRL,PDAY,
P'RO,RHPD,nHPH -,R53DrSGMJ,SGkT,SGRT2., YEAR ,YRL,YR2,PHRSvSINtJEX
` INTEGER TOMARY , ISMARY,TODARY;TSDARY,TOSARY,TSSARY'
INTEGER DATES •EDATE,SINDET:,MPDAY(15) n
i	 ;..	 DIMENSION RPLOTC(1832),RCOMMA ( 12087)
EQUIVALENCE (DPY,RPLOTC(L)),(CP.'FMI,RCOMMA(1))
REAL IFPRC,IFRC,IFRL,IFS,LZC,LZRX9LZS,LZSR,MHSM,MNRD9MRNSM9NHPT









































—	 -- — --	
— — — — —









F?.3iX,4HIFS = ,F7.3,1X,4HUZC=,F73,1X,5HSIAM=,F7.3) s





















: •	 36, 6.	 * u	
3
F 1 +.+*+.++..+....+.++..+++*+++





+-	 --	 ---	 -- -- ----_.-_ ------	 _ _	 -_ _I
-
SCA1 FORMAT	 4 FORMATllH1,10X,18A4,//)
FORMAT	 3. FORMAT(1X, 4 PAST RUN HOURLYCFS , YALU[' ,//, tX, 4A4 )
--- —
	





C	 BEGIN DAY LOOP
---------------------
r t	 IMONTH^=MONTH
















r------ - - - - - - -
	

















148	 I -------- -- ----------------------
*
• *















4	 )r . *------------------
	 - -	 ------
*	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 153
*	 CONOPT(7	 #++++ r












T PET = 0.0 e
*	 DMXTID AY	 #++++
*) - 4.0*ELDIF	 .LT.
*40.0	 s F<
-
*	 * -------------------___---------E +






^ *	 '*	 IF *	* .	 T
<A
- PET = FFOR*PET d
.
*	 SPTW .GT	 ♦+++^
r *. SPTWCG
F *-jtt+*+++++++*++++++++++++++++t+ 	 ,,• t 3
L C	 CALCULATICN OF SNOW EVAPORATION
t _
*	 # IF 	 *	 T G9 TO 153
*	 DMNTIDAY	 *t+++
*)	 GT.-32.0	 .nR.	 SP*
*TW .LE. DPSE(DAY)	 •















*	 *	 ------	 -------- ,------------









153 +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
+++++++♦++ STMT k	 202 +




+(NSGRD IF((NSGRU	 EQ.	 0)	 AND.	 (DRHP(DAYrHOUR)	 NE.	 0.01	 .AND.	 (PET	 .EQ.
PETU)	 .AND.	 ICCNUPT(3)	 .EQ.	 19)
	
PET =	 0.5*PET






i + *	 IF	 * .	 T RGP,M	 DRGPM(DAY)'
+ s	 HOUR .EQ
	
*ttt+"^
+ *. SGRT + 1








+ •	 IF	 *	 T HSE =	 (FWTR*PET)/12.0{ ♦ •	 HOUR-.EQ	 *++++
i F +
` ++++t+++++tt±+++++++++++++++++ 3
*t •	 IF 	 #	 T HSE = 0.0




I PRH =RGPM*DRNP(OAY,HOUR)i AMPREC =AMPREC+PRH	 I




. #	 IF	 * .	 T CALL SNOMEL(BDDFSM,SPTW I*++++
.EQCO1OP T(7 CCrSPM,ELDIF,DAY,t *)
F 1
+
^a+ ++++++++++t*++ ++++++.+ + +t+++++ a






W`T4AM, WT4PM, ASH, ASOAG, SASFX, SAAAX,UMX f,DMitiT , R (CY, F I RR I y"A
1









+_... *	 .*	 I F * 	 	 I GO TO	 181




+	 C	 RAINFALL UPPER ZONE INTERACTION -s+
15T ♦ 	 -------•-------------------------
*	 *	 * ,














	 --------	 -*	 *





s..w^a- ♦. 	 ..	 .•^	 • ... r...._ ...a.+,._.^. saG K'
	
.. :1• dr.^l.evYU .,.	 iX•
158 4 -PPI- =PEP-VINTCR_
*TPLRVINTCRULO.JIriTCR
4




4.	 IF	 *	 T UZG = 0.25






♦ 	 I	 UZRX =2.0*ABS(UZS/UZC-1.0)+1.0
_I
FMR	 =(1.0/(1.0+UZRX))**UZ9X ¢
^z ► 	 *	 * ^ ---	 ------IF 	 *	 T FMR -	 1.4 - F'r1R
UZS .GT. •	stttt
UZC
s. +	 F	 I	 +
♦ *tt ♦t ♦ ♦ tart..+attttt ♦ t♦ tti*tt





I^' *' PE81	 =PPi«FMR




+ -- ------ ---- --	 -----------	 -
:•
t I
C TOWER ZCNE AND GROUNDWATER INFILTRATION
+I , I --	 --	 ---------	 -------------------
159 +i ( LZSR =LZS/LZC
+l EID	 4.0#LLSR
+, ------------------------- ----------------
,.I ♦ I I
tal #
tl •	 IF	 •	 T GO TO 160
+' # LZSR .LE	 *+♦+++ #. 1.0	 •






















I-------- -- ----- ----- ----	
--	
--t EID	 = 6.0	 I z














. *	 IF 	 #	 T CIVM	 1.0
CIVM	 LT
F i	 + r
+, 1++++++++++`+++ ++++++ +++++++++++
al PEAL	 PEB1*PEB1/I2.0*CMIR*CIVM1	 -----^




f----------------	 - - - -	 -----------------
I
+I --- ----------- ---	 --------#	 #












tt . 1+++++++.+++++.+++++++.+++++.++ 3.	 + w
#t i s	 IF#	# .	 T PEAT = PEBI - 0.5*CMIR*
t # PEBI	 GE	 *++++ CIV4




• #	 #	 «	 --- --^---- ---
	 -------	 -- __
_	 _	 ___




























/Q NEIFS♦ PMEIFS*((P£Bl-OFUS)/PE3I1 w
+ i PMEOFS =PEA1#((PbBI-0FUS)/PEBI )
161 • CCNTINUE
• I
---	 -- ----	 — -- ---------------
GO TO 162
—	 r++tt
+ NOFUS)IPGT. 	 0.0	 #
* ----	 ------------- --	 -----	 -	 •-F _ - r
f









` t ----	 ------------ ­`----------------
I	 it 162 + (	 EQO	 =EQUF*((PEAI-0FUS)**0..6). -







+i IF	 *	 T EQO-- 0 5*(OFUS a-PEAI) _
I	 A +j *	 (OFUS +	 *++++
t





+) *' IF	 *	 'T -GO TO 164(OFUS + -	 sr++t















-.	 *	 IF OFR =	 .75*PEAl












i; +	 s	 FIMP .EQ	 *++++
r, +	 #. 0.0
ri #	 ##	 #
,	
---- I —














•	 T GO TO 166
+	 t	 (PETS —	 *++++






















*:a +I #	 IF 	 *	 T EQDIS = 0.5*(OFUSIS + P









T GO TO 168
♦ I #+ PEI S)
	
AE. 0.01 .#._ .,.a`x:..... ^:....^^.... k...
e!













#+	 #	 IF 	 *	 T qFRIS	 PETS
+	 •	 OFRLS .G	 *++++
_	 3



















 •	 IF	 •	 T GO TO 169










♦ OFUSIS =0.0 ,
----	
-	 ---	 t---	 --	 -----
169 +,' !	 LZRX	 1.5*ABS(LLS/LZC	 1.u)+Lq (	 '
1- (1.0/(1.0+LZRX))*#LLRX-FMR-
-----------------------------------
*t	 *	 IF *
	 	
= 1.0 - FMR*(LZS/LZj
+	
•	 LZ S *LT.	 *++++	 C) FMR
* LZC	 •
+	
..+	 # *	 *	
-------- -- -------------- .----^.^_
+	 F +




















IF	 *	 T GO TO 171
•	 *	 IFS	 .GE.	 ♦++++
+ C•0001	 *.♦ 	 s	 s
+ ----- -	 ---- ;







-	 ---	 -	 ---
	 - --
+	
___ _ __ ..
 --------------------------
'
171 +	 UHFA(1) =FPER*OFR+PPI*FWTR+FIMP4 +	 *OFRIS+SPIF)




+ *	 IF	 i
+
G0 TO 173
*	 * ice	 CONOPT(L	 **++




URHF =URHF •1-0.25*UHFA(1) -----^ r
C?	 -100
— --- -------------- ---------
	 - - - -











' +	 I UHFAM =URHF -----'
--------------------- ----------
---------
+!	 --	 ------------- --- --- -----
173 + 7RHF =0.0(
ff
+ KTRI =NCTR[ 1
•	 --------------- -----------------

















*•	 I_ F *	 *	 T GO TO 176
♦ 	 *	 URHF .LE	 *++++




175 +	 +	 TRHF =TRHF+URHF#_CTRI(KTRI) 1
+ --------------------------------
 t	 s z	 a
+	 *	 IF	 *	 T TRiiF = TRHF
+	 *	 CONOPT(1	 *++++
+	 *3! _.EQ.	 1	 .AND.	 LSH*
+	 *FT .AND`.	 KTRI	 .GE. a+ t	 s
+ F f i
+
+ +++a++++.+++++++ ♦+++++ ii♦+++
+	 I URhF*SATRI(KTRI — 1)
+ + 1)





	 1! = 090 e^
	
q
177 t	 (	 KTRI =KTRI_1
I	 ^.i	 --.
	













Jt: OF o-ou gUALi
a
+
--	 ---178.♦ -------- -- --------	 --- -- ----
*•	 *	 IF 	 •	 T GO TO 179A













' ♦ •	 IF	 •	 T	 NRTRI	 = MXTRI
+ *	 CONOPT(1	 t++++
+ *3)EQ.	 1# •
*	 *	 --------------------------------
F
t+t+^t+t ♦♦ o♦+++ *++♦♦♦+++++♦ * ♦t ♦
♦ ----------------------------------------




. •	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 180
+ *	 CONOPT(1	 saa+♦+
31	 .NE.	 1* d
+ •	 •
+









180 + 1 URHF -0.0
181 --	 -	 -- -	 --- - --	 -----
'a *	 *
T	 SRR = CSRX ]a
*	 SRXIF	 *++++
+ '► CSRX	 •





+` __-___- ---	 .---------------------------
+; RHFL =TRHF-SRX*(TRHF-RHF0)
♦ ..( RWFQ =RHFL	
I
---- —	 --
IF 	 T RHFO = 0.0	 4.
I1 + * RH ► O .LT	 *++++
t * • RHFM,C3 ♦, 	 I ( #	 * z
--
*	 --- ----	 ---	 ---- —	 -- — 1F









*	 T' GO TO 182
'










183 + ARHF =ARIF•F+RHFL
---------------------------------
   
--------	 -----•-----------------------i--























+ *	 I F*	 T GO JO 186
+; *	 DAY .NE.	 ++++♦ s







	 IF	 *	 T WRITE(
t' #	 HOUR .EO
	
*+++t






14X917HSTREAMFLON ORIGIN ,6X,14HSTREAM OUTFLOW/2X,116HDY Hk PD RA 4
'€ ♦ IN	 EUZS	 ELZS	 EIFS	 EOFS	 ULS	 LZS	 IFS	 OFS	 S
` ♦ PCF	 SPIT	 SPBF	 SPTF	 INCHES
	 CFS)
















+ *	 IF	 *	 T TFCFS _	 (CBF — HSE)*WCF'' R




+ F	 i +
+ I ♦+++++++++++++++++++++++++t+++ 	 r
( + RSPTF=0.25*TFCFS 1^CFS
fi +
i---------- -------	 ----° ---------	 ----	 ---	 -+__	 ^+ ^ '
¢4 + +	 NRITE(6981
♦ ♦ 	 CATErHOUk,PRU,PEP,PMEUZS,PMELLS,PMEIFS,PMEOFS,U+
♦ +ZSrLZS
r IFSrCFSr^POF,SPIF,SPBF ► SPTF,RSPTF,TFCFS♦ 3K FORMAT	 8	 FORMAT(2X,1201X,I2,1X,f1
^, + F7.1)	 r5(iXeF6.4),2Xr4(F7.4192X,5(lX,F6.4),LX•
C C-104
}:	 ------ -----------	 -- ------	 -

























*'	 I FT GO TO 186
+ *	 NDSDR	 .E	 *t♦+ t
+ *Q• NDSOP	 * r




186 ♦. CCNT INUE ;',	 ,,	 ; . xI
---------------------------r-
+ *	 * IF 	 *	 T VINTCR = VINTCR + DPET(
+ *	 YINTCR	 *++++ DAY)/96.0 L
+ *LT. 0.25*VINTMR
F ittt++t++. t+ *+++t+++t+ ++++t++t+
187 ++ ++++++CONTINUE





IF 	 *	 T GO TO	 1 197 3
+ *	 CONOPT(5	 *t+++
+ *!	 .NE.	 1
♦ F x
' + C	 HOURLY OVERLAND FLOW AND RAINFALL SORTING
. b
t •	 =-------------------------------
'` *+ #	 IF 	 *	 T GO, TO 193
t + *	 TOFR .LE	 *++t ♦









I #188 + ------------------	 ------------ _








II:r^ + • ------------	 ----------.-------•	 +	 *	 •
t
t	 ,	 r	 I F * T GO TO 189















----------- ----- ------------ -------' --
i,
1 188 	 1 ^	 {
I
ti 192	 1	 T200FH(—if —_TOFR
1-------------------
193 -------- -----------------------
k +	 #	 IF * T GO TO 197	 ,_ _	 -




 ------------------	 ------------ i
F





194 + — --------------	 ---	 — --	 —
+ I	 s
+':	 *	 I F * T GO TO 196
+	 *	 KT20 .CT *tt+t

























'	 • 1157	 1
r195 ` T20PRH(KT20+1)	 = T20PRH(KT20)









— + I	 T20PRH(1)	 =PRH
+ ------------------------------- --------
+ C	 ADOING GROUNDWATER FLOW
+
a 1
197 +	 !, CBF	 =GVrS*BFRL*(IO+BFNRL*BFNX)
GWS^+ =G'WS— CE F
AMBF =AMBF+CBF
THGR = ARHF+CBF
+ - -	 -------- - ------------------------	 ----
t +	 IF	 *	 T HSE _ THGR
! *	 HSE .GT.	 *+++a







+ TOSF-+T-	 )_TDSF U --------
♦ Cy
G STORE SIMULATED HOURLY STREAM FLOWS--





306 +" [ UZINFX =(UZS/UZC)-(LLS/LZC) 	 1 s
---------------------------------------- I
I r










L-ZSR	 LZS/LZC 1I	 #"
— ---	 —)UZINLZi=O.JO3*EMIR*UZC*UZINFX*







+ s . *	 -- ------------------------------
♦ F.!♦ t++++++++++++it ♦+++++++♦ t♦♦+♦♦
















+ PLZS =FMR*UZIN(.Z r.












i *	 HOUR FNE	 *----
111	 + *. 16
+ --__--	 ---F .I^
♦ AEX90=0 9*(AF)190 ♦ PET)	 -	 -
+ ,	 AEX96=0 96*(AEX964PET)	 I
+
+	 ;C INFILTRATICN CORRECTICN
t---------------------------------------I
+ '^	 SIAM =(AEX96/AETX)**SIAC
+ ------------------I - -- --
t *	 IF	 *	 T SIAM _ 0.33 1




♦ ♦++ +ra ta++++++♦♦+++ +++♦ ++t+♦♦.





IF 	 ' s	 T GO TO 202
€








'i C	 EVAP-TRANS LOSS FRCM GROUNDWATER+I
*






+ •	 IF	 *	 T BFNX = 0. 0
+: t	 BFNX .LT	 *++++
+ *. 0.0







	 *	 T GO TO 199


















IF*	s	 T GO TO 200
#	 PET	 GE.	 +±t+ 1






















	 ---	 -	 -
LZSLZS-St"T-
+ AMNET =AMNET . SET I
--------
-'----	 -	 -	 --------- - -	 ----





t C	 ENO OF HOUR LOOP
OSSFIDAYI =TDSF/24.0	 I .
-------- I------------------	 ----------
----------- --------------------






• *	 * --------------------------------
F










i s	 *	 IF*	'	 *•	 T EOLLS(DAY)	 =	 LZS
I s	 C.ONOPT (6 	*++++$4 . EQ.	 1
F
I++++ ♦ t+++++++ ♦+♦+++ a+r+t++♦-+++♦
C	 STORE ERRORS AND FLOW DURATION
,,	 — },'..	 •	 ----_--.--------_-------_----_ .3
s
•,*	 IF	 *	 .	 T GO TO 204 .:f	 CONOPT(4	 *+#+ ♦
01	 .NE. 1
s	 * _.
ERR	 =OSSF(DAY)•-DRSF(DAY) 	 L
. f	 s
..__—	 —
IF	 *	 T KRFMI = 1.0
DRSF (DAY 	 *r+t+ a
* 1 .LT.	 1.0	 s
E aF +E 1 +++,.++++++*+.+ . +++.. . ++++.+++
'
• f
	 IF	 *	 T KRFMI= 2.0*ALOG(ORiF(DA-














 -------- --	 --------
+•	 *	 LF *	 	 T SESFtKRFM11	 = SQRT(ABS. -	 v
' f	 CRFMI(KR	 *++++ (SQER(KRFNI)	 - r
*FMI 1	 .GT.	 1.0	 * a
++++++++++++4++++++++++t++++++
). SEkR(KR MII ** 2/CRFMI ( KI:FM1))/(CRFMI	 KRFMI)	 -	 1.011)VA ^^+? "•





t '	 204	 CONTINUE
1
1 DATE —=DAY ------ —
	 -------	 —	 —f
------------
	
-- -	 — —	 -- --
* DATE=MOD(DAY,MDAY)^«	 1F * 	•	 T
#	 (MCNTH.E	 *+s++
*Q.4).AND.(MCAY.EQ.3*
*	 *# -- ---------------------
 ----j	
tF +ttat+r♦+++ tttt++lat+++ta++++ ♦I 
--------------------------------




























* IF	 *	 T GO 'TO 205-#	 TOFP24	 t+t++'
*LT. 12.0	 t





	 11	 FORMAT (lH/ , 10X, 8H14AXVA0m=






 E =_ . ,i.Fe.1^2X,6HG.F.S.,S%,4HT[ME•3x,t 5:?,.2X, 4HA.N.)
206	 -------- -- -------- ------ -------
^'
s
*	 IF* '	 *	 T WRTE(613)OATE9
('r *+^tt00IOP AND.s	 .!Q . SDEP*
•H	 GT. 0.0	 •
*	 r	 -------------------- ------F 1



































































. *	 IF	 *	 T UZC	 0.25



















*	 *	 --- ----- — ------	
-----------
'


















STUljY (2 ) ,PEAKS, PHItS,NSPTS,THSFDM, TFMAXn, TMRTF, JPLnT,
NCTRI,CTRI,F 1RR,R ICY ,DPSE,tiDUFSM,S,'LFLWPSPTWCC,SPl,tLl)IFIi XUNFS• FFLR, FFS I, 2MP.NS,14, DSMGH ► PXCSAskMPF, AGPM9, ARE A I F IMP
SATR19UHFA,i MNRD
FWIR,VINT.'dR9 BU7-C.9SUZC#LZCrETLF,5U5WFvGoETF,SIAC99141R,
@I VF, OF SS, OFSL t OF tN,UF'MNIS.IFflC,CSRX,FSRX,CHC:PIEXUPV,
BFNLR, BFRC, GWS,UZS,L ZS,SFNX, IF S, BFHRC, I3FRL, BF;AkL I bFNHR, IFPRC,
IFRL,LSHFT,t!BTRI,FNTRItMXTR19NCSTRI 	 BTRI,TFCF3,[PAL-T,FPER,
TPLR,V I NI CR, HSF, NkT k I, SP IF, C5F,	 I S,0F i.,l)FR IS, PEI S,
RHFOrURHF, A'1 I F, AI A NET, A`^, p F r, A'4 S 1E • A'1FS I I. , SASS X, S,1itA X, SRX, VWIN,
WCFS,RHFMC,SSRT,IIFRF,O FRFIS,E:)nF,EUCF)S	 SQFRF, S(!FkFi,
SDEPTH,MULT I , l'l), A'Sb!, r)T4AM,WT4P'l, SAX, TAN'^M, SP TW, STJMD, 5F `i0, ASMRG,
DEPEND(2),VAR1Nl?9,NPTS,JULDL,IY2,TODARY(5,L),
TOMARY(7, 1),TUSARY(5, 6, 1), TSOi1PY(6, 1),TSM•1PY(8,1) ,




EPC,M,SERA I SERB, SESF,S,^EK, THSF, T.MFS IL I I NNFT,TMnF.T.klPET ITMRPA, TMSNE•





C	 KENTUCKY WATERSHED MODEL (VERSION OF JUNE 6,	 19TO)







31, C^GWS( L5,3)PE:EMDFNXl15,MIFS(15,3) ► EFLLSI15,3r)oE'iSIA1(15,3)I
EMULC( 150) , E.J ULS ( L5, 3) , FPC!=1(1Z) , F IkR ( 15) tMEOCY( 12) , ^1CD!1Y(11) ,
RICY(37),
	
SATkl(99),	 SERA(22),	 SLSF( 22),	 SQE4(27),
THSF(24),TITLE(13),TJ:aF(15,3),TAFSiL(ILI )	 TMIF(15,3),TMNET(12),




REAL*8 MSVT(9)/-'MOISTURk','	 sYnRAGC I ,'	 VALUE'S	 ',
• '	 T • ,' ABLE 34
	
,	 ,,	 , J
REAL*8	 SUBT(11)/-AbLE 3A • 9 1 ABLE	 3B','	 PAST,-	 3A	 ','tlES
• , • PAST	 RUN','ABLE	 lA	 ','hfiLE	 1!i'	 38	 '•'MMARY
'	 PAST	 '/
} REAL QOUT(15),SUM(3I,APREC(3),MSDDIC I
INTEGER MPDAY(15),TYPE,CONOPT 7
kf REAL*4	 SCPAST(36)/18* • '13*'	 •,•nBSE','R-VED•t'
	 ••
'	 I ISOI:MUIv'LATE','O	 ',3*'	 ','OBSE','RVED','	 ,,'SIMU','LATE', i
REAL*4 MSPA5T1361/20	 I 	 SIMU ,	 LASE	 , n	 95*'	 ','S1MU•,--
'LATE','D	 ',5*'
R•	 EAL*4	 SSPAST(3.6)/21*'	 •,•	 O','BSEK','VED	 ','	 S',•IMUL•,f
r
IATED'•'	 ','RIFF','	 •,'>;D1F,,'F	 1^4*,1	 rJ
REAL:*8	 STST(9)/ • STORM SU'• • MMARY	 TA', • 13LE 2	 ',6#-'	 '/ t
REAL*6	 STRMT(91/9STORM CHI,'ARACTERI', • STICS	 TI, • ABLE	 1A	 •, x	 )
REAL*8	 STCHAR(252)/•
	
'•'STORH GH 0 9 0 ARACTERI','StICS	 •




FICA','ST	 , ',	 6,ownRST	 ','NU	 '•
• F/CAST	 •,'	 ','	 CASE.','	 PREC•,•IP	 •,














_,. 3*0	 ,,'SUR R/O
	
'93*' TNT	 '.




	 FL	 1 r3* , re•	 STM




,, 3*r . •
"9 *^	 ,,rPRE,C4,,41P	 r,3 *1 	 'r'PRECIP
	 ',3 * 1	 '•'	 SUR
	
1.1 k/0	 'r3 *' 	.','SUR	 P/ 0 	 '93* 1 111	 TNT	 191FL1,3*r
	
'*'TNT	 FL	 '93*'
',' HAS E	 FL	 'r3**	 9 1r	 S^M RASE#,'	 F' 3* 	1,3*'r,	 ,	 ,,
• v l 5TM	 R/U	 ', 3 # '	 +r9*'	 ',' PF:EG'r'IP	 '•3#1
.,y	 SUR 'r3* 1
• r^SUR R%(lPP,3IP	 • • ',.IR/1)	 103*'
',3*'
I	
INT1''FI,3 FL	 ,3*'8ASE'r'FL	 *r	 • ,'BASE aFL	 1,3 *,	 rr.	 S	 M	 •,,
R/O
	
1,3*'	 'r' STM R /n	 '	 3*' 1r9*.	 .^,	 P
REC'•'IP	 1,3*t	 ','PR1:G^IP
	 'r3*' ','	 SUR
	 '.O R/0	 1,3*'	 '•'SUR	 R/O
	 1 , 34 ' NT	 a,rFL
e r3* 1 	 'r' INT 	 FL	 1 ,3* 0
	'r1 I)ASCI,l
	
FL	 ',3*'I , ( BASE	 FL	 1 .r3*'	 1, 1	 ST!') ',' R/0	 •	 '., 3 *.a
'r'STM R/0	 1 r3* 1 	'/
REA,.*8 STSURD(208)
	 /2*'	 ','STORM SU 1 ..114MARY	 F'.•ORFCA_SiT S ; ,'RUN	 T.AB P ,'LC	 2	 ',13*' 	 ','WORST 1,1;40
	 1,'F/C
A 	 ', # DFFF	 't'$10IFF
	 ', 4 * 1	 ','CASE '{'PRECIP`	 '914
* 1 	 ,#PEAK
	 ('v'CFS)
	
1,7*1 ',9*1	 4 
• PEAK
	 ('r'HR)	 1116**	 'r'R/0 (101N)
fr'PRECIP	 ('1 01N)	 ',7*'
REAL*8 MSVARD(441)/'








'NU•	 ,	 ','f-/CAS)" ','	 ',
• KdRST	 ','NO	 •,'F/CAST	 1 ,2*' 's 1CASE	 '•
• PRECIP	 1 ,2* 1 	'"CASE
	 •r'PRECIP 1 ,2* 1 	'r
9 *,r	 r•'	 IFS	 1 r3 * 1 	}.' IFS	 1.4 *' 	 '•
LZSj	 1 13*' 	 •
'
f	 LZS	 ',4*'
•	 !	 GWS	 •,3*'
	
GWS
	 ', 4 *.' of
•	 I SIAM.0*1
	 '	 !	 SIAM',4*' ,r	 .	 . r11ZC	 '-, 3 *'	 • 9 !	 UZS:..	 1 ♦ 4*'
r	 IFS.	 1,3* ,	 1 F S
•	 UZS	 1 0* 1 	UZS	 ' r 4*1 ^f(	 ^' • !	 LZS	 ',3* r 	 r•r	 LZS	 1 ,4*' 1r
•	 GWS	 'r3* 1









•	 UZC	 9 03*'	 •s^	 ON	 4 r4* 0 1.261*1	 •/
REAL*P. MSVSUD(135)/
r	 IFS	 1 ,3* 1
	','	 IFS	 , ,4*' 1r
•	 UZS	 1 r3* 1
	','	 UZ5;'14*1
•	 LZS	 1 , 3* 1	 1,'	 LZS	 1,4*' r'




	'•1	 BFNX'.-4*.• ,, a)SIAM.'-,3*'	 ••r	 SIAM't4*1 or
•	 UZC	 1 ,3* 1	 • ♦ • 	 ON	 ' • 4*' ^ s ^a
•	 IFS 	 r
•	 UZS
	 9 93* 1 	 '^'	 UZS	 ':4*1 r^
'	 LZS	 1 ,3* 1
	s•'	 LZS	 'r4*' •	 ^...
•	 GWS




	 ','	 BFNX'r4*' r, 1
•	 SIAM1r3*1	 ','	 SIAM'r4*' •	 a
•	 UZC	 1 ,3* • 	 ••	 UZC	 '94*'
^ l
_. ,`
	 ,RE GAL	 BLANK/'
	 • /	 e..	 : r
a,:
REAL*4 STCHAS(6481i



















^_ ---- ------ --------------- —




























t +	 00 LOOP TO	 a
e+++*r**e+e STMT











---°	 --^— -- ----------------
--
65 ♦++++ t+*CONTINUE -3'
STCHAR(5)	 =SUBT(3)





I.I L I	 =1	 «---------------------------------






---°	 — — --- ---- ----
	





















} URIGINAI; WAGE jB








#+	 #	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 17
f +'	 t	 I.EQ.MAX	 *++ ♦+ ^
+	 #	 *
	 ------------------
	 -- --------- k
I +	 F
1











{ +	 '	 STRMT(4)	 =SUBT( S)
+	 -----------------------	 --- -----------
+ t
s	 #
' II+ !	 #	 IF	 *	 T






t	 +	 DO LOOP TO
	
t
tt++t+++t++ STMT	 k_	 15 +
+	 + N=193259108	 +
— +	 ------------ -- ---
	
— — — — — — — — — — — — —






♦ '	 t 00 LOOP TO	 +
♦++++++++++ STMT	 18 +	 — 3










+	 `STCHAS ( 146+N+K )=BLANK
t	 STCHAS(155+N+K)=BLANK





§ 4 I	 s0 IL





















+	 DO LOOP TO	 + r
++++++ +++++ STMT N	 39,+
+ t	 1 = 1#36	 +
{ t t------------+ m








r ^i + 1	 ^ r
39 ........ CCN TINUF
( 1—_O --	 --	 ------	 ---------	 --I—1R— a
NUM	 =4
--l-----°-_----.------•---_----_-.-----^--- '^	 ;F ^	
1 k
CALL CCNVER(QMA,X,STSMRY(95),[R,-NUM)










CALL CONVERlPHRO,STSMRYl131)rIR t NUMI ^,
CALL CCNVER(PHRS(11,STSMRY(134)9IR,NUM)








































i ( NUM	 =3
}7 t. n}-f	 - +..
























#	 IF	 *	 T STSMRY(211)=BL4NK
+ttts5).E000NOPTII	 *









- CALLI CCNVER(DIFFPP ,STSMi{Y( 139)1I,R,NUM)














CALL DVAR ( TYVEiSTSARY,N,LN, NOM,STST,LVAL , HVAL , TDATAoNCOOE)









^ 49 t+tttt +aCONTINUE
















00♦ 	 LOOP TU°.
r♦+♦++++a+ ♦ -STM.T	 a	 81 ♦ e





















L1	 =1k K	 =0
t MAX.	 =MAXI -MSVARY(55)	 =MSBOIC-:;
-------- ---------- -----------------------
- a	 ! DO LOOP TO	 + u
+^+++++++ ++	 ST Pa T	 k	 41 + g
t +	 I=1MA'X	 +
+ +------------- t
+i f
t 1 I x
+ =









+	 N = L,MI'	 + i
+	 I R	 =0
+ NUM	 =3
-------------------- -------





i +	 CALL CONVER(EMLZS(I,M),MSVARY(127+(2*M)+K+L1,IR,NUM)
+	 CALL	 CGNVER(EMGW'S(I,a^),MSVARY(145+(2 # M)+K+-L),I R,NU4)
+1









------ --------- — —	 —	 ------	 -------
+f
♦ —	 — ------ —	 -- -- —
+










• *	 * .









{ -------------------------------- s#	 #
*	 *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 45













T + ++ GO TO 45







45 +	 CALL DVAR(TYPEeMSVARYvMLNrNOM,MSVT,LVALrHVALrVL,TDATArNCODE)'
-------- - -------------------





♦ 	 Ji M$VARC(B)	 =SUBT(9)
t +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
:'ttf++++++++ STMT q	 53 +t + N_1,434,144	 +
' + --------------
{ I W	 n
i a I MSVARY(90+Nl	 =BLANK
,a
t ' —	 KM	 = BL AN-------NIt --------------------
♦ t------------+t +	 00 LOOP TO
	
+	 r	










































































CALL OMIT (I GOSC!)
	
_ µ
i 103 CALL	 INCL`IGDS61
—^_-	 _rr rrr_	 _--rrr




•	 IF	 *	 •
•	 (ND3-1000)
— 11105	 1105	 1104




















..	 _	 .,. ,













1205	 1	 1205	 1	 1300	 1
{ 205 --------	 ------------ ---- --























• .NE. — 2 	 •
F
210 CALL OMIT(IGDS6) if
CALL INCL(IGDSC) r
CALL	 INCL(IGD55')"































1320	 1	 1330--1 	1320	 1
---
	
































} i 1320	 1	 1100	 1	 1 320
k^
C









1 * .(	 t -	 -----	 - '	 ---------------
t	 IF	 *	 .'	 T GO TO 103
•	 NO2 •EQ.	 *++++


















•	 ((43- -NO21-20)	 t
of	 +I
1265	 1	 1270	 1	 -	 1.270	 1
AGE
1N^' 4 °	 1'	 t  C-128 ^ kOg1G ^.R ^^^
OF 2

















FORMAT 1000 FORMATI l ATTEN:	 PROGRAM TERMINATED RY 11 TERMINATE JOB"	 OPTION').
FORMAT	 1013 FORMAT1 ***BUFFER WPITE
	 FAILED — K.C.
	 _	 I r18)s


























REAL * 4 X(92)9
	
Y(366)
' C	 KOM STORES DATA IiN THE ORDER JAN.(YEAR _ 21	 TO SEPT (YEAR 2)
C	 FOLLOWED BY OCT.(Y `EAR	 1)	 TO UEC.(YEAP	 1).	 FEB.	 29 IS	 PLACED
C	 IN DAY 366.
C	 CHANGE REARRANGES THE DATA ARRAY TO STORE THE DATA IN NORMAL
C	 SEQUENCE. 	 OCT.(YEAR 11
	
TO	 SEPT.IYEAR 2).
(	 J	 =1	 (
---- -	 ------------- ----------------f
t t	 DO LOOP TO	 +
>` t^++++tat++ STMT
	 10 +	 -,
` ♦ 	 + I=274.365	 +
f. t	 +-	 -------+
+	
------ -- ----------------------	 ------













*	 DPY .NF.	 *++_tt




	 --	 ------ -----
F j
C	 IF LEAP YEAR MOVE FEB. 29TH s	 i
r
--




+	 DO LOOP TO	 +
ts+++++t
X.
+t+ STMT k	 20 +
+ f	 +	 I=1 9 214	 +























{ +	 ---------I----------- -------- - --- -	 ----i 








a	 + I= 102	 +
♦ 	 +------------+
7}i. 1*:	 --------- ------	 -----------------------1 30 f++++t l 	 Y(I)	 = X(I)	 1
-----------
	


















SUBROUTINE CONVEK(X 9A9 II9NUM)•
REAL CON(24)
DATA CON/100 0J. 98. P10003. 97. 91030- 96.v 10').t5o 9 13. 94. tle 93st-ly
2.t!.0192.9.OJ192.o.000192.9.000^)-192.9.00000192./
INTEGER*4 A(2),B(2)9LR,NUM
DATA E/2*4H	 /	 k
} EQUIVALENCE	 (LrIX)'
ILS(IR=64.1




*	 IF	 *	 T	 ++	 IS=96	 fF * LT.0.0	 *+++^1
	
(	 (	 ;





*	 I F	 #	 t	 F=—F
+	 IS.EQ.96	 *+t+
—
€	 F	 +	 )
.++++++++++.++++++++++++++++
'	 ---------M---












-- — — — —	 ------ ---------------
____l_+++t+++++++t++++++tt++++++++.
F
++—DO LOOP TO ++	
x
a	 tt+++++++t+ STMT N	 9 +
+	 t L= 19M	 +
}	 +	 ---------^------	 --------------- 
a	 9 ++++++t+CONTINUE	 I	 _.




	 ------	 ---	 -------
fw
	 --------------------------------	 a
*	 IF	 *	 T	 GO TO 15





















•	 •	 IF * T GU TO 15+,
•	 (F-10000 *++tt _`
*.I.GE*0.
+ F 1
1-L-----5----- -- -------------- ---------
}
--------------------------------
I *_ IF * * T GO TO 15




+ #	 IF* * T GD TO 15
100.1+ ++♦
*.GE.O(F-.


















• *	 # :,










#	 IF * T GO TO 23







-- ------------------ ---i	 _
ORIGINAL PAGE











	 ---'( NUMA	 NUM+2
-----
+	 00 LOOP TO
I t+♦++++++++ STMT
	 N	 10 +	 _.
'4	 '^ ♦ ♦------------♦












i *	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 12
y
+' *1`.EQ.0).AND.(IR.EQ.*

















fj + • * • * .	 --------------------------------
III,
*	 *.
CALL ISCHAR ( J2#I,A)
j
!
+ *	 J2.EQ F 75	 *r
*F
I f ♦, _ ------ -----------------------
+ *	 IF	 *	 .	 T I=I+:1
II + *	 J2.EQ.75	 *++++





















iBRCUTINE GORREL	 IS USED T,0 C.AL.CULATE CORRELATICN COEFFIC1:ENt_.
C	 XI =	 ARRAY 1
	 ,	 X2 = ARRAY2 s IV = NO. -OF VARIABLES IN ARRAY













REAL*4	 X19 X29 TX1, TX2, MXLr MX2r DX19 DX2r
	 AXI, AX'2 •- AX39 ANS
fi
C— --_--'--- --
	 — — -- — —	 — —
I



































!!!—MX2 --TX2/(V-—--- --- -------------	
—
+	 DO LOOP TO 	 + !
+,+++++++t+t STMT k
	 101 +
r ^ , t:	 t =I	 LTIV	 +
it 1---	 _X —`ll ---1	
-----	 -----	 --- -^
' + DX2	 X2(1)_ X2tl t, AX1	 =AX1+OX1*DX1	 I
I+ AX 2 	=AX2+DX2*DX2
--------- —	
— —	
—	 ---—	 — — -- ----+	 -- -- ——	 —














C	 DETERMINES NUMRER i UF-,NEXT DAY OF THE YEAR r
INTEGER - 7-	 AYv	 PY




-------- — -------- - --- ---- ------






." #	 I F 	 *	 T DAY = 366
#.	 DAY .E7.	 *t+t+ 1
_-.AND,
	















































100 + --- --------	 ----------------------------











j, FORMAT	 1 FORMAT (7X• OAY',7X,'Or
95X•'NUV'95X9`'DEC'r5X•'JAN'95Xt'FF3lt
5X! l MAR S ,5X, $ APR # •5X• 'MAY O 9 5X P *JUNE'*4Xr' JULY* ,4.X•'AUG*95X•
O SEPT s ,8X	 CANNUAL')
1
a
f 1	 'MEOWY(3`)	 = 0 	 1
.--------------.- . -"^ -------------—
+	 DO LGGP TO	 +
tit++}+i+*+ STMT 	 104 +
+	 +> DATE =	 1,28.1+
+------------ ♦ 9
--------------------------------
+	 •	 IF 	 •	 T GO 'TO 102 l+	 s	 MOD (OATE	 #f-+++
t	 f +




101}	 +	 KMO =	 1912-- 	 +
a ♦— ------- -- ♦
----------------------------------------
1 DAY	 =ME- -----	 DATE	 i---
+	
_ a






—	 ---------	 --------- ---- — —	 —
kl t	 +	 WRITE(6.21	 +
i ♦ 	 t	 DATE,VDMO(12)•('VDMC(KWO)9 KWD=1,11)	 t'
^!f t +---------- ------ r-- ------ ------------------ —^—}
t
FORMAT	 2 FORMAT(1N0.3X,I6.3X•12F8.1) r
l r	 1104	 i
w.r._.-
..	 Y,'v*'	 . tix, a	 "	 ..mss.-+_srrwws..^
? 102 +	 +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
1 ++++++++t t+ STMT K	 103 ♦
,, ♦ 	 +	 + 	 ,
----_- 1,12 —
--
--------------+	 - - -------
=t	 1 DAY	 MEDWY(KMJ) ►DATE	 I
+	









FORMAT	 5	 FUR4AT ( 1K. 7X 21'30,3X.
4F8.1v8_X*7F9.1^
+------------------ -------------------------------+
+	 6WE4 6r 61	 +
+	 VOCY(304)tVJCY(365)tVDCY(31),VDCY(90)rVDCY1151)+
is	 ♦ 	 -
+!--- --- -------------- ------
	
------ — --- ------
VCCY(212),VDCY(243)
FORMAT 	 6 FORMATI1Hl97X.ZH3193X
^f8.1r8X,2F8.lt8X•F'8.l,6X,FS.1tex, 2F8.!)
7 I	 MEDHY(3)	 -365	 I'












































IGOS4	 9 IGDS5	 91UPS6	 910SP ,Ru ,HSPI ,HSPL r A
VSPD	 sVSPL	 ,NCIUT	 ,NXD ,NYD ,XS11E •YSTZE
































* ^*I	 't I	
)*	 (DSP
I *	 # 1
 s
{
-1	 --11202-1 2051 205 	 1
202







f ++♦* DO LOOP TO
n+++++.+++++ STMT N	 203 + ,_
ym
+ 	 +	 1 =4,47	 +ft +	 +------------+
I
+	 ---------^ - ----
	
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
^..








+	 D0 LOOP TO	 a.	 .
♦♦++++t+++ STMT ,#
	 210 +





































z-j-:	 I -, - 11 771
I
9 C*	 TITLE:	 DISPLAY / OPTION PROCESSING MODULE MAP.-) *'
C*
f ^ C*	 FUNCTION: OVAR ALLUWS THE CALLER TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE
E C*	 ! USfR ( S) VIA THE 225) DISPLAY CONSOLE TERMINAL. •
C* OVAR PROCESSES LIGHT PEN OPTIONS• VARIABLE DATA
C* OPTION(S)r	 AND TUTOKIAL TYPE MESSAGE(S),	 AND
«'C* DATA SET UPDATING.
j C* THE USER(S) RESPONSE(5)• LIGHT PENS) OR KEYBOARD




i C* * F
C*	 ENTRY POINT:	 OVAR	 CALLED BY USING, PROGRAM * {
C*	 EXIT: RETURN TOCALLING PROGRAM; *:
C*
* kf
C*	 PARM LIST AND DEFINITIONS:
C*	 -1. TYPE	 -	 TYPE OF REQUEST - 1 = LP ACTION• 2 = VAR. DATA *i
C*3 =:-DATA SET UPDA7[NG *' ¢
C* 4 = MESSAGES
rii
C* 2.	 I-PAR	 -	 LIST OF OPTION(S), MESSAGES t	OR DATA SET s
C* RECORDS TO BE TO BE. DISPLAYED ANO/OR UPDATED
C*	 3.'ML'N	 -	 SIZE IN BYTES OF EACH MEMBER IN IPAR ARRAY * 3
C*	 4. NUM	 -	 NO. OF IPAR MEMBERS
C*	 5. OPAR	 -	 AN ARRAY USED TO RETURN USER.(S) SELECTIONS
I
I C* 6. LVAL	 -	 LO VALUE ARRAY (VARIABLE DATA)
C* 7. HVAL	 -	 Fil VALUE ARRAY (VARIABLE DATA)
"- C*	 8.1 VOL	 -	 MAX. CHARS. USER CAN ENTER FROM 2250 KEYBOARD
f
C*	 9. TDATA -	 LEGAL VAR.--DATA '- FLT. PT .	 1 9 	tNTG.	 2










! CCMMON/GSPD/wnKK 	 9GSP1	 tUNTTN	 .12250	 91ATN
	 90AREA ,
eg









t NOUT	 t NX)	 ,NYD	 ,XSIZE
	 ,YSILE •(( XLL
	
:YLL	 ,XUR	 ,YUR	 ,XTIC	 t YT IC
	 ,XDVAL •
VUVAL	 9 1KEY1
	 s IKEY2	 ,IKEY3	 91KEY4	 ,AX	 ,fix
AY	 BY	 •YLPOS
	 •
LOGXSW,LGGYS14,NPTF 	 9NRGF	 ,ERRHD
	
,FA	 ,FB •'












CCMPLEX *16 HOR(21)/'SELECT OPTION(5) I 9 '	 OR CONTINUE •, ;
• SELECT VARIABLE 0 9 ' I TO UPDATE ••,
u• SELECT LINE	 TO B • , 1'E UPDATED ^,
$ SELECT CONTINUE 1r
*TO RESUME
: :-ENTER•**#*	 INVALID_ —	 AGAIN ***• a
•ENTER FLT. PT.
	 0^ 9 'R	 INTEGER AS APP•,
'k







^ ILII ^ II!^ III'. it
CCMPLEX *16
	 RBUF(5)/'	 _	 ^r^'
`• INTEGER*4 PREFIX(321/'
	 1.	 ','	 2.	 •,'	 3.	 ','	 4.	 •9
•	 5.	 •,•	 6.	 •^,	 7. • r'	 8.	 •,1 .,_:.	 _._.-..	 •	 9.	 ''9 9 10.	 9 9 . 11.	 12.	 ••' ,, i
:
T '13.	 t ,'14.	 ', 1.15.	 ','16.	 't117.
	 1 9 1 18.	 1 , 1 19.	 1 • 1 20.	 1 9 1 21. 1 9 . 22.	 1t
• 23.
	 : :'249	 ': 1
,•
25.	 1 , 126.	 1•Y	 1 ^.'. 27.	 1 9'28.	 '29.	 1 9'30.	 '9 9 31. 19132.
t
^	
.;_..COMPLEX *16 SUFFIX/' ---------------- • I
--COMPLEX *16	 FOOT(21/'
	 CONTINUE' , • ----8 •/'_
lS	 9
w
i ,....*16 FOOT1(2)/'	 TERM I NAT • 1'E---a)".CCMPLEX





	 IPAR(°1) ;	 1








I	 I	 _ I	 _ I	 '	I^'i _1
i
INTEGER *4 TDATA
INTEGER *4 VDL i
INTEGER *4 Y n
114,TEGER	 *4	 Z3,Z4
REA_, *4 HVAL(32)









C** USER • S OPTICN(S) PROCESSING
C*
( 10000 CONTINUE
FORMAT	 1 FURMAT0 0 OVAP DISLAY
1	 ACT'ION -	 TYPE = 1 ,I4 1 ''	 TDATA =1914)








C INITIALIZE GRAPHIC SERVICES
CALL INGSP(GSPI,NULLV)
C, SPECIFY SUBROUTINE LINK/WAD STATUS
CALL SPEC(GSPl12,17tl9926t-28,539-56)'i
tj CALL SPEC(GSPIr1,7,8r16,299-31,37,-40)
C INITIALIZE THE 2250
,CALL INDEV(GSPI,UNITN,I2250)















11001 1 CCNT(NUE	 I
































-----	 - --	 ------	 —	 --
--	 —
=3










CALL SDATL ( IGOS , O,O.l:X,NY)
C** BUILD'MSG DATA SETS I
C*
—++	 T++ DO LOOP TO
ttt+fit+++t STMT # 11002 + J-
t t N=1,7
------- 1t +----T
t tAL'L SCRAMIMSG(N),NCHMOD-21 ^;•
♦t CALL SGRAM(MSG(NI,2) ^'t
+ CALL SDATM(MSG(N)93)
-+
• t CALL SGOSL(MSG(N)909NY— LsNX,NY90,O,NX,NY) _	 —
• + CALL PTEXT(MSG(N),HOR(3*N-2)481NULLI'ONY) -,,	 r,	 ,	 r sK^
11002''++.(+t+.CCNTINUE
C*'











T GO TO 1040











^	 *	 * ^
-----------------
*	 *IF	 T GO TO 1040 f
t	 TDATA.LE	 *+a++
*.O.OR.TOATA.GT.*
s  F ^^
x
C*










X	 —NOM	 _..	 _— M	 _ __,^.







X	 =IX/4. 0)+0.75 l(
X
LT.H	 =4*1
*l ry Y.C*	 '.	 J







	 -----	 — I
	-----—
	 i }




*+++++l++++ !STMT Y 	 100 +	 ,_:
r + :L=1,'4,1 1
+	 ♦------------+I
= `CV+1NC V 
	- ,




:;' QIJmmT, I J,OF POOR
J	 I	 I	 _ I__ I	 is
i
•	 •	 * IFt 	•
•	 MLN.GE .I	 *i+++
GU TO 99
♦;























4 +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
♦^.++t++♦++ STMT N	 200 +







t	 CALL PTEXT(IGOS9IPAR(I*(L-1)+1),LTH,NULI,NULL ► 1q29,1CV+10—N^V)I
+	 f	 1-	 ----------------------	 -)
ti F	 *	 ' IF 	 *	 T GO TO 199
t	 MLN.GE .1	 *r+++tl	































*	 ^**` *	 (LPSEL)




------- --_ _ {
310 CONTINUE	
i




















*—a+ —--	 —	 --- -- — —	 — —	 --—	
MJFORMAT' 330 FORMAT I t— LP SEL. _ '9I2)
C** DISPLAY VARIABLE I/P AREA
*
























*•	 IF* 	 	 T GO TO 620
#	 TYPE.NE .	 •++++#2	 s
CALL EXEC(MSG(6)) "-----	 --	 --
,--	 —	 —	 --	 —S
	
= 50INP	 18
--K---------------------------- 	 —	 —i
-----	 --------	 -------- — —
' #	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 410
























*	 T GO TO 500#	 MCODEFEQ
	























T GO TO 411












: J DO LOOPLOOP TO
	
-- —+*++t++++++`STMT t	 505 +	 -- ,
+	 ! N=1,5	 + a
+	 —=--------------------------------------








1 ` NS	 =-1*NC	 I	 I
---------I--------------	 ------	 -------
t







— --- --- 1 -----	 —
G FORMAT 510 FORMAT (' VAR. ENTRY =I
a 10481 I1
# (NTCODE)	 * ^•#
s
o i



























b C**° UPDATE LINE OF DATA
C* _ s
700 CCNTINUE
} _ CALL CSMRGI IPAR -( I *ILPSEL-11+1)#RBUF,NC)
CALL PTEXTl1GDS91PAR(I*(LPSEL—i)+1)vMLNPLPSEL.NULL93.0•NY-2*LPSEL)`
€ I 1300	 ,l ;_
C* !









* IF * 	T	 GO TO 1040
s'0ii *OR. NMLNE.GT. 80*++++
• •	 •











,^^ yt - ---------- ;-- --	 - -------	 -
.,F



















+ N = I t
 






t 1	 X	 =3920.0—N*80
---------------------------------------°
CALL PTEXT(IGOSC9IPAR(I* (N—I)+L),MLN,NULt,NULL9190.09X)
`. 2003 i♦++++++ CCNT INUE
FORMAT 9999 FORMAT(• OVAR_ TERMINATE
RECALL:	 TYPE	 =0 9149'	 TOATA =0,149
MLN =' 9 149' NOM = 0 9149'	 NCOOE =1 914)	 t`—










w	 .'	 a	 -•,:'•w.	 .






d	 ,'	 -• ---------------	 --------.	 rt *..	 *	 • x1
•'	







k i -----------------	 ------------	
r








I•- - -	 - 	 -- -	 - - - - - - -	 --	 --------








-------- ------ -_---- ----------SF
..
------------------------------












i	 00 LOOP TO	 t
+i+++♦+++++ STMT N	 3010 +
+	 + N= 1rNOMr1	 t
+-----------t
+	 _
'CALL PTEXT ( IGOSrIPAR(I * 1N-11+1)rMLNrN,rNUll:rlrOrNY-2*N1
3010 ♦ t.N ++CCNTINUE`--
1299	 1
C*
- ` C**	 C.ONVERSICN ROUTINE ERROR RETURN
C*
t




	 -- ---	 --------	
------
WRITE (6,1031)---
+± — — ---	 — ------------------------— —	 —t +— —	 —	 — ^	 —
..	 .
1411
t FORMAT 1031 FORMAT ( r	 INVALID








CCNT INUE ; r
I
C-157











! SUHKOUTINE EVPCAYIDPET,	 EMAETI YiI












100 ++++++rr DPET(DAY) =0.00060*EMAET
^ DPET(6)	 —0.00059$kMAET
_UPETI71
	 =0PET(6) —— —
—I -----	
— -------------------
+	 00 LOOP TO	 + k
Etta* ++++++ STMT M




101 ttt+tr..I	 UPET(DAY) —_0_00058*EMAET --	 --_— —)
--	 — —I— -- --	 ---	 -----	 —
I ♦ "	 CO LOOP TO
	
+ a
+t+rr++++r+	 STMT k	 102 +
♦ DAY = 11,16
	
+
'	 s r	 +------------+I












+	 ---=------	 --_------------------------ 9103 ♦+ r++r++)	 DPEiiDAY)	 -UPET(6)
----	 -- — --	 -------	 ---	 ---	 — --^—
;^	 It
i








+ f-------- ---'-- --	 -------104 _-++rrt++r'	 U)'ET (DAY)	 —DPET ( i) ICPET(33)	 =0.00061*EMAET
-------- -----
----------------- ---------
DO LOOP TD	 +
t++++++++++ STMT N
	 105 +
+	 + DAY = 34,38	 +
+	 +------------+





















«	 CC LGrP TO9
«+.. ♦+♦ « ««	 STMT	 4	 106
! + « CAY = 44 9 50	 +
I---g --rr.-- -- ------^-.,----___	 - fi
106 +«♦+t«+«^ O.PET(DAY)	 =0.00067*EMAET
DO LOOP TO
«+«+« ♦+ « ««	 STMT	 .4
	 107 «
^x + « DAY = 51.55	 a
+ +------------+
r
107 +«t+««++ OPET(DAY)	 0.X-368*EMAET
I OPE7(56)	 =0.C,.069*EMAET
<





+. + DAY = 576:1	 ♦
« t------------+ a
-----------------------
























	 ='3	 jr 381	 FMAET ?
l	 i	 _ 'OPET(77)
	 =0	 0+01)82*"MAET
,DPETI 73)	 =0.00+)84*EUtT









DPET(86)	 =0.0CJ1-J2*EMAET	 ;R I r
' DPET(87)	 =0 00106*EMAET
DPET(88)	 =J 03109*EMAET	 a
DPET(89)	 =)	 J't 113*kMAET {
OPET(90)
	















DPET (99)	 =01 00163*E'•1AET
E^ DPF.T(100)	 =C.00168*EMAFTOPET(1J1)	 =0.07173*r.MAET


































krj DPET(118) =0.03287*f MAST












DPET( 13 ,.:) =J.JJ354*EMAET
DPET(131) =0.00359*EMAET






FDPET(139) =0.00394*EMMAETI	 : DPET(140) =J.0O399*FMAET	 .-..^. K
DPET(141) -0.00402*EMAtT
i DPET(142) =0.00407*EMAET




DPET( 147) =0.00430*EMAETC DPET( 148) -0.00436*EMAET ,.a.:.
DPET(149) =0.00440*EMAET
UPET(150) =0.00446*EMAET




+ t , ' DPET(155)
-'-----------
=0.00470*EM AET
---------	 -----	 -	 ----


















r I DPET(170) =0.0O519thMAET	 K
' DPET(171) =0.00520*EMAET:






4' DPET(178) =0.00525*FMAET _..	 ...
°.r DPET(179) '0.00527*EMAE T
A	 ^
P
DPET(1801OPET( 181) -x.00528`*FMAET=WT( L83) ^•.
DPET(182) =0.0O529*FMAET _ }j DPET(183) =0400530*EMAET
F'DPET(184) =DPEfI183)
DPET(195) =0.`?0531ai-MAET
l i CPET(166) ;:MAET=0.00532*
UPET(187) =0.00533*EMAET 1
p PETt1tT81 =0.00534#EMAET s*
^;	 ? DPET ( 189) =DPET( 189)
DPET( 190) =0.03535'-EMAET
DPET( 191) =0.005-5*EMAET
UPET(192) =0.00537*EMAET1 UPET(193) =O.3J538*eMAET
































t OPET(206) =0 OJ550*[MAET
DPET(207) -0 00551*CMAET

















+	 CO LOOP TO	 +
t++ }++++++	 STMT N
	
109 +












+++i++++++ + STMT N	 110 +
+ + DAY = 2279229+ R
_:
E +








































)• DPET(251) =0.03490*EMAET .















































'DPET(291) =jPL:-T( 1 10
DPET(2 q 2) =,D,. CO230*p4A8T
DPET(293) =0.00225*EMAET












DPET(304,) =0.001^3v , MAET







0 P E T 3 13 =0.03152*EMAET
U P E T	 3 1 4 =0.0,3L49*EMAET
^DPET(3L5) = 0 . CO 1 4 6	 E,4 A E T
'DPET ( 3 16 ^ =DP ET
Z
ET(317) =0 00138*EMAET
DPET(318) =0 : 03 13 5* EMAET










DPET(33J) =0 . CC) 1 C C*EMtE T




























i	 1.0 1♦♦♦ t+++t+++ SiMTLNOP
+
+	 + DAY = 353,355+
t ♦ ------------ ♦
♦ 	 - ------------------























t	 DO LOCP TO" +
++♦+.++++++ STMT '-N
	 112 + s
a	 + DAY = 3639365+
+"	 t------------+
112 ♦+ tttt ♦ ♦~ CPET(DAY) =DPET(11~
DPET(366)
	 =UPET457) is




























i,	 PROGRAM FINDS THE INTEG AL OF A GIVEN HYDROGRAPH AND PIOT :S THE
C	 INPUT DATA.
C	 DATA INPUT IN HRS.FT.




C	 DATA INTEGRATED IN DAY'.FT. OR DAY.SEC.FT.
`,	 C	 (FLAG= 1 TRAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION SCHEME USED.
TC	 IFLAG= 2 SIMPSON'S 1/3 INTEGRATION SCHEME USED.t	 a
	
v, 	 I
C	 !PLOT= U 1403 PRINTER PLOTS ONLY. 	 4
i	 C	 IPLOT= 1	 BOTH 1403 PRINTER PLOTS AND SC40.20 PLOTS, 	 i
C	 LOOKUP= —1 NO TABLE LOOKUP REQUIRED FOR CURRENT CASE.
C	 LCOKUP= 0 PREVIOUS TABLE REQUIRED FOR CURRENT ;CASE.	
r














FMTRsVINT144, BUZC,SUZC,LZCrETLF;SUBtlF, GWETF,S iAC,B',1IR,
B11VF,OFSS,OFSL,JFMN,OFMNIS,IFRC,CSRX,FSRX,CHCAP,EXgPV,
6FNLR,BFRC,GWS,UZS,LZStBFNX,IFS,uFHKLt brRL,3F,i1RL,BFNHk,IFPRC,
IFRL,LSHFT,NHTRI,F;ITRI,14XfR I gNCSTRI-,Rrk1 9TFC`SrEPACT,,FPSR,
	
t	 TPLR,VINTCR,HSF, .RTKI,^1'IF,(:BF,SPDR,GFUSrDHl1S1'S,ClI R,flFRIS,PE1Ss
















TMIF,TMPREC 1 fMSErCRF.'11 rL)DIW,D 4Nf,DtilXf,r)RGPM,DRHp,UKSGP,OPCT,i'.lLLS,
EPCMI SERA ,S ERR , C^SF,SOER 9 THSF, T'1FSI L,T14NrT,TMOF, TMPET,TNRP.14jTMSNE0
TMSTFI,T20CFH,T20PRH,7MkTFI,JULDAT,
TFMAXY,UZC AETX	 .DAY,NSGRO,AEX9JSIAM,NDSOP,RGPM,NDSDR,YRI I	;.	 3
TRHF.
SII NDEX,IND(X,AEX56,MAXI,YR2,BYLZSrBYIFI,BYUZS 	 x
	



























`	 ^ `^	 U	 -^ ' - C-166	 ' "
INTEGER	 OIFFP,STPTS,PHRS.FLDY(18)•STUDY•TITLA,TADT,END











CATA SUBT/'REP	 ','R/O	 1 ,3.4H
	 ,'	 IN '•r<TIM:;
!E(HR',')>	 S 1 9 1 IM R',' /C 	 1 9 3s4H	 ••	 IN	 •r3*4H















DATA	 FLDP/'HOUR • ,'1Y	 ','PREC','IPAT','AT)D!,'N
	 ','(IN)',
111^4H
DATA	 ,	 r	 r	 r	 r	 r	 r	 r	 r	 r,	 rHOUR	 , LY 0
	 ,	 BS A	 ,	 ND S ,	 IM R ,	 /0-(














9	 IERR =p1 '	





t+a++t++t*t	 STMT k	 180 +	 -
+ 	 +













`	 ^ ++	 IDFl1),1=1+.181
	 + ^
FORMAT	 500 ,FOPMAT11BA4)















♦ —	 ---------+f ♦ 	 DO LOOP TO	 +
I +++,. ♦ fit	 ++4♦+ STMT M	 4024 +








I 20,	 .__________,---------------------------- --------
+	 READ ( 59500, END=777) t
♦ 	 `tTITLAIII. i I=1,191








*♦-- ^ ♦-DO LOOP TO	 -	 -	 -	 -- i
++,,+'+++++#++ STMT	 N	 4023 +
+	 +	 I=192 ,	 + a
+	
i------------+	 .. a
—	 _--	 —_—	 _--^' ♦ 	 I	 TITLA ( 16+1)	 =ST 'UDY(l),(
__-- —_--4023 +♦++++++CONTINUE
------------------
   
%+------------+ F.




♦t♦r++t♦♦♦+ STMT k	 59 t





f- -- - -
s
59 ♦ t ♦♦++++CONTINUF
++	 ~:t♦ 00 LOOP TO
it+♦+++++++ STMT #	 61 +
€ I ♦ 	 +	 00 LOOP TO	 ♦
+4++♦++♦+#t STMT N	 63 +z















+ K=2tSINREX	 +	 lt'
I •:♦ '.
334`+
♦ i	 -------------------- -- ----------------#.t+...


























+----	 ---^ ------- — ------------------ --------
REA0(5,510)	 +
t	 (TABT(I)v1=1.18)	 + s_
+------------t

















 00 LOOP TO t+	 er .t	 .•• t;. Y+,	 ,..	 r^ ..
i +++++t.+++♦ STMT k	 15 4
+	 + J_1t50 ;
+— —	 ----- — + 	 y	 s'	 .	 r	 Z
9
I









A(Kl II EQ.	 +.t.t GO TO 12
•999.0















C	 STORE 10 VALUES IN TABLE
e
+ ♦ 	 00 LOOP TO	 t
♦ +t+♦+++ ## STMT	 M	 12






+I *	 IF	 *	 T NPTS=KS




+ F ++++++++++#+t ++ ++++.+t^+. ttt1
+
+
- ------_________________T_____________I AEPENOWS)	 A(M)
















-*	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 14




C	 NPTS AS NUMBER OF POINTS.IS SET AFTER 14
CALL REAC(VARIN1	 )rXINC)




	 * 1_2_NPTS	 +--







{ I -	 -
-	 -




* * '	 ^*	 iF*	 T	 NQ=SINDEX






R	 GEQ, r	 ^$	 • + C-171
s










' 60 +tttt+r)	 T(1)	 =T(1-1)+DT #










FORMAT 1613 FORMAT( •	WATER BASINt AREA(SQ.	 MI	 )=',F7.11
•	 #	 •• *	 IF #	* .	 T GO i0 75
*	 LOOKUP.L	 *t++ t
*T..O	 #>
--- ----------- -------- ------ —i
F
C	 CONVERT FT. OF GAUGE HEIGHT INTO SEC.FT, OF GAUGE HEIGHT. 4	 3
+	 00 ;,OOP TO	 +	 ..
+++++++++t+ STMT N
	
70 tt	 + 	 I=1,NQ	 +
+-	 --------------------- ---- --------	 ----
k 70	 t#tttft.	 Q(I)	 =TABLE(VARIN',OEPEND,NPTS,Q(I))




























si t #	 *
t	 MRITE(6,606) +
4--	 (TABT(I),I=1,181a ! + +










F +	 INRITL(6 # 612)	 +
+	 NPTS	 +	 r
t ♦
------------------- ------------------------------ t
FORMAT	 612	 FnRMAT( I ONUMHER OF .POINTS
RATING	 TABLE=1,16)-^---	 --_IN-
+- ------	 ---------------------	 ----	 +
a	 WRITE(69607)
	 +








♦ 	 ♦t	 -	 t
------------------ ---------------------















- 95WORSERVED DISCMAPGEISEC.FT. OF GAUGE HFI
' BHT-)-* W9.2,F22.4))	 -
V_	
r♦ 	 00 LOOP TO	 +
++ ++++t++++ STMT #
	
90 + 1
























a	 • F i
-------------- ----------------QMAX =Q ("1')
PHRO = 1 -
---------------
i+	 OC LOOP TO 	 +
a, t^+++++t+++ STMT #	 161 +
t	 +	 (= 1, NQ	 +






♦. ----- ----	 ------------
x ♦ *	 IF	 * GO TO 161	 •• •^	 ^	 ' t is	 Q{ [ ).LE.	 *Tt, • *QMAX
1
♦ *	 s	 --------------------------------














+ PCHAR(I3	 =PCHARP(I) I sI PRCHARM =PPCHAR(l)
7 +++*t+.4CCNTINUE	 ,..
^„ *	 * --------- ----------------------
•	







*	 IF *	 	 T QMIN=THSFOM(INDEXM)
*	 QMIN.GE .	 *a*t+




4 CALL	 FLBC0E(SUM(2)	 6,ANSS) I






r 381 t+++++++	 SUBT(I+2) =ANSO(I1
------ -------
	 —	 ----—
- --- - - - - -i-
+	 DO LOOP TO	 '+
+t+t+++++++ STMT #
	 392,+




382 ++++++++ SUBT(1+11)	 =ANSS(I)





++++ DO LOOP TO
t++++++++++ STMT #
	 53 +








------ ---	 -------------I k'
i








+	 +	 I=1tMAXI	 +
+ ----------- — - r
—++*+ 00 LOOP TOE ++++++t+t+	 STMT it	 55 +
F	 ^^ +	 * K=NeL	 +
j^ +------------+`
+ --------- --- ----	 ---- ---- ---------

















♦ L	 -N+23 ,
+	 1















t	 00 LOOP TO	 + w
♦ttt+t+ttir	 STMT	 Y	 13 + 	 "'	 x	 :-



















—°--PEAK—=A1NT(PEAKtl) 	 --	 --°	 --	 i
QMAP =PEAK













a	 + K_I ,SINDEX	 +





+	 1	 SQ1K)—THSFD(K)I)	 1
-	
---^^-° --°- - ---°--- -
+19 CCNTINUE
+ "	 CALL	 INTEi(IFLAG,H,SQ,SSUM,'S(NDEX)

















# IF	 *	 T GO TO 185 5,
s	 1ERR. EQ.	 ++♦+
*	 * -- --------------- 	 ------ -----
F-------
- 191 --------------------- ---
. s	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 187
#	 IERR.EQ.	 *t+a ♦
2
F ^
----------------------------------+ 3♦ 	 WRITE (6.715) +
FORMAT	 715 FORMAT ( I 	 OFF SCALE PLOT





1	 NP,1TE	 (6,717)	 +
e* - -- ------	 -------------------------	 -----	 -++
' FORMAT	 717 FORMAT( $ SUBROUTINES UNABLE
-I	 TO CONSTRUCT READABLE GRIDS')
185 +	 DO LOOP TO








♦+ -TO ++	 +DO LOOP
♦♦++a+♦++++ STMT q	 23-+
♦ + K=1,SINDEX	 +	 ,. E













e *	 * -- -----	 - - -- --	 - -





♦ *	 IF	 *	 T PRCNAR(11=PPCNARl2)
♦ *	 CONOPT41	 *+tt+




















FORMAT	 690 FORMAT( •	19IBA41







ix *	 *	 ---------- ---- -------------- —
• *	 IF	 *	 T 01FFSA =—OIFFS
` *	 DIFFS . LT	 s+ttr
j
+ F t
( I	 DIFFMP =(DIFFSA/AMAX)*100.0	 _
__
t,


















•„ C CCMPUTE DIFFERENCE AND XDIFFERENCE IN RUNUFf
I 1	 DIFFR=SUM(1) = SSUM	 1	 -
---------^- -=--- --------------	 -	 ----
DIFFRA =DiFFR
z C








	 ---'--	 --------- --------	 -------
C<
C









-` +	 (TITLE( I'1 r 1=1,,18)
+-- ---------- --------------	 ----	 -----_-----^±
* ^	 -.*	 IF 	 *	 T GU TO 729
' *	 CCNOPT t 1	 +t++a
*51. EQ.2	 * :,





	 r 18A4) xy
----------








	 710 FORMAT(63X9'TAELE'plX -V-'OONE 1 0W FORF.CA'S'T	 RU4 -1, /r64X.A49IJX#'WJRST










' + ♦ 	 MPCAY(I) rI T4PREC(IYK),K= 19319( T MOF(I:sK1 ► K =1.319+







(TMIF([ t KI.,K= 1 ,3),(TMDFII # KI.rK=lr3)	 (STMROS(I'•K)•K=-1.3!
r'
r
ORMAT	 7LI	 FO RMA7(64X•l2.2X,'PRECIPf
•8X,F5.3,2(15X 9 F5.3)9/9689,'SUR K/1110X9
! t	 F5.3.2(L5X,F5.3-41968X9IINT	 Fl••8X,F5.3,2(15X,F5.3)i,I,68X,
EA SE
	 FL'r7X,F5.3,2(15X,f5.3)•/,68X,'S)M R/U' 9 3X,F7.	 r2(15X,F7.I)#
fI
t
EI	 = ;71, t+++++++CCNT INUE
+----------------------°—__---	 —	 ---------------t
WRITE T6 700)	 +(TITLE(Ij•I=1,181	 ^_	 _	 .	 ..	 __	 + -












'TWO 9 93X9 1 FORECAST	 RUN',/,43X, I W.ORS!'
	 CASE' ♦j 1CX,	 NO P'ECIP	 ,10X,	 FORECAST	 ,IOX, RIFF	 •8X,	 %DlFF',/)
+------------------------------------------------+ -
+	 WRITE (6,713)
+	 (PEAKS(()9[=1,3)•DIFFS,OIFFMP 	 +	
_
ij	 L t	 +
ft------------------------.-	 --------	 -----------+	 --
I FORMAT	 713 FORMAT(31X,'PEAK'(CFS) ► 
93XtF7.1.11X,F7.19l1X9F7.1.8X•F8.2.8X,F5.29
+—------
	 ------ —	 ----------	 ---aMRI-- 714)++
i t	 (PHRS(I)9i=1•i),O.FFP•OIFFPP 	 +
+--------------'------	 ------------- ------+------ ♦ 	 I
-•-	 -	 FORMAT	 714	 FORMAT(31X,'PEAK
	
(HR)•EX
',.13, 15X, T3_15X,13,12X.t3,10X,F5.2,//I+__--_--- ---_----	 --_—	 _^	 _
^ --•r."-- ._	 .. _..I
. +++	 WRITE	 (6,7L9)  










+--------	 --------	 +i +	 WRITE46.721)	 +
(APREC(I),1 =1,31,D°IFFPR,DIFPP	 + i
^	 -	 -	 ---	 -	 -	 ++	 +
--- ---	
------------ ----------°	 -	 ----	 --
4# 1-i FORMAT	 721 FORMAT01X. • PRF.CIP	 ITNI'
F5.21




t	 WRITE (61700)	 +

















FORMAT 7 23 f0kMAT(63X1_'TA81F' t	I
	
	 1X9'THREt't3Xt'FQRFCAST RUN't/.64X.A4.10X•
'WORST CA'E',IOXr'NO PRECIP', LOX,'FORLCAS('t/)
+ DO LOOP TQ +
++ttt +tt+++ STMT N
	 72$ +














IEM,LLS(I, ),K=1,3)t(EMGWS(I.K).KK1 ,3)	 EM8FNX(IrK),K=1,319
a
!	 (ENSIAM(L,K),K 1.3)1(FMUZC(l,K)r 	 1. )














♦ 	 _	 _	 ..	 t
FORMAT 731 F0RMAT(63X,`4TA9LEO.LX
,1CX,'SIN,fLATED',//) 	 r'DNE',13X,IPAST RUN' ,/s 64X ► A4910Xt'085E.RVED'
	
00 LCCP TO +	 -	 r l
+t+++++++++ STMT N	 85 +
i	 t	 t I=19MAXI	 +
t--	 ---------
+	 +	 MPCAY(I),TMPREC(I,1)-,TMPRECII,L)-TMOF(It11,T'^11F+
tt(Islls	 ♦+ 	 u
t	 -TMOF(I,1)r000T(I),STMROSIItIl r
-	 FORMAT 735 FORM,AT(66X,I2,'PRECIP'u8X
'	 rF5.3,15X,-F5.3,1,68X.'SUR R/O l 27X.f5,3•
`	 •	 /,6.8X,' INT
 





g +—	 ---------------------------- ---- --------





+ WRITE (6.7371	 t
------------------





FORMAT	 717 F 'rRvuF'•jx








FORMAT	 719	 FORMAT(11X.'PEAK	 (CFS)'




+	 PHR0, PHRS Mo OI FFP D I FFPP	 ♦ 4	 '
r=.



















+	 WRITE	 (6 r 745)	 ,1
♦ 	 APRECIL),APR€C(1)
♦ r
-------------------- --- ---------------------- ---




♦ 	 WRITE	 (6.700)'







+------------ - ----------	 -------------------- 	 +?
FORMAT	 747	 FOKMAT163Xt'TA(1LF w • n	 ,
D')
	
lX•'TkREE'92X,$PAST RUN' ,/ t 64XrA4 9 V W SIMULATE I
` +	 CO LOOP TO	 +
♦^t+ ++++++t STMT N	 87 +
♦ + I=19MAXI	 +
♦ +------------a s,,




+ i a	 MPDAYI[ ► ,EM1FS([.1)•EMUZS{I,LI•EMLZSII.1),EMGNS^r
+1 +{ I.1)'	 f 7
♦
♦ ,,	 EMI}FNX(I.1)tEMS1AM(1,11tEMUZC(I•L).
FORMAT'	 749	 FOR"AT(66X,I212X9'IFSE 1v10X,F5.2,/.,,70Xr'UZ`$	 '9IOX,F5.7r /t70X,
t 'LZS	 '•1OX,F	 5.29/,97OXt'GWS	 ',10X9 F5.2, /,#70X#	 df-NX' I lOXoF5.20/,,*

























LU	 -NQ 1 
r-------I-- ------- --'---------- ------








































SUM	 =DT/3.*(Q(1)+SUM +4. - fQ(NQ- 1)
-------------------








CCMMCN/GSPD/WORK 	 ,GSPL,UNITN	 ,12250 rIATN •UARCA
AULLV	 ,1GDSC	 ,IPTPJOWrMAXPT	 ,IPT	 rISYM ,ZWIt?K1,
IGDS4	 ,IGOS5	 rIGOS6	 ,IDSP
	 ,RU	 ,HSPB ,HSPL
	 ti VS.PB
	
,VSPL	 ,NOUT	 ,NXD	 ,NYD	 ♦ XS17E YSIZE	 t
XLL	 ,YLL	 ,XUR	 ,YUR	 ,XTiC	 ,YT IC ,XDVAL	 ,
YDVAL	 ,IKEYI	 ,IKLY2	 rIKEY3	 ,IKEY4	 ,AX ,!iX
	 r
AY	 BY	 rYLPOS
LOGXSW,LOGYSW,NPTF	 ,NRGF	 ,ERRHD	 rFA ♦ FB	 ,
FC	 sGMODE1rGSPIN	 ,DUM	 •IRECAL
LCGICAL*1 GSPIN,	 OUM(2)




















Y CALL PTEXT(IGOSC,IDF,ICNT,NULLV•NULLV,1•RNYUR +S.*VSPB)
C CREATE X AXIS LABEL ELEMENTS
$ CALL PTEXT(IGDSC•BCDX# ICNT ,Nt)LLV,NULLV•1•RNtYLL-3.5 *VSPO) y'





1RNO =/ VSPB)+I O(IRNU,IFIX(YS)ZEs
I
t	 DO LOOP TO	 +










i" + CALL PTEXTIIGDSC,BCDY2(I),1,NULLV,NULLV,I90.0,RN) r	 ry,+


















C	 CCNVERT Y DIVISION VALUES TO EBCDIC FORMAT AND CREATE
fi C	 THE TEXT ELEMENTS NECESSARY FOR DISPLAYING
1
+	 DO LOOP T O 	+
+t+.+++t++++ STMT k	 50 +
+	 +	 I = 1,NYD	 +
+	 -------------+
+----	 --- -------------------------------





C	 CCNVERT X DIVISION VALUES TO EBCDIC FORMAT AND CREATE
C	 THE TEXT ELEMENTS NECESSARY FOR DISPLAYING






j+ 1	 DYDVAL =XDVAL(I)-_—_--_—	 --	 —	 --I
t +	 --------------- ------------------------- I







+	 *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 60





♦ EDVAL (2) 	 —ZER0(2)
EDVAL(3)
	 =ZER0(3)
----	 --`--------------•---- --- 	 —	 ---
60 ++++++++CALL PTEXT(TGDSC,EOVAL.^--,NULLV*NULLV,I9XTIC(I)-6.*HSPS, .
YLL-1'5*VSPBI




------ --	 —	 —	 —




























'C INPUT PARAMETER CEFINITICN:'
C' r
` C NPLOT	 — CCNTROLS NUMBER OF CURVES PER DISPLAY-
C (NPL-OT=1 START NEW. DISPLAY)
C (NPLOT=2 SUPERIMPOSE CURVE ON PREVIOUS DISPLAY)`'
C MODE	 - TYPE OF GRID
C = 1 X-LINEAR AND Y—LINEAR
P
-	 m 2 X—LOG	 AND Y—LINEAR':
4
C -	 = 3 X—LINEAR AND Y—LOG
" C
_ 	 ...	
! — 4 X-LOG	 AND Y-LOG k
C NCHAR'
	
— SELECTS PLOT SYMBOL TO BE USEU vY
:- C NPI	 - NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED -- k
Y	 — NAMES OF ARRAYS CONTAINING THE X AND Y COORDINATES
C XMIN,XMAX — MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES FOR X COORDINATES`
C YMIN,YMAX — MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES FOR Y COORDINATES
G BCDX,B,CDY - CHARACTER LABELS FOR -X AND Y AXES 	 (72 CHAR MAX)
Y,
C '"IDF	 •`	 = `NAME OF 72 CHARACTER HEADING FOR EACH DISPLAY
v
C' IERR	 — ERROR INDICATOR.	 NOT SETBY THIS ROUTINE
C SINCE ERROR MESSAGES ARE DISPLAYED ON THE
- C' 2250 SCREEN.	 STANDARD MEANINGS ARE GIVEN BELOW. I1
C = 1 - NORMAL RETURN
_C = 2; UNABLE TO CONSTRUCT REACABLE GkAPH
C 3:-CFF—SCALE PLOT POINTS ENCOUNTERED a
CCMMON/,GSPD/WORK
	 rGSPI	 •UNITN	 ,12250	 ,IATN	 OARC-.A
NULLV	 ,I'GGSC	 rIPTNOW,MAXPT	 ,i p T	 vISYM	 ,RWnKJKI,
IGDS4



























I 	 I 	 I	 ^	 1^
g	 I
^t	 3 !	 I
.^
r-
fa LOGICAL*1 GSPIN,	 DUM(2)
REAL*8	 ERRI(6)/'NO	 POINT',*S	 SPECIF 1 9 1 1ED	 FOR	 4 0i	 OR	 MOr('.
' 'E	 CURVES','
Ir	
^- REAL*8P NRR2(6)/'UNABLE T* I 10 CONSTR','UCT READ*,'ABLE GRAD,
{!
' RE4L*8 PLTID(2)/'<<< ERRO*t'RS >>> 	 I/
^i DIMENSION	 A(1)




































t 13	 CALL SGRIT
IF	 *	 T GO TO 100#	 XMAX .LE	 *a+++ a





























XINC =(XMAX-XPlN )/( FLOATINXD)- 1.0I
















s	 IF 	 s	 T GO TO 100 r












----11 YINC = (YMAX-YMIN )/ (FLOAT (NYD)-1.0).
160	 1 ,7
C
C MODE" = 3	 X—LINEAR Y-LOG. ^!
C e
40 CONTINUE 1 iv
-------- ------°------------------
'

































#*	 I F *	 	 -T GO TO 100
#	 XMIN .LE	 *+++t
#. 0.0








	 #	 T GO TO 100
YMIN .LE	 *tttt
s: 0	 * _
LGXMIN =ALOGIG(XMIN)
LGXMAX =A LOG IN XMAX) t




























t t t-I=2,NXD	 t
* I z
•ILOG•*	 *	
T GO TO 70 a
t M . NOT	 *ttt+# XSw #
F It + ------------------------------^..-__-----{'' + (	 XDVAL (I) 	 =XDVAL([-1)*XING	 In
1
C - ^ C-1
Lf










R, 70 ♦ 	 1	 XDVAL-(-[)	 =XDVAL(1-11+X1NG





+	 DO LOOP TO	 +_,
♦+++•t+♦♦+♦ STMT N	 82 •
w
+	 IF	 T GO TO 80-
+	 *	 .NOT.LCG	 *++++ 1
.*YSN	 • =	 3
—	
—	 ~	
---------*	 *	 ------------- -- 	 ---
♦ 	 F
a------ --	 — —	 ------------------









♦ 	 I T









1210	 1	 1 210	 I	 190
90 CALL POINTSIX,'Y,NPNCHAR,IERR,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,PLT'ID)`
81` CALL LABELS(BCDX,BGDY,IDF,IERRI
























--	 — — -----	 ----	 --


















+	 WR I TE l	 OUT, , 10101	 +
+	 NPLOT,NCHAR,NP	 ♦ 	 s.
------------------------------+
I :.
*	 IF	 s	 T GO TO 230s	
NRGF	 t+a++






s	 IF	 s	 T GO TO 210
11 t0	
NP	 LE.	 *++^ ♦












Is	 .	 I r Po{.
• F
CALL EXECI IGOSCI



























































	 - --- --




FORMAT	 1010	 FORMAT( t	PL4020:	 NPLOT=	 ,I1. r ,	 NCHAR,='r12.'	 NP=',161
FORMAT	 1020 FORMATI r	PL4020:	 PLOT =',15.3Xr9A6/tDX.'NPLDT= 'rllr'
	
MODE='t




FORMAT	 1030	 FORMAT('	 ***'a,6A8)
FORMAT 2000 FORMAT(` **** 7X4020 .1











CCMMCN/GSPD/WORKGSP1	 •11NITN	 •12250 ,(ATN
	 ,OAREA
3(1 NULLV	 ,(GOSC r1PTNUW,MAXPT 	 ,IPT	 ,ISYM	 ,RWORKI-•I'GDS4	 rLGOS5	 ,IG'JS6	 rIOSP	 RU
	 ^HS'PB
	 ,HSPL	 s
VSPB	 •VSPL	 PNOUT	 ,NXD	 rNYO	 •IC	 :XDVAL,Yl






























	 (RWORKL,Y•X ♦ X:INC•YINC) 9
,
-----------	 --	 --- --------- --------
++ W-t]UTrl0J0)
" +	 ICDF(llvt=1,41	 +





C	 INITIALIZE GRAPHIC SERVICES p
r
CALL INGSP(GSPI,NULLVI




C	 INITIALIZE THE 2250
CALL	 INDEV(GSP19UNITN,1.2250)
u






C	 SET NO SCISSIORING FOR ALL DATA SETS
CALL SSCIS(IGOSC93)"
CALL SSCIS([GDS5,3) $:
CALL SSCIS(IGOS6,3) T	 ''„
11111	 CCNTINUE
C	 COMPUTE X AND Y TIC MARK COORDINATES AND ADJUST GRID SIZE
C	 PARAMETERS FOR TRUNCATION ERRORS
,
3' `aj.







I	 XTIC(1)	 zXLL I
.
I'
a	 DU I.00P TO	 #
t#a#tt #♦## s	 STMT	 k	 10 #
f ♦ 	 1=2*NXD
#-----------#
i # ------------r-.------------------ ---------














♦#+#+♦## *,+-.. STMT Y
	 20 t
t
+ 4	 1 = 2#NYD	 t u







C CREATE TEXT	 ELEMENTS FOR LIGHT ,PEN OPTION SELECTION 	 IN IGDS5.`''
r





CALL	 PT,EXT I I:aDS5 , GLAB l1 1)*12,NULLV, ,IKEY2t2 , X,3.;xVSP3I
CALL EXEC(IGDS5)
CALL INCL(IGOS5)







C CREATE ATTENTION LEVEL FOR 2250
CALL CRATL(12250,IATN)'
. C DESIGNATE THAT BOTH CHARACTER CODE AND COORDINATES OF CHARACER
C DETECTED BY THE LIGHT PEN ARE TO BE RETURNED BY RQATN SUBROUTINE
CALL MLPEO(1ATY92,4,1)















CALL PTEXT(IGDSC ISTAR,74,NULLV,NULLV ► I,0.D,1810.1
R	 ! CALL PTEXT([GDSCIInF972,hULLV,NULLV.I,56.,2050.1 °•
C CREATE VERTICAL—BOX-OUTLINE ELEMENTS`
----	 --	 -- ----	
--- -------------
1	 Y	 -1810	 1
++	 00	 LOOP TO 	 —w4•^..x.
	 ^	 .. r.tt++++t+#++ ST`1T A^
	 1 t	 — w










• ----- ----	 -------	 ----t 1
-	 + CALL PTEXTIIGDSC,STAR,I,NULLV,NULLV,1 1 0.0 Y1
1 t♦++t+++CALL PTEX,(,IGUSC,STAR9I,NULLV,NULLV,194088.,YI





















CCMMOty /GSRD/WORK	 •Gs pi	 ► UNITN	 912250	 •1ATN •i)Aa(A	 •
NULLV	 '•lGr)SC	 9 IPTNQ4,MAXPT	 ,IPT	 VISYM 9RING4KI
IGDS4	 rIGUS5	 9 1GUS6	 r10SP	 ► RU	 ► HSPQ rHSPL















INT.E-G-ER*4 GSP1rUNITh ► NULLVI11rUAREA
LOGICAL*1 FA ► F81FC•GMODEI
































ROUTINE TO PRINT PL360 GRAPH
C
C	 WRITTEN BY C G HOOKS	 IBM HUNTSVILLE
C
t _ SLBROUTINE PR360	 (ARRAY)
C	 .



















.	 ;	 IF	 * ;
4(ARRAY(IJ)—ARRAY(JI)1
— oi'	 •
1 41	 1	 142	 1	 141	 1
42	 CONTINUE :,.1 h
-------------. ........... -------------- ---^ t i
♦ 	 6RITE	 ('	 431b
♦ 	 ARRAY	 t t	 I











` FORMAT	 6 FORMAT (2A4,
	
8X,	 26A4)
t--_--.^------- ------------------ — -------- _ --_----




AL177+ 	 , C-199	 -g
— s
FORMAT	 9 FORMAT (16X,1H+• 5119H -------------------- 1H+1 1
♦- - -	 -'	 -	 -	









FORMAT	 7	 FORMA'T(Ak F11.2,IH +9 25-A4 • A-1-.IH+-/- 2A4`9 -7X9IHl-,25-Afiv At•IH1
9 25A4 9 AL1H / 2A4,7X,IH/ 2A4,7X,LHI
25A4A1,IH /2A4r7X:IH
2A4,7X1H^,25A4,AI:IHI :25A^^:A1,1H /
2A4,7X,1H ,25A49A191H / 2A4,7X91H ,75A4tAl,lH




I	 =	 1457,1484)	 +
t	 +	 , a
+----------	 -------------------- ------------- ----t¢







p *	 . #
*------------------ -- ----------
•	 WRITE	 (6.8)	 +




+-------- -----I-- — ----------- ------------------ ---
.




♦ 	 WRITE (696)(ARRAY(I),'I
	 = 1485,15121	 +
--------------------------- — ------ — -------- ---
RETURN





a.	 .erY-4	 .	 at	 r..c. u r a.ro	 .# s .c.	 .....	 +. .. x	 ^ ..	 ..xa—...<	 , am ^. ;^L. 4.	 t	 .. ,
^1i^P!&ftWkk+iN .'s ...f W:Mi, d,	.2.*.:.- .t..	 ..:.. t-'ixrzc +-^•.,te... ...e	 ^	 nse-c-s.-K..x -a. xa ,,	 ..*— r=-n	 a...:._..w	 	 .. r	 -	 r,	 r , •• 	 •.. s





SUBROUTINE POINTS ( X•Y,N',NCHAR , IERR,XMIN,XMAXIYMIN,YMAX , PLTID) e
CCMMON/GSPO/WORK	 9GSP1
	
,UNITN	 ,12250	 9 1ATN	 ,OAREA	 .
KULLV 9 160S ,IPINOW,MAXPT ,IPT	 , ISYM	 ,RWnRK1,
? IGDS4	 ,IG4)S5	 r IGDS6	 , IDSP	 ,RU	 ,HSPR	 rHSPL
VSPB	 ,VSPL	 ,NOUT	 ,NXD	 ,NYD	 ,XSIZE,VS1ZE
	 ,















i i LCGICAL*I,	 GSPIN,	 DUN(2)
REAL*8	 ERR3(6)/ T OFF	 SCAL 1 0E'POINTS','	 ENCOUNT*,IERED
2* 1	'/9KDRK(36),PLT10(2)













f. ---	 ------------------#	 .	 *	 • -
f •	 IF#
	



































-I1102— I	 1102 _1	 11
-	 ,	 C-202
4
C DETERMINE PLOT SYM80L TO BE USED.	 A VALUE OF 0	 IS RETURNED
C -IF THE SELECTED PLOTSYMOOL IS	 'POINTS O OR A NON-DISPLAYABLE










ASSIGN 2 TO M
DO LOOP TO	 +
STMT N	 3 +










IF	 T XPOS(I)=AX*ALOG10(X (K))









------------------ — ------------+++ IF	 T YPOS(I)=AY*ALOGIO(Y(KI)
+ LOGYSW	 +1 + BY+





























. t CALL PTEXT('IGDSC91SYMiliNULLVeNULLVtltXPOSII)?YPOS(1)) 4'`
t{




















}	 110 I	 110	 I-, 120	 1
10 I-J2----N'P---- ------------------ -------^
ie
_-1` 170













x	 160 ISO	 1 165	 1
0MGMAU PAGE IS

























L	 =J2—J1+1	 -_	 I
------	 -------------------
DC LCCP TO
++*+++++ +++ STMT ' 4 	 80 +
I=1.L	 tI;




. *	 IF	 *	 T XPOS(I)=AX*ALOG10(X(K))






*s	 IF * 	s	 T XPOSIII=AX*X(K)
 
+ BX























^1 r 75	 CCNT INUE
1 --------------------------------+	
+ IF 	 *	 T	 GO TO 78












!	 •	 IF	 +	 T GO TO 72
'.	 YLK1	 .GE	 -s++++ s
+	 !	 •	 YMIN	 .AND.	 Y(K)_,#
+	 *EE. YMAX








— --------°------	 --------------------J. 
CFF	 =.TRUE.
t --
t	 +	 IF	 *	 T I	 GO TO 79
*	 OFSG	 ♦^tt ♦ 1
I
1
+	 ----	 -- --------------	 -----------
OFSC 	 .TRUE.
♦ 	 ! 	 CALL PTEXT(IGDSC,ERR3.48,NULLV,NULLVtl,O.O.YLL-7.0+VSPB)
i vn
s	 ^





+	 F j	 +




	 1•^a._	 x(	 ERRHD=.FALSE.--it a
t
79	 ♦---- ------- --^_^------------------------- ♦
s	 t
	 1%RIT6(N0UT 9 L0901	 +'
+	 +	 X(K)9Y(K)	 _t "'.r
•	 t	 t	 } ,
3 ------------------------- ------------	 -----.__--t
I t
r+72	 GC TO M,(2980) r
80 ++++t+++CCNTINUE
{ _ s





C	 CREATE ZERO POSITIGN,LINES 	 IF ON GRAPH
`
C	 X (0)=BX AND Y(O1=8Y FOR LINEAR GRAPHS
GINA.A.GE IS'
I
'OF I'UOR QUALI'iTi'	 C-206
1i
i









!F. •	 *	 T
*T
GO TO 10 :1
€













• IF 	 *	 T GO TO 102
BY	 .LE.	 *+ +++















----'----------- ---------- ----- —
RETURN
FORMAT	 1000 FORMAT($ ***OFF—SCALE POINT
	 X = ',E12.595Xv'Y = 	 'PF12.51































	 *	 T RMNR = 2.00
•	 DAY .GT.	 t++++
" *	 200,.OR.- : VI,IN
	
.GT.*







s +	 DO LOOP TO
	 +
+++++++t+++	 STMT	 #	 101	 +
+ i + HOUR = 1, 2,,	 +




♦ !	 HOURIFE	 *+t++




♦ ' +++t++++t+++t+++t+t++♦++ t+++t
t. AHPAHP+DRHP(DAY,HOUA)*RGPM
--- ------------------------.; 1 -
r




♦ ' *	 HOUR .NE	 stta+
+ *. NRHA	 * J
IP
♦. F
♦1 (	 RNRAI4 =AHP
------------ ----








t	 *	 * ------------------	 ------------	 i
*	 1F	 **	 RFRISE	 *i *+ ♦
GO TO 102










.GT. KMWR	 AND. RFRISE	 .LT.	 0.02*RWRAIN)	 OR.	 IRWRAIN
<< .GT.	 3.00 .AND, RFRISE .LT.	 0.05*RWPAINI) GO TO 104 L
l
102- I --------------------------------
.	 •	 •	 .
*	 F	 «	
T GO TO 103
RWRAI
:G7.  -0.05










	 —	 -----	 -------




-♦ 	 DAY, RA,A+


















. *	 IF 	
*	
T GO TO 108-fly RAM	 .LT.'	 +t+ xs
`fn • 0.0	
#v













SUBROUTINE PREPFO(RGP w ,.IRHP,D AY ,HOU R OPYv PRO t PEP rPRH1
C 	 OIVIO,ES HOURLY PRECIPITATION TOTALS AMONG PERIODS FOR SMALL 9ASINS
e
OIMENSICN DRHP ( 366r24)v	 PE4PI4)








•IF 	 T RETURN










	 T GO TO
	 00



























	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 101 r





















*	 T LDAY = 5.4 x
t	 LDAY	 EQ	 *++++
p' •.	 365	 *'


























+ t KIA = 19MXTRI+ i


































*EC.,FMXTRI	 .AND.	 TF* I'





FNTR1= FNBTRI # (CHCAP/TFX)**EXQPV	 I
----	 --
+0
- --------	 ----	 ----	 -------
s l * •.	 ------------	 -------------- i
-•..#	


















































•	 * IF 	 *	 T GO TO 101





-- -	 -	 ---


















--------- ------	 ----- ------_ I








----.	 --i-- ---- -	 -- -- -------=-_---	
-	 -	 -
,°







b 102	 j --	
_KB1±1-------------- ----c --------
§ s	 IF	 *	 T GO TO-
BI- .GT.
	










WSBIT =BTR 	 KA








Lk I _.......	 ... _ _	 .	 ..,.._•
t"I















' *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 104











f 104 1103	 (










*	 **	 *	 -------- -------- 
	 ---	 ------
+--------° --+








a + ( 1
F, +.	 -------------- T _	 a
+,''	 +	 DO LOOP TO .	+
+++++++++++- STMT 0	 L06










----	 —------ -------	 -------	 ---'-
' 107 ++++++++CCNTINUE
o	 if 108 +	 DO LOOP TO	 +
1 +++++++t+++ -STMT 4
	
109 +
















4 COMMCN/GSPD/WORK	 9 GSP1	 ,UNITN	 912250 •IATN	 ,OAREA
NULLV	 sIGDSC	 r1PTNO'W,MAXPT	 ,IPT	 ,ISY(fi	 ^RWf+RK1r
— IGDS4	 ,1GDS5	 ,IGDS6	 ,IDSP	 ,RU	 911S PR	 ,HSPL	 ,
VSPB	 ,VSPL	 ,NCUT	 ,NXD	 ,NYD	 ,)(SIZE :YSIZE
XLL	 ,YLL	 ,XUR	 ,YUR	 .XTIC	 ,YTIC	 XDVAL
VDVAL	 9 1KEY1	 9 IKEY2	 rIKEY3	 ,IKEY4	 •AX
	 •	 ,[IX	 ,
AY	 BY	 ► YLPOS
LOGXSWrLOGYSWtNPTF	 rNRGF	 ,ERRHD ,FA	 ,FB
	 ,
:CUMFC	 ,GMODE19GSPIN	 ,IRECAL s
LCGICAL *l GSPIN,	 DUM(2) «`
INTEGER *4 UNITN,DAREA,NULLV(I),GSP1















-C 'CREATE UPPER TIC MARK ELEMENTS
CALL PSGMT(IGDSC,XTICjYUR—DEL,XTIC,YUR+DEL,NULLV, NULL V,I,NXO, h
_-• "1.0.1 s0) ^	 ";






C CREATE RIGHT TAG I4ARK ELEMENTS












CCMMON/GSPD/WORK	 •GSPI	 rUNITN	 ,I2?.50 ,IATN * OA REA
NULLV	 ,IGDSC	 ,IPTNCW,V-AXPT	 ,IPT	 ^ISYM ^f.W RK'1^
^i
i IGDS4	 rIGDS5	 rIGDS6	 ,IDSP	 ,RU	 rVISPB iHSPL , I
a, YSPB	 rVSPL	 rNOUT	 ,NXD	 ,IJYD	 , X' S IZE YSIZE
E XLL	 ,YLL	 ,XUR	 YUR	 ,XTIC	 YT IC,	 , rXDVAL	 r If  
t IK
•NX







FC	 rGMODEI,GSPIN ,DUM -	 ♦ IRECAL j







F I	 IABSDP -IABS(ID0)+1
r
I
+	 * IF 	 *	 T	 CALL OMIT(IGOSC) I
IRECAL
•EQ. 0















F _	 + zu
++++++t++++++t+++++t+++++++++
— --- —	 —
fi









#	 (IDSP) * 	^
—^ x•0 1 *•^	 f^
p.:
s
-------	 -------	 --	 ---(11	 1	 112	 I	 111	 i
' 11 CALL	 INCL(IGDS5rNULLVrIKEY3)'















—. R.C.	 =	 r,Z81
END
RYARO
R QUALM,5= OF	 C-218
A;
s










' I	 •	 *•*	 • --------------------------- ---
t
G













--	 --'--	 ---	 ----
100 CCNTINUE
x
C CALCULATICN.OF HOURLY AIR TEMPERATURE
3
C DMXT CURRENT DAY, DMNT NEXT DAY
• 
*-	 IF	 *	 T _ ,._GG_TG-101— ------ - 	 _	 _	 -
HOUR	 NE	 *+++t ^;
4
1 "" FOSC =0.0 I >sFTA	 =FDSC
NT4PM=DMXT(DAY)-4.0*ELDIF+(XELR ! i?111	 /4.0) *0.7#ELD-I-F 1
--- 
------------ ---------- -- - - -- - --
3 101 wr----------- -=--------------
_	 *	 IF	 *	 T SDSC _ -0.0278






SDSC _ O.Q278Y• * IF
	 *	
T





































*	 *	 ------------------------------° i
p + II	 +++++++t+++++t
--•	
*	 *
r., s,	 IF	 * se tt+ =NDAY	 366
3U
E' *	 60 NAND. GMXT(366*













102 -------- ------ -----------------
,w s	 * IF 	 '	 t	 T GO TO 103
i *	 PRH .LE.	 *++++
• 0.0 .OR.	 XELR	 .GE.*
s ^ #






------	 --------	 ---	 ------
**	 IF 	 *	 T GO TO 104,
s	 PRH .NE.	 s+♦++
























A l si	 I F i	*	 t




^; t •EQ. 0.0	 ; t
'	 *t* ------------------	 -- ------ -F j
;IF	 *	 T GO TO 105 >F
s	 HOUR .NE	 *+r+♦ i
+. 24	 • 3
.	 + ------------------ ----- --------- _
F I
C	 CALCULATION OF TIME AGING OF THE SNOWPACK
^	
- - -	 - -
.SAX	 =SAX+1.0
i f	 a
. •	 IF	 *	 T SAX = 15.0
SAX : .GT.	 s++a+
• 1500
-	 ---	 -- --	 -s
F i
._. r+r+++++++++'++s+arrrtr ++r+++ra
105 ------------------------- ----t-t	 *









C	 PRECIPITATION IN FORM OF SNOW - CALCULATE INTERCEPTION, DENSITY OF NEW
C	 SNGh COMPACTIONr AND SETTLING SNOW PACK AND THE EFFECT ON ALBEDO
., ..,,
*	 T GO TO 110
















* IF 	 T GO TO 106
T EN
• C.0	 • 3
1
























T SDEPTH = SDEPTH —
	
(IPRHi	 SPTG I FGT	 *+.+ ♦
*. C.O .AND.	 SDEPTH * ,
*.GT. SPIN
*,.	 * =--------------------------------- rF -	 +
+++++++aa^+++........... ++++++
r























• *	 IF	 *	 T SAX = 00r




F' +1 ++++.+++++ ++....+++	 *++++
^	 SASFX=SASFX—P'XCSA
-- -- —---- ---------
_
109 1	 PRH	 —0.0	 )
-------I----------------
	






. •	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 127 t




*	 * -	 -------------	 --	 ------
Fg1











-------------- ----------------I-- -- -
-------------	
-----------------




---------------- -- --- --------
. •	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 111




C	 CALCULATION OF NEGATIVE MELT
111	 --- ----------------------------
z,;.





























. *	 IF	 *	 T TANSM
	
0.08*SPTN





( 1 - C	 EFFECT OF RAIN ON ALBEO p












f---	 ---	 -------- — ------------
*	 s
1F	 •	 T GO TO 115















IF 	 T HSM =
	
(TEH -32-:0)*80OFS
* TEH .GT.	 *++a M
• 32.0	 • ;
.- F +
s



















T HSM =	 HSM* (l.0 -	 l(1.0
• SAX ;IF	 *++++ -	 FFOR)*FIRR(KAA))) 4
,t + 15.0	 * ,





*	 * -HSMIF	 *	 T =	 HSH*(1.0 -	 (t1.0 is
s * SAX .Ed.	 s+t++ - FFOR)*FIRR(15))t -
•' 15.0	 * ^i
*	 *	 r---	 ----------	 ---	 -
- F +
r+++t++t+++t+t+rttr++tt+tr++a^ alr;
IF 	 *	 T- HSM = HSM + ((TEH - 32.


































116 MHSM =HSMi HSM	 (SPTW/SPTWCC)*HSM





^ftt+ttt4f+it+44+ttttFtttf+fitt_  l	 `












SPTW =0.0 ..'[ SPLW =0.0














• .. fir: 'i	 rY. ••r:.
It	
118 SPTW	 -HSM------------------ — -----!
I.	 +
--- ----	 --y: ---	 - ^
`






*. 0.0	 * t









-	 i a	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 121 f'








t	 IF	 «	 T_	 GO TO	 119




---	 -'	 --	 ---	 -----------





• IF 	 •	 T	 GO TO 120









'	 120	 I	 SDEPTH —SCEPTH-(HSN!/(0.7*SFMD))
j	 1122
121	 1	 SDEPTH =SDEPTH-(HSM/SFMD)	 1
I	 - 
	 7




. *	 IF	 *	 T	 SPTW = 0.0




I	 -.C	 CALCULATION OF LIQUID—WATER—HOLDING-CAPACITY
1 SPLWC=SPBFLW*S'PTa —	---------	 --
----------------------------- -----------
4
. *	 IF	 *	 T	 SPLWC = SPBFLW*(3.0	 3
•	 SFMD .GT	 *ttat	 .33*SFMD)*SDTW	 *
F
It*t+tt ♦t+ttt^t+tttttttt^tttatt










- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------
;
---
i #	 # IF*	  .	 T SPLWC = 0.0,,
• ^	 SPLWC	 .L	 #♦ t++ t
: •T. 0.0
_
a* *	 --------------I ---- -------------
1++++^+++..+++++++++++++++++.+
C_ ACCCUNTING OF MELT WATER AND RAIN
.
* 	 *	 .
+ ^	
GO TO
	 123 9#	 W	
+t+(SPLw t	 # ^	 R















124 --------	 --------	 ------------
* • * IF 	 *	 T GO TO 126ii *	 (HSM + P	 *t+++'
*RH)	 I.E.. 	 TANSM	 * _
P
n







------- --- — ----	 ---	 --
)'
} 127 CCNTINUE 1
---	 ---- ----	 ------	 ---i
HSM	 —0.0 














`SDEPTH	 *+t++ GO TO 128`











------- — i ------------------------------
*	
*----------------- -- ------------
*	 IF	 *.	 T OFRF =	 ( 1.0 —	 (SPTiI/SPT la







E 128	 *	 --- -..-------------------------*









C	 CALCULATICN OF GROUNDMELT
x------------------- ----------- -:_*	 I F *	 **	 .T
RETURN
is *	 HOUR .N	 *t+tt




*	 I F*	 T GO TOM- 129









---------------- 	 ------------•	 *	 #
• s
	 IF	 *	 T SDEPTH = SDEPTH —
j *	 STMD	 LT	 *++t+
0.50 .AND. SDEPTH*
.GT. 2.0*DSMGH


















R(N)-,S(N)rAREA,SUMS,SUM49MAXS 9 4AXR,SSQ,SS019SUMO,SUMSQ f
REAL	 MEADS,
	
MEANK,	 VARS,	 V:ARR, 'CORCF'





C INPUT: S = ARRAY OF SIMULATED RFADINGS }
C R = ARRAY OF OBSERVED READINGS
C N = NUMBER OF READINGS
C-- AREA­ AREA OF ,WATERSHED ri
C'
c OUTPUT: SUMS = SUM OF SIMULATED READINGS
i
SU ,4R = SUM OF OBSERVED READINGS- ;t
C MAXS = MAXIMUM OF SIMULATED READINGS Y'
Cl MAXR = MAXIMUM OF OBSERVED READINGS
C I — SSO
	
SUM SQUARED WITH WEIGHT OF 20
Iti4j
C SSOI` = SUM SQUARED WITH VARIABLE WEIGHT
C - SUMD = SUM OF (OBSERVE) - SIMULATED) 	 READINGS
C i ._ SUMSQ = SQRT OF SUM OF (OBSERVED - S14ULATFD)**21
G MEANS = MEAN OF SIMULATED READINGS
G MEANR _ MEAN OF 09SERVED READINGS
C VARS = VARIANCE OF SIMULATED HEADINGS`
s	 :
C VARR = VARIANCE OF ACTUAL READINGS
a





























+	 DO LOOP TO
	
t—








+	 C	 COMPUTE SUM OF READINGS

































C	 COMPUTE SUM SQUARES
z
AA
♦. 	 •	 ------------------------------ 7
♦ 	 *	 IF	 *	 T GO TO 50 I P!






WEIGHT —_20~--	 -----	 —	 ----	 ---- ^
i
♦ ----------- -------------- -----.
	
-
t^	 ♦ IF 	 *	 T WEIGHT	 —
	 WEIGHT	 -^
+	 *	 12.;















*+ •	 •	 IF *	 	 T WEIGHT	 =	 WEIGHT / 30 ]








--•	 --	 ---	 «— ---^	 --.--











♦ 	 ------ ----- ----------------------------








































t	 Jti V— — —0.'
ORIGINAL 'PAGE IS






t	 00 LOOP TO	 +
4 ♦at +tt++;++t STMT #
	
200 t
^i +	 +	 I=.l r	 N	 +
+	 t------------+
gj. +1f) +	 C(1 t
C +	 C	 COMPUTE INTERMEDIA TE VARIANCE E CORRELATION COEFFICIE14T









t	 --------------------------------------- - 9
t TEMPR= R(I:) —MEANR 1
♦ TEMP =TEMP2*T?EMPR
+ AR	 =AR+TEMP
+ ASR	 =ASR +TEMPS*TEMPR
+ =_=------^--	 --------- ---------- ------ G
200 ♦ tttttt.J VARR =VARIR+TEMP--------------- 	 —	 ---^
i
C
E C	 COMPUTE VARIANCE t CORRELATION COEFFICIENT


















OR10=1 PAG@ IS 3







C	 SUBROUTINE TO PERFORM A TABLE LCOKUP AND LINEAR 	 INTERPOLATION P
{. C
YINT(X1.X2•YI•Y2) = (Y1—Y21*(VALX—x2)/(Xl-k2)	 + YZ
C	 _ is
n„
F C	 TEST FOR VALX OUTSIDE RANGE OF X TABLE
--------------------------------
;.
































C	 VALX WITHIN RANGE OF X TABLE	 :k
20	 CONT INUE
1 J	 =N/2
'—----=1---------------- 	 —	 ---------
-----	 -------•—	 ----- — ------	 -------
a
54
	1
k_
r
C-234
i

